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Abstract 
The phenomenon of the villa has proved to be enduring. Developed in the C2nd 
BC, the tenn's continued significance is demonstrated through its application to 
examples worldwide. This thesis considers villae in Italy from the C I sl BC to the C2nd 
AD, examining the art, architecture and landscape of these residences. By 
investigating their literary and archaeological remains, this thesis investigates the 
complex function of Roman villae and the personal display employed in them by 
owners as a means of ordering the social hierarchies of Roman society. The first two 
chapters interrogate ancient and modem definitions of the residence, arguing that the 
Roman villa was a more fluid phenomenon than has generally been presented. This 
flexibility allowed its employment as a weapon for the castigation of rivals or the 
praise of friends. The following three chapters focus upon the important role of villae 
in personal display examining how, through the employment of juxtaposition and 
theatricality in these residences, members of Roman society aimed to persuade the 
audience of their social status. The last chapter returns us to the initial question of the 
flexibility of villa definition. Why does it matter what is called a villa, and how far 
can the tenn be applied before its usage becomes inappropriate or, more worringly, 
too dangerous? Using the example of Nero's Domus Aurea as arguably the 'ultimate 
villa', it suggests that whilst the potency of the word villa relied on flexibility, there 
was a necessary limit to its elasticity: it was a tenn with set parameters that could not 
be applied to anything and everything. Transgression of the boundaries of accepted 
and expected display was perceived to undennine the Romanness of the villa owner 
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Chapter 1 
Chapter 1 : Introduction 
1.1: What do we Understand by the Term 'Villa'? 
The phenomenon of the villa has proved to be enduring l . From its very 
conception, its continued presence in the media of literature, architecture and art over 
the centuries has encouraged people of varying status and from different cultures to 
reproduce these residences2• Examples of buildings labelled as villas can be found 
dating from c. 200BC to the present day and in countries stretching from Italy to 
Africa, from France to America3• 
Until the development of systematic archaeological excavation in the 
nineteenth century, much knowledge of Roman vil/ae was derived from literature. The 
texts of Pliny, Cicero and Vitruvius provided subsequent generations with sources of 
information on the life within and the architecture of villas. Whilst ruins from various 
public buildings, for example temples, were visible and thus influenced an 
understanding of classical architecture, the desire to excavate entire domestic 
residences, in town or country, was uncommon. In general, only the richest examples 
of ancient domestic residences, such as Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli, were excavated. As a 
consequence of this lack of interest, examples of private, domestic architecture 
1 The word Villa has both an ancient and a modem context as it is a Latin term reutilised in English. As 
such, when referring to the term villa in its Latin context, I will italicise the word. When using the term 
in today's context, it will remain unitalicised. 
2 For example Loudon, (1806) discusses the use of the villa in CI9th British housing. 
3 Illustrations of this large range of examples can be seen by considering the Vii/a at Settefinestre, Cosa 
in Italy (dated to the last decades of C2nd BC), and the Posto Villa at Francolise in Campania (dated to 
120BC) the Constantin ian Vii/a at Antioch, North Africa (dated to about C4th AD), Palladio's various 
villas located throughout North-Eastern Italy dating from the early I 540s (Villa Qodi), to the late 1560s 
(Villa Almerico), Thomas Jefferson's Villa at Montecello (dated from 1769), and Le Corbusier's Villa 
Savoye at Poissy (dated to 1920s). Ackerman (1990) provides further examples of villas spanning the 
~ras of its development. 
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generally remained either unexcavated or unpublished4• Notions of ancient domestic 
architecture were founded upon an amalgamation of excavated public monuments and 
the most sumptuous examples of villa residences, and a few representations of the 
villa in art as well as the literature of ancient authors who often discussed at length 
their homes in town and country5. With the reconstruction of villa architecture and 
discussions of the attendant daily life in villae in ancient literature, the lack of accurate 
physical information did not prevent attempts to reproduce these residences in what 
was believed to be a classical style of architecture, based on a combination of 
available ancient sources and the designer's imagination. 
The first available records of the villa come from ancient Rome, in the form of 
literary and archaeological remains that highlight the presence of the villa 
phenomenon from at least the C2nd BC. The written sources regarding villae will be 
divided into two separate groups and as such will be considered. Initially, at different 
stages; firstly, sources that discuss the idea of the villa in general and secondly, those 
that appear to discuss the actual villae ofliterary figures. The first group includes the 
agricultural and architectural treatises that discuss the function of the villa and/or its 
architectural structure. This examination will demonstrate the political or cultural 
climate at the time of writing, for example illustrating the need for restraint in the 
.. Apart from some rare finds of vast villa complexes during and after the Renaissance (for example 
Hadrian's villa at Tivoli), there are some examples of ancient site finds from disparate episodes of 
tunnelling in C18th around various domestic residences. The villae at Stabiae, and the Villa of Papyri at 
Herculaneum as recorded by Jashemski (1979 & 1993), provide us with excellent examples of this. 
These were, however, often poorly recorded and did not often give clear pictures of the structure of the 
residence. Furthermore, such excavations often led to the removal and loss of items of sculpture 
without securely recording their find location. Some domestic residences were unearthed during the 
C 18th and then recovered, as happened to the Villa of T. Siminius Stephanus and the Villa of Cicero, 
both located just outside Pompeii. Such examples of sporadic and inaccurate excavations and finds 
have done much to interfere with knowledge of individual villae as well as providing an incomplete 
and inaccurate understanding of Roman villae as a whole. For more information see Parslow (1995). 
S A few representations of vi/",e in wall-paintings were uncovered through such tunnelling for example 
from Boscoreale and Stabiae. See Bonifacio, & Sodo (200 I) p.4l. 
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building or decoration of the villa. The second group includes letters and other genres 
that describe specific examples of villae, and the lifestyle led within them, often in 
order to make a politically loaded statement about the particular villa owner. The 
political overtones within both types of villa discussion demonstrate that both were of 
a highly ideological nature. From such discussions we are able to obtain further 
insight into Roman life and culture6• According to Emma Dench in her book 
Romulus' Asylum, 
I have begun to illustrate the inseparability of myth, history, and the 
institutions in ancient perceptions of the Roman citizenship, and ... we 
shall keep returning to the theme of the inseparability of 'institutions' 
from 'culture', ranging from writing, representing, and holding 
triumphs to the relationship between intellectual debates on how far 
identity is based on origins, culture, or clothes, and provincial 
government, tax collection, expulsion, or massacre.7 
'Romanness' was demonstrated through Roman culture and the institutions by which 
Rome was organised and run. In the same way that the Latin language ensured 
Romanness, so too did the toga, the Roman legal system, and other Roman 
institutions and aspects of Rome's cultureS. Within this thesis, I will develop this 
6 The term "ideology" here is to be understood as that proposed by Ackerman (1990) p. 10. "I do not 
use "ideology" in the current colloquial sense to designate a strongly held conviction, but rather in the 
sense of a concept or myth so firmly rooted in the unconscious that all who hold it affrrm it as an 
uncontrovertible truth ...... . 
7 Dench (2005) p. 26-27. 
• Of the necessity of Latin for Romanness, see Ibid. p. 210 Throughout this thesis I shall employ the 
term 'Romanness' rather than Romanitas. Over recent years the problems and inaccuracies inherent in 
this term have become apparent. This has encouraged historians to investigate ideas of Romanitas and 
'Romanness', see Hall (2002) and Woolf(1998). Dench demonstrates clearly the problems of the term 
Romanitas when she comments, p.31, "The modem misapplication of the term Romanitas, a long way 
from its specific late antique contexts, begs questions about how far, in what ways and by whom 
'Romanness' was perceived to be any kind of entity, as well as undermining the significance of it as a 
late antique concept." In her footnote to this she further elucidates, "Romanitas is fITSt attested in 
Tertullian Pall. 4.1.1, where the contrast is not with 'barbarity' but with Greekness." 
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argument further to consider that the villa played a fundamental role in Rome's 
culture and as such was perceived to be an integral part of displaying an individual's 
success in society. It was not merely the villa that was distinctively Roman: how one 
employed it, decorated and behaved whilst there was perceived as a strong indication 
of one's true Romanness9• 
The other type of evidence that will be considered within this study is the 
archaeological remains of villae that exist throughout Italy. When considering the 
vii/a of antiquity, it is necessary for us to attempt to make connections between these 
two different types of evidence. Discrepancies arise between the literary and 
archaeological evidence from the fact that, literary descriptions of vil/ae are creative 
and rhetorical exercises. 
The identification of archaeological remains as vil/ae residences today is not 
without it problems. The Villa of Mysteries at Pompeii has been labelled as a villa 
because archaeologists have interpreted it to be so in the light of the literary sources 
(Fig 1). Its location outside the city walls and its agrarian base have encouraged 
archaeologists to identify it as a villa since these were attributes of villa residences 
highlighted by some ancient authors. The definition of the villa residence in antiquity, 
however, was fundamentally contentious and negotiable. It will be demonstrated that 
there were no specific attributes that made a villa residence, making the labelling of 
residences as villae by archaeologists somewhat problematic. Thus, the Vii/a of 
Mysteries, for example, is not necessarily a villa: we cannot even be assured that it 
9 The Roman origins of the villa are emphasised by scholars including Ackerman (1990), Percival 
(1976), Mckay (1975). 
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was considered a villa in antiquity. It does, however, reflect a number of 
characteristics considered by some ancient authorities to be representative of the 'villa' 
residence and as such its identification as a 'villa' will be maintained within this 
Ancient literary sources regarding villae are often restricted to representing a 
villa in a specified period. When we consider Pliny the Younger's writings on his 
various villae in mainland Italy, we read only of the time frame of his own lifetime 
and period of ownership; how they were altered when he became the owner or how 
any subsequent owners altered them remains unknown. It would be mistaken to think 
that after an owner's death, villae were either left to fall into decay or remained 
exactly as they had been during his lifetime. We know that villa ownership changed 
regularly, often not even passing down through family lines and would more than 
likely have been altered to suit the new owner's tastes and needs II. 
Problems gathering evidence are intensified by the comparison of those 
periods where literature on villae flourishes, and the large expanses of time when 
comments on villae are negligible. For example, in the republican period, men such as 
Varro and Cicero wrote sihJflificant amounts about these residences. In the Flavian era, 
Martial and Statius wrote about these residences. There is then a 'break' after the 
detailed villa descriptions of Pliny the Younger. There are almost no similar 
10 The difficulties of certain identification of villa residences does not mean that we should cast aside 
evidence from 'villa' residences, since we would be ignoring a plethora of information. 
II For example Cicero often mentions in his letters to Atticus his desire to purchase other villae from 
various member of elite Roman society, especially following the death of his daughter Tullia in 45BC, 
for he wished to put up a shrine to her in the grounds of a newly purchased villa. See for example, Cic. 
Aft. XILXII.l For further information on the inheritance of property in ancient Rome, see Hopkins 
(1985) chAo esp pt. VII, cfBorkowski & du Plessis, (200S) ch.3. 
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descriptions until those of Sidonius Apollinaris in Late Antiquity. It is difficult to 
ascertain the reason for the significant gaps in ancient evidence for the villa residence, 
weaknesses in evidence can be explained in numerous ways, not least as a 
consequence of the importance of chance in the survival ofliterature l2• 
Yet there is another way in which we might consider the chronological spread 
of extant literary evidence. According to the anthropologist Wolf, 
We owe to social anthropology the insight that the arrangements of a 
society become most visible when they are challenged by crisis. The 
role of power also becomes most evident in instances where major 
organisational transformations put signification under challenge. 13 
By employing Wolfs theory, it might be suggested that increases in literary villa 
evidence result from either external pressures on or internal pressures within the 
Empire. In such times, men felt the need to examine themselves and the way in which 
they and their contemporaries led their lives. This usually involved to some extent 
examination of an individual's 'private' life and his time at a villa, and might result in 
either harsh invective or resounding praise depending on the individuals concerned 
and the period of writingl4• Such scrutiny was often aimed at placing blame for 
current problems within society onto one's rivals whilst exonerating oneself. 
The literature from Varro and Cicero on the villa residence in the republic as 
well as the Epistles of Sidonius Apollinaris from the C5th AD present immediate 
12 Cf. pp.14- 15 below for discussion on the accident of survival of the frescoes in Campania. 
13 Wolf, (1990) p. 593. 
14 See esp. Ch. 2, pp.89-89 below for further discussion. 
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support for this theory, since both these eras were fraught with crisis and tensions of 
either an internal or external natureIS• This argument might, however, also be applied 
to other examples of villa literature such as that from Statius and Martial. Whilst 
Statius and Martial were not writing at a period of specific crisis in the way that one 
would consider the wars of the republic or later empire, it is possible to argue that 
Roman society was constantly one of competitive tensions, where people were still 
scrutinising lifestyle and status and competing with one another. 
Beacham has clearly demonstrated that the competitive nature of the political 
system of Rome's republic, requiring votes in order to win elections, necessitated the 
procurement of public support through public munificence. As Yakobson comments, 
No nobi/isI6 aspiring to reach the highest offices could ignore the 
possibility that he would need the votes of what to him must have been 
the lowest dregs of the city populace: not just in distributing bribes 
before the elections, but as an aedile, as an organiser of private 
munera, in his social life, and whenever he had occasion to display 
generosity or be charged with a lack of it. I7 
Republican Rome's oligarchic yet nominally democratic political system revolved 
around the desire and need for members of the elite seeking political careers to 
emphasise constantly their personal importance and power in the city sphere through 
various modes of public munificence and spectacular display in settings such as the 
IS The best known works of Cicero regarding villae residences are found in Epistulae ad Atticum. 
Efistulae ad Quintumfratrem and Epistulae adfamiliares. See also Varro. Rust. and Sid. Apoll. Episl. 
I According to Hopkins. (1985) p. 31 &44. this tenn had a specific meaning as did the tenns senator 
and eques. (which will also be referred to throughout this thesis). although it is unlikely that they were 
always used exactly to differentiate between people. Hopkins quotes Gelzer (1969) who claims that the 
usage of this tenn varied depending on the writer. 
17 Yakobson (1972) p.47. 
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arenas, theatres and baths18• Recently, however, investigations into personal display 
have begun to look beyond the bounds of these entertainments to triumphs, funeral 
processions and banquets19• Indeed, equally important were the modes of personal 
display such as clothing and jewellery, and culture, which the elite also employed to 
parade status. The life of a republican Roman aristocrat was open for all to view 
according to Cicero, "For if anyone from early in his life possess some claim to fame 
and distinction .... all eyes are fixed on him. As a result, people are curious about what 
he does and how he lives. He spends his time in the spotlight - his every word and 
deed known to all.,,20 As Geoffrey Swni comments, "Many aspects of an aristocrat's 
life were a public document, open and accessible. The dress of senators, a toga with 
the broad purple stripe, red shoes and a shining ring, boasted their social rank. to all 
those whose gaze fell upon them.,,21 Andrew Bell provides insight into 
demonstrations of power through spectacular display by individuals in Republican 
Rome and their role in securing the approval of the Roman populace22. Both public 
and personal display aimed to parade an individual's status in the city to the people. 
Failure to succeed in displaying claims of personal importance, in other words the 
inability to persuade the public of personal prestige, could lead to a failure to secure 
distinguished political positions in Rome's repUblic. This could blight the future of an 
individual, his family and successors23. 
18 Beacham (1999) p.3. 
19 As discussed in detail in Ibid; Kondoleon (1999); Slater (1991); Beard (2003); Flower (1996); 
Dunbabin (2003). 
20 Cic. Off. 2.44. 
21 Sumi (2005), p. 2. For further information on the toga see Vout (1996). 
22 Bell, A., (2004) Cf. Bell, A., (1997). The general spectacular displays he discusses include triumphal 
rrocessions, hunting and the entertainments of the arena. CfSumi (2005), passim. 
3 Hopkins (1983), p. 31-32, citing Cic. Pis. 1-2. 
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Yet it would be mistaken to believe that because of the decrease in power 
wielded by the senate during the empire, the Roman elite no longer competed 
between each other for certain positions. According to Hopkins, 
Emperors shut aristocrats off from their traditional access to 
the citizens of Rome .... And the emperor himself held the key to the 
most prestigious and profitable appointments in the provinces. By the 
middle of the first century AD, the emperor also nominated the 
consuls, from among whom senior provincial governors were chosen. 
But the concentration of power in the hands of the emperor did not 
necessarily lessen competition between senators; it merely changed the 
character and the location of the competition, from senate to COurt.24 
Statius wrote over a hundred years after Varro and by the year of his death, Rome had 
experienced the reigns of nine emperors25• During the empire, senators were no longer 
able to vie for significant power since the ultimate prize, the emperorship, was an 
almost unattainable dream26• However, they still competed to increase their reputation 
within society, maybe in the hope of gaining the attention of the emperor. Talbert 
demonstrates well this complex balance of competition between the last years of the 
Republic and the development of the Empire27• He highlights that the competition for 
political roles in Rome was still significant, citing the example of Pliny the Younger 
who demonstrates that canvassing amongst members of the elite was normal28• 
Senators were expected to continue with various duties such as acting as priests or 
magistrates or covering the expenses of clientes, as well as maintaining a strong 
24 Hopkins (1985), p. 123. 
25 Statius was born c.45-early 50sAD, he died c. 96AD. 
26 Clearly some, for example Otho, Vespasian, Nerva had the political might, generally through 
military strength to become emperors themselves, however opportunities for obtaining this was slim. 
27 Talbert (1984). 
28 Ibid p. 54. citing PI in. Ep. 1.14.7. cf. Plin. Ep. 2.9.5 canvassing for his own political positions; Suet. 
Vesp. 2; Tac. Ann. 14.28. 
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presence in Rome by living in Rome and owning substantial residences on the 
outskirts and further into the counn-y29. Significant competition was maintained in 
these expensive outlays, as Talbert states, "Normally ... .it was not until after his 
praetorship that a senator would be eligible for really rewarding posts. And then 
more than ever of course much would depend on imperial favour.,,3o. Thus, although 
it was from the emperor and not elections that rewards and positions were now 
granted, competition between members of the elite remained important in the 
principate and hence tensions were still present in society. The crises experienced in 
the republic and later empire served to exaggerate the tensions already present and 
this can potentially be seen to explain the periods of significantly increased moralising 
and self-examination as demonstrated in the villa literature of these periods. 
Archaeological evidence, however, often demonstrates both the varied 
timescales of each villa as well as providing rather more widely distributed examples. 
At the Villa of Mysteries at Pompeii, Maiuri excavated six phases of building starting 
from c.200BC and ending with its destruction in 79AD (fig Iii. Through these 
building phases, the changing functions and roles of the villa can be identified. It is 
believed that rich paintings of the second Pompeian style were applied during 
Augustan times. These include the frieze of the Dionysiac ritual that gives the villa its 
name (figs 2 & 3)32. Moving into the lulio-Claudian era, however, Maiuri suggests 
that the villa's structure and elegance altered to house more utilitarian functions. To 
the north-east side agricultural quarters were added, as was a second floor above the 
29 Talbert (1984), chapter 2 passim. 
30 Ibid p. 65. 
31 See Mauri's excavation report, Mauri (1947), cf. Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 32, pp. 178-179. 
32 This ornate fresco has been the subject of much scholarly debate, for more information on the 
possible subject matter of this fresco see Gazda (2000). 
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vestibule to house the owner (fig 4)33. Maiuri also estimated that there were twenty .. 
two rooms on the ground floor during the Augustan period and that this was extended 
to ninety rooms by the time of its destruction34. Examination of archaeological 
examples such as this residence permits historians to visualise more clearly how a 
villa altered over the years of its existence. Archaeological remains also provide 
scholars with an insight into the geographical and chronological distribution of the 
villa. 
Time period and location also affects our understanding of the villa 
phenomenon. This thesis will consider examples of villae from the C2nd BC to the end 
of the C2nd AD from the Italian mainland. Recently, Lafon has plotted the growth and 
decline of villa residences within Italy from their origins in C2nd BC to their decline in 
C4th AD35. From these examples, it can be observed that whilst villae have been 
found throughout Italy, for example the numerous villae in Sicily from C4th AD, those 
from Sirmione and Desenzano on Lake Garda, and examples from the Ager Cosanus 
region on the west coast, north of Rome, villae remains are generally found clustered 
in favoured places36• The popularity of villa developments by the sea is relatively self-
explanatory: access routes for visitors and for building materials and food were easier 
33 White (1970). 
34 As cited by McKay (1975), p. 108-111. 
3' Lafon (2001) pp.85-85, 103-105, 151-1S3, 325-327. 
36 The best known vii/a residence in Sicily is Piazza Armerina, in the south of the island. Other 
important villae residences of Sicily are Tellaro and Patti Marina. For further information on the villae 
of Sicily see, Wilson (1983) & (1990), Kahler (1969) and Giovanni (2000). On the promontory in Lake 
Garda has been found the remains of a large vii/a called Grotto di Catullo, dating to Clst BC. It 
occupied an area 150 m by 100 m, but virtually nothing remains. On the SW bank of Lake Garda are 
the remains of the large, ornate villa Desenzano, however the late dating of this villa excludes it from 
consideration in this thesis. For further information see CorlAita (1992) and La Guardia (1994). The 
most famous villa from the Ager Cosanus region is Settefinestre. See the excavation report by 
Carandini (1979 & 1985). This is a substantial villa, which has been built out into the sea on struts, and 
there is significant evidence for an agrarian base. Evidence also suggests a significant amount of 
opulent decor in this villa see Carandini (1985). Lafon (2000) has demonstrated that the remains of a 
large number of other villae have been found in this area. 
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when close to the sea. When talking of one of his numerous villa residences on Lake 
Como, Pliny states, 
.... the waves break against the other [villa residence of Pliny located 
at Lake Como] and you can fish from it yourself, casting your line 
from your bedroom window and practically from your bed as if you 
were in a boat. 37 
Although on a lake and not a maritime villa, the importance of the villa location near 
the water is important to Pliny in choosing the location of his villa, describing this as 
an amenity. In the earlier part of this letter, Pliny emphasises another aspect that is of 
vital importance when considering villa locations and which can be used to help 
explain the popularity of coastal or lakeside villa residences. Throughout this letter, 
Pliny emphasises the importance of the view and the interaction of the villa with its 
surroundings. He writes, 
One is built on the rocks with a view over the lake, like the houses at 
Baiae, the other stands on the very edge of the water ... Each has its 
special charm and seems more attractive to the occupant by contrast 
with the other. The former has a wider view of the lake, the latter a 
closer one, as it is built to curve gradually round a single bay, 
following its line by a broad terrace; whilst the other stands on a high 
ridge dividing two bays, where a straight line extends for some 
distance above the shore. 
37 Plin. Ep. IX.7. 
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From this we can start to realise the important role played by the surroundings and 
landscape of the villa38• According to Zanker, once Pompey had rid the Mediterranean 
Sea of piracy, coastal regions became a highly popular choice for villa developmene9• 
Furthermore, specific coastal areas were favoured over and above others, the most 
popular being that of the Bay of Naples. 
One of the popular villa areas of inland Italy was around the suburbs of Rome. 
Clearly one of the main reasons for this was the well-developed access roads that 
made Rome fairly accessible40• Furthermore, the popularity of villae in the suburbs 
can be seen as reflecting a desire to be amongst others of similar standing when away 
from Rome, thus ensuring one is still in view of contemporaries and still with access 
to the news from the city41. This is emphasised by Cicero who commented that 
Tusculum was filled to bursting with ex-consuls42• In addition to the suburbs of 
Rome, another main area for clustered villa development was in the coastal region of 
the Bay of Naples in Southern Italy. This region was a popular area for wealthy 
Romans professing escape from the oppressive summer heat of Rome and developed 
as a place where many wealthy Romans built their villae. The popularity of this region 
stemmed from its location on the sea, giving impressive panoramas, its relative 
proximity to Rome, the fertility of the region due to mineral deposits from Vesuvius 
and the spa waters of Baiae. Furthermore, as an area populated with Greek colonies 
and centre for Hellenistic culture, this region lent itself to the presentation of a culture 
of otium, where members of the elite could profess to undertake activities for self 
38 Cf Chapters 4 & 5 for further detail on the important role of landscape in the villa residence. 
39 Zanker (1998) p. 136: see Pluto Lue. XXXIX. 
40 This accessibility is emphasised by Cic. Aft. III, XII. 37 and Plin. Ep. 11.17. Cf. chapter 1 & 2 for 
examination of the close proximity ofvillae to Rome. 
41 See Champlin (1985) pp.98-10 1 
42 Cic. Plane. 19. 
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improvement at a remove from the negotium of the city. Those who built their villae 
here encouraged friends, relatives and rivals to locate their out-of town residences in 
the region too, which made this area almost a Rome away from Rome. The popularity 
of this region during the republic is emphasised by Cicero when he referred to it as, 
..... that charming bowl...',·43. This is further supported by Horace's and Martial's 
praise of this region, and Seneca's discussion of the villae built in this region by 
important men from Rome's past44. Of the predilection of Rome's elite to build their 
residences either in Rome's suburbs or on the Bay of Naples, Champlin states, 
For otium litteratum, .. . one did not retire to the territory of 
one's distant homeland, be it Venusia, Sulmo or Verona: that was 
rustication. Nor did one stay in Rome, ... there was too much negotium 
there. Rather the select few, the creators and men of culture, sought 
society that was both leisured and cultivated, and this could really be 
found in only two places in Italy, in the suburb of Rome and on the 
Bay ofNaples45. 
Villa location, then, relied on a careful balance between accessibility to work and 
information, a place for removal from the hustle and bustle of city life, and visibility 
so that one could still be in view of one's contemporaries even when away from the 
metropolis. 
When considering the finds of decoration and artefacts from domestic 
residences in ancient Italy, it is apparent that we are both blessed and yet hindered. 
43 Cic. Alt. II. VIII.2. 
44 Hor. Epod. 1.1.83; Mart Spect., 11.80; Sen. Ep. LI. The popularity of this region is also support by 
Seneca's presentation of it as a den of iniquity, vice and luxury, where many reside. 
4S Champlin, (1985), p. 107. 
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The eruption of Vesuvius in 79AD led to the burial of ancient towns under metres of 
ash and lava. The wealth of evidence is unparalleled elsewhere in the ancient Roman 
empire. Whilst detailed frescos survive here in considerable quantity, their specific 
fragility has meant that recovery of similar examples from other areas is almost 
impossible. There have been some discoveries of frescoes in Rome, since the constant 
occupation of this city has aided some aspects of survival, but such remains are 
relatively few46. 
1.1.1 Villa and Domus: 
Research into the domus (town house) already begun through investigations 
into the civic and domestic space of Pompeii by Zanker and Wallace-Hadrill, whilst 
John Clarke has examined the Roman domus generally within Italy47. The 
profitability of such investigation has led this thesis to employ similar considerations 
and analysis to the domain of the villa, and to establish connections between the 
urban sphere of the city and the 'rural' or country sphere of the villa. It will be 
demonstrated that the villa lifestyle was not in complete opposition to that led in the 
domus, for, as will be shown, the proprietor was still expected to work there and to 
continue to carry out his duties as well as to entertain. Andrew Waliace-Hadrill 
includes villa examples within his studies of the decor and architecture of the Roman 
house. This, to an extent, categorises them in the same light as the domus and is hence 
46 For example the filling in of the Domus Aurea after the Damnatio Memoriae of Nero protected the 
frescoes until they were uncovered in the Renaissance. Further finds of frescoes have been found on 
the Aventine hill in Rome and, more recently, under a car park in the Vatican museum on the 
Janiculum Hill in Rome in 1999. For further information see Boldrighini (2003). 
47Zanker (1998); Wallace-Hadrill (1994); Clarke (1991). 
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potentially problematic48• More recently, however, Shelley Hales has suggested a 
more complex relationship between the domlls and villa. 
The relationship between town and country, In domestic terms 
between domus and villa, has received less attention than the 
complexities that even cursory attention demonstrated the topic might 
have deserved49• 
Yet this relationship remains outside the remit of her investigation. This thesis 
proposes a development from the work that has been undertaken on the domus in order 
to consider the villa in its own right, to study the villa apart from the domus in order to 
differentiate between the two domestic settings and also to draw out the similarities 
that can be found between them. To see them as opposing is clearly problematic, 
however to consider them as being one and the same is also flawed. 
Considering that villae were a phenomenon developed by the Romans, one 
might plausibly expect them to have provided a workable interpretation of what the 
villa had represented when it was first developed. Changes could then, hypothetically, 
be documented over the centuries following antiquity, to give an understanding of 
how the villa had evolved from its primary purpose and ideology. This is an ideal, 
however, and assumes that at some point the villa was conceived with a clear purpose 
in mind. However, as shall be demonstrated, the villa was not a fixed or organised 
concept but fluid and subject to alteration and was, importantly, dependant on the 
purposes of its owner. 
48 Wallace-Hadrill (1994). 




The earliest written source on the villa is by Cato, a dominant figure in the 
political and cultural life of Rome. In his only extant work De agri ell/tura, written 
c.160BC, he offers advice regarding the profitable production of wine and olive oil in 
a medium-sized estate using slave labour. Cato introduces the concept of the villa by 
considering the estate residence, "Build your dwelling-house [villam urbanam] in 
accordance with your means. If you build substantially on a good farm, placing the 
house in a good situation, so that you can live comfortably in the country, you will 
like to visit it and will do so oftener, ,,50. Following Cato, there is a lengthy silence 
until the 30s BC, when we find another agrarian treatise discussing the villa residence 
by Marcus Terentius Varro entitled Rerum nlstiearum51 • This work, dedicated to 
Varro's wife, is divided into three books, each of which considers various aspects of 
farming in the form of dialogue, and it is this subject matter that has proven to be the 
most discussed aspect of this work. As Dench points out, "The sophistication of the 
text as a whole, rather than its use as a mine of information about Roman farming, has 
hardly been noticed,,52. Varro examines in detail how the profitable villa should be 
run. He also compares the productive villa with the luxurious villa, 
" ... Gnaeus Tremlius Scrofa, a man distinguished by all the virtues, 
who was esteemed the Roman most skilled in agriculture." "And justly 
so," I exclaimed. "for his estates because of their high cultivation, 
were a more pleasing sight to many than the country seat of others, 
50 Cato, Agr. IV.1. The earliest archaeological remains of a villa come from the Posto villa at 
Francolise, Campania, and date from around 120BC. It is a fairly basic villa. A fragment by Cato 
mentions luxurious villae as early as 152BC, see Malcovati (1955), no. 185; cf. D'Arms (1970) pp. lO-
ll. 
51 Yarro, Rust. 1.1 for reference of author being eighty. This has enabled the work to be dated to the 
mid-30s BC. According to Richardson (1983), 54BC is the plausible dramatic date of book 3. For 
r:eneral discussions on Yarro, Rust. see e.g. Skysgaard (1968); Martin (1971). 
2 Dench (2005) p.189 n. 115. 
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furnished in a princely style. When people came to inspect his 
farmsteads [villae] it was not to see collections of pictures as at 
Lucullus's, but collections of fruit. .. ,,53. 
At around the same time that Varro was writing, we also have an important 
architectural source on the villa residence from Vitruvius' De architectura. This book 
outlines a blueprint of various categories of architecture in both the public and private 
realm and book VI considers which domestic categories are appropriate to men of 
different social status. Book VI considers domestic architecture, including vi/lae. 
Examination of this book demonstrates that Vitruvius had produced a prototype for 
villa construction. This model appears to illustrate the villa in simple and clear terms, 
highlighting architectural differences between the villa and the domus (town house) 
" ... .in town, the halls adjoin the entrance, in the country the peristyles of mansions 
built town-fashion come first, then the atria surrounded by paved-colonnades 
overlooking the palaestra and the promenades"S4. He defines the size of the villa 
according to the land available and its courtyards according to the number and size of 
the cattle. "First of all, as regards a healthful site, ... the area should be inspected and 
the villa located accordingly. Their size should be determined according to the 
amount of land available and the supply of crops." 55 The various buildings of the 
villa he locates depending on their function: 
Within the courtyard, the kitchen should be laid out in the warmest 
possible place, the cattle stalls should adjoin them, with the mangers 
53 Varro, Rust. 1.11.10, Cfp. 21-27 for a more detailed discussion on Varro. 
54 Vitro De arch. VI. VI. 3. 
55 Ibid. VI.VI.I. 
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facing toward the hearth and the eastern region of the heavens, so that 
the cattle, by facing the light and fire will not become shaggy.56 
He also underlines the differences between the amount of expenditure on an 
individual villa depending on the wealth of the owner57. The permissible boundaries 
he sets for the expenditure on the domlls, which vary according to the owner's 
occupation, he claims should similarly be employed on country residences. It might 
be implied therefore that this treatise provides a model of the villa for those who are 
wealthy enough to interpret it and reproduce their own villae. 
The last treatise considering the villa to be examined in this group yet again 
follows prolonged silence, coming from the first century of the Empire. It is an 
agricultural text written by Columella around 60-6SAD in which he describes various 
villa functions, "The size of the villa and the number of its parts should be 
proportioned to the whole inclosure [sic], and it should be divided into three groups: 
the villa urbana or manor house, the villa nlstica or farmhouse, and the villa 
inlctl/aria or storehouse,,58. Within this text, he also provides advice on methods of 
making the villa a profitable agrarian enterprise he warns as to the nature and origins 
of the slaves employed on the farm as well as giving information on the duties of the 
farm baliff when the villa owner is absent. Finally, he gives guidance to the proprietor 
as to his own duties to his estate and workforce in order to further productivity and 
promote an honourable and noble character. 
S6 Vitro De arch. VI.VI.I. 
S7 Ibid, VI. V.I-3. 
S8 Columella, Rust. I. VI. 1. 
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From this brief survey of the textual evidence regarding the villa in general, it 
would appear that its structure and function was relatively straightforward. The 
authors generally discuss the villa as a rustic, agricultural place that should not be too 
large for the estate on which it exists. Similarly, any developments that took place 
over time, for example the division of the villa into three categories as suggested by 
Columella, appear to be clearly defined. These subcategories, had been suggested in 
the earlier works of Cato and Vitruvius, for the former mentions the "villam 
urbanam" in addition to considering the suburban villa and farm59• In the same way, 
Vitruvius outlines some different villa locations, for example pseudo-urban 
bUildings60• These authors provide us with what can be seen as a 'veneer of 
explanations'. Their definitions of the villa, at first appear to be clear and support each 
other's descriptions. They demonstrate that the villa was, a dwelling located in the 
country to varying degrees, but was certainly outside the city walls. They also imply 
that it could be divided into various subcategories and that there were often estates 
attached to these buildings that were farmed commercially for various different 
produce. As such, this rather vague interpretation of the villa persists today. However, 
on further examination, the descriptions of the villa provided by these authors are 
rather perfunctory. In order to gain a detailed understanding of the villa in antiquity 
we are obliged to look past these superficial explanations and examine these and other 
ancient sources rather more closely. 
From the early years of the Republic, agriculture held an undoubtedly 
important role in Roman society. Heroic and legendary figures from Rome's past 
59 Cato, Agr. VII.l cf. IV.} 
60 Columella, Rust. I. VI. 1. cr., Vitro De arch. VI.V.3. and Varro, Rust. passim. 
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were constantly associated with farming and cultivating the soil. Indeed, the 
importance of the myth of Cincinnatus for members of the Roman elite was that he 
was a patrician who apparently dedicated much of his life to toiling in the fields61 • It 
was this that demonstrated the high moral stature of his character and his suitability 
for being the 'saviour' of Rome and an inspiration to all Romans62• By demonstrating 
their knowledge of a!,rriculture the Roman elite were able to associate themselves 
with highly moral and 'proper' agrarian pursuits63 • The importance of such 
knowledge as proof of elite dignitas should not be underestimated, for it enabled the 
elite to justity their position in Roman society. However, it did not necessarily 
require them to undertake agrarian or rustic lifestyles similar to those promoted in the 
literature. 
Varro's Renlm ntsticanlm, for example, was intended to provide 
entertainment to his peers and contemporaries64• It can also be seen, however, as a 
moral diatribe discussing how the elite should live. Crucially, the importance of the 
agrarian treatises of authors such as Varro allowed members of the elite to justity 
owning a villa residence of any sort, as it enabled them to 'buy into' the lofty 
61 See p. 80 the myth of Cincinnatus. 
62 The importance of returning to nature and agricultural productivity by Romans is demonstrated in 
numerous other examples within Roman literature for example Seneca the Younger discussing the 
legendary Scipio Africanus and the rusticity of his lifestyle, Sen. Ep. LXXXVI. 1-21. We can also see 
this idealisation throughout the literature of Martial, Horace, Virgil, Pliny the Elder amongst many 
others, for example throughout Verg. Eel. 4; Hor. Sat. II. VI. 1-117, Epod II. 1-66; Mart, Spect. I.IlIA7 
& I.II1.58, and in Varro, Rust. I.XIII.6-7 and 11.1.2-3. 
63 Cato, Agri and Columella. Rust., are both didactic works. Vitro De arch., written in 27BC, can also 
be considered in this way. Though we cannot be certain the extent to which this work was employed as 
a handbook for elite Romans on how to build correctly, it provided them with a blueprint of how to 
build. They were then able to employ knowledge of such works to demonstrate to contemporaries that 
not only were they educated but they also 'bought in' to the values of true 'Romanness' which this 
work aimed to present as can be seen in the dedication of Vitro De arch., I pref. 3 (see below, p. 31). 
Cato and Columella's works might be employed similarly. 
b4 This work is divided into three books. The first considers agriculture in general, the second cattle and 
sheep-breeding, whilst the third discusses the smaller farm animals for example birds and bees. 
References to the villa residence can be found throughout the work 
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agrarian ideal. Whether they actually physically demonstrated their support of this 
ideal in their villa is of relatively little consequence, the mere knowledge and 
promulgation of support for these works may have been enough to validate and, if 
required, defend personal ownership of any specific country residence6s• 
In our examination of the ancient villa and its origins let us consider Varro in 
more detail, for not only does he consider various types of villae, their functions and 
locations, he also examines how these different aspects affect the understanding and 
definition of the term villa in Roman society. Varro's Rerum rusticarum provides us 
with an interesting insight into how the phenomenon of the villa was perceived in 
ancient Rome. Varro was a prolific writer and arguably one of Rome's greatest 
polymaths66• Although only two of his works, of which Rerum rusticarum is in the 
most complete state, remain extant, 690 works on numerous subjects have been 
attributed to him67• The titles of many of his works demonstrate that a main interest 
for Varro was the origins of Rome's history, people, culture and institutions and his 
recorded research provided a significant amount of information for later authors 
including, for example, Pliny the Elder68• It was arguably Varro's enthusiasm for 
studying the origins of different aspects of Roman history and culture that encouraged 
him to produce his agrarian treatise Rerum rusticarum and to examine in detail the 
origins of the villa. This thesis will demonstrate that it was the inherent Romanness of 
65 We can see, for example from Columella, the desire to demonstrate knowledge of the works ofVarro 
and Cato in his own agriCUltural treatise. See Columella, Rust., 111.3.2. Cf. Ibid., pref. I, 13 passim. 
66 According to Tilly (1973) p.1 on his death Cicero called him, "a polygraphist" and a "prodigious 
writer of books", Cic. Ad Aft. XIII. I 8. Cf. Plut. Rom. XII and Quint. Inst. X.I.95, for further references 
to Yarro's erudition. 
67 Tilly, (1973), p. 2. Varro's De Lingua Latina survives in a highly fragmentary form. 
68 In addition to Varro, Ling., which studied the origins of the Latin language, other titles attributed to 
Yarro are De Vita Populi Romani, a history of Roman civilisation; De Forni/Us Trojanis, an account of 
the families who supposedly arrived in Italy with Aeneas; Aelia, an explanation of Roman customs. 
Pliny's reliance on Varro can be seen throughout his Natural Histories: there are at least 135 references 
to Varro in the work, For example, 11.3; 111.3; III.6. 
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the villa concept, through which members of elite Roman society demonstrated their 
individual espousal of Roman values and thus their position within Roman society, 
which made the definition of the villa so vital yet so problematic. A good and true 
Roman was constantly on display and open to judgement by others. As has been 
shown by Dench, all aspects of one's life: one's family, one's clothing, one's language, 
even one's domestic residence paraded Romanness to other members of society69. It 
was therefore imperative to portray the right image at all times and in all places. For 
Varro, as for other Romans, the villa, if correctly employed, presented the opportunity 
to emphasise one's culture and standing in society. Failure to comply with accepted 
standards threatened to expose the owner, undermining his Romanness and his claims 
to status. Understanding the role of the villa correctly, and demonstrating one's 
understanding of its proper definition through one's own estate was of great 
significance, but given the contentious nature of the villa, it was equally possible for it 
to be exposed as wrong. 
The following extract from Varro dates from over a century after the first 
examples of villae in literature and about fifty years after our first archaeological villa 
remains (fig 5)70. This extract is of critical importance when considering the definition 
of the villa in antiquity, and as such has been quoted in some detail. 
69 Dench (2005) pp.26-27. 
70 Literary evidence for the vii/a e.g. the vii/a of Scipio Africanus mentioned in Sen, Ep, II. LXXXVI, 
would date to the later years of the C2nd BC. Early examples ofvillae residences from archaeological 
evidence e.g the villa at Settefinestre near Cosa, Tuscany, as excavated by Carandini. (1985 & 1979). 
This villa has been dated to the late republic. 
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.. .isn't this villa71 , which our ancestors built, simpler and better than 
that elaborate villa of yours at Reate72? Do you see anywhere here 
Citrus wood or gold or Vermillion or azure or any coloured or mosaic 
work? At your place everything is just the opposite. Also whilst this 
villa is the common property of the whole population, that one belongs 
to you alone; this is one for citizens and other people to come to from 
the Campus, and that one is for mares and asses; and furthermore, this 
one is more serviceable for the transaction of public business, for the 
cohorts to assemble when summoned by the consul for a levy ... ". "Do 
you really mean," replied Axius, " that this villa of yours on the edge 
of the Campus Martius is merely serviceable, and is not more lavish in 
luxuries than all the villas owned by everybody in Reate? Why, your 
villa is plastered with paintings, not to speak of statues; while mine 
though there is no trace of Lysippus or Antiphulus, has many a trace of 
the hoer and the shepherd. Further, while that villa is not without its 
large farm, and one which has been kept clean by tillage, this one of 
yours has never a field or ox or mare. In short what has your villa that 
is like that villa which your grandfather and great grandfather had? For 
it has never, as that one did, seen cured hay harvest in the 10ft, or a 
vintage in the cellar, or a grain harvest in the bins. For the fact that a 
building is outside the city no more makes it a villa than the same fact 
makes villas of the houses of those who live outside the Porta 
, Flumentana or in the Aemiliana. 
To which Appius replied, with a smile: "As I do not know what 
a villa is, I should like you to enlighten me, so that I shall not go 
wrong for lack of foresight ... For if buildings are not villas when they 
contain the ass which you showed me at your place, for which you 
paid 40,000 sesterces, I am afraid I shall be buying a 'Seian' house 
instead of a seaside villa. My friend here, L. Merola, made me eager to 
own this house when he told me, after spending several days with 
71 The Villa Publica. located on the Campus Martius and given to the populace of Rome by Julius 
Caesar. For further information on the Villa Publica, see Platner, (1929) pS81; Richardson, (1992) 
~.430. 
2 Axius' Vii/a at Reate. 
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Seius, that he had never been entertained in a villa which he had liked 
more; and this in spite of the fact that he saw there were no pictures or 
statues or bronze or marble, nor on the other hand, apparatus for 
pressing wines, jars for olive oil or mills." Axius turned to Merula and 
asked: .. How can that be a villa, if it has neither the furnishings of the 
city nor the appurtenances of the country? 73 
This extract makes it increasingly clear that a strict definition of villa 
residences was not asserted in antiquity, ensuring that the concept of the villa was 
always contentious, problematic and negotiable. One might have expected the novelty 
and experimental aspect of early villae to have given way to a traditional pattern of 
villa architecture and ideology, providing a blueprint by which ancient Romans could 
develop their country homes and live within them. Certainly we can observe from 
Cicero the desire to copy aspects of villae developments found in friends' 
residences74• Furthennore, the replication of specific subjects within villae wall 
paintings and mosaics has encouraged the suggestion that print books, with examples 
of wall painting subjects, were employed by artists to show residence owners the 
range of popular and potential decoration for their walls75• It is not unreasonable to 
assume that a desire to replicate specific structures and decoration might develop to 
include replication of villa architecture and indeed entire villae examples, and that this 
might lead to the development of a single, typical style of villa architecture or 
lifestyle. Varro demonstrates, however, that this was not the case. By the time that 
Varro was writing his Rernm rnsticarnm, villae were a common possession of men of 
73 Varro, Rust. III. 11.2-18. 
74 Cic. Alt. I. XVI. 




high status, many indeed have owned more than one76• However, it can be observed 
from Varro that a single notion of the villa did not develop, for, as the character Axius 
points out, there was there were significant differences of opinion as to the proper use 
of the label 'villa'. 
The variety of these residences, even in antiquity, had the ability to cause 
confusion as can be seen when the character Appius states, "As I do not know what a 
villa is, I should like you to enlighten me,". The notion of the villa was not placed 
within strict boundaries thus leading to many different explanations of the term. That 
the villa was a flexible concept within set parameters is demonstrated by Varro's 
detailed discussion on what makes a villa residence, for whilst he emphasises that the 
term villa is applicable only to certain properties, he is not entirely sure of what it 
consists77• Furthermore, this flexibility remained part of the development of the villa 
in antiquity because individuals employed them for different reasons. By the villa 
retaining its diversity and not adhering to a fixed concept with a specific purpose, it 
potentially allowed any villa development to be justifiable should another member of 
ancient society seek to criticise it. Owners could direct both criticism and praise to the 
various villa examples from history, but none of these by themselves actually 
76 Cicero (106BC- 43BC) apparently owned at least eight country residences and he is not an example 
of a particularly rich man such as Pompey or Crassus, see Zanker, (1998), p. 138; cf. Schmidt (1899), 
p. 328ff and p.466ff; and Wallace-Hadrill (1988). Since none of Cicero's villae residences have been 
found and excavated, we are reliant on his literary references to them as being villae, and, as we have 
seen this is a highly problematic and negotiable term. Cicero's citation of his numerous 'villa' 
residences encourages us to question his motives for his constant mention of them. When faced with 
contemporaries such as Lucullus who believed it was his right as a member of the elite to own 
numerous villa residences, (see Plut, Luc, XXXIX 4-5) it becomes highly plausible that Cicero's 
references to his numerous villae aimed to demonstrate his own elite standing. 
77 The set parameters of the term villa are emphasised when Varro comments "For the fact that a 
building is outside the city no more makes it a villa than the same fact makes villas of the houses of 
those who live outside the Porta Flumentana or in the Aemiliana". The domus does not become a villa 
when placed outside the walls of the city. This demonstrates that not everything has the potential to be 
called a vii/a. 
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provided the singularly 'correct' prototype. When faced with ridicule at the luxurious 
decoration of his Reate villa, Axius could retort that his villa benefited from being an 
agricultural base and thus followed the tradition of his ancestors whilst criticising the 
villa on the Campus Martius for having never seen agrarian productivity. This absence 
of strictly delineated boundaries forms a large part of what the villa in antiquity 
actually was and how it was employed. This is demonstrated further by archaeological 
remains: the Villa of Mysteries at Pompeii housed both an agricultural section and 
displayed opulent frescoes of a Dionysiac Mysteries scene (figs 2 & 3). Similarly, to 
regard the Villa of P. Fannius Synistor at Boscoreale as purely an example of a luxury 
villa is also to neglect the fact that it was an agriculturally productive villa (figs 6-
7C)78. The villa's ambiguity enabled individuals to employ them, as they did their 
domus, in order to enter into a dialogue with others that justified their place within the 
multi-layered hierarchy of Rome's society. If the villae of antiquity cannot be placed 
within a clear definition because they serve a variety of purposes, and in some 
examples more than one purpose at anyone time, it seems impractical to construct a 
single modern definition of the villa that can equally well incorporate all examples of 
villae regardless of age, function or ownership. 
A brief comparison between the works of Cato, Vitruvius, and Columella and 
Varro clearly demonstrates that the concept of the villa within antiquity was rather 
more complex than the explanations put forward by the authors. One possible reason 
for the discrepancy between the explanations is that the sources were written during 
71 This villa has been attributed to P. Fannius Synistor due to the find of a fragmentary bronze vase 
etched on the inside rim with both the capacity of the vessel as well as the name P. Fannius Synistor, 
see Lehmann (1953) pp.3-5. This has led scholars to assume Synistor was owner. The rustic zone of 
this residence was located around the second smaller peristyle and was found after the residential area. 
For information see Lehmann (1953); Beyen (1957); Ling (200 I); Hales (2003); Mazzoleni (2004). 
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different periods. This argument could certainly be proposed with regard to the 
writings of Cato and Columella for they were writing over 200 years apart, during 
which Rome had undergone significant social, political and economic changes that 
had the potential to affect many of the structures and workings of Rome's society. It is 
reasonable to assume that the villa, as part of Roman culture and society, might also 
have been affected by such alterations. However, this could not account for the 
differences in interpreting the villa that can be observed between the writings of 
Vitruvius and Varro, since they were writing during the same generation. Although 
Varro was writing during the civil wars and Vitruvius was writing once Augustus was 
in power, this does not satisfactorily resolve differences between the varying opinions 
as to how the term villa should be applied. 
The difference between interpretations of the villa by these two men can 
possibly be rationalised: Vitruvius was aiming to write of an ideal construction of the 
villa, reducing the residence to its simplest architectural terms in order to provide 
Romans with an idealised model. 
For the most prominent citizens .... vestibules should be constructed 
that are lofty and lordly, the atria and peristyles at their most spacious, 
lush gardens and broad walkways refined as properly befits their 
dignity. In addition to these there should be libraries, picture galleries, 
and basilicas, outfitted in a manner not dissimilar to the magnificence 
of public works, for in the homes of these peoples ... both public 
deliberations and private judgements and arbitrations are carried out. 
Furthermore, these principles will not only serve for buildings in 
the city, but also for those in the country.79 
79 Vitr, De arch, VI. V.1-3. 
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Vitruvius reduces the architectural phenomenon of the villa into a list of rooms such 
as vestibules, atria and peristyles as being part of the acceptable accommodation for 
members of the elite, giving a rather basic and generalised discussion of these areas. 
Furthermore, whilst he presented it architecturally to resemble the domus in some 
ways, he also attempted to distinguish it from the domus by designing the ideal 
entrance of the villa to be the reverse of that of town house. 
" .... except that is town atriums are usually next to the front door, 
while in country seats peristyles come first, and then atriums 
surrounded by paved colonnades opening upon palaestra and walks80• 
This helped to build an ambiguity as to how the villa could be defined, since it was 
both like and unlike the town house. Individuals were able to promote this ambiguity 
further in their own villae. Rather than providing a complete and detailed account of 
all aspects of the villa, Vitruvius' prototype was one that provided a general and 
theoretical understanding of the villa8l • Its simple format meant that it could not be 
put into practise by an individual since it could be interpreted and re-interpreted in 
countless ways. An example of his simplicity that permits differing interpretation can 
be seen by his statement, "If the villa is going to be on the more refined side, it should 
be designed according to the symmetries that have been recorded earlier for urban 
buildings, so long as this does not interfere with its serviceability as a country 
house. ,,82 He is both vague as to how "refined" he means, and also as to the 
"serviceability of the country house". The question of a villa's serviceability 
depended entirely upon its owner, and for what he required it, whether for agriculture, 
80 Vitr, De arch. VI.V.3. 
81 Dench (2005) p. 205 refers to the De architectura as "Vitruvius' more overtly 'theoretical' treatise 
on architecture." 
82 Vitro De arch. VI. VI.4. 
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relaxation, or display. Vitruvius provided the villa owners with a generalised image of 
the country house. He located various aspects of the fanning villa, providing advice to 
those who have an agrarian based dwelling, in addition to providing villa owners with 
infonnation on the "refined" villa. It was up to the individual to interpret this treatise 
as he desired, providing justification where it was needed from both this blueprint as 
well as the various examples that existed at the time. It is because Vitruvius produced 
such a general, almost vague, outline of what constituted a villa that people in 
different periods constructed their villae as they pleased and yet could claim that they 
followed the 'tradition' ofVitruvius and the ancients83• 
Vitruvius provided the villa owner with a theoretical interpretation of the villa 
that could be applied to any residence in Italy. Varro, interested rather more in the 
actual role of the villa in Roman society, employed specific examples to demonstrate 
that actual villae have completely different functions, dependant on varying factors, 
such as owners and locations, which also needed to be taken into account when 
considering a villa. Whilst no more practical a presentation and definition of the villa 
than that of Vitruvius, he highlights the point that actual villae vary enormously but 
emphasises that they are no less a villa because they lack a fann or they are located 
closer to the city. 
It can also be suggested that the discrepancy between the villa definitions of 
these two authors may be politically motivated. Vitruvius aimed to demonstrate the 
83 For example although at Bk I, p. 6. Palladio demonstrates the necessity for him to utilise his own 
developments and designs to demonstrate the style of architecture for villas, he does emphasise his 
adherence to the architectural style of Vitruvius, see Palladio, 'Foreward to the readers', Book I. p. 5, 
" .... since I always held the opinion that the ancient Romans, as in many other things, had also greatly 
surpassed all those who came after them in building as well. I elected as my master and guide 
Vitruvius, who is the only ancient writer on this art.", trans. Tavemor (1997). 
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order and stability that the rule of Augustus had brought in comparison to the turmoil 
of the last years of the Republic, when even the 'private' sphere of an individual had 
been confused as indicated by Varro. This is demonstrated in the preface to his first 
book of De Archifecfura: 
While your divine intelligence and will, Imperator Caesar, were 
engaged in acquiring the right to command the world, and while your 
fellow citizens, when all their enemies had been laid low by your 
invincible valour, were glorying in your triumph and victory, -while all 
the foreign nations were in subjection awaiting your beck and call, and 
the Roman people and senate released from their alarm, were beginning 
to be guided by your most noble conceptions and policies, I hardly 
dared, in view of your serious employments to publish my writings and 
long considered ideas on architecture, for fear of subjecting myself to 
your displeasure by an unreasonable interruption. But when I saw that 
you were giving your attention not only to the welfare of society in 
general and to the establishment of public order, but also to the 
providing of public buildings intended for utilitarian purposes, so that 
not only the state has been enriched with provinces by your means, but 
that the greatness of its power might likewise be attended with 
distinguished authority in its public buildings.84 
Vitruvius' villa blueprint offers an idealised aspect, for he promoted his architectural 
style as an allegory of the current political situation; from out of the ashes of the civil 
war rose the grandeur of a new regime and with it a new architecture that aimed to 
espouse Rome's "greatness of its power"ss. Consequently, he does not provide an 
objective explanation of this residence typology. 
84 Vitr, De arch. Pret:. I.1-2. 
85 A similarly loaded critique of Augustan building is offered by Suet. Aug. 28, n Aware that the city 
was architecturally unworthy of her position as capital of the Roman Empire, besides being vulnerable 
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The lack of a clear and precise definition for the Roman villa illustrates that 
the villa was not a strictly delineated concept. Not only do the characters of Varro's 
Rerum Rusticanlm profess ignorance as to what exactly makes a villa, but Vitruvius 
provides such a general account of the villa residence that it is open to interpretation. 
The uncertainty of the term villa should not be considered in negative terms as a lack 
of definition however, for this does little to further our understanding of the term and 
rather increases confusion surrounding this complex residence. The remainder of this 
chapter will consider how members of Roman society employed this ambiguity within 
their literature, praising or criticising numerous aspects of these residences, in order to 
enter into a dialogue with their contemporaries, their rivals and their friends, and also 
importantly with their ancestors in order to examine their Romanness. By doing this, 
they were able to understand their position within the stratified hierarchy of Roman 
society. Indeed this encourages us to question just how important was the actual villa 
residence itself and indeed to examine where the significance of the villa lay. Rather 
than being concerned with what the villa actually was, for example its function as an 
agrarian villa, or its architectural structure, whether a peristyle or a portico villa, 
ancient authors were more interested in what actually happened within the villa and its 
landscape and, more widely, how the owner exploited the villa for his own means86• 
It was through an individual's behaviour in his villa, just as in his domus, that he was 
regarded by, and compared himself to, others. This 'behaviour' did not merely consist 
to fire and river floods, Augustus so improved her appearance that he could justifiably boast: 'I found 
Rome built of brick; I leave her clothed in marble.'" 
86 Peristyle villae are those whose architectural structure is based around one or more peristyles. This is 
demonstrated by the ruins of the Villa Oplontis, Torre Annunziata, see fig 8, which shows a plan of the 
villa. Portico vi/hie are villae whose architectural structure is based around one or more porticoed 
colonnades or walkway, which often provides a frontage to rooms. This is demonstrated by the ruins of 
the Villa Arianna. Stabiae, see fig 9 which shows a plan of the villa. 
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of his actions, his speech and so on, but was additionally made up of his mode of 
display and self-representation within the villa. That the villa could be perceived in 
both a positive and negative light is suggested by the extract from Varro above. 
However in order to understand the complex role played by the villa in ancient 
Roman society, further investigation should occur into how it was employed and 
comprehended, either positively or negatively. 
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1.2: Modern Conceptions of the Villa: Architecturally Based 
Definitions of the Residence 
Numerous modem authors have relied upon these ancient architectural and 
functional definitions of the villa in order to provide an understanding of these 
residences. It will be demonstrated in this work, however, that the variety of 
definitions provided by historians such as Lafon, McKay, Tyack, D' Arms, and Smith 
vary significantll7• Each emphasises different aspects of these residences, for 
example, the Roman villa as a place for quiet and secluded retreat from the chores of 
city-life, as a place for luxurious display of art and architecture on the highest level or 
as a place for rustic agrarian production resulting in the self-sufficiency of the 
residence. Such definitions have been heavily influenced by ancient rhetoric, which 
promotes particular facets of the villa typology. However, whilst each provides a 
glimpse into aspects of the villa in antiquity, none of the suggested definitions 
promote detailed insight into the multi-faceted nature of this phenomenon. Although 
research has done much to bring the study of villae to the fore by aiming to increase 
understanding of their deyelopment, they have also highlighted, often unintentionally, 
and then failed to pursue an examination of, the fundamental problems that are faced 
when studying these residences. This work will to try to move away from the 
provision of a definition of the villa, and will instead attempt to promote greater 
understanding of these residences by investigating not what the villa was but how it 
was employed as a tool for 'ordering' the social hierarchy of the Roman Empire. 
87 Lafon (2001); Mckay (1975); Tyack & Percival under heading 'villa' in Turner (1996) p.540; 
D' Arms (1970.); Smith (1997). 
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In the Grove Dictionary of Art, Percival and Tyack define the villa in the following 
terms: 
Villa. Type of house, originally built as a country retreat for a 
wealthy patron .. .In ancient Rome the Latin word villa referred to a 
house in the country as opposed to a town house (aedes); the term villa 
suburbana was commonly applied to a house close to but outside a 
town. Some Roman viII as were luxury retreats but these were not 
typical; the great majority were farms (villae nlsticae) or the centre of 
landed estates, where the residence was known as the villa urbana, and 
even the most palatial examples were likely to have an agricultural 
base88• 
Percival and Tyack have based their interpretations of the villa around Roman villae. 
They perceive the rural and agricultural basis of these residences to be an important 
common factor. However, McKay states that coastal villae did not have agricultural 
bases, "Coastal estates were eagerly sought after with the advent of Hellenistic luxury 
to Italy after the wars of conquest abroad. The age of the .... country estate quite 
divorced from agricultural pursuits dawned during the second century BC, and a host 
of luxury seaside villas (villae maritimae) clambered for sun-drenched space and 
panoramic views .... wealthy Romans were anxious to buy farm properties in the agel' 
Campanus so as to finance their maritime villas .. .',89. Lafon's catalogue shows that 
88 Turner (1996), p. 540. 
89 McKay (1975) p. liS. Cf. O'Anns (1970) p. 9-12, "What were the functions of such villas? [coa'ital 
villas, villae maritimae] .... Frank [1933, p. 295] includes the villae of Scipio Aemilianus and Laelius at 
Fonniae within the period of 150-80BC among luxury seaside villas (villae urbanae, villae mari/imae) 
'which were seldom connected with productive estates'. Certainly by the first decade of the first century 
BC, .... it was delee/a rio and amoenitas, rather than fructus, which concerned the wealthy owners of 
villae maritimae .... The villa maritime on the Campanian coast came to have high value as real estate, 
but no appreciable agricultural worth.". Such assumptions have been demonstrated to be inaccurate by 
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coastal and maritime villae were very popular in Italy90. It might be that we know of 
large numbers of coastal villae purely due to chance. However, if we consider the 
significant numbers of maritime villae and McKay's statement that coastal villae had 
no agrarian base, it suggests a potential problem with Percival and Tyack's definition 
since they stress that luxury villae were not the norm. Our lack of complete 
knowledge of the extent of villae residences throughout Italy makes it almost 
impossible for us to state categorically what is and is not typical, thus making their 
definition of the villa residence misleading. Lafon claims of maritime villae that they 
differed greatly from other types of villae, "les villas construites it proximite du 
littoral possMent caracteristiques qui permettent de les distinguer de toutes les 
autres.,,91 Yet when we compare the archaeological remains of coastal villae for 
example the Villa of Diomedes, the Villa of L. Crassus Tertius at Torre Annunziata or 
the Villa ofSettefinestre, all of which Lafon classes as coastal or maritime villae, with 
the inland remains of the collection of villae found at Francolise or Boscoreale, which 
are not termed as coastal or maritime villae, there are numerous similarities between 
the two groups (figs 10, 11 & 5.) 92. There are examples of agrarian bases in at least 
some of the villae in both groups. For example, the Villa of Mysteries has an agrarian 
element as does the Villa at Settefinestre and the Villa ofL.Crassus Tertius (figs 1, 11, 
& 5). Indeed to consider the villa at Settefinestre as a non-productive maritime villa, 
which these various definitions suggest, is incorrect for excavations have identified it 
as having had a very strong a!,Jfarian base, despite its coastal location. Similarly, there 
the agrarian bases of the Villa of Mysteries at Pompeii and the Villa Romana at Minori. For further 
information on this villa, see Ianelli & Rota (1998) and Mckay (1975) pp.121-122. 
90 Lafon (2001) p. 332-473. 
91 Ibid. p.323. 
92 For further information on this Villa of Diomedes see Jashemski (1979) pp. 315-317 & (1993) 
pp.280-281; 371-375. For further information on the Villa of Lucius Crassus Tertius see, Fergola & 
Pagano (1998) pp. 72-76. This villa had a very strong agricultural base. 
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are examples of luxurious decoration and wall-painting within both groups, the Villa 
of Diomedes has luxurious decoration, but so do the villa of P. Fannius Synistor at 
Boscoreale, and the Villa Imperiale at Boscotrecase (fig 6). Each of the modem 
definitions of the villa sets up the residence as either productive or consumptive, 
however such a dichotomy clearly does not work. Instead, every definition 
undermines or is undermined by another to leave a combination of explanations that 
do little either to further understanding or accurate definition of the Roman villa. 
Whether the definitions that have been offered by historians have aimed to 
define villas from a specific era or across cultures, they offer no simple answer. The 
above interpretations of villae have emphasised different aspects of their life and 
architecture. The problems faced when defining the villa stem from its multi-faceted 
nature. As McKay states, "Villas in the Roman definition might conform to one of 
several patterns and locales- rustic, suburban, pseudo-urban or maritime.,,93 
Ideological and political changes in the society of ancient Rome from IOOBC to 
c.250AD mean that the villae that remain to us demonstrate a variety of requirements 
imposed by each villa owner. Each definition emphasises certain aspects of villae 
depending on the era being investigated, location, and individual owners. Thus it is 
rather more difficult to obtain an accurate villa definition than has generally been 
suggested. Consequently, when Neudecker states at the outset of his book, "Die 
romische Villa als spezifischer Lebensraum der Oberschicht hatte genau bestimmte 
Bediirfnisse zu befriedigen", it appears that he has overstated the extent to which the 
Romans had themselves exactly determined the needs which the villa in general was 
93 McKay (1975), p. 100. 
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supposed to address94• As the sub-categorisation set out by Columella demonstrated, 
there were no strict guidelines which villae were compelled to fulfil or satisfy. Thus, 
whilst some villae were located within the countryside and relied upon agriculture, 
there were others where the revenue received from farming was of less consequence 
to the owners than having easy access to the town. This is demonstrated by comparing 
the archaeological remains of the Villa Regina in Boscoreale, which was clearly a 
villa reliant on agricultural production, with the remains of the Villa of Papyri located 
just outside Herculaneum, which shows no evidence of having an agrarian base, but 
which has yielded the remains of an extensive collection of Epicurean literature and 
philosophical statuary (figs 12, 13)9s. 
Reaching a single definition of the villa is consequently problematic, as its 
architectural structure and functions are often numerous and varied depending on the 
individual villa and even within each villa. Even Smith's more recent attempt to 
define the villa by examining the plans of different Roman villae to suggest how these 
reflect different types of social organisation has been highly problematic96• Although 
94 Neudecker (1988), p. 1. 
95 Fig I2.is a plan of Vjl/a Regina. note the doliums located within the structure. In the surrounding 
grounds were vines for viticulture. Fig 13 is a plan of the Villa of Papyri. The fmds of Epicurean 
literature and philosophical statuary in this residence make up only part of the significant literary, 
statuary and decorative frescoes found. For further information on the sculptural finds of this villa see 
Mattusch (2005); Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 14, pp. 147-157. For further information on the 
&hilosophical scrolls of Philodemus found at this villa see, Gigante (1995). 
Smith (1997) considers how alterations in house type reflect both changing patterns of wealth as well 
as changes in social structure. In his review of this book, Rossiter (2000), p. 572, comments, 
"Periodically, information from such reports [excavation reports on villae] is synthesized in the form of 
regional studies focusing on the villas of a particular Roman province or group of provinces. 
Occasionally, ... attempts to treat villas on a 'global' basis examine the evolution of villas in more than 
one part of the Roman world and across several centuries of Roman occupation ... J. T. Smith now 
enters this company .... ". Yet, he goes on to demonstrate that from the outset the material considered is 
rather imbalanced. Vi/lae from Roman Italy are generally ignored on the grounds that they have not 
been ''properly dug" whilst a third of the villae that are considered come from Roman Britain. In this 
book, Smith has attempted to build on the previous classifications of vi/lae from Roman-Britain, for 
example, "winged-corridor villas", and "aisled houses" as suggested by Collingwood & Richmond 
(1969) pp. 133-153, by developing a greater complexity of vii/a types. In his quest to classify every 
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attempting to provide an innovative insight into the villae of antiquity, this 
investigation falls into the same difficulties faced by other attempts to define the 
ancient villa residence by function, architecture or location. Indeed it leads us to 
question whether such classification is necessary, and more importantly whether it 
reduces the flexibility of the villa. Defining the villa, or indeed classifying every 
single villa example into a certain typology, undermines the specific differences in 
development and nuances in function that each villa residence potentially holds. It 
was the fluidity of the villa concept in antiquity that enabled the term's loose 
application to a wide variety of developments. Moreover the fluidity of the villa and 
the variety of ways in which the residence has been interpreted can be employed to 
provide historians with invaluable information on the different cultures and societies 
in which villa residences have been found. Forcing the villa into structured 
boundaries, for example defining it as an a.6rrarian based country retreat, fixes each 
villa residence into a overly specific and potentially inaccurate typology, which risks 
reducing alternative yet vitally important ways in which the residence might be 
examined. 
The most successful considerations of the ancient villa and its problematic 
definitions come from Mielsch and Percival97 • Mielsch comments on the complexity 
of understanding the villa, by highlighting the comprehensiveness and 
indistinctiveness of the villa by the time ofVarro in 37BC, 
villa example, Smith has proposed many new villa types e.g., "hall-houses with multiple end rooms", 
"row houses entered at one end", "quasi-L-shaped lobby", and "a house with multiple small rooms". 
Here, then, is a demonstration of where villa definitions and classifications alter from being inaccurate, 
categorising only some of the extant literary and archaeological examples, to being so detailed that 
there are too many defining 'types'. 
97 Mielsch (1987) and Percival (1976). Mielsch is slightly simplistic however when he states, (p.7.) 
"Fur die Romer war villa stets ein Wohngebiiude aul3erhalb der Stadtmauem." Roman villae were 
generally placed oUlo;ide the city walls however their proximity to the city and their visibility from the 
city varied between individual villa examples. 
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Darilber hinaus ist der 8egriff aber so umfassend und unscharf, daB 
schon Varro im Jahre 37 v. Chr. mit dem Gegensatz zwischen einer 
Villa auf dem Marsfeld voller Kunstwerke und einer Villa mit 
Landwirtschaftsbetrieb ohne kulturelle Ansprilche spie1en konnte98 • 
Percival, meanwhile, demonstrates the difficulties found by modem attempts to define 
the villa, 
... as soon as we try to say what it is that makes them villas we run 
into difficulties. We might say that they are farms, but we can think of 
establishments other than farms which we would nevertheless wish to 
call villas, as well as indisputable farms to which the term seems 
hopelessly inappropriate. We may list the sorts of amenities that villas 
have, such as hypocausts, painted wall plaster, mosaics and so on, but 
again there seems to be no list that would include the sites that we 
wish to include and exclude those that we do not99• 
80th these comments highlight the difficulties faced by villa studies with regard to 
defining these residences and it is vital that such perceptive insight should not be lost 
in new examinations of the ancient villa. Consideration of the villa as a far more 
flexible and fluid notion than has been presumed by modem scholars would be a 
beneficial project for further villa studies. With this flexibility in mind, this thesis will 
investigate the employment of the villa as a mode of display, through both its 
architectural and decorative elements in addition to the lifestyle led within, as opposed 
to its function and architecture. 
98 Mielsch (1987) p.7. 
99 Percival (1976) p. 13. 
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Chapter Two will examine how the villa has been viewed in ideological terms 
by both ancient and modem historians as a place for retreat and relaxation or as a 
place for taking part in Greek cultural pursuits as suggested by Zanker1oo• It will be 
argued that the villa was not an antithesis to the city but held strong connections with 
the urban sphere and furthermore that the strong presence of Greek culture within the 
villa, rather than being about casting aside the restrictions inherent being Roman, was 
rather more about emphasising one's Romanness. Chapter Two will also investigate 
the concept ofluxury. Whilst luxury goods are not necessary for daily life, they can be 
employed to differentiate between levels of status and reflect social ideologies. The 
villa is not only a prime example of where one can display luxurious items, it is also a 
luxurious residence itself, and as such performs a crucial role in reflecting social 
ideologies and demonstrating social hierarchies. Having explained the application of 
the concept of lUxury to this research, it will be demonstrated how luxury is actually 
manifest within these domains through the development of both artifice and 
urbanitas, which promotes and emphasises manmade and urban culture, and also, 
conversely, through development of rural landscape and nature. The presentation of 
the 'cultured' or urban life within the villa shall be investigated in Chapter Three as a 
means of demonstrating luxury and promoting the visibility of the villa. It is here that 
the notion of spectacle within the villa sphere will be introduced. In the public arena, 
spectacle in the form of entertainment and display is employed to promote the 
visibility of an individual and to demonstrate his success and social standing. It will 
be argued here that, just as luxurious spectacle is employed within the public sphere 
to encourage a person's visibility, it can also be employed within the 'private' domain 
of the villa, through both entertainment and references to entertainment and display, 
100 Zanker, (1998) p. 16. passim. 
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for similar objectives. Such modes of persuasion through the employment of spectacle 
within the 'private' domain will then be reconnected to presentation of status in the 
light of the recognised mode of persuasion utilised in public life at Rome. 
Chapters Four and Five will consider the development of spectacle through the 
natural landscape of the villa, and will consider display within the villa domain in the 
light of promoting and publicising the status and social standing of the villa owner. 
Chapter Four will commence with an examination of Pliny the Younger, Epistles, V.6 
where theatricality and persuasion within villa landscapes are demonstrated in terms 
of Roman perceptions of nature and landscape and their desire for control over it. The 
notion of theatricality in the villa landscape will be further emphasised by the 
examination of structures located in the villa landscape, such as theatres, which are 
connected with the theatrical spectacle of the city. Furthermore, this notion oflocating 
the city in the country will be inverted and this chapter will also examine the extent to 
which some aspects of the villa residence might indeed be located within the city 
sphere. Chapter Five will develop the notion of the villa landscape being used to 
house spectaculum to investigate examples when the landscape itself becomes the 
spectacle. Through the juxtaposition of artifice, culture and luxury in the landscape of 
the villa, owners transgress boundaries that are emphasised throughout Roman 
literature. It will be argued that by doing so, owners presented the visitor with a 
visible demonstration (spectaculum) of their control and their ability to trans!:,lfess, 
when in their villa, the accepted norms paraded in Roman daily life. This in tum 
emphasised their power. This idea of transgressing boundaries is a theme established 
throughout this thesis. Constant hints at the space outside the villa, for example 
references to the outside landscape, references to the urban sphere and to the different 
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worlds of the stage, the mythological and the divine, perpetually aim to transport the 
viewer to another world. This other world presents the viewer with the suggestion of 
an expanded world, where a room becomes more than it is, implying a similar 
potential behind the villa residence as a whole. It will be argued that such implications 
aim to suggest to the viewer that the same might be true of the villa owner, that he is 
also more than he might appear at first glance. 
The epilogue of this thesis will return us to the notion of defining the villa by 
considering the lengths to which the flexibility of the term villa can actually be 
pushed. The numerous attempts to define the villa by modem historians presents us 
with an interesting query as to why it matters what does and does not get called a 
villa. How far can the term villa be applied before its usage becomes inappropriate or 
more worryingly, too dangerous? As we have seen previously from Varro, this 
question was considered pertinent in antiquity, for he too examined the different types 
of villa as a means of trying to identify what was entitled to the term 101. His enquiry 
into the origins of the term villa, the existence of separate words, domus for town 
house and villa for out-of-town residence, demonstrate that there certainly was a 
difference between the residences and that the different terms were by no means 
interchangeable. With reference to the DomliS Aurea, where hubris inevitably led to 
nemesis, the final section of this thesis will aim to show that whilst the potency of the 
word villa relies on malleability and flexibility, there was a limit to its elasticity: it 
was a term with set parameters that could not be applied to anything and everything. 
If the term became applicable to all residences, then its ability to reflect the 
101 The trend of examining the origins of the villa in Latin literature, for example Cato and Columella, 
further demonstrates the concern as to what should or should not be called a villa. 
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hierarchical nature of ancient society would drastically diminish as all people could 
profess an equal standing to their counterparts as they all would possess some form of 
villa. Likewise, and more importantly, there was a limit as to those properties, like the 
Domus Aurea, which over-extravagantly tested the elasticity of the term villa. Whilst 
the Domus Aurea resembled a villa through its vast estate, descriptions of the 
residence refused to call it a villa. By doing so, they were refusing to permit a villa in 
the city. The elite, therefore, emphasised the parameters of what was entitled to the 
term 'villa'. In essence, then, the Domus Aurea provides us with an example of the 
villa developed to an unacceptable extreme. Residences such as this were viewed as 
dangerous since they moved away from the accepted or the 'expected' modes of 
personal display in the villa, and were therefore perceived to undermine the 
Romanness of the owner. The impact of this was the significant potential to 
undermine the structure and ideology of both Rome and the Empire and therefore 




Chapter 2 : Considering the Villa of Antiquity: A Ne\v 
Perspective? 
2.1: Defining the Villa Residence Through Lifestyle 
Over recent years there has been an increasing amount of scholarship on both 
the villa in general and on the examination of villas of more specific eras, for 
example, ancient Rome or the Renaissance. The problems that have arisen when 
attempting to define the villa with regard to the function and architectural structure of 
the residence have been discussed in the previous chapter. However, another method 
of providing a definition for the villa has stemmed from considering how people 
employed and understood the villa in contrast to the city and how they presented the 
lifestyle they lived whilst residing there. James Ackerman's book The Villa: Form and 
Ideology oj Country Houses, plots the deve10pment of the villa from its earliest years 
in the Roman Republic, through to the 20th century villas of Frank Lloyd Wright and 
Le Corbusier. Although providing historians of the villa with an interesting and 
informative diachronic survey of the phenomenon the accuracy of the work, as an 
overview of this type of residence, is questionable. Ackerman shows a heavy bias in 
his material to the period just before and including the Renaissance102• Ackerman's 
approach results in an oversimplification of the Roman villa so that the reader may be 
presented with deve10pment of the villa from Rome to its rediscovery in the 
Renaissance and on to the recent past. Ackerman is keen to demonstrate that the villa 
102 He only dedicates one chapter to the villa of antiquity, whilst there are at least 3 chapters dedicated 
to the Renaissance and the preceeding period. Such imbalance shows how heavy the impact of this 
period was upon his work. 
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is a construct that has remained unchanged from its origins to the examples from 
modem times. This work, however, will show this notion to be a simplified view of 
what is, actually, a complex phenomenon. 
At the villa, enjoying the satisfying and sweet liberty, I gam 
contentment from going, staying and doing, and living according to 
my own lights, without suspicion or fears that any of those 
ignoramuses (which is the worst one can say of them) will sneer 
behind my back or joke about me as they are accustomed to doing 
about anyone they see to be different from themselves. 
And because I always have stayed distant from ambitions and 
have never cared for the smoke, the shadows and the favours that cost 
so dearly and that are crowned by so many worries and anxieties, 
finding great contentment in the condition in which the great goodness 
of God has placed me, I can remain with a relaxed and tranquil mind, 
impelling myself with all my power, in accordance with the good 
precept of Socrates, to be the person I wish to be seen as being. 103 
This is a quotation from Alberto Lollio written during the Renaissance 
concerning his time spent residing at his villa. It indicates that his villa life was 
similar to that portrayed by Roman villa owners. Comparisons with the following 
excerpt from Pliny demonstrate similarities, for example both refer to the villa as 
being a place for relaxation, away from the stresses of life and idle gossip in the 
city 104. Indeed it is likely that Lollio's presentation of life at his villa is a deliberate 
literary echo of that presented by Pliny. 
103 Lollio (1544) fols. B Ixv-Xr. 
104 Further examples of discussions of lifestyles within villas can be found in Falcone, (1559); 
Boccachio, trans. McWilliam (1995). where a group of young nobles hide in a villa in the country to 
escape an epidemic of the plague and Giovanni (1553) which records a conversation between Giovanni 
Battista Avogardro and Cornelio Ducco on the delights of the villa compared with the city. Cited in 
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I always realise this when I am at Laurentum, reading and writing and 
finding time to take the exercise which keeps my mind fit for work. 
There is nothing for me to say or hear said which I would afterward 
regret, no one disturbs me with malicious gossip, and I have no one to 
blame- but myself- when writing doesn't come easily. Hopes and fears 
do not worry me, and my time is not wasted in idle talk; I share my 
thoughts with no one but my books. It is a good life and a genuine one, 
a seclusion which is happy and honourable, more rewarding than any 
'business' can be. The sea and the shore are truly my private Helicon, 
and endless source of inspiration. You should take the first opportunity 
yourself to leave the din, the futile bustle and useless occupations of 
the city and devote yourself to literature or to leisure. For it was wise 
and witty of our friend Atilius to say that it is better to have no work to 
do than to work at nothing 105. 
From these quotes, it can be inferred that the villa and its inherent lifestyle of otium 
was a concept that fulfilled similar ideals and desires during both antiquity and the 
Renaissance and that when we consider the villas of the Renaissance we are, actually, 
considering a continuation of the villa from antiquity. Similarly, when Ackennan 
moves on to consider more recent examples of villas from the eighteenth century and 
into the twentieth century, the replication of the villa and its lifestyle is seen to 
continue in the same way. 
The basic program of the villa has remained unchanged for more than 
two thousand years since it was first fixed by the patricians of ancient 
Ackennan (1990) pp.108-123. These had been affected by the fourteenth century works of Francesco 
Petrarca (Petrarch) praising the rural life, Petrarca, trans., Zeitlin (1978), written in a cottage in the 
Vaucluse outside Avignon in 1345. 




Rome. This makes the villa unique: other architectural types -the 
palace, the place of worship, the factory -have changed in form and 
purpose as the role of the ruler, the character of the liturgy, the nature 
of manufacture have changed, frequently and often radically. But the 
villa has remained substantially the same because it fills a need that 
never alters, a need which, because it is not material but psychological 
and ideological, is not subject to the influences of evolving societies 
and technologies. The villa accommodates a fantasy which is 
impervious to reality 106. 
However, further examination of villas from both eras highlights problems with such 
assumptions of similarity. Consideration of the villa should entail not only an 
examination of architecture, but also of the lifestyle of the villa owner. For Pliny and 
Lollio, the importance of the villa was not just as an architectural phenomenon but 
also the ideals it represented: in these cases freedom from city life. Ackerman is 
correct in his view that behind the villa lies an ideology. However, villa ideology is 
not static but is susceptible to modifications, both between individuals and societies. 
Reliance on interpretations of the ancient villa originating from the Renaissance and 
the eighteenth century that are used to consider the phenomenon of the Roman villa, 
provide us with a distorted image. In the writings of the Renaissance, men such as 
Lollio profess they lived according to the tradition of the Romans and that they 
subscribed to the same desires and ideology as villa owners before them. Hence Lollio 
states, .... .I should say ( .... in conformity with the precepts of Columella) that a good 
and diligent father of a family never should let a month pass without returning to his 
villa, since the eye of the proprietor (as Pliny so well says) is an insurance and a 
106 Ackennan (1990), p. 9. 
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fruitful presence" 107. Similarly, Palladio professed to develop the architectural 
structure of the villa in accordance with ancient methods. However, the villae of the 
Romans demonstrate with clarity the differences that occurred in ancient villa 
architecture, lifestyle and ideology. Some aspects were criticised, others praised 108. 
The men of the Renaissance promoted their villas as similar to those of the Romans, 
aiming to immerse their buildings and their lifestyle in the perceived authority exuded 
by men of ancient Rome. However, the Roman villa had been as fluid and flexible as 
the needs of the individual and society required. The presumed accuracy with which 
Renaissance villae reconstructed the Roman villa, as presented in the literature and 
architecture of the period, continued into the villas of later centuries 109. This has 
affected the manner in which historians today have approached the villa. The notion 
of the 'authentic villa' of the Roman tradition, which Renaissance authors and 
architects claimed to have demonstrated in their villas, has been promoted to the 
extent that the discrepancies amongst the examples of ancient villae have generally 
been 'glossed over' to present a linear development of the villa from antiquity to the 
Renaissance and beyond. 
By commenting that, "The basic program of the villa has remained unchanged 
for more than two thousand years since it was first fixed by the patricians of ancient 
Rome" Ackerman clearly attempts to provide a static definition of the villa"o• In 
antiquity, it has been observed that the villa could either be urban or rustic, 
107 Lollio (1544). fols. B Ixv-Xr. 
108 See Sen. Ep. LXXXVI, discussing Scipio's Villa. He comments that as centuries have passed man 
has become more inclined to extravagant living in their villae and are not prepared to live as the 
Ptrevious generations of Romans had. 
09 As Ayres (1997) p. 53 cites ofC18th comments on Palladio, his "taste and style of building were 
truly antique". 
110 Ackerman (1990). p. 9 
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agricultural or luxurious, depending on the requirements of the owner, the period of 
construction, and the agenda of the author recording the villa for posterity. This 
flexibility surrounding ancient villa development has meant that it was open to re-
interpretation, encouraging continued adaptation and construction. The absence of 
static guidelines for villa development within antiquity stems from the fact that the 
villa concept is far more than merely the building alone, as Ackerman correctly says: 
" .... it is not material but psychological and ideological"lll. Yet, whilst Ackerman 
believes that this ideological aspect of the villa makes it ..... .impervious to reality,,112, 
the remainder of this thesis will suggest that it was rather the flexibility and 
malleability of the Roman villa concept that permitted it to conform to numerous 
different values and ideals, as a rustic retreat, productive centre, a place that 
demonstrated personal wealth and opulence, or, as in many cases, a residence that 
housed all of the above and more within its walls. 
2.1.1 The Villa as Antithesis to City and DOnlu..,? 
An important misconception of the villa is that each villa provides, in 
ideological terms, the opposite of the city. It has been viewed as an arcadian place, 
where owners can relax and escape the busy life of the city. The Roman villa was a 
dwelling outside the city walls, though the extent to which they were located outside 
the city varied. Whilst some were almost on the doorstep of cities, others have been 
found at a significant distance from them. This separation from the city, whether 
physical or metaphorical, has encouraged some ancient and architectural historians, 
111 Ackerman (1990), p. 9. 
112 Ibid, p. 9. 
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including Zanker and Ackennan, to suggest that the villa can be understood as the 
antithesis to the domus. Zanker states "Nonetheless for the first time in history a 
distinct domestic setting had been created for cultural life, to which devotees could 
withdraw in their leisure time. The world of the villa and leisure was a private 
retreat, an antithesis to the world of business, politics and law courts in the city." I 13. 
A similar representation of the villa as sanctuary from the city is presented by 
Ackennan, "The content of villa ideology is rooted in the contrast between city and 
country, in that the virtues and delights of one are presented as the antithesis of the 
vices and excesses of the other," I 14. Hence, where the domus has been observed to be 
the place where owners display themselves to the public through their domestic 
architecture and decor and behaviour, commentators have presumed that life at the 
villa in the country must be viewed as a retreat from the display and demands of the 
city II s• At the villa, it has been presumed that, surrounded by nature, owners 
concerned themselves with pursuing the (im)morallife. In pursuit of this presentation 
of antithesis between country and town, villa and domus, scholars generally 
emphasise Vitruvius' description of the villa structure as being opposite to that of the 
domus l16• However, as has been demonstrated in Chapter 1, Vitruvius also comments 
on the similarity between these two domestic settings I 17. 
It is not merely inaccurate to contrast the locations and the inherent ideologies 
of these domestic spheres but it is also problematic when seeking to comprehend the 
function ofthe residence as an important demonstration of the wealth and status of the 
113 Zanker (1998) p.18. 
114 Ackennan (1990) p. 12. 
liS The notion of the domus as a place for individual display has been most successfully discussed by 
Wallace-Hadrill (1994, & 1988) and Hales (2003). 
116 Vitro De arch, VI. V.3. See p. 29 for quote 
117 Ibid. VI. V.I-3. See p. 28 for quote 
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owner. The villa played a vital role in the manner in which members of Roman 
society comprehended their position within the social hierarchy, and that of their 
friends, contemporaries, neighbours and enemies. By comparing art and architectural 
displays, the methods of entertainment put on for guests, and the visibility of both the 
villa and the owner when residing there, it will be demonstrated that rather than the 
villa being the antithesis or even a "counterbalance" to the domus in either form, 
function or ideology, it is better to consider the villa as an extension of the domus l18 • 
Members of Roman society were able to use their villae as status symbols, just as they 
did their domus, displaying their wealth and prestige for all to see. Just as the city was 
often portrayed as the centre of corruption and vice, for example when Columella 
warns about recruiting an agrarian-villa overseer from the selection of slaves from the 
city, 
So my advice at the start is not to appoint an overseer from that sort of 
slave who is physically attractive, and certainly not from that class 
which has busied itself with the voluptuous occupations of the city. 
This lazy and sleepy-headed class of servants, accustomed to 
'dl' 119 1 mg ... 
so too were some villa residences portrayed as being similar centres for idleness and 
immorality. This can be seen in numerous comments by Seneca, for he states of 
Servilius Vatia's villa and of his life whilst there, 
He was famed for nothing else than his life ofleisure ... people used to 
cry out: "0 Vatia, you alone know how to live!" But what he knew 
118This tenn "counterbalance" has been used by Ackennan (1990), p. 9. in order to describe the Roman 
villa. 
119 Columella, Rust .• I. VIII. 1-2. 
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was how to hide, not how to live, and it makes a great deal of 
difference whether your life be one of leisure or idleness ... For the man 
who has fled from affairs and from man, ... he is living for his belly, his 
sleep and his lust,-and that is the most shameful thing in the 
world ... The most convenient thing about the villa is the fact that Baiae 
is next door ... So it seems that Vatia was no fool when he selected this 
place as best in which to spend his leisure when it was already 
unfruitful and decrepit. 120 
The potential of the villa as a place for corruption is further supported by 
Champlin when he comments on the propensity of the out-of-town residence for 
intrigue. 
Equally important, the suburb with its combination of privacy and 
proximity to the city is ideal for private transactions and even intrigue. 
The prime example is offered by Pompey the Great in the last decade 
of the Republic, whether he was operating from one of his hort; next to 
Rome or from his beloved Alban villa. In his suburban properties he 
could quietly take the advice of Cato or intrigue with Crassus, there he 
could distribute large bribes to the voters ... .it is easy to imagine other 
politicians and businessmen using suburban privacy for the same 
purposes121 . 
It is clear that the role of the villa and its ideology cannot be defined quite so simply 
as being purely antithetical to the domus 122, It would appear that, whilst noting the 
ideologies of the villa mentioned by the ancient sources, Ackerman has neglected to 
120 Sen. Ep. LV. passim. 
121 Champlin (1985) p. 109. citing evidence from Plut. Cal. Min., 48.1; Pomp. 44.4; Cic., 31.2 f.; Cic. 
All. 4.11.1. Cic. Rob. Post. 6. 




observe the disparity between the professed ideologies and the practice demonstrated 
by the extant villa sources. Some discussions of the villa can be seen in contrast to 
those relating to the domus, demonstrating the benefits of the lifestyle in one over the 
other. However, there are numerous examples in Roman literature that not only 
illustrate similarities between the ideological constructions of both the villa and the 
domus, as demonstrated above by Vitruvius, but also which highlight the similarities 
between the lifestyles of the villa and domus. Examples of this can be seen in Cicero's 
Letters to Atticus where he discussed the duties he undertook for his clients when at 
anyone of his many villae, Cicero often lets us observe the importance of the villa 
lifestyle through the prominence that he placed upon behaviour in his villa, over and 
above the setting of his villa residence. To Atticus he commented, hIt is not a country 
house I have here but a public exchange, so many of the good people of Formiae 
come in.,,123, whilst in others he stated '"My villa is so thronged with folk; processions 
meet me ... ,,124 and "Just as I was writing these words, in comes Sebosus and I had 
hardly fetched a sigh, when there was Arrius saying '"Good day". This is going out of 
the town! Is it escaping from society to run into people like thisT'l25. Although at his 
villa, Cicero is obliged to continue with his official duties, which include meeting and 
greeting clients at each morning's salutatio. Furthermore, in his philosophical 
writings, Cicero evoked his villae as places where he regularly entertained friends and 
contemporaries 1 26. Cicero's villae were not places where he was able to escape his 
negotium and political duties towards others, nor was he able to ignore the necessary 
entertaining of guests. 
123 Cic. Att. II.9S.2. discussing his vii/a at Formiae. 
124 Ibid ILXXIL 
125 Ibid II.XV.cf. ILXIV. 
126 There are numerous occasions where Cicero invites and entertains friends and contemporaries to his 




Similar concerns appear to have affected the villae of Pliny the Younger. 
Throughout his Epistles Pliny records numerous places where he, like Cicero, either 
entertains guests at his villa or is entertained at a villa of his one of his 
contemporaries127• His Laurentine villa is located close to the city so that he can 
maintain easy access to his duties. Whilst at a slight distance from the urban sphere, 
Pliny is strongly aware of his need to maintain work at the forefront of his mind so 
that he avoids criticisms of being idle. This concern about being seen as indolent is 
clearly reflected in his letter regarding the retirement of his friend Spurinna who, at 
the age of 70, has retired to his villa. After highlighting Spurinna's daily activities at 
his villa, Pliny comments, 
This is the sort of life which I ardently aspire after .... when I shall 
arrive at those years which will justify a retreat from 
business .... Spurinna is at once my support and my example. For he 
too, as long as it became him, fulfilled the duties of public life ... .I 
propose to myself the same course and the same term ... .in order 
that. .. .! can enjoy it [repose] without being charged with indolence.128 
Although he wrote about his villae to his friends, describing his duties in detail, Pliny 
was well aware that he would not fully escape the work required of him until he was 
old enough to retire without criticism. 
127 Examples of entertaining at villae in Pliny Ep. are III.I, VI.I4 and VI.31 (the latter describes dining 
at the Emperor Trajan's vii/a at Centum Cellae, present day Civita Vecchia). From these examples of 
entertaining, we yet again are given the impression that the villa is not a place for retreat but that, like 
the domus, it is a place for meeting with the friends and contemporaries and being on show. For further 
infonnation on Trajan's villa at Civita Vecchia, see Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 47, pp. 204-206. 
128 Plin. Ep. III.I. 
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A further example of the similarities between villa and city can be identified 
in Lucullus. In the same way that the domlls was employed as a symbol of elite status 
in society through its art, architecture and decor, the villa was employed as an 
important means of displaying personal social status: 
Our friend, Lucius LucuIlus, that great man, made what passed as a 
very neat reply to criticisms of the magnificence of his Tusculan villa: 
he had two neighbours, uphill an eques Romanus, downhill a 
freedman; considering that they had magnificent villas, he ought to be 
allowed what others of lower rank got away with.129 
He believed his patrician status gave him the right and indeed the need to parade his 
position of social superiority to all. Both Cicero's continuation of commitments whilst 
at his villa, Pliny's recognition of his necessary connection to the city and Lucullus' 
employment of the residence as a means of displaying status demonstrates that the 
boundaries between life in the country and life in the city were blurred. Separation 
between the two was a more difficult undertaking than generally professed or 
obtained. 
From examination of the literature, we begin to see that the concept of the 
villa is an urban and elite concept: a product of the urban elite of Rome, produced by 
men such as Cicero and Pliny. As such, literature on the villa residence is produced 
with an idea of being directed at and read by an urban audience and is aimed at 
evoking a reaction within the urban sphere. As Champlin comments: 
129 Cic. Leg. III.30-31. 
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... the "high culture" of the Roman world was obviously a completely 
urban culture, its literature the product of city life and city men. The 
country and its pursuits are seen inevitably through urban spectacles. 
Take for instance the powerful and persuasive rural idyll, conveyed 
by, but not confined to, the pastoral: the countryside as a place of 
happy innocence and true friendship, as a temporary and leisurely 
retreat, as a pleasant garden ... , and particularly as anti-city, where the 
vices of urban life are tacitly or explicitly a topic of discourse 130. 
These connections between the villa and the city become still more apparent in 
Varro's Rerum rusticarum, for within the dialogues of these three books agricultural 
discussions are often interrupted with the reporting of events from Rome as election 
results come in. According to Green, " ... the setting [of V arro's Rerum rusticarum] 
seems to point, not only to farms and agriculture, but also very firmly, to the political 
and military conflicts of the late Republic, as part of Varro's subject." 131. Dench 
further emphasises the connections between town and country in this work, "The 
work is framed by reportage of symbolic and occasionally harrowing late Republican 
events that push an exploration of the themes of town and country." 132. Both the 
characters in the Rerum rusticarum and the reader, whilst considering matters of a 
country nature are constantly pulled back into the politics and activities of the city: 
they are unable to escape its pull on their attentions. 
Archaeological evidence supports this notion of connections between the villa 
and the city. At the Villa San Marco at Stabiae, benches are located outside, on either 
130 Champlin (1985), p. 107. cfp. 97. 
131 Green (1997), p.430. 
132 Deneh (2005) p.190. 
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side of the entrance to the atrium of the residence (fig 14)133. Equivalent examples of 
these benches have been found outside urban residences of Pompeii and 
Herculaenum, and it has been suggested that these were where clientes would wait for 
their patron in the daily salutatio. Here they would demonstrate their support for their 
patron in return for a sportula of food or money. Patronage held a vital role in the 
negotium of the city. Here we see the appearances of the processes of patronage also 
being observed within the country. 
2.1.2 The Villa as a Haven for Greek Culture? 
Another of the most popular representations of the villa envisions it as a 
cultural haven. According to Zanker and Neudecker, villa life became identified as the 
basis for enjoying Greek culture. Indeed Zanker argues that otium, which he sees as 
inherently connected with the villa residence, was invented specifically for Greek 
• 134 purSUIts . 
In Rome the new friends of Greek culture could not display the results 
of their conversion to Dionysiac values in public, for they ran counter 
to austere Roman traditional values and customs, and therefore came 
under political attack as luxuria. Devotees were forced to create a 
private world of tryphe at their country villas, where they could 
indulge in their pastimes unhampered by political considerations. 
Villas became the stage sets for a new lifestyle ofleisure (otium)l35. 
133 Similar benches were also found outside the entrance of the Villa of Mysteries, see, Coarelli (2002) 
f· 347. 
34 Zanker (1998) p.16 passim, see n. 108 above. 
I3S Ibid p. 18 cfp. 139. 
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According to Neudecker the reception of Greek culture and aesthetic pleasure were 
determining elements of vii/a life: 
Wie sehr nun die Rezeption sfunlicher spfithellenistisch-griechischer 
Lebens- und Kulturbereiche den Aristokraten wfihrend der Villeggiatur 
in Anspruch nahm, ist oft und treffend dargestellt worden, (braucht 
also hier nicht weiter ausgebreitet zu werden). Wir wollen einzig die 
entscheidenden Au~erungen dieses kunstund kulturhistorichen 
Phfinomens zusammenfassen: gleichsam essentiell stellt sich die 
Villenarchitektur als ein Amalgam sfuntlicher spfithellenistischer 
Bauformen dar, angefangen mit filrstlichen Residenzen uber die 
Saiilenhallen der Heiligtfuner und Agorai, Gymnasien mit 
Annexbauten, Kryptoportiken, Piscinae und Paradeisoi bis hin zu 
Nymphfien .... Diese Architektur erfiillt nun jene oft radikal wirkende 
Griechenland-Rezeption, die wiederum aus Herrschattitilde, 
Bildungsdrang und hellenistichem Naturerlben kontaminiert wird zu 
einem Lebensgefiihl, welches schlieplich die Villeggiatur erst zum 
gesellschaftlichen Faktor machtl36• 
At first glance such an argwnent seems plausible. There are undeniably strong Greek 
and Hellenistic elements in the Roman villa, not only in vii/a architecture but also in 
the lifestyle professed by vii/a owners such as Cicero, Varro and Pliny the Younger. 
Philosophy, hunting, bathing, and the literary life expounded by villa libraries such as 
the famous library of the Vii/a of Papyri, or the library at Lucullus' renowned vii/a, all 
could be found in the villa residence and were affected by Greek culture. Yet 
associations with Greek traditions were by no means restricted to the confines of the 
136 Neudecker (1988) p. 2. cf. Zanker (1998) p. 17, "Courtyards, gardens, rooms, fountains, and 
watercourses echoed the forms of Greek architecture and were occasionally even given Greek names. 
Wherever one looked in a richly decorated villa, references to Greek themes met the eye. Copies of 
Greek sculptures in varying sizes ... were placed in rooms; waH paintings and floor mosaics reproduced 
scenes of Greek mythology, ... Gardens recalled Greek sanctuaries." 
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villa. The development of libraries in Rome, for example those in Trajan's forum, 
bathing and theatrical establishments and the prevalence of philosophy in the urban 
sphere showed that Greek culture was clearly found not just in the villa but also 
within the city arena 137. Therefore, to see the Greek culture found in the villa as a 
defining motif of the villa as Neudecker suggests in his statement "Wie sich zeigen 
wird, bleiben Rezeption grieschischer Kultur und asthetischer Genu~ auch weitterhin 
bestimmende Elemente des Villenlebens", seems a rather simplistic and problematic 
presentation of the villa 138• 
The absorption of Greek culture into Roman life is presented most 
successfully by Galinsky and Gruen, for both explore in depth the ambiguity of the 
relationship between Romans and Hellenism 139. 
Assume you were an educated Greek tourist visiting the new capital of 
the Mediterranean world around the time of Christ's birth. Public places 
and buildings would look familiar. Marble temples were built in a style 
distinctly reminiscent of Greek orders, especially Corinthian. Porticoes 
framed ample plazas as they did in Hellenistic cities .... The conclusion 
would be inescapable: Rome was a Greek city l40. 
Galinsky promotes continuity between Republican culture and Augustan culture 
through the use of Greek traditions, whilst Gruen illustrates the early associations of 
137 Pompey's theatre at Rome, built in 55BC being the first example of a theatrical establishment. 
Bathing establishments were located throughout Rome. For general information on bathing and bathing 
establishments see, Yegul (1992). Much has been written on the theatre in Rome, on which a summary 
of works has been suggested below on_po 109. 
138 Neudecker (1988) p.2. 
139 Galinsky (1996); Gruen (1993) 
140 Galinsky (1996) p. 332. Cf. p. 335 and p. 346. 
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Greek culture with Rome that could be seen during the 3rd and 2nd centuries BC141 • 
Both carefully portray this image of Greek culture in Rome as being one of synthesis. 
According to Gruen, 
The leadership of Rome found Greek culture both welcome and 
serviceable. The attraction of Hellas lay deep and started early. Romans 
blended Greek cults, deities, and religious practices with indigenous 
beliefs from the beginning decades of the Republic ... 142 
Both discussions offer an important insight into the complex role of Greek culture 
within the Roman world. There was a desire to employ Greek culture in order to 
emphasise Roman superiority. 
The attitude was not simply one of respectful awe. Romans took care 
from the outset to project the primacy of their own interests and the 
subordination of Hellenism to national goals .... The exaggerated 
posturing of a Cato or a Marius had the same ends in view: the 
manipulation of a Greek tapo; to accentuate Roman 
qualities .... Hellenism held great advantage for the Romans. It served 
both to enrich their heritage and to highlight the special merits of their 
nation. 143 
This notion of employing Greek culture as a means of demonstrating Roman 
superiority is further supported by Dench when she states, " ... Rome's particular 
accommodations of herself within the language of Hellenism are directly associated 
with her emergence as a superpower within the Mediterranean world, including 
141 Gruen (1993) p. l. 
142 Ibid. p. 269. cfGalinsky (1996) p. 350-362. 
143 Gruen. (1993) p. 270-271. 
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Italy" I 44. The presence of Greek culture within the villa, though not a specifically 
defining characteristic of the villa was rather more importantly a reflection of 
Romanness and functioned to integrate fundamentally the villa and its inherent 
lifestyle into Roman culture as a whole. 
In the same way that Greek culture was employed in the city to demonstrate Roman 
superiority, its presence in the villa residence displayed the owner's unquestionable 
Romanness to his guests, showing that he was a fully 'paid up' member of the higher 
echelons of Roman society, upholding Roman traditions and displaying Roman 
supremacy. "A widespread consensus held that command of Greek learning was not 
only respectable but fundamental in projecting Rome's cultural ascendancy" 145. By 
steeping their Roman villae in Greek culture, elite villa owners demonstrated their 
support of Rome's traditions outside the city sphere just as they were accepted and 
paraded within the urban arena. 
Furthermore, the employment of Greek culture in Rome, particularly through 
art and philosophy worked as a language of differentiation for the elite members of 
Roman society. With reference to Greek art collections owned by members of the 
Roman elite to Greek education and learning, Galinsky comments: 
In the late Republic, this kind of art collecting was definitely the 
prerogative of an aristocratic elite whose appropriation of works based 
on classical and archaic Greek art could only enhance their social and 
144 Dench (2005) p. 168, Dench (2005) pp.152-221 examines in detail what it was to be Roman and 
considers in depth the plurality of Roman identity cf Zanker (1998), p. 17, "Creating a three-
dimensional enclosed representation of Greek culture was a way of claiming symbolic possession of 
it." 
14S Ibid p, 270. 
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cultural superiority to the commoners. Representatives of the same 
elite passed a censorial edict in 92 BC against the 
Latinisation - vulgarising in their eyes - of rhetorical schools and 
insisted that the traditional, elitist Greek training was the true mos 
maionlm. 146 
This representation of the desirability of Greek culture as a defining language of the 
Roman elite is further supported by Gruen: 
By the late Republic, it could be taken for granted that members of the 
Roman elite knew Greek and could use it whenever appropriate. 
Cicero's limitless list of charges against Verres included the allegation 
that he knew not a word of Greek. The very fact of the reproach 
presupposes that the knowledge of Greek was expected- and 
desirable ... Roman aristocrats ... sought instruction In Greek 
learning ... Young Romans schooled themselves in the Hellenic legacy 
partly, of course, for intellectual enrichment - and partly to demonstrate 
that that legacy was theirs to command .... The philhellenic inclinations 
and intellectual aspirations of Roman nobiles .. . gave status and 
• 147 prestIge. 
The presence of Greek culture within the villa, therefore, played more 
important roles for elite Roman villa owners than merely allowing them to dabble in 
Hellenistic culture whilst at their country retreat. In the same way that knowledge of 
Greek culture in Rome was perceived as a sign of education and became the 
prerogative of elite status, the presence of Greek culture, art and learning in the 
Roman villa similarly tapped into this mode of intellectual exhibition148• By 
146 Galinsky (1996) p. 339-340. 
147 Gruen (1993) p.240-256. 
148 Deneh (2005) p.13. 
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employing Greek culture in the Roman villa, its elite owner was imbued with 
erudition, parading his elite status and learning to visitors in the recognised and 
accepted language of the elite. Yet this positive picture of Greek culture located in the 
villa is not complete, for Greek culture and the perceived immorality it encouraged 
could also be highly criticised. Popular subjects chosen for discussion in villa 
literature were opulent art and decor, and lifestyle, and these were moreover the areas 
in which Hellenistic and eastern influence on Rome were often most highly censured. 
In investigating the lifestyle of the Roman elite in their villae we must be 
aware that evidence comes from a whole range of genres, whose particularity must be 
taken into account. The differences in the types of writing used by these authors 
should not be viewed, however, as providing an obstacle in our attempts to increase 
our understanding of the villa. They should, conversely, provide us with yet greater 
perception of the central importance of the villa. Statements praising or criticising a 
villa were not merely comments about a place of residence, they were, in fact, claims 
pregnant with implications referring to the villa owner himself, his choice of lifestyle, 
his wealth, culture and taste. John Bodel states "The house is regarded as an extension 
of the man, a tangible symbol of his accomplishments, and thus a suitable object of 
veneration". He goes on to consider the example of Seneca's discussions on Scipio's 
villa by stating, " ... for the Romans of the educated and propertied classes a man's 
country house, like his manner of speech, was a reflection of his character" 149. Yet he 
also goes on to emphasise the converse of this, that actually the villa residence could 
be regarded as the epitome of an individual's negative (or indeed envied) attributes 
and as such the individual might suffer because of them. Whilst the villa could be, and 
149 Bodel (1997) p 5., with reference to Sen. Ep. LXXXVI. This is discussed in further detail below. 
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was, seen by some as an "object of veneration", it must also be realised that it could 
also be seen as an article of censure and condemnation, as is evinced by the 
destruction of Cicero's Tusculan and Formian villae l50 • With reference to an episode 
in Cassius Dio, Bodel quotes the destruction and rebuilding of a neighbour's villa by 
Sextus Marius (reputedly the wealthiest man in Spain). He states, "By focusing his 
resources on his neighbour's villa, Marius struck at the heart of the man's existence-
not only his material wealth and social standing but also the integrity of his 
household, past, present and future ... ,,151. These examples of villae had clearly 
provided contemporaries with the opportunity to demonstrate their support or dislike 
of other members of the elite and we must be aware of support or dislike through 
discussion of villae when examining villae literature. 
One such method of condemnation and demonstration of dislike of a member 
of Roman society was by criticising him for excessive levels of Greek culture and 
Greek lifestyle at his villa. Although to an extent Greek culture in the villa became 
seen as demonstrative of status, there were also distinct problems to be found in the 
connections between otium and Greek culture for through perceived excessive contact 
with Greek culture one risked being seen as threatening Roman status. These 
problems of the extent of Greek culture in the villa further undermine suggestions of 
defining the villa as a place for living a lifestyle of Greek culture, since it was often 
viewed so negatively and employed as a means to pass judgement upon an individual. 
Therefore, the critical nature of such comments make employing Greek lifestyle 
within the villa inherently difficult to judge. 
ISO Referred to many times, along with the destruction of his house on the Palatine, throughout his 
works including on a number of occasions in his Letters to Atticus, for example II. IV. 1& 2. 
lSI Bodel (1997) p.1 I. 
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In examining the villa as an object of criticism, let us return our attention to Bodel's 
vision of the house as an extension of the man. The literary evidence would suggest 
that this also applies to the villa and can be taken further. Although clearly a vital 
aspect of the villa, the extent to which a Roman acquainted himself with Greek culture 
was not without its problems. We have seen that in his criticism ofVerres, Cicero was 
quick to identify his opponent's lack of knowledge of Greek language and culture as a 
significant point for ridicule l52• Potentially more dangerous than displaying a lack of 
erudition, however, was the threat posed by those who 'drank too deeply' from Greek 
culture and who were thus perceived to be deserting their Roman heritage. Gruen 
provides us with two excellent examples of this in his discussion of A. Postumius 
Albinus and T. Albucius, both of whom faced vitriolic criticism for being too 
ensconced in Hellenic culture l53• 
A Roman's ability to acquaint himself with Greek culture in a controlled and 
restricted fashion became important in the perpetual assertion of Roman superiority 
and supremacy over other nations. Such display was no less important in the villa than 
in the city. With reference to the villa residence, those who were perceived to show 
excessive Hellenism or eastern culture were understood to threaten Romanness. One 
of the best and most extreme examples is Lucullus who, on return from war in the 
East and following denial of a military triumph, chose to leave Roman political life 
altogether and reside in his villae l54• His apparent complete acceptance of, and 
submission into, an Eastern way of life and thus his apparent desertion of his 
152 Cic. Verr., 2.4.127; cf. 2.3.84 as cited in Gruen (1993) p. 240, see p. 63. 
153 According to ibid, p. 257-258, Postumius was censured for ..... demeaning a Roman's capacity to 
learn Greek" whilst Albucius ...... flaunted his Hellenism in an offensive manner.", cfp. 271. 
154 Plut. Lue. XXXVIII.2. 
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Romanness is identified by his withdrawal from Rome and more importantly by the 
comment from Tubero the Stoic that he was "Xerxes in a toga,,155. Not only did he 
visibly resemble an eastern monarch in his residence and its libraries and canals, but 
his abandoning of his life and position in Rome's political heart and the inherent 
demonstration of his lack of reliance on Rome presented a significant threat to Rome 
and her professed traditions. As a member of Rome's elite, he had opted out. Whilst 
immediate reasons for his unpopularity stem from the political circumstances at the 
time, for example his friendship with Sulla, the underlying reasons for the vitriolic 
criticisms against him were arguably his retreat from society. If he could choose this 
life for himself, which no longer required the competitive atmosphere of Rome for 
survival and recognition, it was plausible that other members of the elite might follow 
his example, abandoning Rome. As such we can observe the ambiguity with which 
Hellenic culture within the villa was observed, and indeed the potential criticisms it 
might engender. 
A significant problem of excessive familiarity with Greek culture and the 
potentially immoral lifestyle that this brought was that it apparently affected all 
members of society. In their criticisms of the lifestyle led at villae, authors included in 
their discussions the immoral behaviour supposedly displayed by emperors 
themselves, for example Suetonius' reports of Tiberius' behaviour when at his villa 
on Capri 156. Tiberius' villa was located away from Rome on an island and thus was 
perceived to be isolated (figs 15a & b). Whilst in his villa on Capri, not only did 
Tiberius surround himself with Greek company and astrologers, but purportedly 
ISS Pluto Lue. XXXIX, 3. 
156 It must be noted the Suetonius was writing after Tiberius' death, around l20AD. 
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partook of immoral pleasures, to which he had apparently become accustomed whilst 
residing on the Greek island of Rhodes 157. 
On retiring to Capreae he made himself a private sporting house, 
where sexual extravagances were practised for his secret pleasure. 
Bevies of girls and young men, whom he had collected from all over 
the Empire as adepts in unnatural practices ... would copulate before 
him in groups of three, to excite his waning passions. A number of 
small rooms were furnished with the most indecent pictures and 
statuary obtainable ... He furthermore devised little nooks of lechery 
in the woods and glades of the island, ... 158. 
Tiberius' overly close contact with Hellenism on Capri was perceived to be laden with 
immorality and considered to be demonstrative of his negative and un-Roman 
character. 
To employ the presence of Greek culture within the villa as a defining motif 
of these residences is highly problematic. Greek culture was not restricted to the villa. 
Furthermore, vitriolic criticisms of Greek culture as the cause of the perceived decay 
of Romanness was a popular rhetorical topos throughout Roman literature and 
perpetually employed as a mode of condemning members of society. This causes us 
significant problems in our attempts to reconstruct with accuracy the levels of Greek 
151 In his explanation of Tiberius' removal to his villa on Capri, Tacitus emphasises the isolated location 
of this island see Tac. Ann. IV. 66. 
158 Suet. Tib. 43. This villa referred to by Suetonius has been understood to be Villa Iovis on Capri, 
located over 300m above sea level, on a cliff, looking out to sea. Identification cannot be assured with 
certainty, however, the isolated location of Villa Iovis would certainly agree with presentations of 
Tiberius' isolated character and his attempts at self imposed exile both at Rhodes and Capri, cf, Tac. 
Ann. IV. 56, IV. 66. For Mauiri's excavation report see Maiuri (1987) pp.33-60. 
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culture to be found in villae, since in their criticisms of the increasing Greekness of 
villae, authors are actually making comments upon the villa owners themselves. 
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2.2: Defining the Villa Through Luxury and its Role in Villae 
As we have seen from Lucullus, opulent display played an important role in 
the villa. This is hardly surprising since, as we have observed, display played a vital 
part of the competition between members of the elite and wealthy classes of Rome. 
Furthermore, it is noticeable from villa remains that the exploitation of wealthy 
materials played a vital role in the conception and construction of the villa. From the 
literature, however, we perceive a rather more complex presentation of wealthy 
display within the villa. Most discussions regarding the villa revolve around the 
utilisation of opulent display within it, indeed it was of the utmost significance since 
the Roman villa was often seen as the locus for wealthy display159. However, behind 
the desired concept of the villa as a place for the owner's rich display of status lay the 
threat of his residence being criticised as being luxurious for luxuria when at leisure 
was perceived to be foreign and thus un-Roman. Employment of the term luxury by 
historians such as Percival as means of defining villae and the plethora of references 
to opulence in the villa has suggested its significant role in the domestic sphere thus 
necessitating detailed examination of its importance. In the following section, we will 
examine wealthy display in villa literature. We will examine the extent to which 
Hellenic acculturisation was successful within the Roman villa and interrogate where 
and why the boundary between opulence and luxuria was transgressed, resulting in 
vitriolic criticisms. 
159 The premise for the remainder of this thesis will be to regard these types of residence, to varying 
extents, as opulent domains. 
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2.2.1 Linking Luxuriae and VilIae- Understanding the Villa as Demonstration of 
Luxury. 
"A fann is undoubtedly more profitable, so far as the buildings are 
concerned," said Fundanius, " if you construct them more according to 
the thrift of the ancients than the luxury [luxuriam] of the moderns; for 
the fonner built to suit the size of their crops, while the latter build to 
suit their unbridled lUxury [/ibidines indomitas]. Hence their fanns cost 
more than their dwelling-houses, [villae] while now the opposite is 
usually the case. In those days a steading [villa] was praised if it had a 
good kitchen, roomy stables, and cellars for wine and oil in proportion to 
the size of the fann ... .In like manner they took care that the steading 
[villa] should have everything else that was required for agriculture; 
while in these times, on the other hand, the effort is to have as large and 
handsome a dwelling-house [villam] as possible; and they vie with the 
'fann houses'[villis] of Metullus and Lucullus, which they have built to 
the great damage of the state. What men of our day aim at is to have 
their summer dining-rooms face the cool east and their winter dining-
rooms face the west, rather than, as the ancients did, to see on what side 
the wine and oil cellars have their windows; ... 160 
This passage from Varro, shows the critical manner in which he considers the 
villa residences of his contemporaries in comparison with those from earlier times. 
Not only does he actually employ the word luxuriam to describe these residences and 
refers to the libidines indomitas of the modern villa owners who develop these 
buildings, he also highlights the perceived differences in the rusticity of the modem 
and ancient villae as a means to underline the luxury and indeed immorality found in 
the villae of his generation. According to Varro, where productivity had previously 
160 Varro, Rust. I.XIII, 6-7. 
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been the most important aspect of the villa, now the size of the rooms, their location 
towards or away from the sun and their decoration had become the more important 
factors of development. 
Over recent years, scholars such as Sekora, Berry and Dalby have provided both 
general and more specific (either subject specific or chronologically restricted) studies 
into the concept of luxury, generally concentrating on its negative status 161. Whilst 
Varro provides a very negative assessment of Roman luxury, a brief glance at Pliny 
the Elder, clearly highlights that ancient thoughts on luxury were far more complex. 
He demonstrates that luxury items were divided into a hierarchical scale with some 
being more acceptable than others l62• Furthermore, he also suggests that levels of 
criticism varied depending on what one did with the luxurious items, and the status of 
the individual under consideration l63 • In Varro's apparently clear denunciation of the 
luxury in contemporary villae is also problematic. What is the effect on our 
understanding of his criticisms of luxury in the villa residence when we recall that he 
appears to have owned at least three villae located at Casinum, Tusculum, and Cumae, 
the former contained a library plundered on his proscription, and an aviary? Varro 
discusses two different types of aviary [ornithon] "There are," resumed Merula, '"two 
161 Sekora (1977); Berry (1994). Dalby (2000). Berry begins his examination of the term luxury by 
considering it in today's society. Sekora aims to define luxury beginning from a Christianised 
viewpoint. Dalby, whilst demonstrating luxury's existence and desirability in antiquity, emphasises 
Roman distaste towards luxury good". There is no consideration as to why luxury, though criticised by 
some, was praised by others. 
162 In demonstration of this, we see Pliny stating, "Perfumes serve the purpose of the most superfluous 
of all forms of luxury; for pearls and jewels do nevertheless pass to the wearer's heir, and clothes last 
for sometime, but unguents lose their scent at once and die in the very hour when they were used." Plin. 
Nfl, XIII, IV.3. We also see from Pliny that there is a hierarchy between the different example of the 
same object for he goes on to state, ...... we find in the works left by Marcus Cicero that unguents that 
have an earthly scent are more agreeable than those smelling of saffron, in as much as even in a class of 
things where corruption is most rife, nevertheless some degree of strictness in vice itself gives more 
enjoyment." Plin. NH. XIII.3. For further information on Pliny and luxury see Wallace-Hadrill (1990); 
Carey (2003) 
163 Plin. NH. XXXIII. IV.II-13, for example on gold rings 
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kinds of ornithon; one merely for pleasure, such as our friend Varro has built near 
Casinum, which has found many admirers, the other for profit.. .. "l64. That Varro 
owns an aviary for pleasure not profit is certainly indicative of a luxurious element to 
his villa. Importantly, it is often such lack of gain from the various parts of villa 
residences that resulted in criticisms of IUXury16S. Indeed Varro himself claimed the 
productive villa to be a more praiseworthy dwelling. 
Conversely, however, there are numerous occasions where displays of opulence 
are openly praised by ancient authors such as Statius. 
Between the walls that are known by the Sirens' name and the cliff that 
is burdened by the shrine of Etruscan Minerva a lofty villa stands and 
gazes out upon the Dicarchean deep; .... Here would the nimble choir of 
Phorcus wish to bathe and Cymodoce with dripping tresses and the sea-
green Galatea. Before the building the dark-blue ruler of that swelling 
waves keeps watch, and guards that innocent home; his shrine is it that is 
wet with friendly spray. Alcides protects the happy fields; in the two 
deities does the haven rejoice: one guards the land, the other resists the 
angry billows ..... Not if Helicon were to grant me all her streams. Or 
Pimplea quench my thirst, or the hoof of the flying steed abundantly 
assuaged it: not if mystic Phemono~ were to unlock her pure springs or 
those wherein my Pollius, under the auspices of Phoebus, hath plunged 
his deep-immersed urn- not even so could I equal in Pierian strains the 
countless charms and beauties of the place ..... here are marbles chosen 
from the heart of Grecian quarries; the stone of Eastern Syene, splashed 
with veining, and that which Phrygian axes hew in mournful Synnas o' er 
the fields of wailing Cybele, whereon the white expanse is bordered by 
164 Varro, Rust. III.1V.2. Emphasis is my own. 
16' For example Cato, Agr. I-IV, and Vitro De arch. VI. VI. 1&5. Meanwhile, Pliny the Elder, NH. IX. 
LXXXI.l71 criticises those who have fishponds but do not fann them for profit. Mart. Spect. 1.111.47, 
likewise criticises those (specifically Bassus) for not producing his own produce in the country. 
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a rim of purple; here too are green blocks quarried from the hill of 
Lycurgus at Amyc1ae, where the stone counterfeits the grass; here gleam 
the tawny rocks from Numidia, Thasian marble too and Chian, and 
Carystian stone that joys to behold the waves: all tum to salute the 
Chalcidian towers. A blessing on thy heart, that thou approvest what is 
Greek and hauntest Grecian land .... Long mayest thou live, enriched 
beyond Midas' wealth and Lydian gold, blest above the diadems of 
Euphrates and of Troy; whom neither fickle power nor the shifting mob, 
nor laws nor camps can vex, ... 166 
Here, Statius in the C2nd AD extols the villa of his patron Pollio Felix at Surrentum on 
the Bay of Naples (figs 16 a & b)167. According to Statius, this villa displayed 
opulence and wealth within its walls, located in an area not only inhabited by 
mythological beings and gods, but also Pollio Felix. An image of splendour can be 
observed among the description of the numerous marbles that decorated this residence 
and the senses are bombarded with a multitude of sight, sound, taste and touch 
sensations, injecting a sense of reality into the vision portrayed in the text and 
encouraging us to envisage the scene168. Here the exotic materials of marble and gold, 
which have received criticism from authors such as Pliny the Elder and Seneca the 
Younger as being /uxuria, have become demonstrations of magnificence169. Pollio 
Felix is presented and praised as the owner of a sumptuous and wealthy villa. Equally 
comparable to this presentation of the opulent Villa ofPollius Felix is the residence of 
166 Stat, Silv. 11.2. 1·125. For modem readings of Stat ius see Newlands C., (2002), pp.119·198. 
167 Modem day Sorrento. The remains of this villa are believed still to exist on the tip of the Sorrento 
peninsula. However as with almost all remains of ancient residences it is impossible to be totally 
certain as to ownership. The remains found in Sorrento are in a poor state of repair, however it was 
clearly a villa of a considerable size, which looked out immediately onto the shore. For further 
infonnation on the archaeological remains at Sorrento see, Pappalardo (2000) pp.24-26. 
168 The ability for poetry to be brought alive through use of great detail is discussed in detail in Zanker 
(2004). He comments, (p. 40) of Theocritus' Idyll 22 "The audience is made to feel as if they are 
included in the scene, primarily because of the visual clarity of Theocritus' presentation." Whilst 
concerned with arts from the Hellenistic period, Zanker's insight is strongly applicable to the poetry of 
Statius. 
169 Plin. NH, VI.XXIV; XII.2; XXXIII·XXXVII passim and Sen. Ep. II. LXXXVI. 1·21. 
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Manlius Vopiscus once again described by Statius in his Silvae. Wealth abounds in 
the sumptuous decor of this villa: the "gilded beams", and the "Moorish doorposts 
everywhere or marble lucent with colours", yet Statius specifically states that such 
decoration is not lUxury 170. He comments, " ... here hides fertile repose and strenuous 
virtue with brow serene and sober elegance and enjoyment sans luxury," 171. To locate 
luxury in this setting in this encomiastic poetry would be highly problematic for it 
would open up Statius' patron to harsh rebuke for his lack of Roman austerity and the 
presence of immoral luxuria in his villa displays. This ambiguity towards luxury and 
the villa has been poorly examined by historians today and simple or incomplete 
explanations of the role of luxury in this sphere of the domestic realm have been 
encouraged. 
In Houses and Society in Pompeii and Herculaneum, Andrew Wallace-Hadrill 
moves towards considering the employment of luxury as a means of organising the 
different hierarchies of ancient Roman society. 
That the quality and decoration of a Roman's house was closely linked 
with his social standing emerges again and again in the literature of the 
late Republic and early Empire. From a moralistic point of view, in a 
characteristic Roman tradition that stretches from the elder Cato 
through Varro and Cornelius Nepos to the elder Pliny and beyond, 
expenditure on housing was luxuria, a social malaise that involved the 
squandering of patrimonial substance on worthless and ruiness show. 
Aediflcatio .. .. was regularly represented as vice, and its avoidance was 
applauded .... Expenditure on decoration was equally 
reprehensible .... But luxuria was not a senseless waste; it was a 
170 Stat. Silv. 1.3.35-37. 
171 Ibid. 1.3.91-93. 
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social necessity in a highly competitive society, and we do not have 
to look very far to find voices admitting as much.l72 
Whilst luxury in the domestic sphere was criticised on numerous occasions, there 
were many authors who realised the importance of its role in ancient Roman 
societyl73. Amongst the large corpus ofliterature from antiquity presenting the villa, 
the eulogistic praise of the wealthy and opulent villa, such as the above from Statius 
grants us a partial, yet important, insight into ancient concepts. Whilst luxury was 
perceived as an import to Rome from abroad, especially from Greece and the East, the 
concept of luxuria as a means by which to judge people and as a way of ordering the 
hierarchies of Roman society was a specifically Roman invention. As such, 
discussions on luxury became statements about an individual's Romanness and his 
ability to cope with and control himself with the correct degree of austerity when 
faced with these potentially corruptive, effeminising and non-Roman influences. It is 
imperative to remember the perceived 'foreign-ness' of luxuria, which allowed the 
elite to utilise luxury as a means of denouncing competition as Roman. 
Luxury cannot be viewed as simply a condemned and hated aspect of Roman 
life but rather as a mechanism employed by Rome to define and compare herself with 
other nations. This remainder of this chapter will demonstrate that opulence and 
luxurious display and decoration as well as lifestyle in the villa was open to a variety 
of negative and positive discussions from ancient authors. Behind the written 
exegeses on types of display in the domestic sphere from various authors such as 
172 Wallace-Hadrill (1994) p. 4. The emphasis is my own. 
173 See also Leach (2004), p. 168 "One reason that the discourse of lUXUry had circulated so actively 
during the republic was its employment for purposes of political castigation." Looking at the 
presentation of luxury within the numerous Satires of Juvenal and Epigrams of Martial, for example, it 
can be seen that luxury maintained this important role well into the empire. 
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Statius, Varro, the Plinys, and the Senecas, Horace and Martial, there existed the 
desire to use the concept of domestic luxury as a means of investigating the social and 
cultural structures of ancient Roman society. 
As can be seen from both the Statius and Varro passages above, luxury is an 
important aspect of the villa domain, whether implied or whether stated out right, 
though their perceptions of luxury differ greatly. For Statius, the opulence of the 
architecture and decoration of the villa of Pollio Felix is clearly praiseworthy, yet for 
Varro, the influx of luxury into the villa is something to be criticised and avoided. He 
presents the view that the 'proper' villa was that of the ancestors that relied on 
farming and production, not relaxation, comfort and competition. How might such a 
discrepancy between them be explained and indeed, more importantly, how might it 




2.3: Explaining the Presentations of Lllxllria and Opulence 
in the Villa 
The ancient literature on the villa residence demonstrates that both positive and 
negative comments on the villa domain utilise modes of display and the presence of 
luxury and luxurious decoration as a means to berate or praise the owner. It is often the 
most contested and argued aspects of society that are in fact the most important. As 
social standing was deemed to be so important in ancient society, the modes by which 
people demonstrated their personal standing was of vital significance. The huge 
number of references to opulent villa display in the extant literature is clear evidence 
of the important role that such display played in the ancient villa as a means of 
demonstrating individual identity and social prestige. The most important aspect of 
luxury to consider is its connection, as luxuria, with Hellenistic culture. To locate 
luxuria within one's villa was once again to demonstrate excessive Greekness and 
undermine Romanness. Examination of the positive and negative presentations of 
opulence in the villa finds significant support for this, for whilst large amounts of 
wealth might be displayed within the villa, it was the employment of the word luxuria 
in the literary descriptions of villa displays that demonstrated negative perceptions of 
the display. Throughout Statius' encomiastic poetry of the villae of Manlius Vopiscus 
or Pollio Felix, the term luxuria either does not appear or the presence of luxuria in the 
villae is specifically denied. In Varro, however, it is employed within the opening lines 
of the dialogue, quickly identifying the critical tone of the text. 
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An example of vitriolic comments against the luxurious villa can be found in 
the Epistles of Seneca, ironically renowned to be of the richest men in the Empire, 
railing against the opulence of the villae of his contemporaries in contrast to the 
virtues of the puritan and sparsely decorated villae of men of previous generations. 
I am resting at the country-house which once belonged to Scipio 
Africanus himself ... I have inspected the house, ... and the small bath, 
buried in darkness according to the old style, for our ancestors did not 
think that one could have a hot bath except in darkness. It was 
therefore a great pleasure to me to contrast Scipio's ways with our 
own ... he was accustomed to keep himself busy and to cultivate the 
soil with his own hands, as the good old Romans were wont to do. 
Beneath this dingy roof he stood; and this floor, mean as it is, bore his 
weight. .. But who in these days could bear to bathe in such a fashion? 
We think ourselves poor and mean if our walls are not resplendent 
with large and costly mirrors; if our marbles from Alexandria are not 
set off by mosaics of Numidian stone, if their borders are not faced 
over on all sides with difficult patterns, arranged in many colours like 
paintings; if our vaulted ceilings are not buried in glass; if our 
swimming-pools are not lined with Thasian marble, once a rare and 
wonderful sight in any temple ... 174 
This portrayal of the degradation and decay of Roman society was a popular 
rhetorical trope. Authors aimed to portray the harshness of Roman life endured by 
their ancestors, and compared it with the lifestyles of contemporary society, which in 
their eyes highlighted the increasing effeminisation of the Roman race. These portraits 
of immorality provided a contrast with the stories of the heroic Roman beginnings and 
174 Sen. Ep. II. LXXXVI. cr. Plin. NH. Vol V, VII. 32. 
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by doing so warned people of the consequences of relaxing their grip on the world 
they knew by becoming satisfied and greedy for individual success over national 
development. 
Whilst Rome's insular past was viewed as restrained and austere, her 
expansion abroad and contact with foreign cultures, especially Eastern and Hellenic 
cultures, had enabled her to explore alternative influences and employ them within her 
own traditions. As allegedly distant from Rome's traditions as these influences of 
display, opulence and lifestyle were, their presence and absorption into Roman life 
nevertheless became a way in which members of Roman society were able to locate 
themselves, and others, in Rome's social hierarchy. Yet it also became important that 
these 'foreign' modes of display did not undermine the traditions of austerity that 
Rome professed as so fundamental to her past and her subsequent development and 
which were perceived as indicators of Romanness. 
Possibly the most important myth of Rome's past was that of Cincinnatus 
who became dictator in 458BC. According to Livy, he was called from ploughing the 
fields to take up the office. 
The sole hope of the empire of the Roman People, Lucius Quinctius, 
cultivated a field of some four acres across the Tiber, now known as 
the Quinctian Meadows, directly opposite the place where the 
dockyards are at present. There he was found by the representatives of 
the state. Whether bending over his spade as he dug a ditch, or 
ploughing, he was at all events, as everybody agrees, intent upon some 
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rustic task .... after wiping off the dust and the sweat.. .. they hailed him 
D· 175 lctator.... . 
Myths such as this emphasised the depiction of the simple life of Rome's ancestors, a 
life of morality, hard work and endurance, where men were masculine and toughl76. 
Rome perceived herself, before her forays into the East, to have been 
uncorrupted by luxury, by desire for art and artefacts and by lives of otium. The 
increased wealth from the expansion of her Empire and the spoils of war meant 
Rome's citizens reaped the rewards of conquestl77• Successful generals were awarded 
triumphs and paraded their captured booty, both human and material, for all to see 
and gaze upon in awe178• Whilst some of this wealth was given to Rome and shared 
among the soldiers or employed by the individual to build shrines in order to give 
thanks to a specific god or goddess for divine help in victory, some was also retained 
by the triumphator for display within his domestic residence 179. The parading of 
personal wealth during the Republic was important since through exhibitions of 
wealth, such as the triumph, an individual general laid " ... claim to dignitas" and 
aimed to increase his reputation and public support180• In addition to this display of 
booty in one's residence, Pliny the Elder comments upon further connections with the 
m Livy, Ill. XXVI.8-XXIX.2. See also Cic. Sen. 56. 
176 Such a representation is further reproduced in Roman Republican portraiture, where a statue's 
physiognomy depicts old age and wrinkles as a demonstration of the difficulties faced by being a true 
Roman. For further information on the veristic style of Roman portraiture see Beard & Henderson 
(2001) pp. 227-230. 
In As Plin. NH IX. LVIII.117 demonstrates with the example of Lollia Paulina, " ... covered with 
emeralds and pearls interlaced alternately and shining all over her head, hair, ears and neck and 
fingers ... " ..... acquired in fact with the spoil of the provinces." According to Livy XXXVIII.27, 
XXXIX. 6 the influx of lUXury into Rome could be dated to 189BC following the return of the 
victorious army from Asia. 
178 For further information on the display of plundered art in triumphal processions through Rome see 
Edwards (2003) cf. Beard, (2003) Brilliant (1999). 
179 Edwards (1993) pp.161-I62. 
180 SaIl. lug. 41.5. 
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public display of the triumph in the villa through Sulla's decoration of his villa with a 
frieze that depicts his various military triumphs l81 . In the archaeological evidence, we 
can see villae with shields painted on walls or located in floor mosaics (figs 17 & 18) 
182. Although we cannot be sure that these refer to the owner's specific military 
triumphs (since we cannot often be certain of the villa owner), they aim to evoke 
thoughts of triumph in the mind of the viewer, in order that he would then relate them 
to his perception of the proprietor. 
Yet, although wealth increased as the empire expanded, as Sekora comments 
...... the historians were virtually unanimous that a moral crisis of profound 
significance occurred during the C2nd BC.,,183 They depicted the political unrest 
experienced during Rome's expansion as placing Rome's traditional austerity into 
crisis. Sallust comments, 
Besides all this, Lucius Sulla, in order to secure the loyalty of the army 
which he led into Asia, had allowed it a luxury and license foreign to 
the manners of our forefathers; ... There it was that an army of the 
Roman people first learned to indulge in women and drink, to admire 
statues, paintings and chased vases, to steal them from private houses 
and public places, to pillage shrines and to desecrate everything both 
sacred and profune lR4• 
181 PI in. NH XXII.VI.12, "Sulla the dictator also has written that he too was presented by his anny with 
this crown ... when he was lieutenant general in the Marsian War and moreover had the scene painted in 
his Tuscan villa". Mielsch (1987) pp.45-9. 
1~2 As can be seen in the Villa Arianna at Stabiae and the Villa Oplontis at Torre Annunziata. See Hales 
(2003) p. 52 on the depictions of weapons in the Villa of Mysteries. 
1~3 Sekora (1977) p. 37. 
184 Sail. Cat. XII 
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According to Roman historians such as Sallust and Livy, Rome's decline in morality 
and her desire for wealth and luxury was brought back in the spolia from the 
expanding empire l8s• Historical accounts of the Roman Empire, for example those 
produced during the turmoil of the Republic as in the cases of SaIIust and Livy, 
appear to revel in depicting Rome as a den of iniquity, increasing in its immorality 
and debauchery purportedly caused by the influx of luxury into the Empire. Thus, 
whilst they extolled the virtues of their forefathers, praising their restraint and honest 
farming of their estates, they vehemently criticised that which they considered 
contemporary excess, including that displayed within country residences l86• These 
works, aimed at providing a history of the Roman Empire that explained both its past 
and its present. Their examinations of the past were influenced by the effects of the 
significant ongoing problems experienced in their own times. Both Sallust and Livy 
reverted to examination of past generations and their problematic times in order to 
locate the origins of their own era's problems. Such historical examinations of past 
morality were exaggerated at times of crisis throughout Roman history. The 
competitive tensions found throughout Roman society, however, encouraged such 
moralising examination of past generations, for example seeking the origins ofluxury, 
as successive generations sought to understand their own problems I 87. 
Bearing in mind the important connections between Greek culture, iu.:ruria and 
Rome's expansion, we can return to our extracts from Statius and Varro. Both Statius 
185 Sail. Cat. XII. (See above p.82 for quote) Livy, XXXVIII.27, XXXIX. 6. 
186 See Plin. NH V, IV.lS-21. where he discusses the changed methods of farming from when 
Cincinnatus was called from his plough to be dictator, to the chained and fettered slaves left to plough 
the fields in contemporary years. 
m For example throughout Plin. NH. we find the examination of the origins of contemporary luxury in 
previous generations yet he was not suffering the turmoil of war, merely the competitive tendencies of 
Roman society and the inherent tensions this brought. 
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and Varro produced 'socially loaded' statements regarding contemporary elite 
society. Where Statius praises the villa of Pollio Felix, he is demonstrating his 
support of Pollio. The same can be said of Varro's praise for the more rustic villa of 
past generations in comparison to his censure of those villae built by his 
contemporaries Metellus and Lucullus. Varro employs his literary clout to 
demonstrate his dislike of the luxury in modem villae and encourages his readers to 
react similarly. The extent to which he actually believed in the criticisms he was 
making is questionable, certainly the existence of his aviary at his villa near Casinum, 
as has been discussed, suggests the opposite. However, the political aim of these 
criticisms was significant. 
Varro was writing at a time when the collapse of the familiar Republican 
political system was imminent. 18S Not only was the time in which he wrote politically 
unstable, but he himself had suffered as a result of it. He had been proscribed, his 
villa plundered and he was then later pardoned only after his residence had been 
ruined. Consequently, it is both interesting and necessary to consider how this 
affected Varro's perception of the villa residence and the display of luxury within it. 
It is highly plausible that his concern over the increased employment of luxury within 
villa residences in contemporary times, and his criticism of competitive behaviour 
between members of the elite using their display in their villae, stems from both his 
own personal experiences of proscription and as a reaction to the specific problems of 
the times. His proscription and the confiscation of his villa suggest that he was 
perceived as a concern or rival by important members of the late Republic. As David 
188 Varro lived 116-27BC. He wrote the De Re Rustica in 37 BC, in the middle of the troubled 
Republic. He died just before the principate was set up under Augustus in 27BC. 
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Shotter demonstrates, by the last years of the Republic, "The senatorial 
nobility['s] .... formerly strong corporate sense had been overtaken by the ambitions of 
individuals and factional groups ... .individuals and groups set out to rival each other 
simply in the amassing of voting clients and thus in their hold on power, .... ,,189. 
Whilst he experienced the fear and uncertainty of proscription and the loss of his own 
villa and its display, Varro observed others around him vying in demonstrations of 
their individual prestige through various means including the art and architectural 
displays they commissioned in their villae. His vehement complaints about his 
contemporaries' extravagant villa displays must be read with caution since it was 
possible that he was forced to criticise ownership of the opulent villa since he did not 
own one. 
Given that the authors of ancient literature generally belonged to the educated, 
upper classes of Rome, it is clear that we only see a limited view of how people 
perceived the role of luxury within villae. It also suggests that those who were 
complaining or praising luxury and luxurious display within the villa were those who 
were actually villa owners themselves. We have observed Varro's comparison of 
ancient and contemporary villae in favour of the former. We also know that he 
himself owned numerous villae within Italy, one of which contained an aviary purely 
for pleasure not profit190• The ownership of an aviary for pleasure is comparable to 
the criticisms by Varro himself regarding the piscinae of wealthy citizens that were 
again not always profitable. 
189 Shotter (1994) p. 17. This desire for individual gain and display within the Republic is highlighted 
well in the ancient authors. For example from Sail. lug. 41.5 such competition between members of 
society is clearly demonstrated. 
190 See page 72 for the other villa locations ofVarro. 
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Though our friend Quintus Hortensius had ponds built at great expense 
near Bauli, I was at his villa often enough to know that it was his 
custom always to send to Puteoli to buy fish for dinner. And it was not 
enough for him not to feed from his ponds - nay, he must feed his fish 
with his hands. 191 
Writing in the empIre, Pliny the Elder supports this critical presentation of the 
unproductive fishpond, where fish appear to be kept to be seen and watched rather 
than to be eaten 192. Later, Martial offers a general criticism of those who have villae 
but who do not employ them for agrarian production, for he criticises his 
contemporary Bassus for having to bring foodstuffs to his villa l93 • 
Authors were unlikely to criticise themselves and their lifestyles or those of 
their friends even if they were themselves living opulently, and, whilst we find them 
disapproving of some contemporaries' villae, they can be seen to praise those of 
others. Thus Horace comments of his own villa residence, 
This is what I have prayed for!- a piece ofIand not so very large, where 
there would be a garden ... if what I have gives me comfort and content, 
then thus I pray to thee: make fat the flocks I own, and all else save my 
. 194 
WIt ••• 
191 Varro, Rust. 3.17.5. 
192 PI in. NH, LXXXI. 17 1. 
193 Mart. Speet. 1.I1I.47. Seneca's Epistulae Morales, contained numerous criticisms on decadent and 
immoral behaviour and the wrongs of luxurious living cf. I.L V.I-II, II.LXXXI.I-21 and I. LI. 1-13. 
However, although Seneca railed about luxurious living and the wrongs of it, he was born into a 
wealthy equestrian family and did not give up his own considerable wealth until he was virtually forced 
to by the emperor Nero when he asked to retire (unsuccessfully). 
194 Hor. &11. ILVI.l-IS. 
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In the same way that we should not accept praise of various villae at face value, we 
should not believe without question the vilification of other villae. The confiscation 
of villae highlights their political potency, for they were removed from people's 
possession sometimes even destroyed, which suggests their corollary role as a symbol 
of the proprietor. One of the most famous Republican examples can be seen in the 
persecution of Cicero at the hands of his archrival Clodius, which resulted in his 
fleeing Italy for Macedon in 58BC and entailed the destruction of his house on the 
Palatine and his Formian and Tusculum villae l95• Similarly, Appian comments about 
a man who was proscribed during the Republic, "Another man had a very handsome 
and well-shaded country place in which there was a beautiful and deep grotto on 
account of which probably he was proscribed" I 96. From Suetonius we hear that 
Augustus tore down his granddaughter'S villa as it was too extravagant 197. Further 
examples can be seen in the empire, generally when an emperor allegedly felt 
threatened by an individual's wealth. The Villa of the Quintili brothers on the Via 
Appia offers such an example (figs 19,20 a & b)198. The Lives of the Later Caesars 
tells us that under the reign of Com modus these brothers were accused of treason and, 
according to Dio, possible reasons for this charge stemmed from their immense 
wealth and indeed the virtuous nature of this wealth '99. 
"Commodus likewise killed the two Quintili; Condianus and Maximus; 
for they had a great reputation for learning, military skill, brotherly 
accord, and wealth and their notable talents led to the suspicion that, 
19S Cic. Dom. 
196 App. B Civ. IV. IV. 29. 
197 Suet. Aug. 11.72. We are also told by Suetonius that Augustus' own villa is suitably modest. 
198 Whilst identification of the villa remains is based on little evidence (a piece of stamped lead pipe), it 
is clear from the large size of this villa and the finds of numerous types of marble that this villa 
belonged to wealthy men of Rome. 
199 SHA, Comm. IV.9. 
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even if they weren't planning any rebellion, they were nevertheless 
displeased with existing conditions .... they had grown prosperous and 
exceedingly wealthy." 200 
In comparison to the immoral and hated emperor Com modus, the Quintili brothers 
had the morality and skills deemed necessary for power and that, coupled with their 
significant wealth, presumably threatened a bad emperor's shaky and paranoid grasp 
on power. 
This moral ising was a rhetorical trope employed by many ancient authors, and 
not merely to plot the increasing opulence of life in the villa but in all aspects of 
Roman life. As such, therefore, we must be concerned at accepting the increasing 
decay and lUXUry they describe. Examples of both villae described by the sources as in 
keeping with the modest living of the ancestors, and villae criticised as being immoral 
and opulent, should be approached with caution, and the author's aims and motives 
considered. By ridiculing a man for his villa, as done in the example of Lucullus, or 
the behaviour of certain men whilst at their villae, as demonstrated by Hortensius and 
Drusus and their love of fish, writers were making comments not merely about the 
villae, but about the men themselves, questioning their moral stature and social 
status20I • Furthermore, whilst competitive tensions are present throughout Roman 
history as is demonstrated by the perpetual examination of villae, examples of villa 
literature from the late Republic are of specific importance because they demonstrate 
how significant a political weapon the villa could prove to be either against or in 
favour of an individual. Literary examinations of villae can be seen as one method of 
200 Dio Casso LXXIIl.5.3-4 cf. ibid. LXXIII.7.2. 
201 For criticisms of Lucullus, see Plut. Lllc. XXXIX. 2-5. For the ridiculed stories of men and their 
behaviour towards their fish in their piscinae at their villa residences, see PI in. NH, LXXXI. 171. 
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providing order and explanation at a time that was clearly tense and aggravated and 
thus might explain why authors, such as Varro, were so keen to find a strict definition 
for the villa at this time of crisis. In a period of such chaos, strict understanding of the 
villa, its structures, function, display, and origins as well as careful delineation of who 
might own a villa and how they could employ it, held the potential to provide a 




2.4: Ancient Evidence for the "Moral and Positive" Lifestyle 
Within the Villa 
Although villa residences were used as a means of criticising their owners, the 
works of authors such as Virgil, Horace, Martial, Statius, Pliny the Younger and 
Cicero generally regard the villa, or certain parts or examples of the villa, to be a 
pleasurable and praiseworthy part of society. However, it would be mistaken to 
believe that all authors praise the villa for the same reasons. The Georgics of Virgil 
shows the country as a place of rustic charm and agrarian labour. 
o happy husbandmen! too happy, should they come to know their 
blessings! For whom, far from the clash of arms, most righteous Earth, 
unbidden, pours forth from her soil an easy sustenance. What though 
no stately mansion with proud portals disgorges at dawn from all its 
halls a tide of visitors, though they never gaze at doors inlaid with 
lovely tortoise-shell or at raiment tricked with gold or at bronzes of 
Ephyra, .... yet theirs is repose without care, and a life that knows no 
fraud, but is rich in treasures manifold. Yea, the ease of broad 
domains, caverns, and living lakes, and cool vales, the lowing of the 
kine, and soft slumbers beneath the trees- all are theirs. They have 
woodland glades and the haunts of game; a youth hardened to toil and 
inured to scanty fare; worship of gods and reverence for age; among 
them, as she quitted the earth, Justice planted her latest steps.202 
Here Virgil berates the luxurious domus owner, whilst praising the rustic farmer. 
There is neither desire for wealth or a richly adorned home, nor for crowds of visitors 
202 Verg. G. 1.11.458-474. 
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to whom one displays wealth and status. Instead we find a wish for a tilled soil, 
production of food and relaxation and freedom from worries, which Virgil suggests is 
a treasure in itsel£ From Horace a similar image of the country life is obtained. 
Happy the man who, far away from business cares, like the pristine 
race of mortals, works his ancestral acres with his steers, from all 
money-lending free; who is not, as a soldier, roused by the wild 
clarion, nor dreads the angry sea; he avoids the Forum and proud 
thresholds of more powerful citizens; and so he either weds his lofty 
poplar-trees to well- grown vines, or in secluded dale looks out upon 
the ranging herds of lowing cattle,203 
He too promotes the rustic country life, the working of the ancestral land, and the 
escape from the maelstrom of the Forum, deciding to choose the "unbought meal" 
whilst claiming that, 
.... not Lucrine oysters would please me more, not scar, nor turbot, 
should winter, thundering on the eastern waves, turn them to our 
coasts; not Afric fowl nor Ionian pheasant would make for me a repast 
more savoury than olives gathered from the richest branches of the 
trees, or the plant of the meadow-loving sorrel, and mallows 
wholesome to the ailing body, or than a lamb slain at the feast of 
Terminus, or a kid rescued from the wolf. Amid such feasts, what joy 
to see the sheep hurrying homeward from pasture, to see the wearied 
oxen dragging along the upturned ploughshare on their listless necks, 
and the home-bred slaves, troop of a wealthy house, ranged around the 
gleaming Lares!204 
203 Hor. Epod II. 1-10 
2fJ4 Ibid. II. lines 49-65. 
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Whilst neither of these texts specifically employs the term villa in their idyllic 
presentations of country life, both authors offer poetic praise of agriculture and by 
doing so profess their similarly held values of the agrarian villa through poetry. The 
agrarian villa is a place where Horace professes he can relax from the strains of the 
city and where he can be self-sufficient. The villa is a simple retreat following in the 
rustic tradition of their ancestors as described by Virgil20s• Both authors wrote in the 
same generation, and under the same patron, Maecenas, and it was through Virgil that 
Horace was recommended to this patron of the arts. They wrote at a time of 
considerable political and social change, when the new emperor Augustus was aiming 
to return the Roman Empire to the "golden age". This professed desire to return to 
past values was reflected in Virgil and Horace who both praised highly moral 
lifestyles and purportedly upheld the strict and sparse lives of previous generations of 
the Roman populace. 
Under the empire people continued to debate the role of villae. We have 
briefly considered Columella and his depiction of the ancient villa, with carefully 
located areas all situated to promote the highest amount of productivity. He clearly 
views the villa as a profit-making enterprise and thus warns against various aspects 
that might counteract its profitability, for example letting out a farm for others to 
work or leaving the farm to be tilled by a slave force206 and he promotes careful 
tillage which " .... usually brings a profit, and never a loss ... ,,207, Moreover, he extends 
his criticisms to consider rather more personal aspects of running a profitable villa, 
205 As is demonstrated clearly by Horace's mention of" ... his ancestral acres ... ". 
206Columella, Rust. I. VII. 3-5. 
207 Ibid. LVII. I. Whilst the latter point Columella makes is with regard to supervision and not actual 
labour on the villa estate, they still demonstrate his concern with the productivity and thus profitability 
of the villa estate. 
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and so he disapproves of over-bathing as being " .... not conducive to physical 
vigour,,208. Behind this discussion of the villa there is a heavily moral ising undertone. 
Not only does Columella warn against excessive opulence within the villa, he also 
warns against activities which encourage what he regards to be effeminacy or 
idleness. Here again we can see that the villa and countryside is employed as a means 
of emphasising what the author believes to be the correct and the incorrect ways of 
life. Around the same time as Columella, both Martial and Statius consider, amongst 
other subjects, the villa. Martial was an epi!,rrammist. Statius, however, produced 
encomiastic poetry written to mark significant events such as a marriage, death, 
political advancement of a patron, or to celebrate the artistic and architectural tastes of 
a patron, as demonstrated in his poems praising the villae of Poll ius Felix and Manlius 
Vopiscus. Statius was paid in order to provide official poetry in praise of members of 
society209. It would therefore appear that Statius' poetry calls into question 
Columella's depiction of villa life. 
Martial's Epigrams included some similar subject matters, celebrating specific 
episodes and providing epigrams for friends and patrons and so on, but his work 
differed from Statius' style of poetry to a considerable extent. His Epigrams were 
aimed at providing an incisive, yet humorous view of life in Rome, and its 
complexities. Martial employs the rhetorical trope, promoted by Columella and earlier 
in the Republic by Horace and Virgil, of the rustic villa versus the luxurious villa. He 
mocks the unproductive villa and its owners who bring food produce to their villa 
when they reside at their country residences, because they are not self-sufficient. He 
208 Ibid. I. VI. 19-20 
209 Further examples of his panegyrics include the six poems he composed for the Emperor Domitian, 
which have been criticised in modem times for being obsequious, for example IV.2, where he flatters 
the emperor to obtain an invitation to dinner. 
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compares the residences of Bassus and Faustinus and of the former he ridicules the 
owner, Bassus for, 
... riding ... in a travelling carriage crammed full, dragging with him all 
the abundance of the rich country. There might you see cabbages, 
lettuces, and beets ... there a hoop heavy with fat fieldfares ... Was 
Bassus making for the city? On the contrary: he was going into the 
country210 
The residence of Faustinus he extols for its productivity, "The Baian villa, Bassus, of 
our friend Faustinus keeps unfruitful no spaces of wide field laid out in idle myrtle-
beds, and wide widowed planes and clipped clumps of box, but rejoices in a farm, 
honest and artless .. .',211. Similarly he claims the modesty of his own villa in 
comparison with the lavish ones of his contemporaries, 
While happy Baiae lavishes on you Castricus, its bounty, and the 
Nymph's spring, while sulphurous water is your swimming bath, the 
quiet of my Nomentan Farm, and a small house not too large for its 
fields, recruit me ... now places near the city attract me, and quiet 
retreats easy to reach and it is enough for me if I am allowed to be 
lazy.212 
The rustic lifestyle of Faustinus and his own villa, which Martial apparently promotes, 
whilst similar to that professed by other authors is arguably loaded with deliberate 
irony: the joke being that Martial is well aware that he is 'buying into' the rhetorical 
topoi on the villa promoted by other authors, whether or not he truly lives by such 
210 Mart. Speet. I. III.XLVII. 
211 Ibid. Vol I. III. LVIII. 
212 Ibid. Vol I, VI. XLIII. 
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examples. However, whilst this might be the case, he stiII presents a more positive 
and praising viewpoint on the modest, rustic and productive villa. He does not 
specificaIIy condemn the wealthy, luxurious and ornate villa (only those which do not 
produce foodstuffs) however he quickly employs the rhetorical trope of the rustic villa 
to depict his own villa and other select examples. 
Statius, provides a significant contrast to Martial213• The vision he produces of 
the villa residence is one of ornate decoration and luxurious architecture214• He does 
not mention the productive side of the villa but describes it in the foIIowing way, 
Between the walls that are known by the Sirens' name and the cliff 
that is burdened by the shrine of Etruscan Minerva, a lofty villa stands 
and gazes out upon the Dicarchaen deep; ... Why should I teII of 
ancient forms in wax or bronze, or of aught that the colours of Apelles 
rejoiced to animate, or the hand of Phidias carved ... Each chamber has 
its own delight, its own particular sea, and across the expanse of 
Nereus each window commands a different landscape ... here are 
marbles chosen from the heart of the Grecian quarries; the stone of 
Eastern Syene, splashed with veining, ... here too are green blocks 
quarried from the hill of Lycurgus at Amyclae ... ;here gleam the tawny 
rocks from Numidia, Thasian marble too and Chi an, and Carystian 
stone that joys to behold the waves ... 
Long mayest thou live, enriched beyond Midas' wealth and 
Lydian gold, blest above the diadems of Euphrates and Troy ... 215 
213 Leach (2004) pp. 172-175, presents the poetry of Statius and Martial as similar in their praise of 
luxury. I would, however, propose a more circumspect response. Whilst there are some areas of 
similarity given " ... a change in the status of luxury .... [ and] also in the literary situation" Martial still 
includes criticisms towards it. 
214 For further reading on the domestic decoration described within Stat. Silv. see Bergmann (1991). 
215 Stat. Silv. II. 11.1-124. 
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This description of the Villa of Pollius Felix is laden with descriptions of exotic 
materials and artworks. There is no attempt to portray this villa in a similar light to the 
rustic villa professed by Horace nor the quiet retreat that Martial claims to own. Nor is 
there any reference to the possibility of this villa producing of foodstuffs for market. 
The comparison of the different villae presented by these authors emphasises the 
differences that can be found between different genres ofliterature. 
Finally, we should tum our attention to extant letters since there are detailed 
descriptions of villae by Pliny, Seneca and Cicero. Although composed nearly two 
centuries apart, there is a similarity in the tone employed in the letters of Cicero and 
Pliny to discuss their own villae and those of their friends. One could expect them to 
be nothing less than positive, whilst possibly trying not to be either excessive in their 
praise nor portray their villae to be either extravagantly opulent or unduly modest. 
Publication of their letters meant these men were targets for comment from their 
contemporaries, comments which could be negative or positive as has been seen from 
Martial and Statius. In his letters, written between 99-104AD, Pliny describes his 
numerous villae. Detailed as his descriptions are, he does not give much information 
on the decor, instead he concentrates on portraying architecture and landscape216• He 
emphasises on numerous occasions that his villae are neither too small for his needs, 
nor are they overly large, and he is keen to show that his villae are not excessively 
opulent. Of his Laurentine villa he states, "The house is large enough for my needs 
but not expensive to keep up. It opens into a hall, unpretentious but not without 
216 The clarity of his descriptions has led to numerous later scholars trying to develop plans of his 
villas. See De La Ruffiniere Du Prey (1994) who has gathered together various suggested visualisations 
of Pliny's villae, which have been suggested over the centuries. 
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dignity,,,.217 In addition to his descriptions, Pliny provides accounts of his activities 
when residing in his villa. The description of his Tusculan villa demonstrates that it 
had an agricultural aspect, located within fertile fields. On numerous occasions, he 
writes of the problems he encounters with harvests at some of his villae218• Yet 
agriculture is not his sole purpose for owning a villa. The other aspect of his Tuscan 
residence that is of vital importance to Pliny is that it is a retreat from the city, where 
he can study and write. 
I can enjoy a profounder peace there, more comfort, and fewer cares; I 
need never wear a formal toga and there are no neighbours to disturb 
me; everywhere there is peace and quiet, which adds much to the 
healthiness of the place as the clear sky and pure air. There I enjoy the 
best of health ... , for I keep my mind in training with work and my 
body with hunting,z19 
Moreover, from descriptions of his residence at Laurentum, it would appear 
this residence had no productive centre at all. When staying there, he professed that he 
used the villa as a place where he could work in peace: .... .I do most of my writing, 
and instead of the land I lack, I work to cultivate myself; so that I have a harvest in 
my desk to show you in place of full granaries elsewhere,,22o. According to Pliny's 
claims, his villae fulfilled some of the similar functions of the villa expounded by 
earlier authors: they were certainly relaxing and peaceful, he portrayed them as being 
neither excessively ostentatious nor too small and cramped, and his villa at Tusculum 
produced goods for sale at market. However, he also extols another side of the villa, 
217 Plin. Ep. II. 17. 
218 Ibid, V.6; IV.2. 
219 Ibid. V.6. 
220 Ibid. IV.2. 
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which was important to him but which was not necessarily emphasised by other 
authors and that was his ability to use the villa as a place for study, a place for 
improving his mind, as a sort of self-agriculture. Such emphasis on personal 
improvement is reminiscent of the insistence of self-amelioration that is portrayed in 
Cicero's description of his visit to the library at Lucullus' villa22 I. Throughout his 
letters, Pliny is keen to show that he is living within his means, and yet not living in 
poverty nor meanl/22• Whilst he might face criticism from some as to his lifestyle in 
the country, he can offer justification both of his actions and his living arrangements, 
thereby demonstrating his high morality, a factor that has been seen to be of vital 
concern in the literature of the Roman Empire. It was important to demonstrate a 
moral life in literature, whether or not one's lifestyle truly was moral in practice. 
From this brief outline of the evidence of praise for the villa, it can be seen 
that the aspect considered to be beneficial to the owner varies considerably. For some, 
the benefits of the villa and its lifestyle could be found in the peace and tranquillity of 
the place, for others, it was a place to produce goods and thus increase one's wealth. 
Furthermore, Pliny provides an excellent example of owners who sought to 
experience these benefits alongside others whilst residing at their villa. 
It could be argued that one possible reason for the discrepancies between the 
notions of the villa suggested by the authors is that they are writing over an expanse 
of time when fashions and ideologies regarding the villa could easily have changed. 
Leach suggests the evolution of Roman feeling towards luxury stating, " .... Flavian 
221 Cic. Fin. III. 7-8. 
222 This desire to demonstrate that he is neither overly extravagant nor excessively restrained is further 
emphasised in his letters regarding dining at his residences see Plin, Ep. 1.15; 11.6. 
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literature presents the most abundant and precise written evidence for the 
dissemination of marble ... ,,223. Increasing familiarity potentially led to the general 
acceptance of luxury and we can certainly see evidence of this in the work of 
Statius224• Similarly villae might have become less criticised as a consequence of 
greater tolerance and familiarity since they had been in existence for a considerable 
period of time. Perhaps also the acceptance of luxury was a sign of the decreasing 
political importance ofthe elite. 
This is not to say, however, that all authors in the same period agree in their 
presentation of luxury. Consider the examples of literature from the last years of the 
Republic and the early years of Augustan rule. If Horace and Virgil's conceptions of 
the rural life seem similar, we must also consider the roughly contemporary works of 
Vitruvius and Varro. Whilst Vitruvius could be seen to support the conceptions of 
Horace and Virgil to some extent, for he discusses the notion of the agricultural villa, 
he also allows for people to develop their villa in a more refined manner. He suggests 
that the hallways and entrances of villa should reflect the wealth and the career of its 
owner, and, in the same way that the domus must be used to greet people of varying 
status, the same should apply to the villa. He promotes the villa as a place where, 
rather than retreat from the business of the Forum, one should promote one's position 
in society. In the same way, whilst Varro promotes the agricultural aspects of some 
villae, he also accepts that the villa was not always an agrarian venture, but a place for 
people to gather and converse amongst fine displays of art and architecture. He can be 
223 Leach (2004) p. 172. 
224 Her argument, however, neglects the fact that luxury was not always acceptable to everyone. As has 
been seen above Martial was quick to praise modest vil/ae residences and criticise those that were 
excessive, see p. 94. 
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seen to be critical of excessive display in the villa, but as we have seen, he is rather 
more accepting of architectural and decorative display within the villa. 
Similar problems can again be highlighted when considering the writings of 
Martial and Statius. There clearly were some changes between the different eras. 
Statius certainly presents an alternative vision of the villa to that presented by Horace 
and Yarro, emphasising the exotic, luxurious lifestyle and wealthy display of these 
residences whilst overlooking the productive aspect of the villa that they had 
promoted. On the other hand, Statius' representations of the villa find some agreement 
with Cicero's presentation of the villa residence from back in the republic. In one of 
Cicero's letter's to his brother Quintus, we see a detailed account of a villa, which 
appears to revel in luxurious display and decoration225 • Such a presentation is echoed 
further throughout Cicero's correspondence with Atticus in which he discusses the 
decor and art collections he desires for his villa226• Yet Martial, writing around the 
same time as Statius, can be observed to adhere more to the villa life promoted by 
Horace and Yarro, extolling the virtues found in the productivity of the residence and 
the ability to be self-sufficient. 
Therefore, differences in presenting the acceptable villa cannot be so easily 
plotted as merely developments over time. Rather authors discuss the villa in different 
ways depending on the genres in which they are working, the patrons for whom they 
are writing, and the ends to which they hope the villa can be used to demonstrate their 
claims against society or a specific person. 
225 Cic. Q Fr. III. I 
226 For example, Cic.Att I.IV, LVIII, I.XI. 
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The rhetorical tropes from the Republic lead on well into the empire because 
there were still competitive tensions. Drawing on the example of the increased 
Republican literature on the villa we have observed that during times of civil, political 
or religious crisis, with wars on different fronts, the Roman people internalised the 
troubles they faced, blaming in their contemporaries or praising their ancestors whilst 
trying to deflect any blame from themselves and their own lifestyles. Since the villa 
was a 'symptom' of Roman society's structure, it was employed as a means of 
justifying, legitimising and criticising problems that Romans faced. Yet it can also be 
argued that as a highly competitive society, Rome was never without tensions 
inherent within important displays of status. \\'bilst the significant crises of the 
Republic and the later Roman Empire exaggerated such moral ising rhetoric found 
within villa literature, the constant display of individuals within Roman society led to 
the employment of such modes of moral ising rhetoric as a means of making heavily 
loaded comments about elite Romans. The literature of Statius and Martial provides 
us with excellent examples of the competitive tensions perpetually present within 
Roman society for they demonstrate well the needs of the elite to present themselves, 
their friends and their patrons positively as a justification of their elite status, whilst 
undermining the status of their rivals through questioning the extent of their 
Romanness. The increases in luxury in Roman society and the villa residence were 
becoming more widespread, and as such did enable authors such as Statius the chance 
to praise opulent personal displays. However, although citizens no longer vyed for a 
position at the pinnacle of the social pyramid, since the emperor was now the highest 
ranking citizen of Rome and the Empire, people continued to display themselves and 
their wealth to contemporaries, competing amongst each other for the remaining 
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positions in the social pyramid and vying for imperial favour (or warding off imperial 
displeasure). This can therefore explain the continued employment of the rhetorical 
topos of criticising lack of agrarian production in the villa and the presence of 'foreign' 
luxuria in these residence by Martial. 
It has been emphasised that we cannot plot a linear development of the 
benefits of the villa. Whilst some authors profess numerous benefits of their villae, 
others emphasise only one as being particularly important. Similarly, that which one 
author deems important is not necessarily reflected by other authors in the same 
generation but might be emphasised as an important point on the villa in generations 
to come. The principal point is that villae are enthusiastically seized upon for 
comment throughout the literature of antiquity because they provide a means for men 
to comment on their position in society. In the same way that the domus could be seen 
as providing a strong connection to the owner and the owner's character, the villa 
could similarly be viewed. 
The significance of positive and negative discussions of the villa in ancient 
Roman literature is that we can observe that the villa played an important role as a 
means by which the hierarchies of Rome were recognised and ordered and indeed as 
an implement with which to censure or praise one's friends, rivals and ancestors. In 
the same way that in the city one's social standing was on display, so too one's status 
was open to scrutiny by visitors in the villa domain. Bodel's comment that the villa 
reflected the owner and his character suggests that it is far more beneficial when 
studying the villa not to consider the comments made regarding the villa, whether 
positive or negative, as true representations of such residences. Instead, they should be 
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used to demonstrate to us just how powerfully the villa was viewed in ancient society. 
As an extension of the owner's character, a symbol of the man himself, over-reliance 
on foreign, especially Greek, influences in the villa threatened to lay bare flaws and 
lack of self-control in the owner, avoidance of which were central to being both 
Roman and elite. The importance of the villa's role for displaying the extent and 
nature of one's involvement in Roman society was that it was outside the city, and so 
had the potential to undermine or further prove the character of its owner whilst away 
from the ever-watchful eye of the city from competitive peers or jealous emperors. If 
one man could succumb to exotic desires from abroad and neglect Rome's traditional 
past, not only might others do likewise but it raised the suggestion that Rome's 
revered ancestry and austerity did not hold as important a role in Rome as was 
believed. Furthermore, Romans falling prey to foreign luxuries contradicted the 
differentiation between themselves and other races that they so carefully and 
vehemently portrayed. The Roman villa employed as a political weapon had the 
capacity to destabilise the carefully constructed and publicly paraded individual and 
group identities of the elite, whilst furthermore threatening to undermine the 
characteristics and ideologies perceived to be at the heart of being Roman. 
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2.5: Employing the Ancient Terminology to Investigate the 
Villa. 
The first chapter of this thesis illuminated the problems that arise when trying 
to employ the dry, functional or architecturally based definitions suggested by modem 
scholarship to explain the complex residence of the villa, whilst the second chapter 
has examined the problems of defining the villa through lifestyle. The remainder of 
this thesis will employ the villa, as a means by which to investigate the complexities 
and nuances of Rome's social structure and hierarchy, examining the different 
methods in which the villa was employed as a reflection of its owner's desired social 
standing. The aim will be to consider, how certain facets of the residence, for 
example, nature and artifice within the villa and its landscape, were employed by 
Romans to demonstrate their wealth and prestige as well as to comment upon the 
status of their ancestors and contemporaries. With such statements they entered into 
dialogues with one another, which highlighted their positions in society. Ackerman 
commented that the villa was a fantasy that was impervious to reality and, as a result, 
remained unchanged through the two thousand years of its existence. However, the 
evidence above would appear to suggest rather that there was no specific villa that 
people could draw upon as an exemplary villa; there was no villa that could be seen to 
provide the villa ideal. In that sense, the villa provided people of antiquity with the 
absolute fantasy. The desire to obtain the ideal or perfect example of the villa was in 
its essence a fantasy for it was, in fact, a wish that was entirely unobtainable. Had it 
been achievable it would not have been employed as an object with which to debate 
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and converse on social and cultural issues in the Roman Empire: for it was flexibility 
that made it such a profitable tool within such discussion. 
This thesis considers this complex phenomenon in the light of the vocabulary 
and ideas expressed in contemporary literature. Examination of villa literature shows 
the frequency with which ancient authors discussed these residences. Closer 
investigation emphasises, however, that such references were politically motivated 
rather than being mere allusion or description. Both literary sources and 
archaeological remains highlight the social importance of the villa as a mode of self-
presentation. By scrutinising, criticising or praising an individual's villa and his 
behaviour when living there, ancient authors were able to explore the individual 
reflected within the villa domain. Likewise, the villa owners of antiquity used their 
decor, landscape and architecture to communicate themselves to their audience. 
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Chapter 3 : Spectacle as Visibility in the Villa 
3.1: Competition and Power Through Spectacle in Rome 
In the same way that the authors of villa literature were members of the elite, 
their intended audience was of equivalent social standing. As such they considered 
subjects relevant to their audience. Considerations ofluxury in the villa were aimed at 
those who themselves had the ability to live similarly and yet, as we have seen, were 
open to censure from others due to their social position. Competition between 
members of the elite in both the republic and the empire led to concerns about 
personal status and comparisons with others, in turn this was reflected in positive and 
negative literature on the luxurious villa. The criticisms of luxury in villae show an 
element of fear of luxury and of spectacle and display by rich individuals. As Andrew 
Bell comments, "The splendidly vain personalities .... are very much products of their 
time and place but also personalities determined to exploit a freedom to make the 
most of themselves. Competition among ambitious individuals helped to shape the 
idioms of spectacular politics.,,227 This competition that helped shape spectacular 
politics and encouraged extravagant spending, inciting both a fear of personal power 
and display through spectacle and lUxury. This fear of individual display through 
spectacle led to social anxiety towards private employment of luxury and luxurious 
goods, for it was through displays of personal wealth and prestige that people were 
able to 'make the most of themselves' in comparison with those around them. The 
227 Bell (2004) p. 14. The spectacular nature of modem society has been examined in the work of 
Debord, (1967) For further information see http://catless.ncl.ac.uklObituary/debord.htmI.Cf, 
Debord trans. Nicholson-Smith (1995). 
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biggest element in the fear of luxury was the fear of spectacle and display, for display 
through luxury highlighted one's place in the social hierarchy of Rome and intimated 
an individual's comparative successes and strengths. 
Through the blending of various modalities of symbolic expression 
individuals were able to capture an immortality in the minds of 
citizens habitually able to believe the men whom they saw to be truly 
deserving of their attentions and affections. They had little choice but 
to work hard to cultivate popular sentiment. 
The mass of citizens who perceived the great men remain 
largely in sociological obscurity. But nevertheless their sentiments, 
given the assiduity with which their attentions and favours were sought 
by those interested in amassing prestige, clearly must be integral to 
any analytical narratives of Roman .... history. 228 
The struggle between members of the elite to gain increasing amounts of public 
support led to escalating demonstrations of personal wealth within the public sphere 
of the city, "In the later Republic not only did populism grow in power but there was 
also a steady increase in the routine flamboyance of individual self-advertisement.,,229 
Polybius clearly demonstrated the concern that this element of heightened competition 
and self-ostentation would become uncontrollable. 
When a commonwealth, after warding off many dangers, has arrived at 
a high pitch of prosperity and undisputed power, it is evident that, by 
the lengthened continuance of great wealth within it, the manner of life 
of its citizens will become more extravagant, and that the rivalry for 
office, and in other spheres of activity, will become fiercer than it 
ought to be. And as this state of things goes on more and more, the 
228 Bell, A (2004) p.20-21. 
229 Ibid. p. 25. 
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desire of office and the shame of losing reputation, as well as the 
ostentation and extravagance of living, will prove the beginning of the 
deterioration.230 
In the same vein, Bell quotes the writings of Nicolaus of Damascus writing in the 
C 1st BC, who claimed that for some the modes of spectacular self-display employed 
by Caesar, in order to demonstrate his power, were rather too much to bear23I . 
Over recent years, the notion of spectaculum and personal display in the city 
has been explored in some depth. The Latin term spectaculum is translated in 
numerous ways ranging from the specific, "a show, sight, spectacle", to the more 
generic, "exposed to public view, in sight of all,,232. Of the most obvious meanings for 
the term spectaculum, we can list the entertainments that were laid on at the 
gladiatorial arena and in the Circus as well as the staged plays that were put on in the 
theatre. Today, general curiosity in the two former modes of entertainment has 
ensured that there has been much research on the topic of spectacular entertainment. 
Such preoccupation has resulted in a large corpus of scholarly literature as well as a 
number of Hollywood films featuring dramatic scenes from the Circus and arena233. 
Likewise, there have been increasing amounts of research into theatrical productions 
230 Polyb. 6.57. 
231 Bell (2004) p. 31. cfNic. Dam. Fr. 130,64. 
m Lewis and Short, (1879) p. 1737 It can also clearly refer to the shows of the arena, "a public sight, or 
show, a stage play, spectacle". Bergmann, (1999) (p.ll) translates the term as, "exposed to public 
view" or "certain events seen by public", with the plural spectacula referring to the entertainments of 
the arena, amphitheatre and theatre. She further clarifies,"As in our day, for the ancient Greeks and 
Romans a "spectacle" could also be a person or thing seen as an object of curiosity, contempt, marvel, 
or admiration." 
233 Scholarship on the games and the circus shows of Rome includes, Beard and Hopkins, (2005) 
Futrell (1997); Futrell (2006); Beacham (1999); Kyle (1998); Brown (1995); Wiedemann (1992); 
Barton (1993); Coleman (1990), Humphrey (1986); Auguet (1972). Novels with spectacle entertaiment 
scenes are Wallace (1925); Sienkiewicz (1900). Hollywood films with chariot and / or gladiatorial 
scenes include, Gladiator (200 I) directed by Scott; Ben Hur (1959) directed by Wyler; QIIO Vadis? 
(1951) directed LeRoy. 
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from ancient Rome234. Richard Beacham discusses spectacular entertainments, 
considering how they were employed by individuals during the Republic in order to 
demonstrate personal successes such as military victories and to encourage public 
support for political elections235. Drawing reference to Cicero's De Officiis he states, •• 
.. . such benefaction [of the provision of shows] in the unsettled conditions of the later 
Republic had become an indispensable instrument for political advancement; indeed, 
any politician who had not served as an aedile (and thus provided games) 
compromised his chance of achieving higher office.,,236. These enquiries have 
illustrated the significance of such entertainments in the city as a means of endorsing 
an individual's claims of power and importance. 
At the outset of her book on the Art of Ancient Spectacle, Bettina Bergmann 
suggests that, "Societies and people define themselves through spectacle. Since the 
beginning of recorded history, community festivals have served to create and express 
collective identity. But. .. .the roles played by individuals also constitute a show." She 
continues by highlighting the problems of trying to match certain eras of history with 
specific events, commenting that typical Roman spectacle entertainments are usually 
seen as the "Roman triumphs and blood sports in the amphitheatre,,237. Such highly 
specific (and as she considers it, cliched) views on the spectacle and spectacular 
entertainments in Rome ...... distort the image of society by minimising the range and 
power of its spectacles,,238. With this in mind, this thesis will examine the ways in 
234 Scholarship on the theatre in ancient Rome includes, Bartsch (I994); Edwards (1993); Beacham 
(1992); Wiles (1991); Beacham (1980); Beare (1950). 
m Beacham {I 999), Beacham (1992). 
236 Beacham (1999), p. 3, drawing on Cic. Off. 2.58-59, 
237 Bergmann (1999) p 9. 
238 Ibid. p. 9. 
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which spectaculum was employed in the villa, as a means by which villa owners 
employed their residences to "constitute a show" of their status to visitors. 239. 
Until recently the study of 'power' and its meaning was highly problematic. 
As the anthropologist Eric Wolf demonstrates, 
I argue we know a great deal about power, but have been timid in 
building upon what we know .... The very term makes many of us 
uncomfortable. It is certainly one of the most loaded and 
polymorphous words in our repertoire. The Romance, Germanic, and 
Slavic languages, at least, conflate a multitude of meanings in 
speaking about pouvoir or potere, !vlacht, or mogushchestvo. Such 
words allow us to speak about power as if it meant the same thing to 
all of us. At the same time, we often speak of power as if all 
phenomena involving it were somehow reducible to a common core, 
some inner essence.240 
In an attempt to avoid falling into these traps of conflating or reducing the meaning of 
power, Wolf suggests four modes of power and concentrates on the last mode as a 
means by which to examine displays of power in various societies. This final mode of 
power he describes in the following manner, 
... there is still a fourth mode of power, [structural power] power that 
not only operates within settings or domains but that also organises 
and orchestrates the settings themselves, and that specifies the 
distribution and direction of energy flows ... .it forms the background 
239 Bergmann (1999) pp. 9-11 for detailed comparisons between the Greek and Latin terminology for 
spectacle. 
240 Wolf (1990), p. 586. 
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of Michel Foucault's notion of power as the ability "to structure the 
possible field of action of others. ,,241 
\¥hat he has tenned 'structural power', he states " ... is not a purely economic 
relation, but a political one as well: it takes clout to set up, clout to maintain, and clout 
to defend; and wielding that clout becomes a target for competition or alliance 
building resistance or accommodation." 242. 
This representation of power is a highly useful motif with which we can 
examine various modes of display employed in ancient Rome. In the city sphere, the 
elite employed and controlled various settings: the baths; the gladiatorial arenas; the 
triumphal procession route, in order to parade themselves and their successes. By 
doing so, they emphasised their "clout", and their ability to organise society into those 
who could and those who were unable to set up equivalent displays. Furthennore, one 
of the main reasons for continuing depictions of these displays in villae during the 
empire was that the elite themselves could no longer maintain such displays to the 
same extent243• 
241 Wolf (1990) The earlier three modes of power he describes in the following manner (p. 586), "One 
is power as the attribute of the person, as potency or capability .... The second kind of power can be 
understood as the ability of an ego to impose its will on an alter, in social interaction, in interpersonal 
relations. This draws attention to the sequences of interactions and transactions among people .... the 
third mode, ... [is] power that controls the settings in which people may show forth their potentials and 
interact with others .... This definition calls attention to the instrumentalities of power and is useful for 
understanding how "operating units" [actors] circumscribe the actions of others within determinate 
settings". 
242 Ibid (1990) p. 587. 
243 We will consider this in greater detail in Chapter 4. 
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3.2: Locating Spectaculum in the Villa Domain 
As suggested at the outset of the last section, investigations into the role of 
spectaculum as a means of displaying group and individual positions of power are no 
longer restricted to the study of the spectacle entertainments in arena and theatre. John 
D' Arms' interpretation of spectaculum as encompassing both, "sight, visible 
demonstration, manifestation" and "perfonnance devised for entertainment" suggests 
a means by which we might locate spectaculum in the villa domain244• This chapter 
will consider the variety of ways in which spectaculum is employed within the art, 
architecture and the decor of the villa, in order to demonstrate to those who visited 
and viewed the villa the proprietor's position in Roman society. It will consider how, 
using spectaculum, the proprietors of villae could enter into a metaphorical dialogue, 
where they displayed their wealth and success in various ways to visitors in order to 
promote their social and cultural standing. Any dialogue requires at least two parties, 
the patron cannot ensure a specific response in the viewer, he can only encourage or 
persuade. It remains the choice of the viewer how to respond to displays of power set 
before him, whether to accept, to ignore or to mock them. This chapter will 
investigate how various modes of spectaculum were located in the 'country' domain 
of the villa in order to 'persuade' the viewer of the pre-eminence of the proprietor. 
Andrew Wallace-Hadrill comments "That the quality and decoration of a 
Roman's house [domus] was closely linked with his social standing emerges again 
and again in the literature of the late Republic and early Empire." Similarly he 
244 D'Anns (1999) p. 301. 
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demonstrates the converse of this when he cites the example of Scaurus whose 
enormous house on the Palatine was unable to maintain his inherited dignitai45• 
Close examination of the evidence for villae shows that members of the elite 
decorated their villae with fashions that were so resplendent as to be considered 
spectaculum. In doing so, the aim was to demonstrate personal wealth and position 
within urban society. Seneca says of the ornate and extravagant displays in the villae 
of his contemporaries, 
"We think ourselves poor and mean if our walls are not resplendent 
with large and costly mirrors; if our marbles from Alexandria are not 
set off by mosaics of Numidian stone, if their borders are not faced 
over on all sides with difficult patterns arranged in many colours like 
paintings; if our vaulted ceilings are not buried in glass; if our 
swimming pools are not lined with Thasian marble ... and finally if the 
water has not poured from silver spigots ... We have become so 
luxurious that we will have nothing but precious stones to walk 
upon.246" 
Although this extract is critical of contemporary practices, a relatively similar picture 
with a more positive vision of the ornate villa urbana .can be gleaned from the 
Younger Pliny247. Whilst he mentions his various villa residences throughout his 
Epistles, his lengthy descriptions of his villae at Laurentum and Tusculum almost 
provide us with a complete tour. The detailed description of the layout of the villae 
has indeed led to numerous attempts to reconstruct their plans248. The descriptions of 
245 Wallace-Hadrill (1994) p. 4. 
246 Sen. Ep. LXXXVI, 1-21. 
247 Pliny was writing around lOOAD, only about 35 years after Seneca the Younger who was writing 
about 64 AD. 
24H A good collection of these can be found in du Prey (1994). The large amount of the variations 
between the different reconstructions from different individuals demonstrates well the complexities of 
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the art and decor of his villa emphasise the effects upon the senses of various different 
parts of the villa. 
In the centre a fountain plays in a marble basin, watering the plane 
trees round it and the ground beneath them with its light spray ... There 
is also another room, green and shady from the nearest plane tree 
which has walls decorated with marble up to the ceiling and a 
fresco ... ofbirds perched on the branches of trees. Here there is a small 
fountain with a bowl surrounded by tiny jets which together make a 
lovely murmuring sound.249 
Such pictures of highly decorated villae are not restricted to the imperial 
period either. Also from the C2nd AD are Plutarch's representations of Lucullus' 
Republican villae, 
Even now when luxury has increased so much, the gardens of Lucullus 
are counted among the most costly of the imperial gardens. As for his 
works on the sea shore and in the vicinity of Neapolis, where he 
suspended hills over vast tunnels, girdled his residences with zones of 
sea and with streams for the breeding of fish, and built dwellings in the 
sea, .... He had also country establishments near Tusculum, with 
observatories and extensive open banqueting halls and cloisters.25o 
Lucullus' extravagant and luxurious lifestyle was commented upon by his 
contemporary Cicero on numerous occasions251 • Similarly we are told by Pliny the 
Elder about the villa of the Republican Scaurus, who, when the temporary theatre he 
trying to reconstruct Roman villas when their remains are no longer existent, as indeed is the case with 
Pliny's residences. 
249 Plin. Ep. V.6. 
250 Plut. Lue. XXXIX.2-4. 
251 Cic, Leg. 111.30-31 
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built as an aedile was dismantled, relocated the fittings to his Tusculan villa because 
they were so valuable252• The relocation of these fittings from the theatre and into the 
villa demonstrates perfectly the movement of modes of display between the public, 
urban and the private, rural spheres. That these authors were both writing in the 
empire and discussing problematic republican luxury begs the question as to what 
extent the concept of republican luxury is an invention from the imperial period. In 
both the Republic and the empire, there was a considerable desire to decorate one's 
villa with highly luxurious furnishings and decoration in order to provide a sight or 
demonstration (spectaculum) of personal wealth and thus individual prestige and 
position. 
3.2.1 Spectaculum Through the Opposition: The juxtaposition of Greece and 
Rome in the Villa 
One of the ways of making an arresting sight is by employing juxtaposition. 
Villae provided spectaculum was not merely through using ornate decor but also by 
utilising visual juxtapositions together in the residence253• The merging of opposing 
elements can particularly be observed in the sculptural collections of villae. As has 
been noted, the location of luxurious display in the villa was Hellenistic in origin but 
their use and the message presented of Rome's dominance was specifically Roman. 
Criticism of an excessively decorated or luxurious villa, was not just a criticism of the 
residence itselfbut aimed at undennining the Romanness of the villa owner. 
252 Plin. NH.. XXXVI. 24. 
253 The villa residence itself appears to be a juxtaposition when we consider the pamdox located within 
it of being both similar to and different from a domus, see pp. 50-58 for detailed discussion of the villa 
as not presenting an antithesis to the domus. 
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The employment of Hellenism is especially visible in the placement of Greek 
statuary within the villa complex. At the forefront are copies of Greek masterpieces 
such as the Apollo Kitharoidos at the Villa of Cassius, Tivoli, Myron's Discobolus at a 
Villa at Tor Paterno, Myron's Hanging Marsyas from Castel Gandolfo and Voconius 
Villa at Marino, Lysippos' Resting Hermes at the Villa of Papyri and the Aphrodite of 
Cnidos at Hadrian's Villa in Tivoli (figs 21 & 22). At first glance, the location of 
Greek sculptures such as these in villae is highly suggestive of an espousal of Greek 
culture in the Roman sphere of the villa. Furthermore, the extent to which some of the 
settings of Greek sculptures in villae specifically reflect their original display provides 
us with yet another example of the employment of Greek culture in the villa domain. 
The Aphrodite of Cnidos from Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli provides us with the best 
demonstration since we are able to compare the setting of both the original Aphrodite 
in a round temple at Cnidos, as told by Pseudo Lucian, with the location of the copy 
from Tivoli also in the round (fig 23is4• As Elsner comments, 
The round temple of Venus at Tivoli ... .is a replica of the famous 
temple of Aphrodite of Cnidos .... In this case, the reflex of Hadrianic 
museology is to display the replica in a version of its original setting -
to recreate not only the statue but the whole Cnidian temple as a 
viewing experience. In one sense ... the Tivoli replica remained a 
temple although it was no longer a ritual centre2SS• 
254 Lucian, Erotes. 15-16, as cited in Beard (2001), p. 129. 
25.5 Elsner, J., (1998) p. 175. 
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Comparison of these sculptures and the visual similarity of their settings suggests on 
one level, attempt at Tivoli to bring to the viewer's mind the original context of the 
sculpture. 
A similar argument can be employed to consider the presence of herms and 
busts of Greek philosophers and politicians. Examples include the herms of Plato, 
Aeschines, Peri ander, Peisistratos, Diogenes, Perikles, at the Villa of Cassius, Tivoli, 
the numerous busts and herms of philosophers and politicians from the Villa at Papyri, 
herms of the playwrights Menander and Euripides in the Villa of the Volusii at Fiano 
Romano, and busts of Herodotus, Theokrites, Theophrastus and Socrates at the Villa 
of the Pisos, Tivoli (Figs 24 a & b). Furthermore, copies of Greek inscriptions for 
example those from the villa of the Pisos in Tivoli, are also representative of the 
Greek culture located in the villa256• Whilst the records of the find locations for many 
of these herms and inscriptions are lacking, of those that have been documented, 
many were discovered either in portrait galleries in peristyles or dotted throughout the 
villa garden. Of the discoveries from the Villa of Cassius at Tivoli Neudecker states, 
for example, ""Demnach die Hermengalerie aus einem Gartenbereich mit 
Brunnenanlagen und dionysischen Skulpturen, besHitigt durch Saulenfunde von den 
Peristylai und die geringen Baureste,,257. Furthermore, he states that the finds of the 
herms from the villa at Fiano Romano were also set up in a herm gallery258. Similarly, 
many of the herms and busts identified potentially as Greek philosophers from the 
256 For further detailed information on the sculptural finds of villa residences see Neudecker (1988), 
especially useful is his catalogue, which identifies and locates numerous sculptural fmds in a large 
number of villa residences in Italy. 
m Ibid. cat 00.66. p.234. 
258 Ibid cat. no. 15, p.l57. 
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Villa of Papyri were excavated from either the square courtyard or the peristyle 
garden259. 
The importance behind such settings of busts and herms for creating a 
specific atmosphere and demonstrating an espousal of Greek culture can be observed 
in Cicero's Letters to Atticus. From his letters we find support for the location of 
statuary such as herms within colonnades and peristyles. 
1 am already quite enchanted with your Pentelic herms with the bronze 
heads, about which you write to me, so please send them and the 
statues and any other things you think would do credit to the place in 
question and to my enthusiasm and your good taste ... especially any 
you think suitable to a lecture hall and colonnade.26o 
Furthermore, Cicero suggests that much of the importance of the SCUlptural pieces 
stemmed from the atmosphere they created together with their setting. "I am very 
grateful for what you say about the Hermathena It is an appropriate ornament for my 
Academy, since Hermes is the common emblem of all such places ... ,,261. Marvin 
examines in detail Cicero's desire to replicate Greek building types within his 
villai62• Importantly, although she cites his two "gymnasia" at Tusculum called 
Lyceum and Academy after the gymnasia in Athens where Plato and Aristotle had 
taught respectively, she also emphasises that lack of excavation has ensured that we 
259 For more information on the findsites of the sculptures from Villa of Papyri see Mattusch (2005). 
Cf. Neudecker (1988). 
260 Cic. All. 1.5.2 
261 Ibid. 1.9.3. 
262 Marvin (1989). Although the Lyceum has not been excavated. Marvin describes the excavated site 
of the Academy as being " .... characteristic of most Greek gymnasia: a large rectangular open area 
(once filled with trees) surrounded by porticoes with a set of rooms on one side. From this we can note 
the important similarities between this structure and those of peristyle gardens of villa e." 
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do not know what his villa looked like. According to Marvin, what is most important 
for Cicero was that "he liked to think of himself as using his gymnasia as their 
prototypes were used, as the sites for philosophical discussion" 263. In his quest for 
sculptural decor for his villae, he sought to recreate the atmosphere of the original 
philosophical locations of the Lyceum and Academy. 
He sought to create not a literal copy of Plato's Academy but what he 
saw as its essential character as a place for philosophic discussion ... the 
long porticoes, the walking up and down, the earnest conversation, and 
a marble blur of statuary as they passed ... The sculptures, therefore, 
had to be agreeable to a mood of philosophic tranquillity. What 
emerges from these letters is Cicero's sense of the power of sculpture 
to affect the meaning of architecture around it.264 
The location of herms and busts of Greek politicians and philosophers and Greek 
inscriptions in colonnades, peristyles, and gardens of villa residences, aimed to evoke 
in the viewer's mind the original settings of these sculptures, which in turn 
highlighted the owner's espousal of Greek culture. 
The prevalence of such sculptures lent an Wldeniable Greek theme to vil/ae. 
With careful, controlled employment by the owner, such collections were another way 
of demonstrating both individual culture and education, and of appropriating an 
accepted mode of display employed and recognised in the city. Moreover, employing 
Greek culture in the very Roman sphere of the villa with its origins in agrarian 
tradition, apparently so highly regarded in Latin literature, was a way of reinforcing 
263Marvin (1989) pp.162-164. 
264 Ibid pp. 166-167. 
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Rome's domination. Roman use of Greek sculpture- and indeed Greek language, 
theatre and philosophy- was promoted for Roman reasons and in Roman settings 
emphasising Roman control over Greek culture. Although risking potential criticism 
for undennining Romanness and excessive contact with Greek culture, the benefits of 
displaying a knowledge of Greek culture, through references to Greek art and 
philosophy in the villa, were potentially significant. 
Bartman discusses the Roman phenomenon of multiple copies of a specific 
Greek sculpture as being a deliberate trivialisation: "In the intimate setting of a house, 
the multiplication of a statuary image simply for its doubled thematic value would be 
superfluous. Rather than enhancing an image, the duplicate would have trivialised 
it.,,265. Bartman also examines the alteration of Greek sculptures in Roman copies in 
order to suit their setting. She examines the slight but important differences between 
two Pan sculptures found at a villa at Lanuvium and two Meleager replicas from a 
villa at Santa Marinella in the Tyrrhenian coast as well as the two Amazon sculptures 
from Hadrian'S villa at Tivoli266. According to Bartman, the differences between the 
various sculptural pendants of identical subject encouraged the viewer to focus on the 
differences between the sculptures and observe the intentional aesthetic contrasts267• 
This important idea can be developed: not only were multiple copies a trivialisation 
of Greek sculptural successes but alteration of copies to suit the display area showed 
how Romans had supplanted Greek mastery even in cultural matters. Furthennore, 
this can be understood as being a demonstration of the owner's urbanity and culture, 
for he commissioned works of Greek sculpture, thus showing that he comprehended 
26S Bartman (1988), p. 219. 
266 Ibid. p. 216-217. 
267 Ibid p.222. 
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their artistic significance and that he had the ability and taste to alter them to suit the 
specific situation in which he required them. According to Bartman, 
Interpreting the pendant as a vehicle for the recognition and 
contemplation of style presupposes a culturally and visually astute 
audience .... .Importantly, writers on art customarily employed a 
comparative approach; they often contrasted the style of one artist to 
another. Undoubtedly, some of these critics used the comparison 
simply as a rhetorical device in order to show off their "expert" 
knowledge of art .... the comparative evaluation must reflect a familiar 
and accepted mode of thinking about art. 268 
Assertions of Roman control, power and superiority specifically over the 
Greeks resonate throughout Roman history in art, literature and legislation. 
Dominance of Rome over Greece is constantly reiterated in order to confirm the 
assertion of power. As Wolf states, "The cultural assertions that the world is shaped 
in this way and not in some other has to be repeated and enacted, lest it be questioned 
and denied.,,269. Romans were keen to reassert their superiority over Greece as the 
agreed order of things in order to prevent denial of their supremacy and the potential 
degradation of Rome that could ensue. Comments such as Horace's, that the Latins 
were captured by Greece demonstrate well the fears and concerns over Roman 
inferiority to Greece and Greek culture and reiterated the need to parade Rome's 
power in all ways possible, as a preventative measure against further comments 
denying Rome's pre-eminence. The sculptural collections of Roman villae 
demonstrate spectacula in terms of the generic "sight, visible manifestation, 
268 Bartman (1988), p222. 
2l>9 Wolf, E., (1990) p.593 
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demonstration" through opulence and visual juxtapositions. It was their visual impact 
that demonstrated the prestige and status of the proprietor. 
3.2.2 Spectacu/um Through Opposition: The Juxtaposition of U,banitas in the 
Villa 
Champlin states "On the face of i~ a suburb is simply something adjacent to 
the urbs; however, beyond this it is clearly quite dependant on the city.,,27o. In this 
section, we will investigate the extent to which the close interrelationship between the 
city and the country are presented within villa art, architecture and decor. One of the 
most important methods of employing spectacu/um in the villa through juxtaposition 
of contexts can be found in the constant repetition of references to the city and city 
life within the villa. The decoration, sculpture and architecture found in villae offer 
strong visual associations with the urban domain. The juxtaposition becomes clear 
when we remember the villa's location out-of-town, for here the city is being brought 
outside its parameters and into the country. Through images of urbanitas, I will 
demonstrate that villa owners aimed to suggest their status in the city. The 
juxtaposition of urban images with the country setting provided a 'visible 
demonstration' of the owner's power and status, since it was the owner who was 
responsible for and in control of the allusions to the urban sphere, bringing the city 
out of its own domain and into his own. 
270 Champlin (1985) p.97. 
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Location outside the city was undeniably important, irrespective of actual 
distance. It enabled the proprietor to employ the extra space available in the country in 
comparison to the often rather cramped city space. As has been seen, the distance 
outside the city walls also gave the proprietor some relief from the censorious public 
eye of the city that could, and often did, perceive excessive individual display as a 
serious threat to the stability of Rome. Yet important as this distance was, connections 
with the city were also vital. Tiberius' periods of absence from Rome during his self-
inflicted exile at Rhodes and Capri were viewed with great suspicion. Thrasea Pateus' 
chosen absence from the city and senate was seen as clear dissent from Nero. 
Furthermore, isolation from the city risked missing important news and information: 
I assure you I feel an absolute exile since I have been at Formiae 
[one of Cicero's eight villae residences]. There never was a day 
when I was at Antium that I was not better up in the news at Rome 
than those who were living there. The fact is that your letters used to 
set before me not only the city news but all the political news, and 
not only what was happening, but what was going to happen too. 
Now I can't get to know anything, unless I pick up chance news from 
a passing traveller.271 
Cicero demonstrates how easily one could be isolated in the villa. To be located 
'successfully' outside Rome in one's villa still required significant access to 
information on the political, social and cultural news of the city. 
271 Cic. Aft. 11.11. 
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3.2.3 Illusion and Allusion to the Urban 
In recent scholarship, discussions of illusion and allusion within Roman art 
and architecture have become fairly popular, with many of these highlighting the 
concept that domestic art was based around a ..... constant play with desire.,,272. This 
'play with desire', held an important role in the allusions to the public sphere 
represented in villa decor nature of the villa within its decor. As Elsner comments, 
... Roman allusion must aim at the impression of verisimilitude 
because it constantly proffers the promise of real things (that 
landscape, that bowl of fruit, that vista of a town) just around the 
corner as it were, just though the wall. In this sense the illusionism of 
Roman allusive art is fundamentally implicated in a materialist view of 
the most suitable objects of desire. Because Roman houses are 
inextricably linked with social-status considerations, and because 
better in this context means bigger and more open to larger quantities 
of clients, the allusion must work by means of the illusion of more 
"outside", of a private space almost completely public.273 
This argument is employed in relation to the peristyle area of the Villa of Mysteries, 
where the viewer is encouraged to look from the peristyle into the courtyard and the 
'outside', which in turn remains 'inside' the heart of the villa. Elsner relates this play 
of outside and inside to plays on public and private respectively, which we have 
previously observed in Vitruvius where he delineates the appropriate architecture for 
the dwellings of persons of different status. 
272 Elsner (1995) p. 75. Informative discussions on the topic of illusion and allusion in art can be found 
in Ibid ch. 2 pp. 74-85 and Leach (2004). 
273 ibid, p. 75. 
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Just as Vitruvius' prose found the categories of "public" and "private" 
to be problematic (both denoting areas within the house and defining 
the difference between the house and the space outside it), so too the 
peristyle of the Villa of the Mysteries emphasises this very 
complexity .... the art of the Roman house highlights an ambivalence 
and an ambiguity of "inside" and "outside" and of "public" and 
"private,,274. 
According to Elsner, the manner in which the villa (and indeed the domlls) is 
considered 'public' - where one is on view- is related to the way that the ancient city is 
to be considered a 'public sphere', where a person is on view to all. It is in this 
concept of merging public and private in the domestic sphere that we observe the 
important motif of allusion within Roman domestic art: in the apparently 'private' 
domain of the villa or the domus, the owner attempts to allude to his status in the 
'public' realm. Furthermore the allusive nature of Roman art relies on and reflects the 
persuasive realm the city, where citizens parade or promote themselves in order to 
convince others of their social standing and status. When Elsner claims that "Roman 
allusion must aim at the impression of verisimilitude" he is indeed hinting at the 
importance of 'persuasion' in domestic decor. The artwork must aim to persuade 
people of the truth behind what it offers. 
Employing this theory of allusions to the urban sphere in villa wall painting 
we might examine the walls of room 23 in the villa at Oplontis (fig 25). Popularly 
associated with the emperor Nero's second wife Poppaea, this villa is located on the 
274 Elsner (1995) pp. 66-67. 
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Bay of Naples in the modem day town of Torre Annunziata27s. Here the frescoes 
'promise' the vista of a town alongside garlands and birds from the world of nature. 
The paintings profess opulence, in the form of decorated pillars, and yet piety, in the 
statue of a god, to those who view it. It plays upon the viewer's desire and as Elsner 
states, " ... .like everything else about a Roman house, lies in the materialist realm of 
social status.,,276. Such decor does not just demonstrate to the viewer what he wants, 
or desires, materially for himself. It also illustrates the desires of the owner to 
persuade the viewer of his wealth and own social importance. "The impression of 
verisimilitude" found in the art and decoration of the villa enables us to connect not 
only the urban with the rural, but also the public with the private spheres of ancient 
Roman society. We will therefore investigate how we might discuss the references to 
the urban sphere found within the villa domain. 
Numerous motifs within vii/a art and architecture recall the urban sphere. The 
popularity of depicting cityscapes in wall paintings and mosaics highlight the 
importance of this form of display. The Villa at Primaporta, situated to the north of 
Rome and identified as belonging to Livia, the wife of Augustus, features a mosaic 
surrounding the impluvium of the atrium, which depicts a cityscape surrounded by a 
city wall (fig 26 a & b, 27 a & bi". Walking into the sizeable atrium (43) from the 
m The connection of this villa is based on highly circumstantial evidence. and as such is by no means 
certain. van Buren (1953), attempts to highlight the possible connection between Poppaea, Pompeii and 
the villa. However, Bergamann (2002), p. 91-93 is more sceptical. Whilst I am aware of the potential 
imperial connections here, for the purpose of this thesis. I consider the vii/a as being owned by a 
member of the elite but not specifically of the imperial family. as inaccurate assumptions of ownership 
may encourage misleading conclusions. 
276 Elsner(1995)p.7S. , 
277 This villa was flJ'St excavated during the mid-nineteenth century by Senn~ d'Amhrogi and Gagliardi. 
The identification of the owner is unclear but it has been associated with Livia following the discovery 
ofa statue of Augustus at the villa and literary evidence from Plin. NH. XV. 136-7, which suggests that 




vestibule (40), the viewer is faced immediately on his right with the mosaic image of 
the cityscape. Straight ahead and through another smaller vestibule (46) is a small 
viridarium (fig 28) surrounded by a peristyle, which is overlooked by cubiculi (50, 51, 
52) and other rooms (49, 54). As one stands in the peristyle, with the viridarium in the 
foreground, in the background lies a panoramic view of the city of Rome nestled in 
the Tiber valley. Leaving the panoramic view of the city behind as the viewer turns 
from the small garden and back into the atrium in order to see the rest of the villa, the 
mosaic cityscape is seen once more and the viewer is again reminded of the 
connections between city and country. Similarly, if one walks on the right hand side 
of the atrium, again passing the mosaic cityscape, one enters a small corridor, which 
leads to the large peristyle garden (fig 29). Once again in this garden, the viewer is 
faced with a scene of juxtaposition between nature in the foreground and a panorama 
looking over the Tiber valley towards the city of Rome in the background. The 
mosaic cityscape in the atrium, although an idealised representation, anticipates this 
view over Rome and helps to draw connections between the juxtaposition of country 
and city. Through this mosaic, the city is drawn directly into the villa. Connections 
between the country and the city are then constantly reiterated by the numerous 
panoramas over the city seen through the various viridaria. 
Similar examples of urban display can be seen in a large number of wall 
paintings from Campania. We have already met briefly the wall painting from 
cubiculum m in the Villa at Boscoreale that depicts visions of a cityscape between 
painted columns (fig 7 b & C)278. The lower area of the wall shows two projecting 
278 Lehmann (1953) pp.143-44 discusses the urban nature of this fresco. CfMazzoleni (2004) pp.80-82. 
Porticoes are generally understood as indicative of urban scenes since they are found within the urban 
sphere of the city for example the Porticus Octavia in Rome. Cf. Vitro De arch. V, on urban buildings. 
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wings and a small central well, implying that the floor of the room stretches a little 
further into the picture blurring the boundary between the reality of the room itself, 
and the imaginary architecture of the painting. Above the painted podium are 
depicted two doors, one on each projecting wing. Behind looms a city, suggested by 
portico architecture. Plants, garlands and theatrical masks decorate the scene (Fig. 7c). 
Not only does the painting extend into the room, giving the impression that the room 
is larger than its actual size, but the painted vistas from this bedroom in the villa 
suggest that it is in full view of the city and that the villa stretches to the walls of the 
city itself. 
This villa owner has employed the artistic fantasy of an idealised cityscape to 
imply the extent of his power in the social and cultural fabric of Rome. Not only do 
his frescoes suggest the villa is of considerable size since it apparently stretches to and 
overlooks the city sphere, they imply the owner's need for close connections with the 
city and as such his position of significance within the urban sphere. The images of 
the cityscape, even though idealised, aimed to suggest to the viewer the vital role the 
city played for the owner, either through wealth or political connections, which 
enabled him to obtain ownership of the villa. The importance of his actual identity in 
the workings of society is hardly the point. His decor suggests the owner's wealth, 
urbanitas and his connections with city culture. It aimed to parade a specific identity 
of wealth and status to the viewer, which, it was intended, the viewer would accept or 
"buy into". The same can be seen in rooms 15, 14, 23 and 11 of the Villa at Oplontis 
where, behind open gates and closed doors, the viewer can gain glimpses of 
In the introduction to this chapter (Y. praef. 5) he states, " Thus, 0 Cresar, I explained the proportions 
of temples in the third and fourth books; in this I intend to describe the arrangement of public 
buildings". Throughout this chapter he discusses the architecture of the city, including porticoes. 
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architecture recalling that from the urban domain (Figs 30 a & b, & 25) 279. Here 
again the porticoes (a double portico in the case of room 15) are highly suggestive of 
urban archi tecture280• 
Although the representations in all three villae are of rather fantastical or 
idealised cityscapes, it can be argued that such imagery is aimed at encouraging the 
viewer to create associations within his mind as to the power that the villa proprietor 
holds in the real city. The cityscapes in the mosaic from the villa at Primaporta or the 
suggestions of urban vistas glimpsed through painted arches in the villa Oplontis or 
Boscoreale aimed to present the viewer with strong persuasive material as to the 
importance of the proprietor's status within Roman society. 
3.3: Theatre and 'Theatricality' in the Villa Arena 
D' Arms also translates spectaculum as "performance devised for 
entertainment,,28I . Another important element of spectaculum from the urban 
279 For further infonnation on the Villa at Oplontis see De Francicis (1975a); De Franciscis (l975b); 
Mielsch (1987) pp. 52-55; Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 71. pp. 241-242; Mazzoleni (2004) pp.126-164. 
On the Villa at Primaporta see Gabriel (1955); Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 46. pp. 203- 204; Mazzoleni 
(2004) pp.l89-208. For online excavation reports of this villa VISIt, 
http://www.arkeologi.uu.se/primaporta/ On the Villa at Boscoreale see Lehmann (1953); Mazzoleni 
(2004) pp. 78-100. 
2HO Examples of such urban architecture of Italy can be seen in the porticus Liviae built by Augustus in 
15BC. For further infonnation on Porticoes see, Platner (1929) ppA 1 9-43 1. Schefold (1952) has seen 
the fresco as representing temple architecture. This is certainly highly plausible and further supports the 
theory of such wall paintings providing the viewer with strong references to the city. Such large 
architectural structures would mostly, probably only, exist in the urban sphere. Lehmann (1953) 
pp.l 03-108 argues that these representations of porticoed buildings are actually elements of vii/a 
architecture, since porticoes are found in villa residences. Whilst I agree that porticoes are often located 
in villa residences, the large scale of the porticoes represented by these depictions is rather more 
suggestive of the porticoes connected with the larger urban developments described by Vitruvius 
found, for example, in forums and temples. Furthennore, since the viewer will have seen numerous 
examples of such architecture throughout the cities ofItaly, it is highly likely that seeing depictions of 




landscape that recurs repeatedly in villae is the theatre, Dench emphasises the extent 
to which the theatre became analogous with the urban sphere: " .... the theatre has 
become a prime symbol of new urbane values,,282.The theatrical motifs that are 
employed in the villa domain could merely be an association with the cultural habit of 
visiting the theatre. However, the prevalence of theatrical references in the villa 
suggests that there was rather more at stake. The paintings of the villae at Oplontis 
and Boscoreale include clear references to the spectacle of theatre and the theatrical 
domain. In both examples, that merging of the urban and theatrical encouraged the 
viewer to question the extent to which the representations of urban scenery were a 
stage set, with the viewer as actor on the stage. 
Recent examinations of the notions of performativity and theatricality have 
extended the notion that the theatrical sphere of the theatre reflects the performative 
space of the city as a whole, and that by extending theatrical space beyond the theatre 
into the city, people present and perform both their civic and individual identities for 
others to see. Tracy Davis explores this notion: "Although it obviously derives its 
meanings from the world of theatre, theatricality can be applied to any and all aspects 
of human life:,283 Accordingly she considers that, 
" .... the idea of theatrum mundi [which demonstrates the 
commensurability of life and the stage] also suggests that human 
beings are required to act out their social identities in daily life. 
Selfhood disappears or is remade as the mimetic impulse transforms 
identity. It is in the Bahktinian camivalesque-the world of topsy-turvy 
where boys are bishops, women rule, or commoners are kings- that the 
281 D'Anns (1999), p. 301. 
282 Deneh (2005) p. 205. 
283 Davis & Postlewait (2003), p. 1. 
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theatnlm mundi finds its limits, for at the end of the day the prevailing 
hierarchy is restored. ,,284 
She goes on to consider the idea of performativity and life as a performance art; 
"Across the humanities and social sciences, in recent decades, we have 
witnessed the proliferation of theoretical models of analysis that 
privilege the idea of performance .... Sometimes this performative idea 
is located directly in religious practices, sometimes in myth and mythic 
thinking. In other cases, it is expanded to embrace everyday life, 
conventional behaviour and social rituals ... .In this spirit, an expansive 
idea of theatricality has been enlarged and applied to politics, whereby 
political behaviour and its defining rhetoric are seen as theatrical... The 
public realm is the performative realm.,,2Rs 
Here, we have the portrayal of the city as a performative space. 
Recent scholarship has attempted to consider the notion of theatrical 
references in the domestic sphere as a demonstration of the way in which the 
proprietor's elite identity was expounded to visitors. Leach emphasises " ... the 
manner in which theatricality imbues not only staged dramas but also rituals shaping 
the conduct of private life." Accordingly, we can see in theatrical references " .... a 
metaphorical transference from public into private life of the upper class prerogative 
and officium of sponsoring games to serve as a bond of hospitality between hosts and 
guests." ,,2R6, Here we see the notion of the urban public life of an elite Roman 
played out within the domestic sphere. By employing imagery that held associations 
284 Davis & Postlewait (2003), p. 10. 
m Ibid. p. 28-29. 
286 Leach (2004) p.l04. 
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with the urban spectacle of theatre and the political circumstances in which theatre 
took place, villa patrons were able to use elements and displays adopted in the city 
domain in order to gain peoples' support as a means to encourage visitors to their 
villa to accept their presented identity. 
Connections between the roles of actor and spectator in the theatre and the 
roles played out in the house by patron and viewer have been investigated by Janet 
Huskinson. She considers the references to the theatre in mosaic pavements from the 
houses of Antioch of the C2nd _ C3rdAD287 • 
.. . here the notion of 'theatricality' becomes a useful hermaneutic tool 
as it can move the enquiry on from the performance of particular plays 
to consider situations of persuasive display in which people play out 
the social roles of actor and spectator ... Jt offers useful insights into 
domestic decoration since through its emphasis on role playing and its 
focus on the function of the gaze it can relate both to the kinds of 
social exchange that happened between patron and visitors in these 
reception rooms and to elements in the design of which were intended 
to grab and manipulate the viewer's attention.288 
A similar employment of the notion of 'theatricality' and the performance of self-
representation permits an investigation of the various theatrical motifs that are present 
within the villa. There could surely be no greater way to grab attention and 'perform' 
your status than by developing a theatre within the grounds of your villa. The remains 
of the Villa at Pausilypon on the Bay on Naples, identified as belonging to Vedius 
287 There is a chronological and cultural difference between C3rd Antioch and lilt century Italy, which 
should be noted. However, as has been shown, this notion of theatricality can be employed to consider 
a wide variety of subjects, countries and eras in order to examine the concept of social display. 
288 Huskinson (2002-3), p.132-3. 
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Pollio, includes a theatre on the north side of the landscape, and an Odeon on the 
south (Figs 31 a & b) 289. The seating area in each suggests that perfonnances were 
staged not only for the proprietor and his family, but also for visitors to the villa. 
In Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli there are remains of a Greek theatre at the northern 
edge of the villa grounds (Figs 32 a & b )290. Excavations in 2003, under the direction 
of Rafael Hildalgo, have attempted to investigate this structure in order to provide an 
understanding of the role it played in the villa landscape. Pilar Leon's summary of 
the excavations and their aims state, 
Despite the fact that buildings for spectacle constitute one of the most 
common themes in Roman architecture, nevertheless they are among 
the least studied in Hadrian's Villa .... An archaeological approach to 
the theatre and the analysis of its context have pennitted interesting 
and innovative observations that seriously question criteria established 
earlier. For example, scholars have long believed that this was isolated 
architecture. Thanks to new research, however, the connection and the 
interaction of the building with those adjoining or nearby begins to be 
evident291 • 
The fact that Hadrian's theatre played an integrated role in the villa and its landscape, 
would strengthen arguments about the importance of theatricality in the villa domain. 
Another example can be found at Domitian's villa at Castelgandolfo, located 30 km 
south east of Rome and now situated under and within the Papal summer residence 
289 For more information on Pausilypon see, Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 37 pp. 172-175; Della Valle 
(1938) p. 207ff.; Gunther (1913). For theatre in grounds see Mielsch (1987) p. 116. 
2<JO See Macdonald and Pinto (1995) pp. 124-131 and Adembri (2000) pp.108-109 
2<Jlhttp://www.fastionline.org!php/content.php?lang=en&item=5&site id=64&season id 
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(Fig. 33 a). Remains of the theatre include evidence of seating, and ornate marble 
carvings (Fig. 33 b)292. 
One of the most interesting examples of theatre references in villa architecture 
comes, however, from the grotto at Sperlonga. This grotto houses a triclinium and was 
itself attached to a Roman villa, whose remains are also still extant on the Fondi 
coastline to the south of Rome (Figs 34 a & b )293. The grotto was uncovered in 1957 
during the construction of a new coastal road and finds of numerous 'Odyssean' 
sculptural groups encouraged a surge of interest in the villa and its cave. Close 
examination of the grotto itself, however, suggests that its theatricality might offer an 
exciting area for examination. At the sides of the mouth of the grotto, almost parallel 
to a dining platform surrounded by water are located seats in the wall (Fig 35) from 
here spectators could sit and watch the patron at work, performing and presenting 
himself to other guests against the backdrop of the grotto, surrounded by displays of 
wealth and culture embodied in the sculptural groups located in the grotto (Fig 36). 
By locating the seats on either side of the dining platform and at a slight distance, they 
became, in effect, theatre seats for the spectator to watch a theatrical performance 
unfold on the stage of the dining area. This highlights the association of the theatre as 
part of the decor and the theatricality and performativity of self-representation within 
292 For further infonnation on this villa see Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 9 pp.139-144 cfMielsch (1987) 
f.p. 70-75, p.116. 
93 This villa has generally been identified as belonging to the Emperor Tiberius. Evidence for this 
ownership has been cited from both Tacitus and Suetonius who both record an event at a location 
called Spelunca meaning the Cavern where Tiberius was dining, when the roof of the cave fell in and 
be was protected by Sejanus. Tac. Ann. IV.56. Cf Suet. Tib. III.39. Suggestions that the owner of the 
grotto and connected villa was the emperor Tiberius has encouraged some ancient historians to find 
demonstrations of Tiberius' character in the Odyssean sculptures of the cavern. Stewart (1977). 
However, claims of ownership to Tiberius have been based upon highly circumstantial and problematic 
evidence, and rather more concrete evidence is required before parallels between owner and sculptural 
groups can categorically be made. 
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the villa 294. Notions of theatrical dining and dinner-theatre have been considered by 
Christopher Jones295• One of his major examples comes from Petronius' Cena 
Trimalchionis, and whilst he acknowledges the problems of the fictional aspect of this 
source, he argues convincingly its relevance to understanding dining in ancient Rome, 
concluding 
"The host of a dinner is essentially a benefactor ... No doubt a man who 
aspired to fame was obliged ... to offer both private and public 
munificence, lavish dinners at home as well as gifts to the 
crowd ... there is an inevitable link between dinner theatre and theatre-
dinner: they are complimentary aspects of the same system of 
benefaction. More importantly, dinner theatre and theatre-dinner are 
linked by their theatricality, the visual display that was a large part of 
life for the citizens of the Greek or Roman city ... When such a person 
entertained, his status was marked not only by the house, furnishings 
and utensils, but equally by the splendour of the visual entertainment 
he could offer his guests; indeed the performers were often his own 
property ... 296 
Whilst we cannot be sure that these events occurred in the villa, it can certainly be 
suggested that the decoration of the villa played a vital role in demonstrating and 
persuading viewers of social hierarchies and their position. 
Theatre complexes and developments that resemble theatres are not the only 
reference to the realm of the theatre within the villa. Connections with the theatre can 
also be observed in the architectural features that are depicted in villa wall paintings. 
The painting of room 23 in the villa of Oplontis provides an excellent example. The 
294 Carey (2002) pp.48. 
295 Jones (1991). 
296 Ibid. p.196-197. 
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wall is divided into five by columns and at either end a door has been depicted (Fig 
25). In the centre is an area that resembles a stage, and above this is the representation 
of a theatrical mask (Fig 37). The placement of the theatrical mask on the top of the 
central stage-like area does much to enhance the suggestion of the theatre within this 
room
297
• The similarity between this wall-painting and that found in the House of 
Augustus on the Palatine is startling and is emphasised by Leach298• Furthermore, the 
similarity between the Room of Masks at Augustus' house on the Palatine and stage 
scenery employed within theatrical productions has been emphasised by scholars 
including Carettoni, Beacham and Ling (Fig 38i99• Both appear to represent the 
scaenae frons of the theatre, a popular motif of wall painting according to Vitruvius. 
"Then they proceeded to imitate the contours of buildings, the outstanding projections 
of columns and gables; in open spaces, like exedrae, they designed scenery on a large 
I · . . . . I" 300 sca e In tragIC comIC or satmc styes 
In addition to the idea of a 'metaphorical transference from public into 
private' as Leach suggests, we can also observe that plays on reality within the 
theatrical depictions in the villa have connections with the theatre and theatrical 
performances. It has already been demonstrated how the art and architecture of the 
villa plays with reality and indeed relies on ' .... the impression of verisimilitude' to 
encourage feelings of desire in the viewer. In his book Masks of Menander, Wiles 
demonstrates how boundaries between the real and the imaginary became blurred in 
297 There has been much research on theatre elements in Roman wall painting. For research arguing that 
wall painting was derived from stage scenery, see Puchstein (1901); Jppel (1910); Fiechter (1914); 
Beyen (1938); Beyen (1957); Little (1971 & (977). Scholars who have argued against this theory are 
Curtis (1929) esp. pp. 121-122, 130-139, 174, 178-187; Schefold (1952); Lehmann (1953); Engemann 
(1967). 
298 Leach (2004) Chapter 3. passim. 
299 Selected scholarship on this includes, Carettoni (1983); Beacham (1992); Leach (2004); Ling 
(1991); Hales (2003); Cerutti & Richardson (1989). 
lOO Vitro De arch. VII.V.2. 
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Roman theatrical productions301 • He highlights moments in Plautus' plays, when 
actors address the audience as though they too are in the play, and run through the 
audience calling to them to get out of the way as though they were characters milling 
about the forumJ02. Blurring of the boundaries between reality and fiction by bringing 
the audience into the play is, as will be illustrated, equally prevalent in the urban 
imagery of the villa decoration. Here the proprietor encourages the visitor to the villa 
to enter into a metaphorical dialogue where he is invited to accept the owner's 
demonstration of status. They enter into a world of fantasy and performance, where 
real and make believe elide and the boundaries between the two are legitimately 
collapsed. 
The transgression of these boundaries can be observed in the wall painting 
from the atrium of the villa at Oplontis. According to Cerutti and Richardson, the 
decoration there can be considered to originate from theatrical scenery, although not 
the same as that depicted in room 23 (Fig 25)303. The frescoes of the atrium (room 5) 
depict two doors, with steps leading up to them in between columns. The doors are 
closed, giving the feeling to the viewer that one is standing on the floor of a stage, 
with two theatrical entrances behind him (Fig.39). For the viewer, standing " ... on the 
plane of the stage", it is as though he, with others in the room, have become actors. 
These images were repeated on two walls of this room. Around the doors are •• .... tall 
thymiateria of torchlike design, large cylindrical cistae with ornate conical covers, a 
tripod table supporting a large bronze basin." which have been suggested as being 
301 Wiles (1991). 
302 For example in Plautus' Cureulio when Curculio enters and asks the audience to stands clear. Plaut. 
Cure. 280, 426. A splendid modem example occurred in the production of the Odyssey at the Bristol 
Old Vic (March 2005) where, on numerous occasions, the audience became revellers at a party and 
other characters in the play and were addressed as such by members of the cast. 
303 Cerutti & Richardson (1989), p.176. 
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symbolic of the tragic stage, which, according to Vitruvius, requires royal ornaments 
and grand furnishings such as colurnns304• Cerutti and Richardson suggest that this 
decor was demonstrative of temporary architecture of a generic type, meaning that the 
play was not specifically identifiable. This can be taken further to argue that such 
generic architectural display was deliberately depicted in order to encourage the 
viewer to draw associations with the theatre and its various performances and to 
connect them with the variety of 'performances' that were being undertaken 
throughout the villa30s. Reference to specific plays might result in forced 
'connections', which could undermine the persuasive element of art and architectural 
displays. Furthermore, the proprietor would need to maintain a significant distance 
between himself and the rather disreputable reputation of the theatre and its acting 
entourage. 
That villa owners would not wish to be considered as becoming too influenced 
by the disreputable influence of the theatre is an important consideration. As a group 
actors were strongly criticised and legislated againse06• Roman elites trod a fine line 
when they adopted theatrical motifs and modes of persuasion as a means of 
'performing' their social status within their villae, since to be seen to resemble an 
304 Ibid p.l77. These could of course also hold religious connotations as well since these props are often 
utilised in religious ceremonies, however Cerutti and Richardson's argument is highly convincing since 
the doors are strongly suggestive of theatrical scenery. Cf. Vitro De arch. V.VI.S for discussion of 
theatrical scenery. 
305 This can be developed further with close examination of the masks, depicted throughout Roman 
villae. Evidence indicates that a mixture of tragic, comic and satiric masks are employed within villa 
wall paintings. It is noticeable that there are relatively few masks associated with mime-acting; for 
example the closed mouth specific to mime- masks. This might be because there is a desire to associate 
with the more high-brow style of acting prevalent in Greek culture. It could also be argued that the 
prevalence of mask depictions with open mouths stems from the desire to encourage association with 
those modes of persuasion that were found within the city sphere, for example oratory, which clearly 
required speech. -




actor - a degenerate - too closely was significantly to undermine one's claims to high 
status. That theatre and successful theatrical displays were connected to persuasion 
can be seen from literature. Cicero demonstrates very clearly the connection between 
the theatre, actors and their ability to persuade the audience when he describes 
audiences reduced to tears by performances that were so moving and believable307. 
Yet, if we look to the literature, we can see the precariousness of this position. The 
concept of identity and indeed life as a performance is emphasised throughout ancient 
literature, for example in Suetonius' description of Augustus' death. As Augustus lay 
on his deathbed, we are told that he said, 
"Have I played my part in the farce of life creditably enough?" adding 
the theatrical tag: 
If I have pleased you, kindly signify 
.. . h db 308 appreCIatIon Wit a warm goo yeo 
Similarly, The Handbook of Electioneering advises the candidate to "be sure to make 
your whole candidacy a fine performance, brilliant, distinguished, and popular, so 
that it is the greatest spectacle with the utmost prestige,,309. Furthermore, Cicero 
presents us with a clear demonstration of the similarity between the orator and the 
actor: "if one were to see all this from a distance, even if he does not know what is 
going on, he would still understand that it is pleasing, and he might even think that a 
Roscius is performing.,,310 Life in Rome for the elite revolved around performance, 
307 Cic. Tuse. I.XLIV.I06 
308 Suet. Aug. 99. 
309 Cicero, Comment. pet. 52. 
310 Cic. Brut. 290. 
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through which one aimed to persuade onlookers. If the performance was successful, 
then others would accept the displays of status paraded through the shows of 
spectacle and theatricality311. 
Failure to persuade, or the potential for one's associations with the theatre to 
be seen to be too strong, however, was equally likely. One of the best examples of 
this comes from Suetonius' account of the death of Nero. He records that at his death, 
Nero proclaimed theatrically "Dead! And so great an artist!,,312. Likewise, throughout 
Suetonius' account of his reign, Nero's desires to perform are strongly emphasised. 
Very soon Nero set his heart on driving a chariot himself, and to 
display himself more frequently ... However, these incursions into the 
arts at Rome did not satisty him and he headed for Greece. His main 
reason was that the cities which regularly sponsored musical contests 
had adopted the practice of sending him every available prize for lyre-
playing ... So he sailed off hastily and, as soon as he arrived at 
C · h· fi 't I 313 asslOpe, gave IS lrst song recI a ... 
The sources present Nero as not content with undertaking the performances required 
of an elite member of Rome, overstepping the acceptable levels of performance and 
by so doing significantly undermined his status and equally, his popUlarity. In 
Tacitus's description of Nero's reaction to Claudius' death again the notion of 
performance through imitation is presented, "When he had done with his mimicries of 
311 For more on oratory in Rome see, Habinek & Schiesaro (1997); cf Habinek (2005) 
312 Suet. Nero. 49. 
313 Ibid. Nero. 22. 
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sorrow.,,314. Nero is seen to act out his grief at the death of his stepfather and 
predecessor, highlighting his deceitful character315. Such deceit suggested an inherent 
personal immorality and led to popular distrust of an individual. 
In Pliny the Younger, we can observe similar demonstrations of the fine 
balance the elite must strike in their performance. The importance of performance in 
elite Roman life is presented by Pliny through his constant accounts of the public 
readings of his letters. If, however, we examine some of the rather more critical 
vocabulary he employed to discuss other members of the elite, we can see once again 
how excessive performance and theatricality, which held the potential to deceive 
viewers, was perceived to undermine the strength of one's character. In Epistle IV.2, 
he comments that Regulus's mourning the death of his son was •• .... not grief but a 
parade of grief,316. The onlookers of his mourning, at least Pliny, were not convinced: 
Regulus's grief was purportedly false and not to be believed. From these examples 
then we get a clear demonstration of life and its passing as a perfonnance to be 
displayed to others. 
It would appear from this evidence that perfonnance of status was not without 
its problems. However, by making successful associations to the theatre and to the 
elite role as patrons of the theatre, by tapping into the modes of persuasion that were 
found in the theatre, the villa proprietor was able to maintain a safe distance from the 
assumed corrupting influence of the stage, whilst buying into the elements that were 
acceptable to men of significant social status. 
314 Tac. Ann., XIII.4. 
31S Bartsch, S., (1994). 
316 Plio. Ep., IV.2. 
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Representations of theatre in the villa extend to other depictions of 
perfonnance. In the remains of a Villa near Torre Astura has been discovered a statue 
of an actor, seemingly in the middle of a perfonnance and wearing the mask of the 
character Papposilenus (Fig. 40)317. In this representation the actor's mouth has been 
emphasised behind the fixed and open mouth of his mask. From a villa at Lanuvium 
in Monte Cagnolo, another statue of an actor was discovered, but is now lost318• 
According to Ashby and cited by Neudecker, the sculpted head of an actor behind a 
mask was found at Maxentius' villa on the Via Appia leading out ofRome319• Further 
suggestions of perfonnance and theatre are clear in the remains of a mosaic found in 
the villa of Cicero, located just outside the walls of Pompeii. In this mosaic, three 
masked figures are depicted, watched by an onlooker on the righthand side of the 
image, perfonning what has been understood to be a scene from New Comedy (Figs 
41 a). Also found within this villa was a depiction of three street musicians being 
watched by a child on the left hand side of the mosaic (Fig. 41 b). Whilst one is 
playing the tambourine and one the double flute, the third is dancing and clashing two 
cymbals together. In the calidarium (room 8) of the villa at Oplontis we have the 
depiction of a seated poet playing the cithara (Fig. 42)320. Similarly, in the villa at 
Boscoreale, from a wall in the so-called Hall of Aphrodite, is a fresco of a woman 
also depicted performing with a cithara, whilst behind her stands a ladies' maid (fig 
JI7 For further information on this villa see Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 72 p. 242; La Regina (1998) p. 
153 and Iacopi (1958) pp. 97-106. 
JIB See Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 21, p. 162 (statue 21.7). 
JI9 For further information of this sculpture and this villa see Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 37, pp.184-189; 
Ashby (1927). This sculpture is now located in Liverpool in the Merseyside County Museum. 
320 Room 8 on plan. 
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43)321. In a pinax found in the Villa Imperiale at Pompeii, we observe a depiction of a 
poet perfonning with a cithara in front of a group oflisteners (Fig 44). From the villa 
San Marco at Stahiae, we find a wall painting of a female figure with her back to the 
viewer turning her head to face into the room. In her hands she holds a cithara (Fig. 
45). All these examples from different villae, in different regions and from different 
eras, show connections to and a focus on the importance of perfonnance in the villa. 
This emphasises further the notion of the villa as a performative realm where 
members of Rome's elite (villa owners and viewers) depict their desired identity for 
others to observe and accept. 
Other obvious references to the theatre and theatricality within the imagery 
employed in the villa are the numerous depictions of theatrical masks in mosaic, 
painting and scultpure. This obsession with the representation of theatrical masks 
might perhaps help us understand the significance behind the connections with 
urbanism and urbanitas in the villa. In addition to the statues of the masked actors 
from Torre Astura and Maxcntius' Villa on the Via Appia, further, often overlooked, 
examples can be seen from the grotto at Sperlonga including sculptures of putt; 
playing with theatrical masks and three marble theatrical masks (Figs 46 a & b)322. A 
putto with a tragic mask was found at the Villa Sora in Torre Del Grec0323. At 
Pausilypon, three sculpted theatrical masks, now lost, two of which were tragic, added 
321 The area has been called the Hall of Aphrodite due to the identification of one of the frescoes from 
the room as being of Aphrodite. It has been suggested by Lehman, (1953) that this is possibly a 
representation of Olympias the mother of Alexander the Great, however, this is not an assured 
identification and, even if correct, has little effect on the performative nature of the scene portrayed. 
322 In reconstructions of the decor of the cavern, these putti have been located sitting on each corner of 
the dining area that was as the mouth of the grotto. For the most recent information on the debates 
about the dating of the sculptures see, Ridgway (2000). 
323 Neudecker (1988), cat. no. 73.pp. 243-244 (statue no. 73.8). 
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to the theatrical ambience created by the Odeon and the theatre324• Furthermore, at the 
so-called Villa of Horace in Licenza, Neudecker catalogues a Satyric mask, and at 
Hadrian's villa at Tivoli, two comic masks were uncovered325• Each comer of a 
mosaic in the Villa della Ruffinella features four theatrical masks (Fig 47 a_c)326. 
Additionally, at Livia's Villa at Primaporta, a carved relief depicts priests and masks 
Many representations of theatrical masks can be also observed in wall 
painting. The Villa at Castel di Guido, located 16.8km outside Rome on the Via 
Aurelia on the site of ancient Lorium, has yielded significant amounts of mosaic 
flooring and painted decoration from room adjacent to the tablinum, part of a series of 
rooms that surrounded its peristyle and are presumed to be for entertainment. These 
are now located in Palazzo AIle Terme Museum, Rome. On the upper portion of the 
back wall of this room, are ornate third style frescoes in which small putti play with 
theatrical masks of both the comic and tragic genre (Fig. 48) 328. From the villa at 
Oplontis we have a representation of a mask looking in towards the painting depicted 
on the wall of room 15 (Figs 30 a & b). On the opposite side of the wall painting are 
the remains of another mask, unfortunately in a poorer state of repair. Similarly, at 
Villa Arianna in Stabiae we find the depiction of a mask, slightly smaller this time and 
represented above some fruit (Figs 49 a & b). On this occasion the mask is looking 
out from the painting and into the room towards the viewer. In the Villa of Mysteries, 
in the most ornately frescoed (and indeed famous) room of the residence (room 10), 
324 Ibid cat. no. 28, pp.I72-175 (statue nos. 28.4, 28.10,28.15). 
325 For finds from Horace's Villa see Neudecker (1988), cat. no. 24 pp. 167-168 sculpture no. 24.2. For 
finds from Hadrian's Villa see Macdonald and Pinto (1995) pp. 141-151. 
32b For further information on this villa see La Regina (1998). 
327 Neudecker (1988), cat. no. 46, sculpture no. 46.16, pp. 203-204. 
328 La Regina (1998) pp.237- 241. 
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we have the depiction of a satyric mask, again looking out from the painted wall and 
into the centre of the room (Fig 50). In room 9 of this villa, in addition to the 
miniature Egyptianising motifs on the walls are small theatrical masks, suspended 
from thin candelabra (Fig. 51). A wall-painting of a tragic theatrical mask was found 
in room f leading off the tablinum and located to the north east of the atrium of the 
Villa of Papyri (Fig. 52). It was removed during C 18th excavations and is now located 
in the Naples Museum. What is particularly interesting about the depiction of these 
masks within the villa domain, is that clear references to the city and its urban culture 
are being relocated outside the city. As Champlin comments, 
It follows that public life was in some ways attracted from the city into 
the suburb, whatever the private ideal may have been .... The surburb is 
thus not only ambiguous, it is a paradox .... the rulers of Rome cannot 
help importing into the suburb their urban aesthetics329• 
One such 'import' into the villa sphere from the city was that of the theatre and its 
inherent ability to persuade. 
This can indeed be taken further. Looking at the frequency and location of 
theatrical masks in villae, we see theatrical masks are not only found in rooms where 
one might suppose an owner met his clients or entertained his guests, they are also 
located in the corridors linking rooms as well as in colonnaded peristyles, where 
members of the household and guests strolled (Figs 53 a - c). From the Villa San 
Marco at Stabiae we can cite two examples where masks can be found in spaces for 
movement between rooms and areas of the residence. The reconstruction of the 
329 Champlin (1985), p. 109-110. 
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ceiling from the main peristyle (1) depicts amongst a very ornate background with 
garlands of flowers, four theatrical masks, two on either side of a central square in a 
rectangle. The ceiling of the ramp at area 4 that leads to peristyle 3 around the area of 
the large natatia also has depictions of masks, one on each comer of a square 
decorated with garlands and candelabras. Another example can be seen in the 
neighbouring villa of Arianna in the triclinium (3) where two masks are depicted 
alongside frescoes of a mythological nature (Figs 49 a & b). At Oplontis, in addition 
to the masks in rooms 15, 14 and 23, referred to earlier, small masks hanging by 
garlands have also been depicted in the peristyle at 76 (Fig. 54). Whilst much wall 
painting survives from the Bay of Naples, some examples have been discovered 
elsewhere in Italy, for the most part near Rome. In cubiculum B in the Villa Farnesina, 
located on the outskirts of Rome, there are small masks depicted on the lower half of 
the wall painting, located underneath the two painted white columns of the pediment, 
as well as a depiction of a mask crowned with a diadem. Likewise, there are numerous 
masks depicted in the top section of corridors F & G on a white background, 
interspersed between small landscape vignettes (Figs 53 a - c). 
From these examples it can clearly be seen that the depiction of masks is not 
restricted to rooms where visitors might gather and admire the decoration, they are 
also located throughout villa residences in spaces with the more utilitarian function of 
providing passage for the proprietor, his family and guests. This omnipresence, in 
addition to the numerous other theatrical motifs discussed earlier, encourages us to see 
the significance behind the presence of these masks. This variety of locations for 
theatrical masks suggests the notion that members of the Roman elite were always on 
display to others, wherever they went and whatever they did. A residence outside the 
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city necessarily maintained a public and social connection where one remained on 
display to all. 
The plethora of masks in villa residences alongside the plays upon reality, 
fiction and performance in the frescoes evoked the make believe realm of the theatre 
and encouraged viewers to think of themselves as being actors behind these masks on 
display in the villa decor. Masks highlighted the performance inherent in the theatre 
and aided the assumption of roles by actors. Similarly, their representation in the 
domestic sphere helped the elite assume roles they perpetually had to 'perform', 
which paraded aspects of their identity (or the identity they desired to have) to their 
contemporaries in order to maintain, or give the appearance of maintaining, a 
significant position. As has been seen from Cicero's Epistles and Martial's later 
Epigrams. the elite were often keen to demonstrate the constant demands on their 
time. Even when residing in one of his many villae, Cicero was constantly interrupted 
by others seeking his help and advice and thus he was constantly on show. In the 
same way, Martial's Epigrams demonstrated just how a member of the Roman elite 
risked censure even when travelling from Rome to stay at his villa. In Epigram I. III 
although Bassus was travelling from the city to his 'country retreat' he was still 
subject to criticism. Although he had left the public eye of the city where scrutiny was 
constant, he still remained open to censure, condemnation or praise: thus he was still 
on show, performing his (desired) identity for others to see and against which to react. 
Indeed, the specific location of theatrical masks in the villa lends yet further emphasis 
to the suggestions of ancient authors that members of elite Roman society were 
always on display. Whether in the home, the forum or the baths, the city or the 
country or even in between the two, individuals were on show and performing to their 
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contemporaries, and were thus open to censure or praise. The depictions of masks 
throughout the villa emphasised the concept of performance within it. 
The presence of masks in the villa and their association with performance can 
additionally be read on a rather more humorous level. According to Vitruvius, 
scenery for comic plays should depict private dwellings whilst for satyric plays the 
stage scenery should be rustic and countrified330• Hence comic masks in the urban and 
public domain of the theatre represented private life on display in the public sphere, 
and satiric masks were employed to represent country life on display in the urban 
sphere of the stage. Masks then were employed to denote private and country life 
being brought to and acted out in the public and urban realm. This suggests a double 
layer of 'pretence' in the employment of masks in the villa. The satiric and comic 
theatrical masks have reverted to their original location: the private, rural dwelling. 
Furthermore, they bring back to the villa an urban performance of rural life. Although 
the masks are clearly demonstrative of performance, they also indicate actuality. The 
joke then becomes that once in the villa domain, they continue to look urban and 
artificial, even though apparently returned to their proper location. 
Not only can connections between the urban spectacle of the theatre and 
theatrical representations in the villa help to examine modes of performing a desired 
identity to others in ancient Rome, it is also possible to go further in assessing how 
elite men were involved in performance not just as metaphorical actors but as real or 
genuine orators. Masks (and indeed theatrical motifs in general) in villa decor and 
decoration provided a connection to the performative and theatrical realm of the 
330 Vitro De arch. V. VI.9 
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theatre whilst enabling viewers to envisage themselves behind the masks of 
performance in their oratorical role in the city sphere. To align oneself with acting 
might be seen as degrading- we have seen that actors were seen as disreputable 
individuals - we only need to look to the prestige and status of orators in Rome to 
understand that they were was seen as both reputable and 'well-bred,331. We can look 
to the similar modes of persuasion that are employed by the actors of the stage and 
politicians requiring the ability to orate as a means of trying to encourage the viewer 
to accept the argument or identity that they presented. The tradition of the orator had 
been cemented in the republic and although not employed in the same way in the 
empire, it still held resonance for the elite. 
TIrroughout Roman literature, connections were often made between the roles 
of the orator and the actor. Such associations have been emphasised by Richard 
Beacham. Not only did actors attend the speeches of orators in order to learn how to 
deliver their lines, but we are told by Cicero that he was given lessons in elocution by 
the actor Aesopus332. Valerius Maximus demonstrates well the similarities between 
the roles of the actor and orator for he quotes Demosthenes who, when asked what 
was the most important factor of oratory, stated, "the acting .. 333• The importance to the 
orator of persuading the audience to accept his argument or the character of the person 
he was supporting is clearly linked to the ability of the actor to persuade his audience. 
The connections between acting and oratory and the persuasion involved in both can 
further be observed in the discoveries of two statues of orators in Roman vilIae. 
331 See p. 138 for discussion of the problematic status of actors in Rome and references to examples of 
acts of legislation against them. 
332 For actors attending orators' speeches in order to learn how to deliver their lines see Val. Max. 
8.10.2. For Cicero receiving elocution lessons from Aesopus see Cic. Sesl. 56-58; Aucl. Ad He,.. 
3.21.34. Whilst written by an unknown author, this last work is still referenced as being by Cicero. 
333 Val. Max. 8.10.2. 
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According to Neudecker, the so-called Palace of Marius, a villa on the outskirts of 
Rome, housed a statue of an orator, which dated to C I st A0334. Similarly, in the 
south-east portico of the garden peristyle of the Villa of Papyri, was discovered the 
statue of an orator (Fig 55 & 56.)335. We have seen the strong references to the theatre 
and the 'performing' of roles in the villa. The location of these two sculptures in the 
villa domain suggests a further connection, through oratory, between the villa and the 
city where orators employ persuasive skills in order to present their argument to their 
listeners. As Sumi emphasises, " .... elite 'actors' staging politics before an audience 
of the Roman people, encourages the view that in this period in Roman history [the 
republic] politics was performed. In fact, there is evidence that the metaphor of 
politics as performance was deeply embedded in Roman thought.. ..... ,,336 As Andrew 
Bell demonstrates in Cicero and the Spectacle of Power, "Rome indeed was the stage 
of the world, where no man of worldly ambition could shun the crowds ... .leaders will 
find that some of their power is dependent upon the spectators' view of them,,337. If 
the urban space of the city can be seen as performative space where the elite male 
parades his status and political importance, in the same way Ann Koloski-Ostrow has 
commented of the ancient house that it was a "stage set where public and private life 
intersected and was acted out amongst the Roman ruling classes .. 338. This is especially 
pertinent during the empire where arguably only the acting of political power 
remained for the elite. Similarly, a villa can be understood as performative space 
334 Neudecker (1988), cat. no. 5 I, pp. 209-211. 
33S For more information on the sculptural finds from this villa see ibid cat. no. 14. pp.147-1S7. (statue 
no. 14.59) CfMattusch (2005), p 146; cf. p. 371 & 373. His outstretched right hand has been seen by 
many as a demonstration that he is an orator in the process of an oration, see Sgobbo (1972) p.2S1; 
Lorenz (1965). 
336 Sumi (2005) p.7. 
337 Bell ( 1997) p. 1. 
338 Koloski-Ostrow ( 1997) p.243. 
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where a member of Rome's elite may demonstrate social standing and cultural 
associations. 
The numerous depictions of masks suggests that they provided an important 
decorative motif in the Roman villa. Evidence that they may have had considerable 
significance in the republican domestic sphere is found from both Polybius and Pliny 
who discuss the imagines maionlm that were made of male family members when 
they died339• These images were added to the ancestral collections of masks owned 
and displayed by the family in celebration of certain relatives. These portraits took the 
form of masks of the deceased that were worn in the funeral procession and 
subsequently displayed in the atria of the domlls. 
According to Harriet Flower the use of the term imago could be both 'true 
likeness' or 'mere imitation', and that it could express notions of 'reality' and 'truth' 
in addition to those of 'mere reflection' and 'illusion,34o, She goes on to say that, 
At the same time, the imagines were powerful symbols in Roman 
culture, bringing to mind the ancestors with their deeds and values. 
The various uses of the word imago help to suggest the studied 
awareness Romans had of the function of ancestor portraits as both 
symbol and reality within their culture.34I 
Of yet further interest to us is her insight into the similarities between these imagines 
and the masks that were employed in the theatre to depict different characters. In her 
close examination of Polybius, she states, 
339 See Polyb. VI. 53 See also Plin. Nil XXXV, 6-7 
340 Flower (1996) p. 35. 
341 Ibid p. 35. 
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He emphasises the 'theatricality' of the parade of ancestors in all its 
aspects: the actors did actually aim to impersonate their subjects. The 
masks that they wore were an essential element in this performance 
and must therefore have been akin, in a practical sense, to masks worn 
in a theatre. They were functioning masks, having eye holes and 
allowing the actor to breathe and surely also to speak. Not unlike 
theatrical masks they may well have exaggerated certain expressions or 
features considered charactcristic of each individual ancestor.342 
The similarity which she points out betwecn the two types of masks seems reasonable, 
bearing in mind the modes of performance that were employed in both the spectacle 
of the funeral and the spectacle of the theatre. Connections between the imagines and 
thcatrical masks can be furthcr dcmonstratcd when we look at the depictions of masks 
in the art and architecture of the domestic sphere. 
The fact that the imagines were displayed in the atrium of the domus, would 
seem to relocatc the role of performancc in the domestic sphere. As depictions of the 
characters of the family, the imagines were aimed at persuading the viewer of the 
significant position of the family in Roman society. In a similar manner, the masks 
employed in the theatre symbolised generic characters-types of the Greek and Roman 
stage. The aim of these masks was to 'persuade' the viewer to accept the plot lines 
being enacted and the characters being presented and, overall, to encourage the 
audience to suspend their disbelief, allowing themselves to be transported to a world 
of theatre and festival. The prcsence of masks helped the assumption of a specific role 
either on stage or in the funcral procession. In the same way, the presence of the 
342 Ibid p. 37-3&. 
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masks in the art and architecture of the villa, whilst arguably a step removed from the 
typical location of masks in the domus or on the stage, again aided the assumption of 
roles by both the proprietor and the viewer when receiving or being received into a 
specific residence. The proprietor's role was one of a courteous and generous host 
with abundant means, which in turn aimed at 'persuading' the viewer of the 'reality' 
of his importance not only as paterfamilias in his residence but also, as we have seen, 
as a man with a position of importance in Roman society. The role of the viewer was 
to be 'persuaded' by this show and display whether or not there was 'reality' or truth 
behind this. This appearance of 'truth' is indeed similar to the 'impression of 
verisimilitude' that Elsner discusses in relation to the wall painting of both the villa 
and the domlls, and, as has been demonstrated, aims at accessing the 'desires' of all 
the parties involved. The prevalence of theatrical masks emphasised the roles that 
were undertaken by the proprietor within the domestic sphere in order to encourage or 
persuade the viewer to accept the display he saw before him. 
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3.4: The Theatricality of Art Collections in the Villa 
Theatricality in the villa is not merely presented through representations of 
theatre complexes, theatrical scenery and masks. %en examining display and 
theatricality in the villa, an example from Pliny the Elder presents us with an 
excellent example, although infused with negative connotations, of the theatrical 
nature of sculpture in the villa. He cites the notorious example of the aedile Scaurus 
who, following his immense theatrical production in a temporary theatre in Rome, 
relocated the ornate sculpture and columns decorating the theatre to his villa343 • The 
relocation of the sculpture and columns in Scaurus' villa was perceived negatively by 
his slaves and the residence was deliberately burnt down. Yet, whilst Pliny's narrative 
is certainly laden with a moral ising viewpoint on the wrongs of such personal wealthy 
display, it presents to us the idea that this location of art and sculpture on the stage 
might help us to consider the role of art located in the villa. Through the initial 
location of the sculpture on stage, and then its relocation in Scaurus' villa, this 
episode from Pliny emphasises both the theatrical nature of sculpture and its 
connection with display as a means to persuade others. %ilst Scaurus evidently was 
excessive in his relocation of art in his villa and suffered as a result, sculptural 
collections in villae are also suggestive of theatre and theatricality, and are a means 
by which the owner can perform his status to others. The theatricality of sculpture 
stems from both the manner in which the contextualised sculpture grabbed and 
manipulated attention and the way in which interaction was encouraged between 
343 Plin. NH, XXXVI.24.112-11S. 
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spectator and sculpture344• This interaction between viewer and sculpture in a specific 
setting, enabled and encouraged performances. 
One of the most obviously theatrical sculptural collections and settings can be 
found in the grotto at Sperlonga (Fig. 57 a & bi4s• Not only do the sculptures 
themselves require the viewer to contextualise them through knowledge of the 
Odyssey, thereby displaying his erudition, but the viewer's attention is seized by the 
size and setting of'the sculptures and he is transported to another world, one of mythic 
conquest by heroes such as Odysseus346• Looking at the colossal statuary groups of 
Odysseus blinding the drunken Polyphemus in a dark recess at the back of the cavern 
and Scylla attacking Odysseus' ship in the central circular pool in front of the dining 
area must have had a dramatic impact on the viewer. Likewise the location of the 
statuary groups of the Rape of Palladion and the so-called Pasquino group on either 
side of the central pool, areas which could easily be seen to represent the 'plains' of 
the battlefield, where the scenes they were depicting were supposed to have taken 
place, suggest theatrical setting (Figs 58 a-e). The statues and setting, with candles 
glittering on the walls and reflected in the glass tesserae and the water of the circular 
344 Again we are reminded of Huskinson's comment on the theatricality of mosaics in Antioch seen 
earlier, p. 132 " ... [theatricality] can relate both to the kinds ofsocial exchange that happened between 
patron and visitors in these reception rooms and to elements in the design of which were intended to 
grab and manipulate the viewer's attention." Bartmann (1988) p.219. states, "Indeed, a close 
interaction between statue and spectator was ideally achieved in the setting of the private dwelling .•. ". 
The potential theatricality of art has been discussed in relation to other types of art. Fried (1998) pp. 
155-163 considers in detail the theatricality of minimalist art. Stewart (2003) p. 182, n.19 also 
comments on, " ... the theatrical nature of minimalist sculpture, a theatricality which makes the observer 
Eart of the setting". 
4~ The location of the statues within this cavern have also been a subject for scholarly debate, however 
the most popular suggestion for the statuary set up within the cave comes from Andreae, and this will 
be the layout employed in this thesis. For further discussion on the layout see Felbenneyer (1971) who 
~es for a different layout of the grotto. 
Furthennore the viewer might have been able to use the sculptors themselves as a means of 
demonstrating his learning since an inscription from the grotto suggests the there was a possible 
connection between the sculptors of the Sperlonga sculptures and the famous sculpture of the Laoc~n 
found in the Domus Aurea. For more infonnation on this see Rice (1995). 
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pool, demanded attention, dominating the viewer with their stage presence and 
controlling his vision whilst incorporating him in the scenes they depicted347• The 
colossal sculptures encourage him to suspend disbelief and to be drawn into the scene 
before him348• 
Similar examples of interaction between viewer and sculpture can be found in 
the colossal sculptures found at Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli where again this notion of 
'theatricality' and 'stage presence' are played out. Arguably the most theatrical areas 
of Hadrian's Villa were the Serapeum and Canopus, located in the southern of the 
villa grounds349• However one wishes to read the complex, the theatrical nature of the 
Canopus and its statuary cannot be ignored. At the top end of the Canopus was a 
sculpture of the Scylla attacking Odysseus and his crew, whilst around the water's 
edge were divine beings, amazons and exotic creatures such as crocodiles (Fig. 59). 
The Serapeum part of the complex was set up as a triclinium for dining, with niches 
in its semi-circular walls, whilst at right angles to this was a canal-style area again 
with niches. Located in both series of niches were sculptures of Antinous-Osiris. At 
the end of the canal, evidence for a fountain has been found, providing both the 
enchanting sound of flowing water as well as its cooling qualities. As with Sperlonga, 
the play of light from the sky at various times of the day, and the reflections oflamps 
on the water as evening fell, in addition to the sound of water from the fountain 
behind and the sight of the water in the pool in front must have given the complex a 
theatrical feel. Viewers would be dominated by the sculpture that surrounded them 
347 See Iacopi (1963) 
348 We will return to the question of reality later. 
349 On the excavations of this complex see, Aurigemma (1961) p.llO-126. Numerous examinations of 
this area have been made sugge!:ting alternative theories as to how this architectural complex should 
be viewed, see Grenier (1989) & Macdonald & Pinto (1995) pp. 108-116; 139·141. 
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and drawn into the setting by its 'stage presence'. Through the various plays on the 
senses they would be transported to another world where mythic and divine merge 
with the foreign and exotic to form 'an alternative reality' on a microcosmic scale. 
Furthermore, in the literature, we can find support for this idea of statuary 
controlling one's attention and drawing the viewer into the scene they depict through 
almost appearing to be alive. Of the sculptures at the villa of Manlius Vopiscus, 
Statius comments, 
Works of art I saw, creations of old masters, metals variously alive 
[variisque metella viva modis] 'Tis labour to list the golden figures or 
the ivory or gems fit to adorn fingers or all that artist's imagination 
wrought, first in silver or bronze miniature, then to attempt huge 
colossi. As I wandered agaze and cast my eyes over it all, I suddenly 
found mysel f treading wealth.350 
Villa sculptures to be walked past whilst holding a conversation. Through their size 
and presence in the various settings, they demanded to be viewed, and their 
domination and control of the viewer's attention inherently incorporated him into the 
scene depicted, thus forcing him to interact in the world of make believe that they 
presented. 
Graham Zanker discusses three ways in which Hellenistic sculpture interacts 
with the viewer, involving him in the scenes they depice51 • 
350 Stat. Silv. 1.3.47-53 
351 Zanker (2004) p. 27 Since many of the pieces of art found in the villa and its land'\cape are 
Hellenistic in style, his comments are applicable but it must be remembered that Zanker is discussing 
Hellenistic material in its original context. The sculptural collections within villa residences have been 
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··The visual artist fills in all the details of both the main subject and its 
background, with the result that the viewer can place the main subject 
within a spatial context.... An example... is the Telephus 
frieze ... Particularly fascinating [is] ... when ... the foot of a virtually 
free-standing giant is placed on one of the stairs - outside the 
monument's space and into the viewer's space. The viewer is confused 
by the trespass on his reality and is ... drawn into the image by the 
blurring of the boundary. In statuary on the small scale it has been 
shown how the Conservatori Satyr and Maenad group .. .is designed to 
tell an actual narrative through its visual detail. .. For the second 
method ... Hellenistic representative art often expected its viewers to 
perform the act of supplementation ... 352 
The third technique he outlines is what he describes as "striking Hellenistic 
innovation" where by the viewer is actually "integrated" into the image, where the 
sculptures themselves appear to react to being viewed. Through all these modes, 
Hellenistic art involves and integrates its viewers, 
transferred to Italy, and as such are potentially viewed differently. Part of the reason for locating such 
sculptures in Roman collections resulted from a desire to display culture and taste through art, settings, 
and the atmosphere that they evoke. See Cic. Aft. 1.7; 2.2; 3; 4.2; 5.2; 6.3-4; 7.3; 8.2; 9.3; 10.5 cf 
Marvin (1989) discussed above. However, from other literary examples occasions can be observed 
when domestic art integrates the viewer into the scene being depicted even if only to surprise and 
emphasise the uninitiated and uneducated viewer see Petron. Sat. 29. Here Encolpius is initially 
shocked by a painting of a dog at the house of Trimalchio since he thinks it is real. Whilst a fictional 
account, its demonstration of the potential role of artworks in domestic art collections to encourage 
interaction with the visitor by surprising the visitor and show his ignorance is significant, especially 
when we remember that owners set up art colJections with a view to demonstrating their personal taste 
and culture. Should a visitor to a residence be taken by surprise by a piece of dramatic art, not only has 
he demonstrated his personal ignorance but he has emphasised the owner's own superiority, for he 
knows the sculpture, and indeed has set it there. Furthermore, it emphasises the control of the owner in 
his own domain and emphasises once again the viewer's reliance on the owner. 
352 Zanker (2004), p 32-33, describes this act of supplementation as envisioning additional sculptures a 
group in order to complete the scene. He gives an example of this as the viewer adding in his mind the 
presence of "a fleeing Theseus or an arriving Dionysus to supplement a Sleeping Ariadne". Zanker 
also suggests that with some pieces of art, the viewer is meant to supplement the scene through 
contextualisation from poetry. Here he gives the example of the Pasquino group, which requires 
specific knowledge of the Iliad in order to understand its full meaning. See p.97. 
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It is significant that throughout this work, Zanker reuses various sculptures 
within his descriptions of the three different motifs of viewer inclusion for example 
his repeated use of the Terme Boxer. The viewer is required to interact with the 
sculpture by contextual ising him, his slumped position and his cuts and grazes with 
the idea that he has recently taken part in a boxing match353. Not only that, but his 
upward gaze integrates the viewer and as Zanker comments, ..... he seems to address 
us ... We are, perhaps, one of the awed spectators of the match he has just won; our 
presence is built into the composition and completes it.,,354 This demonstrates clearly 
how Hellenistic sculpture worked in numerous ways simultaneously in order to 
involve the viewer in the scene that was being depicted. The viewer becomes a part of 
the scene being acted out on the 'stage' of the setting. All these modes of inclusion 
aim to make the viewer not just to view the work passively as he walks by but to 
become an interactive audience: as Zanker suggests, supplementing it, integrating 
with it, buying into the reality of the scene it depicts and suspending belief. With this 
in mind, the setting of the statue becomes its stage for its 'act' of trying to win the 
attention of the viewer. 
As we have seen from the Silvae of Statius, the statues of Roman sculptural 
collections played on one's senses, appearing to be alive and drawing one into the 
scene they depicted. We can see these motifs of viewer involvement employed in the 
sculptural collections found within Roman villae, particularly given the popularity of 
353 Zanker (2004) p. 24 & 36 passim. 
354 Ibid p. 105-6. 
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the Hellenistic copies, styles and themes. The so-called Maiden of Anzio, discovered 
in an imperial vii/a at Anzio, is just over life-size and so is not overtly domineering 
(Figs 60 a & b) 355. In front of her she proffers a tray of offerings, which she looks at, 
whilst leaning on her left leg. Her bent right leg seems as if she is about to take a step 
out of the niche where it is suggested she stood facing the viewer, as if to offer 
something from the items on her tray. The direction of her attention towards the 
objects on her tray, encourages the viewer to copy her. It has been suggested that this 
maiden is a priestess offering a sacrifice and her pose, proffering items used in 
sacrifice, helps to inte!,'Tate the viewer with the scene since it suggests that the viewer 
becomes the priest carrying out the sacrifice. 
The marble Apollo Citharedos and Artemis from the Villa of the Quintili are 
also depicted in mid-step, repeating the impression that they are about to step out of 
the niches, in which they are believed to have been housed, towards the viewer (Figs 
61 & 62) 356. Artemis would have held her bow and arrow, whilst the statue of 
Apollo, it is believed, played a lyre, whilst looking up to the sky for inspiration. On 
meeting these sculptures, one can imagine the viewer, especially the uninitiated 
viewer, being taken by surprise at the sculptures about to step from their niches. The 
reality of his space becomes confused, and the boundary between the space of the 
statues and his space becomes blurred. 
3SS For more information on the statue, see La Regina (1998), p.121-2. With the base it measure 
180cm. It is now located in the Palazzo aile Terme, Rome. cr., Paribeni (1932) pp. 219-221, no. 596, 
Aurigemma (1954) p. 106, no. 287; Helbig (1969) III pp 180-183, no. 2270; Coarelli (1984) pp. 53-54; 
Pollitt (1986) p. 56, no.49; Smith (1991) p.84, no. 110; Moreno (1994) pp.302-318. According to 
Neudecker pp. 131-132, this villa was frequented by numerous emperors, including Augustus, 
Caligula. Nero. Domitian and Hadrian. Its identification has been secured by the discovery of 
Domitianic lead piping and Fa\·ti Antiates Minisfrorum Domus AlIglistae dating to 37-51 AD. 
356 On the statue of Artemis see La Regina (1998) p.l41; Bieber (1978) p.88, fig.365. On the statue of 
Apollo Cilharedos see La Regina (1998) p.142; Zanker (1974) pp.114; Neudecker (1988) p. 195, cat 
no. 39.53; Flashar(1992) pp. 108-113. 
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Further examples of the theatricality of sculpture and statuary can be seen in 
the copy of the Aphrodite of Knidos found in the circular temple in the south western 
periphery of Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli or the Aphrodite pudica from a Villa at Sinuessa 
(Figs 22 & 63). Both copies, sculpted in the nude, appear to react to the viewer, thus 
integrating him in the sculpture, by attempting to cover themselves from his prying 
eyes357• The reactions of the sculptures to try and cover their genitalia not only draw 
the viewer's attention to the statues' nudity, but also encourage the viewer to feel 
voyeuristic, as though they watching a goddess about to or just finishing bathing. 
Theatrical sculpture can also be found in earlier villae. The Villa of Papyri at 
Herculaeum is not only famous for its scrolls, but for the significant sculptural 
collections that were uncovered by Karl Weber (Fig. 56). Whilst we might no longer 
be able to walk around the gardens of the villa since the bulk of them remain to be 
excavated, we are able to get some possible idea as to how they might have looked. 
As the viewer walked around the garden, he interacted with sculptures of various 
sizes, dotted all over the gardens, atrium and peristyle, integrating with them and 
reacting to them. At the furthest end of the pool to the villa, the viewer would have 
passed the two lifesize bronze athletes located here, poised and ready to start to run 
357 For further information on the Aphrodite from Knidos at Tivoli see, Aurigemma (1961); Macdonald 
and Pinto (1995); Adembri (2000) pp. 106-108. For further information on the Aphrodite Pudic a at 
Sinuessa, see De Caro (1996) p.305. Furthermore, the copy of the Aphrodite of Knidos at Hadrian's 
Villa was viewed in the round in the same way that Pliny suggests it was viewed in 3n1 or 2nd century 
BC. This sculpture activates an entire story about looking at, and reacting, to sculpture because of the 
story from Lucian, Eroles, 15-16, who described a rather keen viewer's response to the original 
Aphrodite of Knidos when housed in her original shrine. On seeing the copy at Tivoli, the viewer is 
reminded of the story about the original Aphrodite, recalling both the uninitiated viewer's response to 
the statue, and in doing so demonstrating his culture and knowledge. Perhaps for the less educated 
visitor to the villa, the sculpture in its setting might have encouraged a similar reaction as that 
presented in Lucian's story. Either way, the copy of the Aphrodite of Knidos at Tivoli encouraged the 
viewer to react and as such emphasises her theatricality. 
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(Fig 64i58• Their eyes are focussed ahead of them and they stand with their right legs 
behind them ready to begin their race. Once again these are statues about to step out 
of their own space and into that of the viewer. The viewer becomes part of the scene, 
perhaps the starting official of the race or a contender also awaiting the start signal, 
perhaps even a supporter cheering on his favourite. 
At this end of the pool was a life size bronze sculpture of a seated Hermes 
(Fig. 21 )359. He sits with his right foot stretched in front of him and his left arm 
resting on his bent left leg. Since its discovery, scholars have seen this Hermes as 
being both restless and about to fly off; and also as resting following a joumey360. It is 
highly plausible that an ancient viewer would have posed similar questions. This 
interaction with the image via viewer supplementation further enhanced the 
sculpture's theatrical quality361. 
In the vicinity of the seated Hermes was found the life size statue of the satyr 
draped over a rock, raising his right arm in the air in a drunken stupor with his mouth 
open as if ready to shout (Fig. 65)362. The viewer is encouraged to question whether 
the satyr is shouting at him with his finger pointed in the air as if in exclamation and 
indeed whether the viewer has disturbed the satyr as he reclines drunkenly, eliciting 
the satyr's response. At the opposite semi-circle end of the pool, draped languidly 
358 For further details see Mattusch (2005) pp.189-194. These sculptures were located at find spots' A' 
and '74' on the map. 
359 Ibid, pp. 216-222. This sculpture was located at find spot '75' on the map. 
360 Ibid, p 219, cf. Lippold (1950), p. 283 and pI. 102.1. 
361 Zanker (2004) p. 33, "the viewer's personal input [which] would, so to speak, commit him or her to 
entering into the images." 
362 Mattusch (2005), pp. 321-324. Find spot was 'B' on map 
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over a rock was discovered the sleeping satyr (Fig. 66)363. Although asleep, this 
satyr's pose resembles the drunken satyr discussed above, encouraging the viewer to 
make comparisons between the two sculptures. Furthermore, the sleeping state of this 
sculpture in comparison with the drunken state of the satyr at the other end of the 
pool, might plausibly encourage the viewer to tip-toe carefully and quietly around 
him, so as not to arouse him from his slumbers for fear of encouraging a similar 
response. In this villa's landscape attention is not drawn to one piece specifically 
through its size or centrality. Instead the viewer saw the pieces on their own 'stage 
sets' as he wandered round, entering and exiting each dramatic scene. The setting of 
the sculptures in the villa landscape becomes the stage, whilst the statues become the 
viewer's fellow actors on stage for they draw him into the scene they depict. 
The sculptures in the 'stage' setting were surrounded by what Bartman terms 
"spatial and visual complexity.,,364 Here she refers to the repetition of sculptural 
pendants, such as the four putt; surrounding the square fountain the small courtyard at 
the Villa of Papyri, none of which are completely identical but which are certainly 
very similar (Figs 67 a & b) 365. This provides a visual complexity since, 
Their near-identicality of form would have disorientated the viewer, 
who would have seen essentially the same statue wherever he looked. 
Reflections of the statuettes in the water basin below would have 
further hindered the visitor's ability to comprehend the surrounding 
space.366 
363 Mattusch (2005), pp. 318-320. Find spot was '56' on map. The rock on which it is not draped is 
modern, but it has been suggested that the ancient base was similar to that of the base of drunken satyr 
discussed above. 
364 Bartman (1988) p.219. 
365 Mattusch (2005) p. 300- 301. 
366 ibid, p. 220. 
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Other examples can be found in the four putti at Sperlonga and the four boys (3 of 
which remain today) strangling a goose at the Villa of the Quintili (Fig. 68). All of 
these sculptural groups employed the same idea of ..... multiple copies and reflecting 
in pools to create visual complexity,,367. Furthermore Bartman comments that the two 
athletes at the Villa of Papyri would have, to some extent, had this effect as the 
viewer saw one and then moved his gaze slightly further to be faced with another 
version of what he had just seen368. Other examples can be found in the two similar 
sculptures of Pan from the Villa at Santa Marinella and in two sculptures of Amazons 
at Hadrian's villa at Tivoli that for the most part are similar. The stylistic differences 
between the examples in each group might have done yet more to confuse perceptions 
of the scene. As Bartman comments, 
Play between appearance and reality occurs often in Roman sculptural 
design. Hadrian was particularly fond of this visual dialogue, for much 
of the statuary created for his villa at Tivoli exhibits this antithesis. 
Among the sculptures originally lining this fountain basin of the 
Canopus, two statues of Amazons look at first glance to be versions of 
the same statuary type. Thematically identical, they share many details 
of costume and attributes. Their differences on closer consideration, 
however, leave the viewer to conclude that the two actually represent 
d· ~9 Iverse statuary types. 
367 ibid, p.220. 
368 For technical discussions on the differences between these sculptures see Mattusch (2005) p.189-
194. 
369 Bartman (1988) p. 225. 
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With such plays on reality occurring throughout the sculptural program of the villa, 
the theatricality of the sculptures is yet further increased. The viewer is no longer 
entirely sure of the space in which he finds himself and indeed of what is entirely real 
within it, and what is not. As Bartman states the plays on reality had the effect of 
confusing the viewer rendering him unable to "comprehend the surrounding 
space,,370. The constant switching also encourages him to believe in all that he sees 
before him, since he is no longer convinced of what is truth and what is fiction. Here 
then is where the owner maintains his power. In essence, the owner displays power 
through his control of space for he 'organises and orchestrates the settings' himself. 
The owner's powers of persuasion through his employment of theatricality have 
triumphed once again. These finds have demonstrated the inherent potential of 
statuary to involve the viewer in some way in the scene in which they depict, causing 
the viewer to become a part of the theatrical world of the sculptures. 
Such theatrical sculptural displays are not without danger for the owner 
though and this is where the dialogue of display between owner and visitor once more 
comes to the fore. Not only does the visitor become an actor in the dramatic scene of 
the sculpture, as we have seen, but when faced with the sculptural display he also acts 
out his erudition, taste and culture for others including the villa owner. However, 
whilst the visitor enacts his erudition by recognising the sculptures, so too, and to a 
more significant extent, does the owner. By opening up his sculptural display to 
viewers to praise or criticise, the villa owner opens up himself to praise or criticism 
. . .. I fl h' ,,371 W . d d smce, as Marvm comments, ... scu ptures re ect t elf owner. . e are remm e 
370 Bartman (1988) p. 220. 
m Marvin (1989) 167 
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once again of the example of stage scenery at Oplontis where both visitor and owner 
become actors with stage doors behind them, for, when observing villa sculptural 
collections, they present or act out to each other their own individual status, learning 
and cultural significance. It could be asked why the owner would open himself up to 
possibilities of criticism but beyond the possibility of criticism from viewers, the 
potential prize of winning praise, admiration and favour or political support and 
allegiance was far more tantalising. What is more, by opening themselves up to 
criticism through opening their doors, they demonstrated that they had nothing to hide 
and nothing to fear and as such emphasised yet more strongly their power and 
prestige in Roman society. As Wolf comments, 
Power is implicated in meaning through its role in upholding one 
version of significance as true, fruitful, or beautiful, against all other 
possibilities that may threaten truth, fruitfulness, or beauty. All 
cultures, however conceived, carve out significance and try to stabilise 
.. ·bl I . 372 It agamst POSSI e a ternatIves. 
It is up to the owner, through his display of art and architecture in his villa and his 
own personal display on the 'stage' of his villa successfully to convince the viewer of 
his power and personal significance. 
In the decor of the villa the plethora of specifically theatrical references 
employed, for example the architectural features of theatres buildings and theatre 
paintings, the presence of masks, references to performance and sculptural collections 
were all aimed at evoking a setting or context in which the patron was able to 
m Wolf(l990) p. 593. 
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persuade the viewer as to his cultural and social status. Indeed it is the notion and skill 
of persuasion that explains the prevalence of the theatrical motif within Roman villae. 
The elision of the imaginary and the real encouraged the viewer to become part of a 
fantastical world where the owner was the lead character and where social order and 
hierarchies were subverted to ensure that he was seen as the leader, irrespective of his 
status in the 'real' world. As an audience of a play is encouraged to believe in the plot, 
the villa audience is encouraged to believe in the illusions and allusions of art and 
architecture. The viewer was constantly bombarded with images that alluded to the 
culture and status of the proprietor and which aimed to persuade the viewer that they 
demonstrated the real extent of the owner's social importance. Yet this was where the 
villa owner lost control over his display, and where power resided with the viewer in 
his interpretation of the display and its inherent messages. As has been seen, such 
attempts at display of status and power had the potential to be accepted or disbelieved 
depending on the viewer and his reaction to the wealth and opulence paraded in the art 
and architecture of the villa residence. Pliny's epistolary attempts of ekphrastic 
descriptions of his villae demonstrate that persuasion and the ability to persuade 
others of one's stature and status were of vital importance. Indeed within his letters 
we observe a double persuasion. Not only was his villa itself an attempt at persuading 
the viewer as to his status, but his almost eckphrastic descriptions of his villae attempt 
to guide the reader as to how to see them, to persuade us on a further level of his 
status as presented in his villae. Since the villa was perceived to be so closely 
connected with the owner and his character, it presented itself as an ideal opportunity 
for parading wealth, status and prestige. The success of such modes of persuasion in 
the villa are demonstrated by the encomiastic poetry from poets such as Statius, 
praising and glorifying the villae of his various patrons. Yet there is also significant 
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evidence where such display fails and results in the vitriolic criticism of villa owners, 
as occurred with LucuIIus' villae residences which were perceived as the epitome of 
poor taste, extravagance and excess. Here we see the villa as a performative space, 
just as the city itself has been comprehended as a performative space. One's status is 
played out in the villa sphere utilising similar modes of persuasion, encouraging 
visitors to buy into one's self-projection. 
The urban spectacle of the theatre was employed in the villa as it was 
employed in the city to persuade the populace of an individual's status. Suggestions 
could be made regarding a possible lack of seriousness behind the decor and 
decoration in the domestic sphere: maybe the decor was employed as a means of 
making some kind of educated joke, a parody about society and its concerns for 
display. However, the prevalent and vivid display throughout the villa and the cultural 
and social connections with the persuasive motifs of the city, in both the theatrical and 
political arena, demonstrate an ingrained anxiety as to how members of the elite were 
perceived by others and indeed perceived themselves. Roman social elites were 
indeed concerned with the reality of their position within society and their perception 
by others. By using a multitude of motifs connected to the successful methods of 
persuasion that were found in the city, villa proprietors aimed at persuading and 
encouraging their viewers (and indeed themselves) to see a 'reality' behind the 
ornamental, illusionistic and aIIusionistic displays that they appropriated within their 
domestic sphere. The truth behind the vision of wealth and success presented becomes 
immaterial, what lies at stake behind the displays of art and architecture within the 
domestic sphere (and in this case the villa) is that each party, whether the viewer or 
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the proprietor being viewed, is successfully persuaded by their own individual 
perfonnances and those from others around them. 
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Chapter 4 : Villa Landscapes 
4.1: Roman Visions of Landscape, Nature and Countryside 
The countryside is very beautiful. Picture to yourself a vast 
amphitheatre such as only could be the work of nature; the great 
spreading plain is ringed round by mountains, their summits crowned 
by ancient words of tall trees, where there is a good bit of hunting to 
be had.373 
In the previous chapter, we examined the extent to which spectaculum was 
located in villae through theatrical motifs as a means by which owners aimed to 
display their status, performing it to visitors in social exchanges which demonstrated 
culture, taste and wealth. The employment of such theatricality provided the elite villa 
owner with a powerful and recognised mode of persuasion utilised in the urban sphere 
to demonstrate social position. We also observed the theatricality of sculptural 
collections and their settings in the villa domain and how they were employed to 
provide spectaculum in order to grab and manipulate the viewer's attention, drawing 
him into the scene they depicted. By so doing, they facilitated the transgression of 
boundaries between reality and make believe, demonstrating the owner's ability to 
control the merging of opposing elements in his villa domain. In the following 
chapter, references to other examples of urban spectacles found in the villa, 
particularly in its landscape, will be examined. 
373 Plio. Ep. V.6. 
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Spectaculum was not merely located in the villa domain through references to 
the theatre. As has been established, theatricality and performativity are terms that can 
be employed to consider realms outside the sphere of the theatre. The extract above 
from Pliny the Younger demonstrates a metaphorical representation of spectaculum 
provided by the nature and landscape of his Tuscan villa. In Pliny's letter, the 
significant role of spectaculum within the villa landscape is visible. At initial 
examination, the landscape of this villa residence displays spectaculum through its 
views and vistas that are clearly aimed at attracting the attention of the viewer, and are 
a sight to behold - reminding us of the first of D'Arms' translations of spectaculum as 
"visible demonstration or manifestation,,374. 
It is Pliny's choice of analogy, however that appears most interesting. 
According to Pliny, nature here has imitated the built arenas of the city spectacles 
within the villa landscape. Nature has developed her own amphitheatre for her own 
spectacle. By connecting nature with the readily recognised, human-orientated, urban 
and indeed Roman motif of the amphitheatre he facilitated the imagination of the 
reader, enabling an accessible image in the reader's mind. Pliny clearly employed this 
metaphor in order to enable the reader of his letter to visualise the surroundings of his 
villa, using the analogy of the amphitheatre in order to encourage a specific vision in 
the reader's imagination. In this way, he exerted an element of control over the image 
constructed in the reader's mind. More importantly, through his written description, 
not only is the reader's conception of the landscape controlled, but Nature herself 
becomes an object of Pliny's control. Pliny has emphasised, and thus attempted to 
control, how nature in his villa landscape should be conceived. By drawing 
374 See p. 112 above. 
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similarities between his villa landscape and the setting of the amphitheatre spectacles, 
Pliny connects his villa and its inherent lifestyle to the modes of theatricality and 
performance found in spectacles of the city sphere. Drawing again on Wolfs study 
that power "organises and orchestrates the settings themselves", here we see Pliny 
attempt to persuade the viewer of his power by 'organising' the setting of his villa 
landscape into an easily conjured mental depiction, from which can also be inferred 
connections with the domain of spectacular display found in the arena. 
At the outset of the previous chapters, there has been an attempt to examine 
the definitions of some key terms in Roman society. By investigating literary and 
archaeological evidence, a more accurate insight has been sought into the meanings of 
the key terms: villa and luxuria. It is now necessary to undertake investigations into 
the term natura, in an attempt to comprehend how the Romans themselves conceived 
of nature and the countryside. Nature, landscape and the countryside were important 
subjects in ancient Roman literature. One of the most important sources on the subject 
of nature in the Roman world is in the Natural Histories of Pliny the Eldet7s. As the 
title suggests, this encyclopaedic work of thirty-seven books documents 
contemporary knowledge on animals, plants and minerals. At the outset, Pliny 
delineates the subject matter of his work, stating, "Nature, which is to say Life is my 
subject,,376. As Wallace-Hadrill states, 
Pliny's subject clearly stated and frequently reiterated, is Nature. But it 
is Nature in a context, or perhaps rather Nature as a context: the 
375 For general information on Plin. NH. an excellent source of information is Beagon (1992); more 
recent is Murphy (2004). For examination of the role of science in the work see Healy (1999) and 
French and Greenaway (1986). For detailed information on art in Pliny, see Isager (1991). 
376 Plin. NH. pref. 13. 
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natural world stands in contrast to and in relationship with the human 
world. The history of Nature is thus simultaneously a history of 
Culture. The Natural History of earth is by inversion the Unnatural 
History of Man.J77 
Close examination of the term natura in Pliny demonstrates its flexibility. A 
glance at this work emphasises the wide scope of natura for Pliny's investigations. 
Throughout this tome, there are nearly one thousand references to the term 'nature', 
which include comments upon natural phenomenon, as well as man's use and abuse 
of nature. Here, Pliny encapsulates the natural world, dividing his work into 
subsections covering a range of categories, for example the different countries of the 
known world, different animals of the land and sea and their behaviour, and 
insectsJ78. With the numerous different subjects for investigation encompassed in this 
work, the wide-ranging nature of the term natura is quickly demonstrated. 
Throughout the Natural IUstories, we find numerous discussions on man's 
employment of nature for his own benefit, for example Pliny's discussion on the role 
of nature in man's early development at the start of Book XII, 
Long, indeed, were these last bounties of hers concealed beneath the 
ground, the trees and forests being regarded as the most valuable 
benefits conferred by Nature [naturae] upon mankind. It was from the 
forest that mankind drew his first aliment, by the leaves of the trees 
was his cave rendered more habitable, and by their bark was his 
clothing supplied;J79 
377 Wallace-Hadrill (1990) p. 81. 
378 For Pliny's book on countries of the world, see ibid. III &IV; on land animals see ibid. VIII; on sea 
animals see ibid. IX. 
379 Ibid. XII. I. 
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as well as detailed descriptions of the elements and natural phenomena such as 
earthquakes and thunder and lightning38o. Furthermore, throughout Pliny's general 
investigation into 'nature', numerous specific references to the landscape and 
gardens of individuals within the Roman Empire can be found. Thus we can read his 
criticisms of the fishponds of Licinius Murena and the villa estates of Lucullus, 
which he deemed to be too small for the size of the villa itself and his praise of 
Marius' villa, which was developed to resemble an army camp381. It is from such 
records of garden landscapes that one can observe the important connections between 
nature and landscape in Roman thought. 
Similar to Pliny the Younger's presentation of the landscape of his villa, 
examined above, is man's control over nature, since both mankind in general and 
individuals are shown to utilise nature and alter it for their own benefit. However, 
whilst Pliny the Younger praises man's employment of the natural world for his own 
uses, Pliny the Elder offers numerous negative presentations of man's greedy abuse of 
nature, 
For in some places the earth is dug into for riches, when life demands 
gold, silver, silver-gold and copper, and in other places for 
luxury .... We trace out all the fibres of the earth .... we penetrate her 
inner parts and seek for riches in the abode of the spirits of the 
departed, as though the part where we tread upon is not sufficiently 
bounteous and fertile .... How innocent, how blissful, nay even how 
380 Ibid. 11.7 for a discussion of the elements; ibid, II.XLIII. ibid I1.LXXIX; 




luxurious life might be, if it coveted nothing from any source but the 
surface of the earth, .... 382 
Pliny emphasises man's refusal to leave nature alone and demonstrates man's 
insistence on changing and thus controlling nature, forcing her produce to satisfy 
man's unlimited and insatiable appetite for displays of wealth and innovation. 
At the very basic level of man's control over nature in the villa, we find the 
agrarian villa, which involved the necessary control of nature and landscape for 
agricultural production. Such residences are demonstrated in the poetry of Horace, 
where the villa and its landscape are presented in close contact with one another 
through agriculture. In Horace's descriptions of his "ancestral acres", we once again 
can see a depiction of the controlled villa landscape: he farms it, employing it for 
what he can gain from ieK3• Furthermore, Horace also presents once again the image 
of an idyll of relaxation, though here the relaxation is presented as coming from the 
farming of the land. "Happy the man who, far away from business cares, .... works his 
ancestral acres with his steers .... "384. Here nature is utilised once again to give the 
villa owner his relaxation, away from concerns of urban negotium. 
Presentations of man's control over nature, however, are not restricted to 
agrarian villae and farming. Man's power over nature is also shown through man's 
developments and alterations to the landscape as is demonstrated by Cicero. In one 
382 Plin. Nil, XXXIH.I.1-3. Further examples can be found at ibid, IX, XIII.39, on the use of 
tortoiseshell to make bedsteads; ibid. XIII.IV. 2-3, on man's use of nature in adornments to the body, 
such as perfume. pearls; ibid. XVI. LXXXIV.232 on the covering of the trunk of one tree with a more 
expensive bark of another, and the production of dyed and veneered ivory. 
3M3 Hor. Epod. II. 4. 
31\.4 Ibid, II. 1-4. 
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letter, we find Cicero telling his friend Trebatius about a tree to be found in the 
friend's estate. "By the bye at that house [on Trebatius' estate at Velia] there is a lotus 
which is often an attraction even to strangers, though if you cut it down it would give 
you an extensive view. ,,385 Nature is presented here as being completely under the 
influence and control of man, nature is dependent upon what man desires of it: in this 
case either a beautiful tree or a beautiful view of a landscape. It is in this example, 
where nature is not left to her own devices but used and manipulated to suit mankind, 
that we can begin to observe the Roman view that nature required taming. 
Furthermore, in the same way that Romans desired to tame and control natura, they 
also presented the idea of the villa landscape as 'civilised wilds' where man's influence 
and control over nature and the landscape was promoted. Roman ideas of landscape, 
countryside and nature revolved largely around man's relationship with them. 
The relationship between the Romans, their landscape and countryside has 
been considered in detail by Purcell386• In his examination of the Roman desire for 
landscape to be 'civilised wilds', Purcell emphasises that this is demonstrated by their 
desire to be visible at all times, even when at their villae, for they did not wish to live 
in remote areas of Italy. He plots the tradition of this desire for visibility from cities of 
the Hellenistic Mediterranean that were planned in order that they could be seen from 
the sea over which many of their visitors sailed387• The importance of conspicuity 
when at the villa can be observed in ancient literature. According to Pliny the 
Younger, large numbers of villae can be found surrounding the coast: "the roofs of 
385 Cic. Fam. VII.20 
386 Purcell, (1987) pp. 187-203. In his examination, he emphasises the differences between the terms 
modem 'landscape garden' and 'countryside' and their meaning in Roman society. 
3S7 Ibid (1987) pp. 190-194 
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the villas decorate the shore, now clustered now scattered, just like so many cities 
whether you are at sea or on the beach. ,,388. 
From this, we see that villa residences were placed in close proximity to each 
other. This is further emphasised in the letters of Pliny the Younger and Cicero: to be 
seen by neighbours when at the villa was of paramount importance389. Pliny 
comments of his Laurentine villa "Opposite the intervening wall is a beautifully 
designed alcove .... it ... has the sea at its foot, the neighbouring villas behind". 
Likewise Cicero, over a hundred years earlier, emphasised his constant desire for a 
villa close to the town and in view of people, where he might build a shrine for his 
late daughter, Tullia390. 
Further support for this literary presentation of the desire of visibility can be 
seen in the archaeological remains. Earlier we examined the geographical spread of 
villa residences and observed the significant extent to which they develop in clusters 
throughout ltaly391. One of the main reasons given for this was the desire to be around 
other Romans of a similar standing and to maintain a position of prominence within 
Roman society even when away from Rome. There are, today, few remains of isolated 
villae examples from antiquity. One might argue that the lack of isolated villa remains 
is due to the accidence of survival, and that villae in desolate areas have not been 
uncovered purely because of the lonely and uninhabited nature of their location. 
388 Plin. Ep. 11.17.27 
389 Ibid 11.17. 21 
390 Cic. Aft. XII.XVIII; XII.XIV.l & xnxn.l. 
391 See Lafon (2000) pp. 85-7,103-5,151-153,325-327 mapping locations of coastal villae. From this 
it can be seen the large number of villae by the coast and also the clustered nature of the developments. 
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However, the lack of archaeological evidence in isolated areas suggests more than 
merely chance survival in the geographical spread of villae remains. 
Only the remains of two isolated villae survive today. The first is Tiberius' 
villa on Capri and the second is at Sublaquem and has been attributed to Nero from a 
passing comment in Tacitus' Annals (Figs 15 a & b). 392. We have seen how Tacitus 
emphasised the isolated location of the former - the location of the villa at Sublaquem 
was equally remote, built about 43 miles east of Rome in the mountains above the 
Aniene river at the mouth of a gorge. The river was dammed by the villa 's architect to 
create a narrow lake winding back into the m:ountains393• The fact that these villae, at 
least in those in the literature, were notorious because of their isolation and its 
assumed reflection of the negative character of their owners suggests that locating 
villae in isolated areas was rare and often perceived negatively by others. 
Purcell's argument can be developed further. It was not just that Romans 
desired a nature and landscape tamed by man. I suggest that the Roman desire to be 
conspicuous even when out of town and in the 'country' villa was yet another way in 
which the Romans demonstrated their control of nature. By being on display in the 
country, in a villa on the top of a hill, by the side of a lake or the coast, the villa owner 
was emphasising not just the ability of mankind to dominate the landscape but, more 
importantly, the power of the individual (the villa owner) to control nature and the 
landscape. Furthermore, by locating one's villa in a prominent position, as Cicero 
392 Modem day Subiaco. For more information on this villa see See Tac. Ann. 15.22; de Rossi (1973) 
286; Mielsch (1987) pp. 68-9, 138; Neudecker (1990) cat. no. 63, pp.223-225. For information on 
ancient attitudes to mountains see Hyde (1915) and Friedlander (1919) p. 478fT. 
393 See p. 68 for discussion of the isolate location of Villa Iovis and the suspicion with which it was 
regarded. Purcell (1987) also emphasises the isolated location of Nero's villa at Sublaquem. by 
including a picture of its remains hanging precariously on a cliff top. 
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highlights, one could be assured of being seen, and thus one's developments within 
the villa landscape, which further tamed nature and demonstrated the owner's control, 
also became conspicuous to a1l394• 
Literature also highlights the important interaction of the villa with its 
surrounding landscape. In chapter three, we considered the luxurious presentation by 
Statius of the villae of Manlius Vopiscus and Pollio Felix. From his depictions of 
Pollio's villa, we can see the owner's control of nature is emphasised by his location of 
rare marbles within his residence395• Moreover, in both examples, the landscape falls 
under the control of the villa owner in order to become an idyll of relaxation. 
Some spots nature has favoured, in others she has been overcome and 
yielded to the developer, letting herself be taught new and gentler 
ways. Where you see level ground there used to be a hill; the building 
you now enter was wilderness; where now you see lofty woods, there 
was not even land. The occupant has tamed it all; the soil rejoices as 
he shapes rocks or expels them, following his lead. Now behold the 
cliffs as they learn the yoke, and the dwellings as they enter, and the 
. b·dd . hd 396 mountam 1 en to Wit raw 
Nature at the villae of Manlius Vopiscus and Pollius Felix has been brought under 
man's control, making them places of significantly opulent display and giving strong 
suggestions of the owners' status. The sumptuousness and taste displayed in each of 
the villae is indeed enough to make gods and nymphs wish to reside there. According 
to Statius, at the villa of Pollio Felix, "Here Phorcus' lightsome choir and Cymodoce 
394 Developments in villae landscape will be considered in detail later in this chapter. 
395 Stat. Silv. 11.2, for quote see ch. 3. p. 73-74 
396 Ibid, II.2.S2-S9. cf, 1.3.57-61. 
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with her dripping locks and sea-hYfeen Galatea delight to bathe", whilst the display at 
the villa of Manlius Vopiscus could " .... part Phoebe from Egeria, deprive chills 
Taygetus from his choirs of Dryads, and summon Pan from the woods of Lycaeus,,397. 
397 Stat. Silv. 1.2.19-20 cf.1.3.76-78. 
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4.2: Influence of the East on the Roman Villa Landscape 
Many examples of human demonstrations of control over the landscape can be 
observed to have orginated from the Eastern kings. In 480BC, Xerxes reputedly 
carved a canal through the isthmus of the Peninsula of Mount Athos398• According to 
Herodotus, in his construction of this canal he built two bridges across the 
Hellespone99• When the sea crushed these two bridges in a storm, Xerxes punished it: 
he gave the sea 300 lashes, threw fetters into it and, according to Herodotus' sources, 
sent people to brand it with hot irons. During the process of administering this 
punishment to the sea, Herodotus quotes that Xerxes ordered his men with the whips 
to exclaim, 
You salt and bitter stream, your master lays this punishment upon you 
for injuring him, who never injured you. But Xerxes the King will 
cross you, with or without your permission. No man sacrifices to you 
and you deserve the neglect by your acid and muddy waters.400 
This episode provides a significant demonstration of punishing and curbing the force 
of nature and symbolically bringing it under human control. A further example of the 
human desire to control nature can be found in the legend reported by both Plutarch 
and Vitruvius that Alexander almost had Mount Athos carved into his likeness. 
398 Hdt. VII, 22-24, 37, 122. For further infonnation on the excavation of the Xerxes Canal see Isserlin 
(1991); Isserlin, Jones, Papamarinopou\os, and Uren (1994); Isser\in, Jones, Papamarinopou\os, 
Syrides, Maniatis, Facorellis G, and Uren (1996). 
399Ibid VII, 33-37; VII, 54-58. 
400 Ibid. VII.3S. This episode is also reported in Arrian, Campaigns of Alexander, VII.l4. 
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It was Statiscrates who had remarked to Alexander at an earlier 
interview that of all mountains it was Mount Athos which could most 
easily be carved into the form and shape of a man and that if it pleased 
Alexander to command him, he would shape the mountain into the 
most superb and durable statue of him in the world: its left hand would 
enfold a city of ten thousand inhabitants, while out of its right would 
flow the abundant waters of a river which would pour, like a libation, 
into the sea. Alexander declined this proposal, but now he spent his 
time with his engineers and architects planning projects which were 
even more outlandish and extravagant40 I • 
We can find equivalent examples of Rome's control of nature in the public 
sphere. Arguably one of the best demonstrations of the Romans' desire for dominance 
over nature can be observed in the erection ofTrajan's column at one end of his forum 
in the centre of Rome402• This column measured 100 Roman feet, towering over the 
north east side of the Basilica Ulpia. At the base of the column was located an 
inscription which read, 
The Senate and people of Rome [give or dedicate this] to the emperor 
Caesar, son of the divine Nerva, Nerva Traianus Augustus 
Germanicus Dacicus, ponti/ex maxim us, in his 17th year in the office 
of tribune, having been acclaimed 6 times as imperator, 6 times 
consul, pater patriae, to demonstrate of what great height the hill 
[was] and place [that] was removed for such great works.403 
401 Plut. Alex. VII. 72. cfVitr. De arch. II. Pref. 1-4. 
402 For further infonnation on Trajan's Forum and his column see Coulston (2000); Huet (1996), 9-31; 
Lepper & Frere (1988). 
403 CIL vi.960: senatus populusque Romanus imp. Caesari divi Nervae f. Nervae Traiano ... ad 
declarandum quantae altitudinis mons et locus tan<tis oper>ihus sit egestus cf. Cassius Dio, Roman 
History, LXVIII. 16.3. 
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Originally it was believed that the height of the column recorded the height of the 
ridge between the Quirinal and Capitoline Hills which was cut away, but geological 
evidence has demonstrated that this ridge never existed, and this was further confirmed 
by the discovery of an ancient street and houses dating from the early empire under the 
column's foundations404• Whilst this inscription does not accurately record the extent 
of the excavation required for the building of Trajan's forum, it provides an interesting 
insight into the Roman desire to demonstrate supremacy over nature, irrespective of 
the accuracy of their claims. Furthermore, the connection of the column to ideas of 
Rome's domination can be seen in the carving on the main body of the column, which 
records Trajan's military successes over the Dacians. With the presence of the double 
helix relief and the inscription, this column exemplifies Roman ideals of pre-eminence 
over barbarians. 
The concept of Roman control over nations and nature became so strongly 
imbued with the idea of Roman rule that in the C2nd AD, we can see that when a 
Greek wished to praise the emperor, this topos of complete Roman domination was 
employed. 
Could not every man go where he wished, without fear? Are not all 
harbours busy, are not mountains as safe as cities? ... there are no 
longer streams impassable, no locked gulfs .... the CiIician gates, the 
narrow sandy roads to Egypt through Arabia present no terrors of 
mountain pass, torrents or savages: to be the emperor's subject, to be a 
Roman is the one talisman. Homer had said, 'The earth is common to 
all'; it was now realised. You have measured the earth, bridged the 
404 For reports on these finds see Platner (1929) pp.238-239. 
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nvers, and made roads through the mountains, and enobled all 
things40s. 
According to Aristides, not only had man, in the form of "savages", become subject to 
Rome and her imperial power, but nature also had succumbed to the might of Rome. 
The emphasis upon Rome's control over the earth as having "enobled all things" 
suggests that dominance over nature potentially exemplified all the good aspects of 
Roman rule. That nothing was left untouched by Rome's ever increasing control had 
become a powerful symbol of Rome's dominance and position of pre-eminence on 
earth. 
The archaeological remains of villae further demonstrate this trend for exerting 
control over nature. The Villa at Pausilypon arguably provides the most extreme 
example. Access by road was only possible following the carving of a 700 m 
passageway in the rock, whilst access via sea was made possible with the carving of a 
landing place into the cliff face and steps leading up the villa grounds. At the other end 
of the Bay of Naples, on the Cape of Sorrento, the remains of a villa purportedly 
belonging to Pollio Felix (Figs 16 a & b) highlights the owner's utilisation of the 
residence's proximity to the sea. 
I due nuclei erano collegati da rampe e gallerie, mentre i dislivelli del 
promontorio erano superati con terrazze artificiali. La villa era 
raggiungibile sia da terra che da mare. L'architettura sembra sfruttare 
al Massimo Ie bellezze del paesaggio. L'elemento paesaggistico pill 
suggestivo e costituito da un bacino naturale, che I proprietary seppero 
sfruttare sapientemente come attracco e piscine arredandolo 
405 Aristid. Or. XXVI. 100-2. 
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scenicamente: una tendenza tipica dell'architettura romana ad 
"abbellire" ed appropriarsi della natura ... 406 
In order to connect two separate areas of the villa, ramps were developed, whilst 
terraces were built into the cliff as a means oflevelling the landscape. 
Villa Arianna at Stabiae presents us with another example of an owner utilising 
the surrounding geographical features of the villa in order to suggest his control over 
nature within his villa landscape. Here, excavation of the site has demonstrated that the 
area on which the villa was located was terraced and the lower levels of the terraces 
supported further buildings connected with the villa (Fig. 69). Beyond the Bay of 
Naples, the terraces at Domitian's villa at Castelgandolfo, are Roman in origin and are 
still in use today. At Sperlonga, a natural cavern was artificially developed by man 
and within the cavern were located sculptures and a dining area, around the outside of 
which fish were bred (Fig.34 b). The Villa at Settefinestre presents us with an 
excellent example of a villa owner manipulating geographical features. Not only was 
this an example of an agrarian based villa, producing wine, but excavations have 
suggested that part of the villa was built on struts over the coastline407• 
Control over villae landscapes is not merely demonstrated through terracing 
the land or developing caves for dining areas. In numerous examples, we can observe 
the development of internal gardens, called viridaria, within the residence itself. 
Walking through the thirteen gardens found in the Villa at Oplontis, the prevalence of 
Nature is yet further underscored, and the ground-breaking work of lashemski in 
406 Pappalardo (2000), pp. 24-25. Cf Mingazzini & Pfister (1946); Russo (1997). 
407 Carandini (1985) pp.1 0, cf. McKay (1975) p.1 07. 
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excavating these gardens, both internal and external, has reiterated the vital role 
played by Nature in this residence408• Here, the visitor found a large garden with a 
swimming pool in addition to numerous smaller gardens with assorted fountains, trees 
and shrubs, located not just in the grounds of the villa but also within the villa 
itselr09• (Figs 70 a - c). There were even rooms with miniature gardens located in 
small niches. Walking around the residence, the visitor was repeatedly brought into 
little oases of nature where flowers and trees bloom and water flows, and even where 
birds and butterflies flit from shrub to shrub. Yet whilst surrounded by nature, the 
visitor remains in the villa's landscape and often even in the residence itself. Nature 
has been brought into the villa residence and is under the control of the villa owner. 
From the swimming pool area (96) and the numerous fountains, for example 
in room 16 at Oplontis, we can see the large amount of water located in this villa. 
According to Purcell, water and control of water is closely connected to political 
power. He comments 
In the precarious climatic circumstances of the Mediterranean lands, the 
management of ambient water was essential for survival in each locality 
from day to day. Hydrological power-rhetoric was therefore deeply 
d . . . tit t410 roote In a mlcroenvlronmen a con ex . 
He goes on to say: hIt is not surprising .... that for Rome ... hydrological control should 
have been one of the primary ideological tools available for overcoming the huge 
obstacles to a politically and administratively - as well as economically - inclusive, 
40S lashemski (1979 & 1993), cf. lashemski (1987) 
409 For example a small circular fountain found in room 16 of the villa. lashemski's excavtion of this 
area has suggested that this fountain was planted with flowers and shrubs, see lashemski ( 1993), p.294. 
410 Purcell (1996) p.207. 
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supra-regional polity.,,411. The swimming pool and fountains at the Villa of Oplontis, 
which entailed altering landscape and hydrology gave the villa owner the opportunity 
to demonstrate his "technical virtuosity and power over nature", since water played an 
important part in the demonstration of luxury and thus personal status and wealth of 
the proprietor412. "The games villa owners played with underground conduits and 
fountains and ponds were not just whimsies, but allusions to the control of water as it 
had gone on since Romulus built his city in the water-meadows,,413. In tum, this 
display of water became connected in general with the proprietor's status in Roman 
society and hierarchy. 
The Villa at Primaporta also boasts internal gardens (Figs 71 a & b). The 
success of both the smaller and larger peristyle garden in this villa in suggesting 
owner control over nature stems from the fact that as the visitor looked out from both 
viridaria, he was faced by a panorama over the countryside looking out towards 
Rome in the distance. In essence, the panorama over Rome and her surrounding 
countryside from the gardens of the Villa at Primaporta suggested the villa owner's 
control stretched beyond the immediate surroundings, to include the panorama 
beyond. The presence of nature in this villa and the vistas seamlessly over nature 
towards the urban distance, suggested there was, apparently, no end to the dominance 
of the villa owner. 
Similar attempts to demonstrate control over nature can be found at the Villa 
of Mysteries and the Villa of Diomedes located just outside Pompeii. Excavations of 
411 Purcell (1996) p.208. 
412 Ibid p.198. 
413 Ibid p. 198-9. 
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the fonner have revealed an internal peristyle garden in the heart of this house, as well 
as gardens surrounding this residence (Fig 1). Not only does this peristyle play on 
notions of 'public' and 'private', as has been seen, but its location inside the villa 
surrounded by the rooms of the residence emphasises strongly the idea of bringing 
nature into the villa and under the control of the owner. Elsner emphasises that when 
looking from the peristyle into the courtyard garden, one is faced with a backdrop 
looking over to the other side of the peristyle on the opposite side of the courtyard and 
through into the house414• On all sides, the peristyle garden is surrounded by the villa. 
As a covered and colonnaded walkway around the garden, the nature of the peristyle 
emphasised the owner's ability to control nature in this villa. Since the main entrance 
led immediately into this peristyle garden and was on a straight axis looking through 
the peristyle and into the villa's exedra, which itself boasted coastal views, this image 
was further supported by the coastal vistas beyond415• Whilst lashemski has stated 
that it cannot be ascertained whether the plantings in this garden would have remained 
after the agricultural development of this villa, it is likely that the presence of 
plantings in this garden when originally developed would have emphasised further the 
presence of nature in the villa and under the owner's control416• 
The latter residence, located just outside the Porta di Ercolano, houses two 
peristyle gardens as well as a triangular courtyard, all of which utilised the similar 
techniques of 'surrounding' nature with man's developments (Fig. 10). The entrance to 
the Villa of Diomedes on the Via delle Tombe opens immediately into the first 
414 Elsner (1995) p.66 cf. Figs 3&4 in Elsner (1995) pp.64-65. 
415 During the agrarian development of the villa in the latter stages of its occupation, a half wall 
(pluteus) was built between the peristyle's colonnades, which would have had a detrimental effect upon 
the vistas over nature through this garden. 
416 lashemski (1993) p. 283. 
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peristyle garden, around which are located rooms of the villa: on stepping through the 
door the visitor found himself surrounded by nature. In the centre of this peristyle was 
a fountain and a pool faced with marble417. To the left of villa entrance was the 
triangular courtyard, with a portico on two sides (Fig 72). Against the rear wall of this 
courtyard was a cold bath, above which was a blue wall painting depicting sea 
creatures418. According to Dyer's report on this garden, there was a mask in the centre 
of this marine painting, through which water poured into the pool below419. On either 
side of this painting were frescoes depicting windows looking out onto gardens each 
with a single fruit tree behind a lattice fence, birds and shrubbery420. His further 
mention of animal frescoes in the courtyard provides a strong indication of nature 
being brought under man's control in this small garden. Whilst bathing in the cool 
bath, one was surrounded by frescoes of plants and trees and wildlife. Moving around 
the villa, the visitor again found himself in another, larger peristyle garden at the rear 
of the residence, which featured a large apsed pool and fountain behind which was a 
raised dining area as well as trees and shrubbery (Fig. 10) 421. This garden, built on a 
lower level in order to accommodate the significant drop in land level, had a terrace in 
which a room was situated over looking the garden and offering panoramas over the 
coast towards Stabiae and the rest of the Bay of Naples. Visitors could stroll along the 
flat roof of the porticoes admiring these vistas. Excavation reports record the 
discovery of numerous garden frescoes in these porticos. On the column bases of the 
417 lashemski (1993) p. 280. According to lashemski the marble was removed during antiquity. 
418 The measurements of this pool was 2.l7m x2.85m; 1.10 m in depth: its size and Jashemski's 
description of it as a cool bath (p.280) suggests that it was used for bathing. CfGrimal (1969), p.457. 
419 Dyer (1871) p.486. 
420 According to Mazois' drawings of the frescoes from 1813, the trees were covered in rose-like 
blooms. lashemski (1989) p. 372, comments that either interpretation could be correct. Cf. Mazois 
(1813) p. 98 and p1.52.1 Unfortunately none of these frescoes remain today. 
421 The is the largest example ofa peristyle garden found in Pompeii to date. The pool measured 6.30m 
x 8.76m. The remains of carbonised trees were excavated in this garden, which according to Jashemski, 
(1989) p.281, enabled La Vega to suggest a planting pattern in this garden of trees on either side of the 
pool and dining area. CfFiorelli (1860) vol. I p1.5. 
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colonnade, roses in bloom and bud were depicted with birds, butterflies, snails and 
grasshoppers422. Moreover, on the eastern side of the portico, reports state that the 
plants are depicted behind lattice fences that yet again emphasise the idea of nature in 
the villa domain being brought under the owner's control and 'tamed'. Here again then, 
are included all the elements with which villa owners emphasised the enveloping of 
nature under the control of the owner. 
The sculptural finds in the atrium of the Villa of Papyri suggest that a plethora 
of fountains were employed in this room. Water poured from eleven small figures 
including putti with masks and sileni sitting astride wineskins (Figs 67 a & b )423. On 
one side of the atrium was a niche with a pool that was filled by fountains falling from 
thirteen tiger heads. Two further peristyle gardens were found in this residence: the 
square courtyard and the large portico (Fig.56). In the square courtyard, was a long, 
narrow pool into which water poured from conch shells located on either side. The 
large peristyle contained a pool measuring 7m x 66m. Whilst incomplete excavation 
of this villa has not revealed detailed information on the plantings in this villa, 
lashemski suggests that at the very least, the large peristyle had greenery planted 
within it424. Surrounding the pool and in amongst the plantings of this garden, the 
sculptures of bronze animals have been found, including two stags and a jumping pig 
(Figs 73 a_ct25• The presence of these sculpted animals in this planted garden must 
have had a similar theatrical effect on visitors to the garden as the sculptures of the 
seated Hermes and runners considered previously. The piglet located at 48 on the plan 
422 None of these frescoes remain 
423 Mattusch (2005) pp. 296-301, cf. Jashemski (1993), p.302. 
424 The peristyle itself measured 37m x 100m. Jashemski (1993) p. 303. 
415 Jashemski (1993). p. 303. lashemski also mentions two rams in this garden but these are not cited in 
Mattusch (2005). For information on each individual sculpture see Mattusch (2005) p. 327 
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(Fig 56) appears to leap on to the path and into the space of the viewer and the deer (at 
'51' and '52') look as if startled by something whilst grazing. Once again then, the 
effect of these sculptures must have been to draw the viewer into the scene that they 
depicted, encouraging him to believe in the image of the owner's control presented 
around him. 
The most arresting examples of the display of dominance in the villa residence 
can be found at Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli, where the villa landscape resembled a 
microcosm of the universe. As the Scriptores Historiae Augllstae states, 
He completed the building of his Tiburtine villa in wonderful fashion, 
in such a way that he inscribed the most famous names of provinces 
and places there, and called them, for example, Lycium, Academia, 
Prytanium, Canopus, Poecile and Tempe. So that he might omit 
nothing, he even made a Lower World426• 
Hadrian's Villa landscape demonstrated that he did not merely control nature, as 
presented in the numerous pools, baths and vast expanses of ground in this area, he 
d h . . 427 appeare to exert power over t e entire UnIverse . 
This desire of Romans to control Nature is, as we have observed, not without 
its problems. Authors such as Pliny the Elder and the Younger Seneca present man's 
desire to control nature as both an object of praise and criticism depending on who is 
undertaking this element of control, and indeed how. One of the main ways that 
control over nature could be viewed as potentially problematic, was by connecting it 
426 SHA, Hadrian, 26.1. 
427 For further reading on these areas see p. 156. 
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with eastern rulers such as Xerxes and Alexander. It was perceived to be yet another 
sign of people 'becoming Greek' or even worse, Persian, and leaving behind their 
austere Roman values, in other words it became yet another type of luxury. Plutarch's 
Life of Lucullus demonstrates that significant levels of criticism were made against the 
retired general's villa " .... where he suspended hills over vast tunnels, girdled his 
residences with zones of sea and with streams for the breeding of fish,". This led to 
him being called "Xerxes in a toga", recalling that Persian King's outlandish projects, 
and undermining his Romanness. Hence it became yet another area in which his 
lifestyle provoked ridicule. 
Caligula provides another example of a Roman whose desire for control over 
the landscape is seen to be excessively Greek. According to Suetonius, 
One of his [Caligula's] spectacles was on such a fantastic scale that 
nothing like it had ever been seen before. He collected all available 
merchant ships and anchored them in two lines, close together, the 
whole way from Baiae to the mole at Puteoli, a distance of more than 
three and a half Roman miles. Then he had earth heaped on their 
planks, and made a kind of Appian Way along which he trotted back 
and forth for two consecutive days ..... Gaius is of course generally 
supposed to have built the bridge as an improvement on Xerxes' 
famous feat of bridging the much narrower Hellespont.428 
Moreover, it is interesting that Massarini connects these ships described by Suetonius 
to the infamous ships of Nemi, which she connects further to a Caligulan villa 
428 Suet. Calig. 19. 
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development on the shore.429 On the assumption that Massarini is correct in her 
identification, here again we see a crazed Roman adopting Persian attitudes to nature 
in his villa that are described as undermining of Roman values. 
Although attempts to control the landscape caused problematic associations 
with the immoral East, archaeological and literary evidence demonstrates that many 
Romans enjoyed such behaviour. Such a clear discrepancy encourages us to consider 
why demonstrations of controlling the landscape were so important especially if, 
through such undertakings, people risked significant criticism. Some answers to this 
question can be found in the Letters of Seneca. According to Henderson, 
Gardening is not about those mythical 'green fingers'. Gardeners know 
that the plants, the trees, the staff and the grounds are the identity they 
create for themselves by doing every single thing that can be done, 
over and over as the year wheels about430• 
In the same way that Bodel has suggested that the villa residence could be seen as a 
demonstration of the character of the owner, Letter 12 highlights the importance of 
the villa garden and its connections to the identity of its owner. 
Wherever I tum, I see evidence of my advancing years. I visited lately 
my country-place, and protested against the money which was spent 
on the tumble-down building. My bailiff maintained that the flaws 
were not due to his own careless ness; "he was doing everything 
possible, but the house [villam] was old." And this was the house 
which grew under my own hands! What has the future in store for me, 
429 Massarini (1998) p. 157-8 
430 Henderson (2004) p.19. 
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if stones of my own age are already crumbling? I was so angry, and I 
embraced my first opportunity to vent my spleen in the bailiffs 
presence. "It is clear," I cried, " that these plane-trees are neglected; 
they have no leaves ... this would not happen, if someone loosened the 
earth at their feet, and watered them." The bailiff swore by my 
protecting deity that "he was doing everything possible, and never 
relaxed his efforts, but those trees were old. ,,431 
This letter provides an excellent demonstration that the natural surroundings of the 
villa and not just the villa itself was perceived to hold a significant connections to the 
owner's identity- whether the vision was pleasing or not. Seneca's Epistulae Morales 
were composed between 63-65AD, in the last two years of his life when he resided in 
self-imposed exile from Nero's court. Written between the ages 59 and 61, these 
letters can be seen as a reflection of Seneca's ageing body: just as his body is 
becoming older, his villa and its landscape is also crumbling with age432• 
By investigating these associations between the villa residence and its gardens 
and the villa owner himself, we begin to understand the importance behind the villa 
landscape. The role of landscape and nature as a means of presenting significant 
power was well established in antiquity. The popularly held associations between 
villa, landscape and owner present us with a plausible explanation as to why owners 
spent significant amounts of money on their properties and risked the moral censure 
visited on Lucullus. Such a risk appears to have been outweighed by the benefits such 
shows of control could reap. Indeed we have seen this entertainment of risk in regard 
to other modes of display employed in the villa. Although, by the empire, the emperor 
431 Sen. Ep. XII. 1-2. 
432 Seneca was born in 4AD. For further background on Seneca the Younger see, Gummere's 
introduction in the Loeb edition of Sen. Ep. 
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had assumed monopoly over display in the urban landscape, republican traditions of 
building and controlling landscapes continued in the domestic sphere as villa owners 
aimed to maintain their image of social status. Displays of dominance through one's 
control over nature worked so well in the villa as there was potentially more space to 
utilise whilst there was distance between the country and the city and the ever-
watchful eye of Rome. The remove from the city also distanced the villa owner and 
his visitor from the constant pulls back to reality. Away from the hustle and bustle of 
the city, the noise of the street and the cries of the market sellers, the visitor was 
potentially surrounded by a bombardment of the senses by Nature. With the sound of 
the sea, the taste of the salt on the lips and the touch of early morning dew on the 
grass, the presentation of the villa owner's dominance over nature becomes much 
more plausible. Surrounded by terraced land, the villa built out into the sea upon 
struts, or the little oases of nature in the midst of the house, the fantasy of an owner 
who has nature at his behest became more believable. From displays such as this, we 
start to understand the importance behind display in the villa landscape as a means of 
presenting one's status. 
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4.3 Town in Country: City Spectacles in the Villa Landscape 
In the previous chapter, it was suggested that by portraying images (and even 
buildings) connected with the city, villa proprietors built up certain connections in the 
viewers' minds. Through these correlations with the urban sphere, viewers were 
persuaded to visualise the social and cultura] importance of the owner in the city. As 
Bettina Bergmann has stated of the decor of the atrium of the House of the Tragic 
Poet, 
In any case, .... grandiose illusion surely enhanced the quasi-public 
role of the atrium as an area for family rituals as well as for the 
reception of business clients, and thus also the status of its owner. As 
has been amply demonstrated, the extroverted role of the paterfamilias 
(so brazenly enacted by Trima1chio) effected an elaborate iconography 
of domestic scI f-representation 433. 
Similar impressions of the cultural significance of villa proprietors are also clearly 
applicable to the decor of a 'villa residence. In the following section, it will be 
demonstrated that spectacular display was not only visible through the urban 
depictions found in both art and architecture of the villa residence, but that visions of 
spectacle were also identifiable in villa landscapes and the landscape paintings found 
in these domains. 
m Bergmann (1994). p. 24R. 
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The idea that in fact the vision of landscape itself can provide a connection 
with the spectacular landscape of the city provides an important area for 
consideration. Throughout ancient literature, we find similar connections between 
landscapes, their views and vistas and the entertainment arenas of the city sphere as 
can be seen from this extract from Diodorus Siculus. 
There was also, beside the acropolis, the Hanging Garden, as it is 
called, which was built, not by Semiramis, but by a later Syrian King 
to please one of his concubines; for she, they say, being a Persian by 
race and longing for the meadows of her mountains, asked the king to 
imitate, through the artifice of a planted garden, the distinctive 
landscape of Persia. The park [paradeisos] extended four plethora on 
each side, and since the approach to the garden sloped like a hillside 
and the several parts of the structure rose from one another tier on tier, 
the appearance of the whole resembled that of a theatre. 434 
This extract comes from Book II of Diodorus' work written in C 1 sl BC, which. 
investigates the History of Assyria, and provides descriptions of India, Scythia and 
the islands of the Indian Ocean. The previous section in which this passage is located 
records Semiramis' accession to the throne of Asia and the founding of Babylon, 
whilst after this passage on the Hanging gardens of Babylon, Diodorus discusses the 
campaigns of Semiramis in Ethiopia, India and Egypt. 
According to Diodorus, the garden of the palatial residence of the Chaldaean, 
Nebuchadrezzar was crafted in the manner of a theatre43s• There is, clearly, both a 
434 Diodoru~ Siculus. II. 10. 1-2. Emphasis is my own. 




cultural and temporal gap, which require acknowledgement, between the development 
of this "theatre" garden in Persia during the 7th century BC and the period of Roman 
history, 2nd century BC to 2nd century AD, being examined in this thesis. The 
landscape referred to above is dated to the C7th BC, nevertheless, Diodoms was 
discussing it during the last century of the Republic. His detailed discussion on this 
development appears at a tangent to the rest of the section since it was a construction 
by Nebuchdrezzar, not Semiramis, and yet Diodoms places it in the middle of his 
examination of the developments in Babylon by Semiramis. The placement of this 
passage in amongst the other wonders of Babylon suggests that the Hanging Gardens 
were of significant interest to him, because of their structure and their close 
resemblance to a theatre. When examining other works from the Republic and the 
principate, a similar interest in 'theatrical' landscapes can be observed. 
In the previous section, we examined Pliny's description of the landscape of 
his Tuscan villa as a metaphorical representation of an amphitheatre. Not only does 
Pliny's Epistle to Domitius Apollinaris enable the reader to imagine the landscape, 
but, as we have seen, it also emphasises the strong connections to be found between 
the villa and the city. Furthermore, here we can see again references to the 
theatricality of spectacles and spectacular arenas within the villa landscape. 
We have already observed the presence of theatres and odeons built within the 
gardens of villae such as Pausilypon, Tivoli and Castelgandolfo (Figs 31 a, 31 b, 32b, 
33a). The remains of circus stadia and even amphitheatres have also been uncovered 
in villa gardens. The remains of a gladiatorial arena found on the eastern side of 
Hadrian's Villa at Tivoli offers an extreme example (Fig. 32a). Possibly one of our 
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most well known examples of a circus is the one at the Villa of Maxentius between 
the second and third mile of the Via Appia, extensively excavated by Nibby from 
1824-1827 (Fig 74)436. A hippodrome from a villa outside Ostia offers a much earlier 
example, dated to the C 1 st AD in the southern area of Regio IV between the city 
walls and the ancient coastline (Fig. 75)437. In the garden of the villa were found the 
remains of a hippodrome, which ran parallel to the coast. 
Another example of a circus within a villa garden, although one which has yet 
to be fully excavated, can be found in the Villa assumed to belong to the Quintili, on 
the Via Appia43K. Although this example provides us with a few problems of 
interpretation, it should be considered. Plans of the villa remains demonstrate the 
location of a stadium or racecourse. Once again then, through the development of 
architecture of a variety of spectacular arenas, the villa landscape here was employed 
to draw mental associations bctwecn the proprietor and the city within the mind of the 
viewer (Fig 76)439, 
There are, too, further literary mentions of villa stadia. Pliny the Younger's 
Epistle to Domitius Apollinaris provides us with another replication of the civic 
spectacle in his Tuscan villa. 
436 Neudecker (19RR) cat. no. 37. pp. I R4-1 R9. 
m Under a joint project between the Deutsches Archiiologisches Institut and the American Academy in 
Rome, excavations were carried out between 1996-200 I to study a previously unexcavated area of 
Ostia. For further detail on the specific findings of the villa see http://www.ostia-
antica.org'hc(l]?drn;tI!!1f200I.ht!1! cf. MDAl, (2002); Zevi (2003), 15-31. For further infonnation on 
Ostia see Gallina Zevi & Claridge (1996); Gallina Zevi & Humphrey (2003). 
4.\8 Paris (2000) p. 19. 
0439 Within this specific example of the Quintili Villa, there is also a circular area that has been called 
the 'Maritime Theatre', due to it'! close resemblance of the so-called area of the 'Maritime Theatre' at 
Hadrian's Villa, Tivoli. which itself has been misnamed since the structure of the 'Maritime Theatre' at 
Hadrian's ViI/a in no way resembles a theatre (Fig. 77). However, its elliptical shape has encouraged 
suggestions that it was used for fonns of gladiatorial combat, in particular venations touhgh this is 
largely a basis of Com modus' nolorius appetite for the ampitheatre. See Paris (2000) p.4S-50. 
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All round is a path hedged by bushes which are trained and cut into 
different shapes, and then a drive, oval like a racecourse, inside which 
are various box figures and clipped dwarf shrubs ..... The design and 
beauty of the buildings are greatly surpassed by the riding-ground 
[hippodromus]. The centre is quite open so that the whole extent can 
be seen as one enters .... Here the straight part of the course ends, 
curves round in a semicircle, and changes its appearance ... Between 
the grass lawns here there are box shrubs clipped into innumerable 
shapes, some being letters which spell the gardener's name or his 
master's; small obelisks of box alternate with fruit trees, and then 
suddenly in the midst of this ornamental scene is what looks like a 
piece of rural countryside planted there. 
At the upper end of the course is a curved dining-seat of white 
marble .... By every chair is a tiny fountain, and throughout the riding-
ground [hippodromllm] can be heard the sound of the streams directed 
. . 440 
mto It... . 
This description makes clear the important role played by the hippodrome. Not only 
is it mentioncd four times during the course of the letter, but, the section quoted above 
provides us with merely part of a detailed description of the course. The length of the 
description clearly emphasises the importance that Pliny attached to this part of his 
garden. According to Ackerman, this hippodrome, shaped like a circus, was 
" ... similar to the latcr one placed alongside the Flavian Palace on the Palatine Hill in 
Rome:.441 Cutting the box hedges into obelisks replicated Augustus' obelisk situated 
at the turning post [meta] of the Circus Maximus, whilst locating a seating area at the 
top area of the hippodrome allowed viewers to sit and watch the riding unfold within 
441) Plin. Ep. V.6. 
441 Ackerman (1990) p.55. This 'circus' has been excavated in the grounds of Domitian's palace. 
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the garden. This too can be seen to replicate the seating arrangements found in the 
Circus Maximus as formalised by Caesar, which located tiered seating on one of the 
semi-circular ends of the course442• 
The above certainly provide us with extreme displays within the villa 
landscape that attempt to draw upon associations with the theatricality or 
performative nature of civic, spectacle entertainments and their arenas. There are also 
numerous smaller and rather more subtle examples references to such entertainments 
throughout the villa and its landscape. In the same way that allusions to the theatre are 
found throughout the villa, through painted and sculpted depictions of actors and 
masks, villa wall paintings also make reference to other spectacular arenas. The Villa 
at Baccano, located 16 kilometres outside Rome on the Via Cassia, has been dated to 
the Severan period (193-211) and it is has been suggested that it belonged to the 
brother of the emperor Septimus Severus443• Within this villa were discovered 
numerous detailed mosaics covering a variety of subject areas such as divine and 
mythological figures. Four mosaics represented the factions of the circus: green; red; 
white; and blue, the charioteers pictured in their respective colours, holding the reigns 
of their horses (Fig. 78). Although it is not known for certain how these charioteers 
were located in the floor of the cubiculum in which they were found, it has been 
suggested that they were placed one in each comer of the mosaic floor. By 
attempting to draw associations between the city sphere and his villa domain through 
the subject matter of this mosaic, it can be argued that the villa owner, whomever he 
was, was attempting to bring to the viewer's mind references to his prestige in the 
+42 The Circus Maximus was the most important Circus in the city of Rome. For further information on 
the Circus Maximus, see Platner (1929) pp. 114- 120. Cf. Richardson (1992) pp.84-87 . 
.... 3 Sanzi di Mino (1998), p. 245. Again care has to be taken as to assuming out right the accuracy of 
such an assumption. The mosaic is also datable to this period. 
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city. Whether, through such displays, he was attempting to draw attention to a chariot 
race that he himself had put on in the arena in Rome, or whether he was merely 
attempting to present the idea that he did indeed have the finance and status to mount 
such a display in the city, cannot be ascertained. Nevertheless, the allusion to the 
circus certainly emphasises the possible wealth this villa owner might have had and 
thus works as a potential demonstration in his villa of his social standing within the 
city. 
Built in the last decade of the C I st Be, the Villa Imperiale, next to the Porta 
Marina in Pompeii went through various renovations following the 62AD 
earthquake444• Although it was made public property around 73-74AD, much of its 
impressive decor remained intact. Today, we can see the representations of small-
winged figures in chariots in the stucco barrel-vaulted ceiling445• Although making 
reference to mythological figures, these chariots also provide the viewer with subtle 
resonances of the chariot races of the circus, thereby encouraging mental associations 
with the spectacle entertainments of the city. Just as numerous references to masks 
have been seen to suggest subtle and visual connections to the performative realm of 
the theatre, it could be suggested that the presence of these charioteers work in a 
similar manner, reminding viewers of the owner's possible connections to the 
spectacular realm of status display in the city sphere. 
It was not merely through decor, decoration and architecture that villa owners 
attempted to make associations with the spectacle entertainments of the city. Varro 
444 For further infonnation on this villa, see Mazzoleni (2004) pp.242-256. 
44S Ibid, p. 256. 
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offers an example of how the significant spectaculum of the arena is further 
emphasised within the villa. 
For on the place that our friend Varro here bought from Marcus 
Pupius Piso near Tusculum, you saw wild boars and roes gather for 
food at the blowing of a hom at a regular time, when mast was thrown 
from a platform above to the boars, and vetch or the like to the roes." 
"Why," said he, .. I saw it carried out more in the Thracian fashion at 
Quintus Hortensius's place near Laurentum when I was there. For 
there was a forest which was covered, he said, more than 50 iugera; it 
was enclosed with a wall and he called it, not a warren but a game-
preserve. In it was a high spot where was spread the table at which we 
were dining, to which he bade Orpheus be called. When he appeared 
with his robe and harp, and was bidden to sing, he blew a hom; 
whereupon there poured around us such a crowd of stags and boars, 
and other animals that it seemed to me to be no less attractive a sight 
than when the hunts of the aediles take place in the Circus Maximus 
without the African beasts.440 
In this extract the conncction bctween the theatricality and performativity of the 
spectacle of the amphitheatre and that employed in the villa is clearly underscored. 
The modes of display employed in the arena have been brought into the villa 
landscape and in the same way that the aediles provided pleasurable shows for the 
public, simultaneously emphasising their own social standing and future 
e1ectionability, Quintus Hortcnsius did likewise for the guests at his villa. By tapping 
into the spectacles cmployed publicly within the arena, Quintus Hortensius aimed to 
associate himself in the minds of his guests with the benefactors of the games, 
encouraging them to equate his generosity to them (and also his wealth) with that of 
446 Varro, Rust. 1II,J3.1-3 
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the providers of spectacu/um within the city. Varro's recounting of the episode, and 
the positive language employed in doing S0447, demonstrates the success of the 
proprietor in emphasising his wealth and social standing through drawing on such 
associations. 
Furthermore, in the same way that in the prevIOUS chapter we saw the 
theatrical merging of the real and mythic in the cavern at Sperlonga, the Villa of 
Quintus Hortensius offers another highly theatrical demonstration of the transgression 
of the boundaries between the two spheres. Once again, through his power and ability 
to control the setting, the owner merges the real and mythic. The viewer is drawn into 
the scene as it unravels before his eyes, and is encouraged to accept the displays. 
Through the re-enaction of the Orpheus myth in the landscape of Hortensius' villa, the 
performative nature of the villa domain becomes further apparent as characters have 
donned costumes and assumed a role to be played out to visitors. Moreover, the 
owner's performance of power is emphasised, for it is his command that brings 
Orpheus into view and, by his order to Orpheus, that the animals are summoned by 
the hom. Whilst Orpheus might appear to command the animals, it is Hortensius 
himself who commands the mythic hero Orpheus. 
These numerous examinations of villa landscapes demonstrate how control 
over landscape and setting played a vital function in the performance of one's social 
status. As a demonstration of the owner's status, his ability to 'organise and 
orchestrate' his villa setting played an important and powerful role in his self-
447Varro, Rust. III,13.1-3., " ... it seemed to me no less attractive a sight than when the hunts of the 
aediles take place in the Circus Maximus ... ". Emphasis is my own. 
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representation. These references towards the entertainments of the city aim to 
connote, for the visitor, the significant and status in city sphere. Whilst some of the 
displays present extreme associations with the spectacles of the city, especially those 
that replicate the hippodromes and the theatres, other references, as we have seen, are 
rather subtler. Both styles of display aimed at implying to the viewer the villa owner's 
significant status in the city. Once again, these displays employed the recognised and 
traditional motifs of display found in the competitive fabric of the city sphere. Elite 
expenditure upon the games came to be heavily restricted from the birth of the 
principate and whilst men working up the cursus honontm were still required to pay 
for the 'ordinary', or fixed, games of the calendar, a limit had been set as to how much 
they could spend on such modes of public display. It is highly plausible that, since the 
cityscape was increasingly monopolised by the emperor and his family, members of 
the elite transported these traditional motifs of display they had previously employed, 
with significant success, in the city to their villae. Whether suggesting they had put on 
such shows in the city during their public careers, or that they could or wished to; or 
whether they were merely hoping to encourage viewers to equate the wealth on 
display in their specific villa with that portrayed through such modes of display in the 
city, we cannot say. Indeed, such statements would be irrelevant and potentially 
inaccurate bearing in mind the difficulties of ascertaining villa ownership with any 
degree of security. What is important and seems eminently plausible, however, is the 
intention behind such decor to parade one's wealth, and to draw on the spectacles of 
the city in order to do so. Earlier we considered Elsner's argument that allusion in 
Roman wall painting aims at the "impression of verisimilitude", playing upon a 
viewer's desire, and the way in which this hints at the importance of persuasion in 
domestic decor. Through these allusions to civic spectaculum in the villa and its 
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landscape, the owner aims to convince the viewer of the 'truth' behind his displays of 
wealth and status. Moreover, these fantasies of wealth and status also play upon the 
viewer's desire to re-imagine his own wealth and status as the owner becomes a target 
for competition and emulation, encouraging a dialogue for competitive display of 
social status between visitor and owner. As with the performances of status by owner 
and viewer unfolding in the villa residence, similarly, in the villa landscape, we find 




4.4: The Impotent City: Villa Landscape as a 1\Iockery of the 
City 
Significant associations between the modes of theatricality and perfonnativity 
found in both civic spectacle entertainments and the display in the villa residence and 
landscape have been examined as a means by which the villa owner attempted to 
persuade the viewer of the 'truth' of his status in the city and its political domain. 
Book III of Varro's Rernm Rusticanlm offers another theatrical villa setting, a 
detailed description of his aviary in his villa at Casinum on the Via Latinum, mid-way 
between Rome and Naples. As part of that depiction, Varro describes part of the 
aviary that resembled a theatre: 
Between these and the exterior columns there is built up step by step a 
sort of little bird-theatre [theatridion avium], with brackets fastened at 
frequent intervals to all the columns as bird-seats. Within the netting 
are all manner of birds, chiefly songsters, such as nightingales and 
blackbirds, to which water is supplied by a small trench, while food is 
passed to them under the netting.448 
Scholarship on this feature of Varro's villa has examined the function of this 
part of the villa and has questioned by whom it was intended to be used449• According 
to Van Buren and Kennedy, Varro's aviary served as a dining area for people, 
surrounded by water in which ducks swam450• A rather different but most interesting 
448 Varro, Rust .• III. V.13-14. For the whole description see III.V.9-17. There have been various 
attempts to reconstruct this aviary, see Van Buren & Kennedy (1919); Gesner (1735); Schneider 
(1794); Mielsch (1987). For an interesting discussion on book 3, which includes comments on the 
aviary, see Green (1997). 
449 For discussions of this aviary as a dining room see Fuchs (1962); Soyer, (1977). 
0450 Van Buren & Kennedy (1919). 
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and persuasive interpretation of who used the aviary as a dining room can be found in 
Keil and later Green 451. Both have suggested that this ornithon was a place reserved 
for the housing of birds and the assumption that people dined on the island inside the 
aviary was actually a misreading ofVarro's text. Varro himself, followed by Keil and 
then Green, suggests the problems of dining in an aviary452. 
An aviary is a beautiful thing to look at from the outside; but, as 
Lucullus discovered (111.4.3), a confined place where the droppings of 
hundreds of birds fall is not a pleasant place to dine .... Here .... the 
birds reside in the th%s all the time their droppings and the dankness 
of the ponds would scarcely provide a pleasant dining ambience .... The 
food thrown in under the nets and the water in channels is for the song 
birds in the bird theatre (111.5.14), but the wheel on the island brings 
food and water to the ducks.453 
Both Green and Keil suggest that it is the ducks who are the diners [convivae] in the 
island area of Varro's aviary rather than humans. Although, possibly, a peculiar and 
unlikely concept in today's society, one would do well to remember the numerous 
claims from ancient authors with regards to the treatment of animals kept in villae454• 
With these comments in mind, a dining area specifically for birds in this manner 
becomes, ifnot less ridiculous, eminently more plausible. 
Envisaging this aviary, then, as reserved solely for bird-use, offers a more 
interesting way of viewing this aviary's associations with the city-sphere. On a basic 
451 Keil (1894); Green, (1997). Further support for this argument can be found in, Hooper & Ash, 
(1993). 
m Varro, RlI.I'l. III.lV.3. Cf Keil ( 1894) vol. II p,245. 
m Green ( 1997) p. 441-2. 
454 Plin. Nil IX. XXXI. 172 provides us with an excellent example of these claims in the form of 
lIortensius and Antonia's affection for their fish. 
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level, this aviary provides an allegory of the city of Rome. According to Green, 
"There is a theatre, as in Rome; basic food and water are supplied in abundance as in 
Rome ... There can be no doubt that Varro's aviary is a small city-like structure for 
bird-citizens. It is centred on water, docks line the banks,'.455. He goes on to present 
the similarities between the birds of the ornithon and the citizens of Rome. Drawing 
on Juvenal 10.78-81, he states, ..... Varro's birds can see the outside world; they 
cannot fly there but they are well-entertained and all their needs are supplied", just 
like Juvenal's Romans, captured by bread and circuses456. 
Yet this allegory can be observed on a rather deeper, and potentially more 
sinister, level. Green emphasises the manner in which the Villa Publica might itself be 
seen as an aviary457: 
When Axius and Varro meet Appius Claudius in the Villa Publica, the 
augur is sitting on a bench with some distinguished Romans, 
Cornelius Merula ("Blackbird"), Fircellius Pavo ("Peacock"), Minicius 
Pica ("Magpie"), and Marcus Petronius Passer ("Sparrow"). Axius 
asks, "Will you let us into your aviary, where you are sitting among 
the birds?"(3.2.2.). Thus the Villa Publica has its own aviary, managed 
by a most distinguished augur. ,,458 
This representation of the Villa Publica as an aviary with its elite Roman inhabitants 
waiting for the election results, prepares the reader for the subsequent description of 
Varro's own aviary, and equates his aviary and its birds with Roman society, 
ridiculing its trapped and voiceless citizens. 
om Green (1997) p. 443. 
456 Green (1997). p. 443. 
457 For further infonnation on the Villa Publica. see Platner (1929) pp 430; Richardson (1992) p430. 
458 Green (1997) p. 435. 
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The situation in the work of the description of Varro's aviary, soon after the 
'birds' in the aviary of the Villa Publica, emphasises the role of elite Romans in the 
aviary that was Rome. They too are trapped in the aviary, waiting for their 'handouts' 
(their election results), in the same way that the citizens of Rome await their 'bread 
and circuses'. In his aviary. Varro takes on the role of provider of the spectacle for 
both the viewing birds and the visitors to his villa: keeping all pacified and provided 
for. 'Rome' then has been reduced to a multitude of clamouring hoards awaiting their 
'handouts' of amusement in the spectacular arena, and appeased when it is received. 
This ornithon emphasises the impotence of Romans in the city. The modes for 
winning political support in Rome, according to Varro's allegorical presentation, 
become little more than providing the perceived necessities of life for the different 
citizens of Rome: the inarticulate, socially or politically restricted citizens who, like 
the birds of his aviary, are trapped but provided for and kept pacified with 
entertainment or hope of prestige. Here we see an excellent example of the villa 
owner similarly becoming 'benefactor' in his own domain, whilst once again 
demonstrating his control over nature in the landscape of his villa and commanding 
the visions of the viewers. Furthermore, the villa and its owner at a distance from the 
city, can indeed mock the city, reducing traditional modes of display to mere 
caricature, and as such potentially undermine and threaten the workings of daily 
Roman life enacted in the city's political arenas. 
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4.5 Country in Town: The Villa Landscape in the City 
Spectacles 
Within the previous sections, we have examined strong references to the city 
spectacles of the amphitheatre, the theatre and the circus in the villa landscape. The 
remainder of this chapter will, however, examine how another mode of status display 
utilised in the villa landscape, specifically hunting, helped to influence displays of 
elite status in the city. Hunting was a popular pastime undertaken in villae and was 
perceived by many as an important motif for the display ofweaIth and personal status. 
It has been a popularly proposed theory that hunting in the Roman world and in the 
villa landscape was heavily influenced and indeed derived from hunting in the Eastern 
world. However, with closer interrogation, it will be suggested that the hunts of the 
amphitheatre exerted additional influence on the hunting activities in the villa 
landscape459• These further influences on the activity and representation of hunting in 
the villa and its landscape make it impossible for us to identify the exact directions of 
influence: either from the East, from/to/via the Roman arena or indeed both 
simultaneously. In the same way as we have seen the ambiguity and oppositions of 
Greek culture and art, or urbani/as in the rural sphere, the ambiguous origins of 
hunting on villa estates again both facilitated criticism of and also justification for this 
mode of elite social display. 
459 For example, Jashemski (1979) 69-73 suggests that the representations of beast megalographies 
in the Roman domestic sphere are specifically based on the paradeisoi of the Eastern world, which she 
states Romans perceived as a sign of social sophistication. Anderson (1985) pp.83-4 further supports 
this theory of Eastern influence upon the Roman activity of hunting. Leach (2004) pp. 130-132 
counters Jashemski's argument by suggesting that direct influences upon representations of hunting in 
the Roman domestic sphere might be found in the amphitheatre. 
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The prevalence of hunting as a subject for examination in ancient literature 
suggests the important role it played. Anderson's index to his work on the subject lists 
over 60 ancient authors who discuss hunting46o• Xenophon's Cynegeticus provided a 
manual on hunting examining subjects such as the types of animals to hunt and the 
different times of year and weather conditions in which to hunt them and this CSth BC 
work has been seen as an important influence upon ideas of hunting in Roman 
thought461 • He professed the physical benefits of hunting were significant for he states 
"Hunting brings bodily health, improves sight and hearing, is an antidote to senility, 
and excellent training in the art of war." He continued, 
... the pleasure that young men take in hunting provides in himself 
many benefits. It makes them self-restrained . and just, through 
education in true principles; and our ancestors recognised that to these 
they owed their success, especially in war. Moreover those who wish 
to practice other honourable pursuits are not excluded from them by 
hunting as they are by vicious pleasures, which shouldn't be 
learned.462 
Moreover, Anderson comments" ... in another passage Xenophon shows that, as might 
be expected, he regards hunting as the sport of the countryman and especially of 
country gentleman. "463 Ilunting, then, not only improved health and character but also 
helped to define social standing. 
460 Anderson (1985) pp.188-192. 
461 Leach (2004) p. 130. 
462 Xen. Cyn. XII.I-8 
463 Anderson (1985) p. 18. 
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That hunting held importance in the Roman world is attested by the literary 
sources. According to Anderson, the tradition of hunting was brought to Rome from 
the East following Rome's expansion abroad and was seen, by most, positively. 
It was from the princes of the Hellenistic kingdoms that the great 
Roman nobles learned to hunt in the great manner .... During the last 
century of the Republic, repeated attempts were made to distribute 
public land among peasant proprietors, and all failed .... So farms 
stayed empty and were bought up wholesale by the rich who turned 
them into vast cattle ranches ... [this] gave ranch owners the scope and 
personnel for organising hunts on an Asiatic scale ... Instruction in the 
sport was available from noble hostages who were being held in Italy 
to guarantee the good behaviour of Greek cities .... 464 
As with all Greek pursuits, some Romans were more critical of hunting. Examination 
of Roman thought on hunting appears to demonstrate, yet again, two opposing 
opinions on the subject. Regarding Scipio's attested love of hunting, Anderson states, 
"Not all the rich approved of Scipio's love ofhunting ... Old fashioned Romans looked 
askance, especially the politicians who were trying to make their mark in the 
traditional way,,46S. A century later, in his tirade against Catiline, Sallust states, "But I 
had no intention of wasting my precious leisure in idleness and sloth, or of devoting 
my time to agriculture or hunting - tasks fit for slaves."466 However, the general 
impression from the literature presents a highly positive image of hunting, which, in 
Rome too, remained an activity for the elite. Furthermore, hunting, brought from the 
East, appeared to be another method of differentiating the elite from the plebs 
464 Anderson (1985) pp.83-4. CfPolyb. XXX1.29. 
465 Ibid, p.85. 
466 Sail. Cat. 1.4.1. 
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"Gentlemen , .... really practised the sports that the vulgar newly rich could only 
parody,,467. 
Just as Pliny the Younger envisions the countryside as a large amphitheatre, he 
also asserts that on his estate " ... there is a good deal of mixed hunting to be had". 
Later in this letter, he comments that this hobby keeps his " .... body [in training] with 
hunting". In letter IX.36, he again emphasises the hunting pursuits in his Tuscan villa 
by stating that when there "Occasionally I go hunting,,468. Letter 1.6 presents us with a 
detailed image of Pliny's attempts to hunt boar whilst on holiday at his villa. 
I know you will think it a good joke ... when I tell you that your old 
friend has caught three boars, very fine ones too. Yes I really did, and 
without even changing any of my lazy holiday habits. I was sitting by 
the hunting nets with writing materials by my side instead of hunting 
spears, thinking something out and making notes, so that even if I 
came home empty handed I should at least have my note books filled. 
Don't look down on mental activity of this kind, for it is remarkable 
how one's wits are sharpened by physical exercise; the mere fact of 
being alone in the depths of the woods in the silence necessary for 
hunting is a positive stimulus to thought.469 
Varro's Rerum rusticarum 111.3.8 emphasises the important role of hunting 
within the villa landscape when Axius is called to deny that his father saw anything 
more than a hare when out hunting in comparison with the large animals to be found in 
the gardens of some other villae47o• Throughout his work, Varro's discussions of 
467 Anderson, (1985) p.89. 
461 Plio. Ep, IX.36; ibid. V.6. 
469 Ibid. 1.6. 
470 Varro, Rust. 111.3.8. 
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various methods of breeding these animals in villae, demonstrate his perception of the 
important role of hunting in the villa landscape. Although hunting was not always on 
the large scale of the "game preserves" that Varro describes elsewhere, for example at 
the villa of Quintus Hortensius, taking part in such activities was unquestionably a 
fundamental part of villa life. What was brought home at the end of the day was 
ultimately oflittle consequence as Green demonstrates, 
The origin of the pastio villatica is therefore hunting, and the game-
keeping that must arise from it when wild animals are desired but 
hunting is (for whatever reason) too unreliable .... That some of these 
animals [for hunting] are not the raging beasts of the trackless 
mountain forests, and that expensive and elaborate structures are built 
to contain them until needed, is neither here nor there. The raising of 
bees, snails and dormice, Varro says (3.3.3), is simply another 
bd' . . fk . b h 471 su IVISIOn 0 eepmg oar, roe, or are. 
Green also emphasises the monetary benefits to be gained from keeping and breeding 
"game animals" of this kind, "When game reserves made it possible to think of raising 
deer or specific fish as one chose, practical men saw that there was a market for these 
animals, and the game animals were kept for more than an occasional hunt. ,,472. 
Related to the notion of hunting both in the Roman villa and in the East is the 
notion of paradeisoi, large fenced areas where wild animals roamed and men 
hunted473• Tuplin has provided a detailed investigation into this Eastern phenomenon, 
471 Green (1997) p.439. 
472 Ibid. p. 439. 
473 Tuplin (2000) p. 54. 
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as preserved in Greek and to a lesser extent Roman sources474. He also considers the 
remains of Achaemenid paradeisoi at Pasargadae and Persepolis475. These Persian 
parks, stocked with constant supplies of a wide variety of animals, presented a strong 
indication ofweaIth and status, for not only did the owner control a significantly large 
piece of land, but he also demonstrated his dominance over the animals by hunting 
them. Xenophon describes the residence of Phamabazus as follows, 
All around the place there were numbers of large villages, very well 
stocked with provisions, and also some very beautiful wild-animals, 
either kept in paradeisoi or in open country. A river full of all kinds of 
fish ran past the palace and there were also plenty of birds to be 
caught by those who knew how to go about it476. 
It has been a popular notion that for these 'game reserves' originated in the 
East and that the idea was then transported back to Rome during its expansion 
abroad477. Often cited as a direct reflection of paradeisoi are the wall paintings, or 
beast megalographies, in the elite domus478• Leach comments that, " ... 1ashemski 
proposes that Roman nobles valued paradeisoi as signs of social power derived from 
cosmopolitan sophistication,,479. In her criticism of this argument, Leach emphasises a 
lack of definite connection between these animal reserves of foreign kings and the 
Roman elite, citing Gellius, a 2nd century AD writer, "But the word vivaria, which 
474 Tuplin (2000) p.93. 
475 Ibid p. 88-93 
476 Xen. Hell, IV.I.II 
477 Anderson (1985) p. 83. 
478 Grimal (1969) ch. III. 
479 Leach (2004) p. 130-131 cites Xenophon's comments that Cyrus the Great had owned a game 
reselVe (Xen. Cyr. 1.11) and that Alexander the Great was said to have hunted with his nobles in a park 
containing 4,000 wild animals (Curt. 1.11-19). She also draws on Polybius (Polyb. 31.29.4-11) who 
claims that the Kings of Macedon also had game reselVes, which were then taken over by the Romans 
(specifically Scipio Aemilianus) following Rome's conquest of Macedonia. Polybius himself also took 
part in some hunting. 
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the common people now use - the Greek ..... [paradeisoi] and Varro's ieporaria - I do 
not recall meeting anywhere in the older literature.'.4Ro. 
Whilst Leach is right that Roman game reserves may not be a definite 
imitation of the paradeisoi of the East, we might consider with greater success the 
idea that in the development of their 'game preserves', the Roman elite were 
influenced by the tradition of paradeisoi in the east. We have seen earlier in this thesis 
the extent to which the Roman elite borrowed or drew upon traditions from Greece 
and the eastern world in their displays of status. It is plausible they were also 
influenced by the eastern traditions of hunting as a display of standing, and, whilst 
beast megalographies have been located in the domus, the increased space in the villa 
enabled actual hunts in the villa landscape. Of course, we must again remember that, 
as with any influence deemed to come from the East, its denunciation as luxury was 
never far away. 
In support of this argument, we should return to Gellius. Further examination 
of the context of his comment suggests some problems with Leach's claims, for he 
goes on to state, 
But as to the word roboraria, which we find in the writings of 
Scipio ... .1 have heard several learned men assert that this is what we 
call vivaria and that the name came from the 'oaken' planks of which 
the enclosures were made, a kind of enclosure which we see in many 
places in ltallRI . 
480 Au!' Gell. II.xX.4. 
4KI Ibid. II.XX. 5-6. 
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It would appear that the Romans did not always employ the same terminology to refer 
to their game reserves. However, whilst the same words are not necessarily used to 
describe both eastern and Roman examples, this does not mean that reserves similar to 
the paradeisoi of the East did not exist in the Roman world. Furthermore, the 
terminology that the Romans did employ bore similarities to that of paradeisoi. The 
etymology of the terms paradeisoi and roboraria both relate to the surrounding of the 
enclosure4R2• It is highly plausible that whilst careful not to appear to be associating 
themselves excessively with the very 'foreign' tradition of paradeisoi, members of the 
Roman elite were influenced by the idea of the Eastern game preserves of rulers. 
Although Gellius suggests that the word paradeisos was missing from earlier texts, it 
is plausible that the idea of these animal reserves found a receptive audience in the 
Roman world and that the concept spread to Rome even though the term itself did not. 
Although Gellius claims he did not know of appearances of the word 
paradeisos prior to his generation, Cicero discusses the presence of flowers in a 
paradeisos at Sardis owned by Cyrus, King of Anshan in Persia4R3• Diodorus Siculus, 
writing in the C 1 st BC, uses the term paradeisoi to discuss the C7th BC gardens of the 
Chalcidean King Nebuchadrezzar4R4• These examples suggest that this term was 
certainly in use with reference to examples of 'game reserves' in the East before the 
C20d AD. It would therefore appear that Gellius' claim that the word paradeisoi had 
not been employed before his time refers specifically to Latin literature regarding 
Roman 'game reserves'. By avoiding employment of the term paradeisos, it is 
482 Tuplin (2000) p. 54. 
4KJ Ibid. p.l 04. 
484 See p. 197 for reference to Diodorus Siculus. 
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plausible that elite Romans aimed to avoid significant, and highly likely, criticisms of 
being excessively Eastern. 
Polybius suggests that Eastern paradeisoi did filter back to Rome when he 
comments that Scipio Aemilianus took part in the hunting at such game reserves and 
indeed ••... when he arrived in Rome .... " encouraged Polybius himself to take part in 
hunting. For an elite with the finances to put on such hunts in their villae, there must 
have been some temptation to yield to the influence of Eastern game preserves. 
Hobbies such as hunting accentuated the connections and wealth of the owner, for 
they necessitated the fiscal wherewithal and the required connections to obtain the 
stocks of animals required. These resounding demonstrations of wealth implied social 
status, and their influence was, to an extent, brought to bear in the villa landscapes of 
Roman proprietors. 
Varro's Rentm ntsticantm provides us with an excellent example of a Roman 
'game reserve' in a villa. Let us return to the villa of Quintus Hortensius485• He 
specifically refers to Hortensius' 'game reserve' as an enclosure but does not employ 
the term paradeisos to describe it, although there appear to be similarities to 
paradeisoi, for example the plethora of beasts and the enclosed nature of the reserve. 
This passage also suggests another connection, this time between the hunts 
taking place in the arenas of Rome and those in the Roman elite's rural hunting 
grounds. The sight of Orpheus surrounded by beasts cannot fail to remind audiences 
of similar moments played out, with rather gorier outcomes, in the amphitheatre 
485 Varro, Rust. 111,13.1-3 
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during the execution of criminals disguised as mythic figures whilst the captive 
animals themselves recall that other arena favourite, the venationes486• It is impossible 
to guess the direction of influence between the amphitheatre and the Roman villa 
'game reserve' but the link shows that the hunt also had a very familiar, Roman, civic 
connotation. That the hunts of the villa originated from a desire to tap into eastern 
culture has been demonstrated by the example of Scipio Aemilianus who brought the 
habit back from the East. Yet again the Roman elite found themselves caught between 
the desire to employ a sophisticated mode of Eastern display, the paradeisos, and the 
knowledge that excessive proximity and adherence to 'foreign' cultures was regarded 
with suspicion by their peers. Consequently, whilst the elite were influenced by the 
tradition of the paradeisoi in the east, they were careful to place their own, very 
Roman, 'spin' upon it. In the same way that urban and rural, public and private, 
luxurious display and rustic agriculture spectacle and daily life were merged together, 
influencing each other in the villa residence and its landscape, here we fmd yet 
another blurring together of opposing influences within these residences and the 
lifestyles and activities within them. It is the combination of these opposing 
influences that plays a vital role within vi/lae. Each influence: Roman or Greek, 
public or private, urban or rural, relies on the presence of their antithetical influence to 
provide a balance, by which each influence might find justification for their presence 
in the villa sphere. A villa perceived to be totally influenced by Greek culture or to be 
completely rural and rustic risked criticism or mockery. However, by combining one 
such influence with another, perceived to be contrasting, provided justification for the 
various influences found in villae. The potential criticisms of locating Eastern 
paradeisoi in villae was allayed by placing them within the very Roman context of the 
416 Coleman (1990), p.62 citing Mart. Specl. 21 
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villa whilst drawing also on influences from the venationes of the amphitheatre, 
which themselves held strong suggestions of Roman dominance. The merging of 
these influences in the villa landscape enabled hunting to retain its the message of 
elite social display, which was of paramount importance. 
Suggestions of the interactions in the villa landscape between the influences of 
paradeisoi and the amphitheatre can be seen in the art and decor of the villa domain. 
In the present-day town of Minori on the Amalfi coast are the remains of a Roman 
villa generally dated to the lulio-Claudian era487• Discovered in 1932 by workmen, the 
villa covered 2,500 square metres and was well-appointed with views over the sea as 
well as a large peristyle with a pool in the rniddle488• In the parts of the villa that have 
so far been excavated, are at least two large, detailed mosaic floors laid in a large 
room assumed to be a Iriclinium with a nymphaeum at the back. Depicted in one of 
the mosaic floors of the triclinium running along the North-South axis of the room, in 
black and white tesserae, is a representation of an animal hunt (Fig. 79) • Two deer 
and a dog on a lead being restrained by a hunter who holds a spear in his right hand 
are depicted in this mosaic. At the northern end of the mosaic is a tree, whilst at the 
southern end, in front of the running deer, is a net. This mosaic appears to draw upon 
the important associations that villae held with hunting, especially due to the 
representation of the net, which features prominently in accounts of hunting such as 
those of Pliny and Varro. 
487 McKay (1975) p 121-122; Rota & Iannelli (1998) . 
.. II There are also some remains of frescoes, however, these are very poorly preserved. 
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Excavators have tentatively dated both mosaic floors to the 2nd century AD, 
but further comparable representations can be found in earlier villae, for example the 
Villa della Pisanella in the region of Boscoreale on the Bay of Naples. Excavated 
between 1894 and 1898, this villa consisted of an opulent residential area, a small 
bathing complex and an agrarian base for producing wine and oil. Whilst this villa is 
most famous for the discovery of 109 pieces of silverware now popularly referred to 
as the 'treasure of Boscoreale', one of which depicts a hunting scene with animals 
surrounded by vines, and illstromenta domestica including pieces of cookware, iron 
hoes, seals, bronze buckles, frescoes in the 2nd and 3rd Pompeian style have also been 
discovered here4l!9, One of these frescoes depicts a small representation of a hunter on 
horseback about to throw a spear at a fleeing animal that resembles a deer (Fig. 80). 
References to hunting can also be found in the sculptural finds from these residences. 
We have already met the bronze statue of the pig leaping out of the undergrowth onto 
the path, and the two startled deer from the Villa of Papyri (Figs 73 a-c), both 
representing species that hold important associations with the activity of hunting. The 
leaping pose of the piglet out of the undergrowth, and the startled deer holds yet 
further connections with hunting for one can imagine that they have been disturbed by 
a hunting party and are in the process of, or just about to, flee. Indeed this 
interpretation becomes more plausible when we tum our attention to the example of 
the Villa remains from Sabaudia, attributed to Domitian490, Here the bronze sculptures 
of a hound and a piglet were discovered whose subject matter is suggestive of an 
outdoor or garden location. The close associations between the subject matter of these 
finds makes it plausible that they would have been located in proximity to one 
489 The treasure of Boscoreale is now located in the Louvre Museum in Paris. For more information on 
the treasure of Boscoreale. see Elsner ( 1995) pp.261-6. 
4lJI) For further information on this villa see Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 57. pp. 215-217. 
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another, just as the deer and the piglet were close together at the Villa of Papyri. The 
find of numerous hounds from a Villa at Lanuvio adds further support for this theory. 
One marble sculpture of a hound is in mid-leap, with its front legs raised from the 
ground as if about to pounce on a creature it is hunting (Fig. 81 )491. These artistic 
representations certainly appear to reflect the literary descriptions of hunting in 
'reserves'. Through references to hunting, Nature has once again been brought under 
the control of the villa owner, and the ferocious excitement of hunting has been 
relocated in the civilised world of the owner's villa. 
From other villae, however, we can also detect influences from the very 
Roman sphere of the amphitheatre through the presence of a plethora of exotic 
animals such as tigers, leopards and panthers that were brought from abroad and 
displayed in the arena. The most prominent example can be found in the sculptural 
finds from the Vii/a of Cassius at Tivoli. Although now lost, a sculpture of a white 
marble lion, almost lifcsize, was discovered in the peristyle garden492• Here also was 
discovered the head of a tiger493. From these sculptures it would appear that the 
wildness of nature has been brought into the villa landscape under the owner's control 
and is paraded for the viewer to see, in the same way as in the amphitheatre, Rome's 
power over nature and other nations is also paraded for spectators. 
Room 66 in the Vii/a at Oplontis has a small wall painting of a leopard on a 
red background (Fig. 82). The room in which this representation was found over looks 
the large garden at area 96, where displays of nature under the villa owner's control 
491 For further information on this villa see Neudecker (1988) cat. no. 21 pp. 161-164. 
492 For further information on this villa see Ibid. cat. no. 66 pp. 229-234. Sculpture no. 66.47. 
493 Ibid. p. 232. statue no. 66.42. 
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were made through the employment of water and the combination of tree and 
shrubbery plantings alongside the use of marble columns, sculptures and fountains. At 
the relatively small villa of S. Antonio Abate at Stabiae, room 8, located opposite the 
peristyle garden has a small fresco of a lion, yet another animal paraded in the 
amphitheatre as a demonstration of Roman domination494• As at Oplontis, its 
proximity to the residence's peristyle garden once again enables the viewer to draw 
subtle associations between demonstrations of Roman control in the amphitheatre, 
and those of the owner in his villa peristyle where Nature's potential for wildness has 
yet again been curbed by man49S• 
Influences from the display of Roman dominance over nations and nature 
through the parading of exotic beasts in the arena, appear to have filtered not only into 
villa literature as we have seen from Varro, but into the art and architecture found in 
the residence and its landscape. The combination of this influence with that of Eastern 
'game reserves', also found in villa art and literature, emphasises the importance of the 
merging of these opposing influences in the villa and its landscape. It would appear 
from this evidence that the opposing influences of the paradeisoi of the East and the 
tradition of venationes in Roman amphitheatres combine, and even rely upon each 
other in order to justify their individual presence in the villa sphere. Few villa owners 
would wish to be perceived as living like Eastern kings, yet to espouse excessive 
associations with the city also risked criticism as we have seen. By combining both 
influences in their villa display they could demonstrate their own ability to bring 
nature under their control, thus highlighting their individual power, whilst not 
494 Bonifacio & Sodo (2001) pp 183-194. For the fresco of the lion, see ibid. p.l90. 
·M For map of vii/a see ibid, p. 183. 
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espousing the inherently problematic aspects of either influence even as they drew on 
their powerful associations. 
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Chapter 5 : The Villa Landscape as Spectaculum 
5.1: 'Vhen Nature in the Villa Landscape is the Spectacle 
We should therefore be aware of what men call luxury, since it is a 
subverter of lives; and likewise we should regard insolence as certain 
to bring on the ruin of all concerned. Diodorus of Sicily in his work 
called The Library says that the people of Agrigentum built a 
swimming pool for Gelon at great cost; it had a perimeter of seven 
stadia and a depth of 30 feet, and into it water was drawn from rivers 
and springs to make a fish-preserve supplying many fish for the 
luxurious taste and enjoyment of Gelon; there lighted on it also a 
large quantity of swans, so that the spectacle was the most delightful 
to see.496 
The previous chapter identifies the important role played by the amphitheatre, 
arena and circus within the villa landscape, the associations drawn between the 
spectacular entertainments of the city and the villa and the centrality of both the villa 
residence and landscape in key processes of display. Returning to our initial term 
spec/acu/lIm, however, it is necessary to remind ourselves of the further applications 
of this term within the more generic framework of' ... sight, demonstration and visible 
manifestation' which have equally important resonances with regard to villa 
landscapes. 
The reference above from Diodorus Siculus, recorded by Athenaeus in 
Deipnosophis/s, can be seen to provide the starting point for the next part of our 
4% Ath. 12.54Ie. 
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enquiry. Athenaeus cites Diodorus' recording of an image of swans landing on the 
pool of the private residence of the tyrant Gelon. Again, as observed earlier, there is a 
chronological and cultural gap between Diodorus' CI st BC account and Gelon's 
tyranny at Gela in C5thBC. However, it is significant that both Diodorus Siculus, 
writing in C 1st BC, and Athenaeus, writing some three hundred years later in C2AD, 
deemed it important to record the presence of spectacle provided by nature in a 
residential garden497. 
Diodorus Siculus emphasises the importance of this vision, made by nature, by 
referring to it as prosopsin - a vision to behold. Once again, we are reminded of the 
important visual impact of spectacle as a 'sight, visual demonstration or 
manifestationt498. Where before we have seen the location of spectacle in the villa 
residence through the man-made art and architecture that grabs the attention of the 
visitor, here we can see nature, in her various guises, providing the spectaculum, the 
vision to behold. Such location of spectacle as 'a visual demonstration' in the natural 
sphere significantly strengthens the idea of identifying spectaculum outside the 
confines of the city. Spectacle was not purely restricted to the city nor was the tenn 
merely applicable to displays that held parallels with the entertainments provided 
there. The various examples cited in the previous chapter above have connected 
spectacle and nature, and located these within domestic spheres including that of the 
villa, yet where we previously observed the man-made spectacular entertainments of 
497 Whilst the tyrant's residence was palatial, thus opening up discussions of its a-typicality as an 
example, the connection of spectacle in this manner to both a personal residence and nature is in itself 
intriguing and enables us to start identifying spectacular sights and visions being employed outside the 
public and city area. 
491 D'Anns (1999) p. 301. See p.ll2 for intial discussion of this theory. 
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the city being employed in the villa domain, here nature itself provides the spectacle 
upon which viewers cast their attention. 
This concept of nature itself providing spectacu/um is an important feature in 
the literary and archaeological evidence of Roman vil/ae. Varro's aviary in his vii/a at 
Tusculum provides us with an excellent example of nature as spectacle. As we have 
seen, part of the structure of the aviary resembles that of the theatre, encouraging 
associations with the city-sphere in the mind of the viewer. Green interprets Varro's 
aviary in a manner that results in the songbirds of the bird-theatre [theatridon avium] 
perching in the theatre-seats [sedi/ia avium] watching the ducks in the duck-docks 
[novalia anatium]. 
At the upper end of the aviary is a tholos, a round building whose 
dome ... rests on columns .... Between the columns is built up ... a 
theatridon avium, a small bird-theatre. Modillions are fastened at 
frequent intervals to all the columns, as sedi/ia avium, bird seats. 
Water is brought in through a small pipe, and food is tossed under the 
net 
In the middle of the tholos is a pond. The birds seated in the 
theatre watch the goings on in the pond ..... feathered observers sit 
among the colonnades and watch the passing show.499 
Examination of the text highlights that here, nature itself has been made into a 
spectacle. The nature of the aviary resembles the artificial spectacles found in the 
theatre and the gladiatorial arena, where roles, masks and armour were assumed and 
exotic animals (such as panthers) paraded and fought in unfamiliar locations, for the 
499 Green (1997) pp. 441-443. 
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delights of the audience. In Varro's aviary, the ducks on the duck-pond are in a 
similarly artificial environment, enacting the role of 'being human' for the 
'entertainment' of the songbirds in the theatre who have themselves become the 
"feathered observers". The aviary, located near fields and a river measuring 57 foot 
wide and surrounded by trees, with small trees and stone columns within it, was not 
just a building in the villa's landscape but also merged with the landscape, becoming 
part of it. In this way then, the landscape itself has become the arena for the display 
of spectacle, whilst, with the ducks on show, nature within the aviary has become the 
spectacle being watched. However, even the songbirds in the theatridion avium 
provide a spectacle: they too 'act' at being human, having assumed the role of the 
citizens who frequent the theatre. Whilst they watch their 'entertainment', they in tum 
are being watched as 'entertainment' for the visitors to Varro's villa and in so doing 
also become a demonstration of spectaculum. Furthennore, the aviary provides us 
with another, more generic, aspect of speclaculumsoo• Whilst drawing on associations 
with the spectacular entertainments of the city-sphere, the song-birds and the ducks 
together provided the visitors to Varro's villa with a sight to be beheld. Furthennore, 
this suggests not only the villa owner's wealth for developing this architectural feature 
in his villa landscape but it also attempts to parade and perfonn his power and control 
to visitors, for he has organised this vision provided by nature in the landscape. 
Nature is at his behestSol • 
That nature is seen to provide speclaculum as a sight to be beheld, which 
attempts to present the status of the villa owner, is emphasised in further literary 
500 It also provides us with an unquestionable demonstration of the more universal translation of the 
tenn provided by D' Anns and seen in the previous chapter, "sight, visible demonstration, 
manifestation". See p. 112. 
SOl This will be investigated in detail further in the chapter. 
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examples. If we return our attention to Cicero's letter to Trebatius, where he refers to 
a lotus tree in the hTfounds of Trebatius' estate, we remind ourselves that here Cicero 
sees nature itself providing spectaculum in two different ways502. Initially, he 
describes the lotus tree itself as providing a sight for strangers to behold [advenae 
teneri solent]. Yet he continues by stating that cutting down the tree will, in itself, 
provide many views [multllm prospexeris]. On this estate of Trebatius, nature 
provides spectaclilum in a variety of ways and furthermore the owner's control over 
this sight provided by nature is emphasised. Similarly, in Cicero's Leiter to his 
brother Quinflls, where he discusses the work being carried out on Quintus' Arcanum, 
Manilian, Fufundian and Laterium estates, the repetition of the verb 'videre' 
emphasises the idea the visual spcctacle of nature. In each of these villae, there is a 
strong imprcssion of the importance of the nature and landscape surrounding them, 
and the sights and atmosphere which nature produces. At Quintus' Arcanum estate, 
Cicero describes the sight of water there flowing beautifully, [" ... aquamque, ... belle 
sane jluentem vidi"], whilst at his Fufidian estate Cicero exclaims: "A more shady 
spot in summer I never saw, water also gushing out in lots of places, and a plentiful 
supply of it too. "S03. In both these examples, the sight provided by nature specifically 
through the display of watcr emphasises the wealth and control of the owner, for, as 
has been seen, abundance of water was a highly political tool that displayed personal 
wealth and control over natural resources. 
In the prevIous chapter we examined how Pliny's detailed descriptions of 
nature in the landscape of his villa at Laurentum presents spectacu/um in relation to 
SII2 Cic. Fum. VII.20, see ch.4, p. 176 for quote. 
SIIJ Cic. Q Fr. 111.1.1 
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the entertainments of the city. With more detailed examination of this letter however, 
we can also see that nature in this villa's landscape presents a more generic 
spectaculum. In his description of the countryside surrounding his villa, he emphasises 
the view stating, 
It is a great pleasure to look down on the countryside from the 
mountain, for the view seems to be a painted scene of unusual beauty 
rather than the real landscape [ ... plllchritudinem pictam videberis 
cern ere. ]. and the harmony to be found in this variety refreshes the 
eye wherever it turns [ ... qllocumque inciderint oculi, rejicientur.].S04 
As with Cicero's letter to his brother, Pliny's description of his villa landscape 
emphasises the important role played by nature in the viewer's vision over the villa's 
surrounding landscape. Through his description, we see the interplay between art and 
nature: nature here provides a sight so unusually beautiful as to have become an 
artistic creation. It is implied that nature herself has produced spectaculum for the 
onlooker, for she presents a remarkable sight that offers viewers visual refreshment. 
Furthermore, it is the owner's wealth and foresight, which has enabled the viewer to 
view this pleasurable vista. Without the development of Pliny's villa in this landscape 
such a dazzling view would exist unnoticed. Indeed, without the creation of the 
specific viewpoint by Pliny, the view would not exist at all, since any view is 
dependant upon the point from which it is seen. This in tum displays the strength of 
his command over nature itselfin his villa landscape. Such demonstrations, moreover, 
aim to suggest his status in the socially competitive fabric of Rome. 
504 Plin. Ep. V.6.13. 
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5.2: Juxtaposition in the Villa Landscape as Spectacu/unl 
The use of spectacufum as a means to perfonn or parade one's status and 
control the viewer within the villa landscape have been strongly established. 
Moreover, the close connections between the city and the villa has been used to 
suggest that display was as important in the villa residence as it was within the city 
walls. SpectaclIllim in the villa was, however, not found purely in the urban references 
in the villa and its landscape; it was also found in nature itself. Yet it is not nature's 
provision simply of a beautiful vision, which locates spectacle in the villa landscape. 
Further examination of the examples above shows that natural spectacufum. employed 
through nature in the villa landscape as a means of displaying one's claims to status, 
works on a rather more dcveloped and complex level. 
In chapter three, we examined how juxtaposition through the merging of 
references to Greece and Rome, town and country within the villa was a technique 
used to generate spectaculum. Juxtaposition was not present, however, in these 
oppositions alonc. In 'Man's Unnatural History', Andrew Wallace-Hadrill examines 
the antithetical status of nature and culture in Roman societlos. As part of his 
investigation of this antithesis, he examines the strong oppositions to be found 
between nature and luxury in the Roman world. Further insight into these important 
antitheses as voiced by Pliny has been developed by Sorcha Carel06, who examines 
both the extent to which culture (or ars) and nature were placed in opposition with 
50S Wallace-lladrill (1990) pp.80-96 .• In addition to Wallace-Hadrill's work on Pliny the Elder, 
insightful research on this ancient author and his work has been undertaken by Beagon (1992), and 
French, & Greenaway (19R6). 
SfJ6 Carey (2003), esp. ch. 5. 
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one another and the complexities within this seemingly antithetical relationship. She 
suggests that for Pliny, the relationship between ars and nature was 'uncertain', since 
there was always the risk that man might endeavour to either improve or supplant 
nature507• We are also presented with examples where art itself presents illusions 
which appear to confuse nature and artifice508• By cal1ing on examples such as the 
Domus Aurea, and examples of Pompei an elite housing such as the Casa del1a Venere 
in Conchiglia, Carey demonstrates that part of the complexity behind Pliny's 
opposition of ars and nature stems from the 'deliberate blurring of [the boundaries 
between] art and Nature,so9. Nero's Domus Aurea had an entirely artificial grotto 
made from cement, and at the Casa della Venere in Conchiglia, the rear waH of the 
garden is divided into three and painted with trees and shrubs and Venus reclining in 
her sheH51O• In these examples, she argues, not only is art presented alongside nature, 
begging the viewer to question the reality of what he sees before him but, more 
importantly' ... in seeking to offer a natural alternative to the extravagances of Roman 
taste, Nature becomes inseparable from her artificial imitations'S I I. In further support 
of this, she examines the example of Pliny's Lycian Tree in which, according to 
Carey, we have' ... an example of Nature imitating her own artificial imitations,SI2. 
Although this tree was located by a roadside in Turkey, rather than in an Italian villa, 
it does present us with a further example of nature and artifice being melded together 
in the same location as a means of display. 
507 Carey (2003) p. 107. 
50S Ibid p. 109-10, Carey employs the excellent example here of the famous competition between 
Zeuxis and Parrhasius, where Zeuxis managed to fool a flock of birds to feed on painted grapes, whilst 
Parrhasius demonstrated his superior artistic skill (and thus won the competition) since he was able to 
fool Zeuxis, his fellow competitor, that the curtain he had painted was indeed real. See Plin. NH. 36.65. 
5119 Ibid p. 122. 
510 Ibid p. 129, with this latter example especially, Carey asks whether we should indeed view Venus in 
her shell, framed in painted divides, as being an artistic depiction, or indeed we are meant to view her 
as a 'real' view out to sea where Venus really resides. 
511 Ibid p. 136. 
m Ibid p. 137. 
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Now there is a famous plane-tree in Lycia, which enjoys the agreeable 
proximity of a cool spring. It stands like a house, by the roadside, and 
inside is a hollow cave 81 feet across. The summit forms a shady 
grove, shielding itself with vast branches as big as trees, and covering 
the fields with its long shadows. And so that nothing is lacking from 
this image of a grotto, mossy pumice stones are gathered within a 
circular rim of rock. This tree is so deserving of the term 'wonder' that 
Licinius Mucianus (three-times consul, and recently made deputy to 
the governor of the province) thought that he should record for 
posterity that he had held a banquet with 18 companions inside the 
tree, which itself provided generous couches made from leaves; and 
that he had then slept in the same tree, sheltered from every gust of 
wind, and finding more pleasure in the agreeable sound of rain falling 
through the leaves, than in brilliant marble, colourful pictures or 
ceilings panelled with gold513• 
In her desire to demonstrate her superiority over the ars so desired by the elite, Nature 
was artificialising herself and in a sense becoming similar to her rival, ars. 
Both Wallace-HadrilI and Carey emphasise the complex relationship between 
art and nature in Pliny and in Roman society in general. On one hand, nature opposes 
ars and culture, with examples of men constantly seeking to improve or out do heril4• 
yet on the other, Carey demonstrates nature working alongside ars. The example of 
the Lycian tree, for example, presents an instance in which nature and artifice have 
m Pliny, Nil, 12.9-10 
$14 For example Ibid, XXII.45 "Enough has been said about scented flowers. In this sphere, luxury, glad 
to have conquered nature with its unguents. has with its dyed fabrics gone on to challenge those flowers 




merged together to become one, creating out of nature a highly unnatural and artificial 
setting, 
In preferring the tree to the paintings and marble veneers which so 
excited elite Roman taste, Licinius Mucianus may appear to choose 
Nature over luxury. But in fact, the tree's attraction rests precisely in 
its resemblance to the artificial grottoes which had become an essential 
element of elite Roman imperial culture. In choosing the tree, then, 
Licinius is simply exchanging one luxurious environment for another. 
This is the supreme irony of Pliny's formulation of the relationship 
between art and Nature. In seeking to demonstrate the superiority of 
Nature, the reality becomes inseparable from the artificial imitations 
which rival her.sls 
This concept of nature becoming more 'artificial' and intermingling with 
artifice as a mode of competition with artifice, can be developed with regard to the 
employment of the antithetical visions of nature and artifice found in villa landscapes. 
In Cicero's Leiter to Quintus, by enveloping the wall of his Laterium villa and the 
spaces between the colonnade with ivy, Quintus' gardener has won Cicero's praise for 
he has made" ... the coolest and mossiest retreat" [" ... nihil a/sius. nilhil muscosius. 
Habes [ere de rebus rusticis,,]516. Here, the use of the comparative endings [alsius 
and muscosius] provides an emphasis on comparison and encourages the impression 
of an atmosphere provided by nature as one to be beheld and marvelled at, since 
nothing provides a retreat more rustic. Furthermore, whilst it was the gardener who 
trained the ivy over the wall and colonnade, Cicero emphasised that it was at his 
brother's behest that such changes were made. "That you are making those additions 
m Carey, S., (2003). p. 131. 
516 Cic. Q Fr. 111.1.5. 
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as you had resolved, is, ... most gratifying .... that villa .... after all the proposed 
addition will be channing."sI7• It was man's alteration of nature in the villa landscape 
that added to the atmosphere of the villa and provided the spectaculum implicit in 
Cicero's description of the landscape of Quintus' villae. Nature here appears to have 
been enhanced by man's artificial additions and it is this juxtaposition of nature and 
artifice that has provided outstanding visual displays. Spectaculum has been evinced 
by man's commanding of such displays. 
In Pliny's Natural /Iistory, the antithesis between nature and artifice plays a 
pivotal role. In fact, Pliny's criticisms of man's relationship with nature are paralleled 
throughout Roman literature, in the work of both his predecessors and his 
successors
SIH
• Whilst Roman authors such as Pliny appear to be decidedly opposed to 
man's desire for the luxurious and artificial, they constantly praised the beauty and 
simplicity of Nature. When we apply this rhetoric to the world of villae, however, we 
see a different picture: in contrast to such vitriolic criticism, many literary and 
archaeological villa examples d,,'tllonstrate that, in practice, these antithetical motifs 
did intermingle in the same setting. If such co-existence was considered as 
problematic as suggested, why did villa owners risk such prominent simultaneous 
display of antithetical elements as these? In the examples examined above, nature 
plays an undeniably important role in the sights if the villa and the role of the owner 
in the instigation of these magni ficent sights is vital. It is not purely nature but nature 
manipulated and controlled by man, which enables such sumptuous and arresting 
displays of the own"'f's wealth. Moreover, the vision developed and presented through 
m Cic. Q Fr. III.I.S. 
518 For example, Horace provides us with large amounts of satirical criticism of man's desire for 
luxury, culture. artifice and city life. see Hor. Sat. II. VI; £pod. II; Carm, 11.11. Juvenal Satires also 
provides us with examples of this e.g for example Juv. XI. 64-135. 
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man's manipulation of nature attempts to grab the owner's attention by displaying the 
owner's ability to merge nature with juxtaposing elements. 
In Pliny the Younger's villa, man's control over water and nature is clearly 
evinced by the numerous fountains spraying jets of water, the flora and fauna of the 
villa's rooms and the presence of marble basins and revetments on the walls. Frescoes 
of birds perched in the trees further emphasises the display of visual juxtaposition for 
here nature is present purely because of man. 
Almost opposite the middle of the colonnade is a suite of rooms set 
slightly back and round a small court shaded by four plane trees. In 
the centre a fountain plays in the marble basin, watering the plane 
trees ... There is also another room, green and shady from the nearest 
plane tree, which has walls decorated with marble up to the ceiling 
and a fresco (which no less attractive) of birds perched on the 
branches of the trees. Here is a small fountain with a bowl surrounding 
by tiny jets which together make a lovely murmuring sound519• 
In his villa, Pliny has merged nature and artifice together in opulent displays of wealth 
thereby attempting to catch the viewer's attention. In Plutarch's description of the 
Republican villa of Lucullus, we find yet a further accentuation of the intermingling 
of opposing visions of natural and manmade displa/20• This villa was purportedly 
built into the sea and tunnels were carved into hillsides, making the residence the 
epitome of extravagance for which his villa developments became renowned. That 
both authors emphasise the juxtaposition of artifice and nature highlights the 
519 Plin. Ep. V.6 
520 Plut. Luc. XXXIX. 2-5. 
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importance that such visual displays held for both villa owners. Indeed Lucullus' villa 
gardens maintained their influence over viewers until well into the imperial period for 
their displays remained second to none521 • It was through such commanding sights 
that attempted to attract the viewer's attention, that spectaculum was located within 
the villa and its landscape. 
This concept of spectaculum appears to be supported by archaeological 
evidence. At the Villa at Sperlonga, both nature and artifice play important roles in the 
development of the grotto. The view from the dining area itself looked out onto both 
the surrounding cliffs and the sea itself, providing an important emphasis on the 
natural setting yet the housing of the triclinium within the cavern presented a 
significant display of artifice within the grotto (Fig. 34a) . The dining area itself 
housed a fishpond with holes in the side of the raised dining platform providing 
refuge arcas in which the fish could hide (Fig. 34b)522. Moreover, not only was this 
cavern expanded in size to house the triclinium, but the development of the interior of 
the grotto to include the central circular pool and the dining area was demonstrative of 
both luxury and artifice (Fig 83 a & b). Access to the triclinum required either small 
boats or moveable wooden landing stages. Once there, the visitor had the view not 
only of the sea and the surrounding cliffs, but also of the other villae in the area, again 
emphasising man's influence on the landscape and on nature herself23• Whilst the 
villa's proprietor employed the natural phenomenon of the cavernous Fondi coast, the 
location of the statues in the !:,Jfotto, as well as the inscription naming the artists who 
made the sculptures, demonstrated man's influence in the development of the artistic 
m Plut. Llie. XXXIX. 2 
m For detailed infonnation on piscinae see Higginbotham (1997) Cf. Salza Prina Ricotti (1987) p. 138. 
m For further evidence of man's influence in this grotto, see Cassieri (2003) p. 30., cf. Cassieri (2000). 
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decoration within the cavern. Not only was the marble employed in these statues a 
demonstration of luxury, but the emphasis in the inscription on connections to the 
famous sculptors of the Laoc~on, Polydoros, Athenodoros and Hagesandros, present 
suggestions of the luxurious Greek EastS24. The presence of the piscina in the cavern 
held resonances with Nature, but also drew on associations with the unnatural and 
luxurious aspects of Roman life about which Pliny became so exerciseds2s. According 
to James Higginbotham, "The resources expended on the construction and operation 
of Italian piscinae were beyond the grasp of most individuals and, therefore, the 
possession of an artificial fishpond was a mark of singular status."S26. Not only was 
the piscina an important display of luxury, and thus a significant sign of status but fish 
were placed in an unnatural, setting. Here again, we note the close association 
between artifice and nature in this villa grotto. 
Other vil/ae contain equally obvious displays of this juxtaposition of nature 
and artifice, which was so vehemently criticised in literature. The idyllic location of 
the villa at Oplontis during the 1st century BC and the 1 st Century AD is demonstrated 
by Bergmann, "From this coastal spot a villa-owner could enjoy a sweeping panorama 
of the bay dotted with ships and framed by the infamous spas at Baiae to the north and 
elegant villas at Stabia to the south."S27. Here we see the immediate importance of 
both the natural and the unnatural in the vii/a. Within this villa however, it is not just 
52<4 According to Plin. NH, XXXVI.37, these three names were the sculptors of the LaocOon. The 
inscription at Sperlonga also included the patronymics of the Sperlonga sculptors thus providing 
evidence that they were not the same as the artists who made the LaocOon. Cf Ridgway (2000) p. 78. 
For a detailed investigation into the patronymics of these names see, Rice (1995). Although not the 
same sculptors, the inscription of the same names certainly brings to mind connections with the 
sculptors of the revered LaocOon. 
m Strabo, Geography, V.3.6 suggests that the coastline of this region was peppered with vil/ae taking 
advantage of the caverns. PHn. NH, 111.56-59 also provides evidence of the cavernous nature of this 
coastline. 
526 Higginbotham (1997) p.5S. 
m Bergmann (2002) p.91. 
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in the gardens that Nature plays a significant role. Throughout the elaborate and 
luxurious frescoes in this residence, there is a strong emphasis upon landscape scenes 
and plants, shrubs and birds in various stages of flowering and flight (Figs 84 a_c)528. 
Yet again, however, the important role of Nature in this villa exists precisely because 
of its juxtaposition with luxury, artifice and the unnatural. 
In order to examme the close association of nature and artifice and the 
unnatural at Oplontis, attention is drawn to the eastern wing of the villa. Excavations 
during the I 960s and 70s from this area have uncovered a large natatio or swimming 
pool measuring approximately 17m by at least SOm (the length of the pool lies under a 
modem road) (Fig. 70a). Man's intcrvention is required in the initial making of the 
natalio and is further emphasised by the sculpture located throughout the garden both 
at the head on the swimming pool and in amongst the trees that line the east side of 
the poOI529. At first glance, the large amount of marble sculpture throughout this 
garden presents us with important demonstrations of luxurious display. Closer 
investigation into the subject mattcr of these sculptures however, presents us with a 
more complex reading of the role of the sculpture in this garden. At the end of this 
swimming pool, excavated in 1975, was discovered a neo-Attic krater and in front of 
this a hermaphrodite struggling with a Satyr (Figs.85 a & b, 86 a & b). The neo-Attic 
krater itsel f presents interesting associations with classical Athens and again is an 
example of the antithesis of Greek culture in a Roman setting. As figures associated 
m For further infonnation on these landscape frescoes, for example artistic procedures in composing 
the scenes, a catalogue of all landscape scenes at Oplontis see Clarke (1996) pp.81-I07; Cf Jashemski 
(\979) pp.289-314 fT., (1993) pp.375-379. 
519 See de Caro ( 1987) pp. 79-133 for more details, a catalogue of the finds and their find locations in 
the villa. The crater and the hennaphrodite sculpture were originally located at the southern end of the 
pool in the area labelled 92 on the map (Fig. 8). The crater was used as a fountain at the end of the 
pool. . Ibid, p. 96. Cf. Jashemski (1979) pp.289-314 (1993) pp. 293-30 I and (1987) pp. 33-75 on the 
excavation of the gardens and the discovery of the sculptures. 
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with the rural wilds, the sculpture of the hennaphrodite struggling with the satyr suit 
well the garden context. Once again then, sculpture is located in a highly theatrical 
setting, encouraging the viewer to be drawn into the image depicted before him53o• 
However, juxtaposition also plays a part here. These figures, often perceived to be 
representative of the 'wildness' and uncontrollability of nature, have been placed in the 
controlled and tamed setting of the villa landscape. Additionally we find the further 
antithesis, not just of nature and artifice or indeed of wild and tame nature, but of 
myth and real depicted together in the same domain. Bergmann has stated of 
landscapes in Italy and their strong associations with mythical stories, 
In Italy, then, both in public and in private, environmental illusions 
invited viewers to wander into Arcadian hills, pass the landmarks of 
heroic fcats, and witness the dramatic pursuits, collisions, and 
transfonnations of the mythical past-in the very places that now 
constituted one political and cultural domain. Active viewers in 
gardens and painted rooms ... found themselves in a kind of ecological 
paradox of being in several places at once. As the viewers' frame of 
reference expanded geographically, the division between the 
imaginary zones and the periptopos, the actual lived in space of the 
viewers dissolved. s31 
This further juxtaposition brought the viewer into the mythic scene, taking them out 
of the actual space of the garden and into the depths of rnsticitas where the figures of 
heroes and mythic creatures were believed to roam. Yet again then in this example in 
the villa landscape at Oplontis, the boundaries between nature and artifice, tame and 
wild, real and mythic have been collapsed by the villa owner. 
'30 For further discussion on the theatricality of sculpture, see Ch. 3.4 
'31 Bergmann (2001) p. 162. 
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One of the most direct ways to reach this eastern wing is by walking through 
room 69 from the gardens of oleander (Area 56) until one reaches the large garden 
and the swimming pool (Area 96)532. This journey takes one through Room 69, which 
itself opens out onto the garden and the pool (Fig. 70a). The walls on either side of 
this room are painted with plants, and wildlife (Figs 84 a-c). In addition, large 
windows create vistas into the connecting rooms 68 and 70 beyond. These rooms 
themselves contain not only highly ornate walls luxuriously decorated yet again with 
trees, shrubs, wildlife and fountains but also the remains of 'real' internal gardens533• 
Looking further across internal gardens and through windows into spaces behind, 61 
and 87 respectively, one can again observe both internal viridaria, and similar 
naturalistic frescoes of flowers and bushesS34• In addition to the frescoes of shrubs and 
wildlife, there is the sound and sight of cool, calming water from real and painted 
fountains. As one stands in room 69, ahead is the vast expanse of water of the pool, 
whilst to the side in the frescoes and internal gardens, birds drink from water tumbling 
from the fountains. Not only is the water of the garden's pool and fountain mirrored in 
the frescoes, but so too are the shrubs, trees and marble sculptures found in the 
garden. These frescoes use illusionary techniques to blur the boundaries of the 
viewer's vision. Reality and imagination merge, forming a spectacle of illusion, and 
the viewer finds himself questioning the truth of what he sees before him. Are the 
paintings and planted internal gardens a continuation of the gardens of oleander he has 
m lashemski's detailed analysis of this garden has examined pollen samples from this garden and 
identified the main plantings here to be oleander bushes. See lashemski (1979) pp.297-306. 
m For detailed excavation reports on these internal gardens see lashemski (1979, 1993 and 1987). 
534 Area 61 is a !imall raised garden, whilst room 87 is a more substantial internal viridarium, with a 
channel around the outside of a flower-bed, which is suggestive of a watering system. From her 
excavation of the small raised garden area at 61 lashemski has plausibly suggested that this garden was 
planted with small plants such as herbs and small potting plants. lashemski (1979), p.311. 
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just left behind him? Even within the built environment, he has apparently entered 
into rurality where nature blossoms. Through these juxtapositions, not only has the 
owner brought the outside into his villa, but he has also brought the inside to the 
outside. The artificial or unnatural aspects of human life are brought outside and 
associated with nature in the large garden at Oplontis, and similarly, nature and the 
natural mingle in the interior viridaria, framed by vistas cut through walls, and 
imitated by frescoes of trees, birds and shrubs. Nature has been brought into villa, 
giving the illusion that the owner commands more space than in reality and 
demonstrating the personal control and indeed power he wields in "taming nature" 
and bringing it into the civilised "private" domain of the villa535• The close proximity 
of the shrubs before the frescoes aims to allow one's eye to move from the real to the 
fake in unhampered transition, blurring the boundaries between the two and 
encouraging the viewer to see the trompe I 'oei! of the frescoes as the reality of the 
shrubbery. 
Another example from Oplontis of the intermingling of nature and artifice and 
the consequent transgression of boundaries so strongly upheld in rhetorical criticism 
can be seen in the relationship between the atrium (Room 5) and area 20 which 
contained yet another internal viridarium. On the walls of the atrium are spectacular 
architectural murals with columns and doors suggesting urban civilisation536• Towards 
the front, in the north-north east end of this room, area 20 houses a cultivated garden. 
The east and west walls of area 20, behind which are located corridors 3 and 6, show 
garden paintings in between structural half columns with birds visiting fountain 
m For reconstruction of the spatial representation in Roman wall paintings, see de Santis (2004) pp. 
402-410. 
5Jb See Ch 2 for the discussion ofurban references in this villa and others. 
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basins. On the entablature in this garden were depicted animal scenes, bringing this 
area further into wilderness 537. In these spectacular displays, we see the contiguity of 
the civilised town alongside the rurality of nature, both of which have been brought to 
this villa through the means of the villa proprietor. The wall paintings and cultivated 
garden are juxtaposed, providing the viewer with illusions, questioning the reality of 
both the images and extent of space and ownership implied by such illusions. These 
illusions emphasise the cultural and social status of the proprietor to those viewing the 
display of art and architecture whilst employing illusionary techniques to imply 
extensions of space and personal power into other spheres of Roman life. 
Due to its underground complex, Livia's villa at Primaporta is arguably the 
most important site when examining the villa in the context of its landscape538• This 
complex is located in the south-west side of the villa, accessed only by one flight of 
narrow, dark stairs and is made up of three rooms, of varying sizes. Whilst the exact 
use of the other rooms has yet to be established, it is widely accepted that the biggest 
and presumably the most important room functioned as a triclinium. In this triclinium 
were ornate frescoes lining the walls from top to bottom depicting outstanding 
images of trees and shrubs, flowers and bushes, with birds flying and landing upon 
the painted trees (Figs 71 a & a)539. 
Much research has been done on the frescoes of this underground triclinium 
not least because they are the most complete find of landscape frescoes known at 
m See Ilales (2003) p.152. 
m This underground complex was discovered in 1893. 
m These frescoes have now been relocated in the Palazzo Massimo Aile Terme, however 
reconstruction of the frescoes have been set up in the underground room itself, which help to give some 
sense of how the room might have looked when in full decoration. 
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present in Rome540• Whether or not we view this villa as belonging to Livia is 
immaterial for this work, what is more vital for us to consider is the content of the 
frescoes and their relation to the villa as a whole541 • In this room not only is nature 
brought inside to the ordered space of an underground area, but as Kellum says, 
Precisely as in Virgil's Georgics, order and disorder complement one 
another here. The juxtaposition of a trimmed, fenced, clearly detailed 
foreground with a sketchily rendered burgeoning background not only 
creates an effective spatial illusion, but also reveals the corresponding 
rhythms that exist between the two. Here and there, the foliage of the 
thicket intertwines with the trees of the ambulatory, and the multitude of 
birds appearing everywhere in the composition suggest connection542• 
It is this juxtaposition of, and connection between, order and disorder that plays a 
fundamental role in understanding the decor of this room within the context of the 
villa as a whole and indeed how it relates to other examples of villa decor. Order and 
disorder are clearly present, yet with this we also have the further juxtaposition of 
natural and unnatural and indeed man's interference in the scene portrayed on the 
walls. The wild and untamed nature presented in the background of the picture is 
clearly contrasted with the carefully managed and maintained area at the front of the 
picture. Here we have examples of what nature looks like when left alone with no 
human interference. The presence of the low wicker fence and the little white wall 
that separates the two areas presents a useful barrier between the two opposing images 
540 A small sample of the bibliography for this villa and its finds is as follows, Settis (2002); Calci & 
Messino (l9R4); Gabriel (1955); lIolsher (l9R8); Jashemski (1979) pp.381-383. Attempts have also 
been made to connect the flora and fauna of these frescoes to Augustus' decorative programme of 
fertility and prosperity, visible in numerous monuments from his reign. For more information see 
Kellum (1994); Reeder (1997). For a more detailed bibliography see Reeder (1997). 
541 See p. 126. for information on this. 
542 Kellum (1994) p. 215. 
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of nature. At first instance, one might be tempted to highlight the lack of obvious 
human interference in this painted garden, apart from the little fence and waH (Fig. 
87). However, the proximity of the 'wild' and the 'tame' side by side in each waH 
actually emphasises comparisons within the viewer's mind of the consequences of 
human interaction with landscape. 
Closer examination reveals that there is rather more human intervention in this 
picture. Furthermore, the juxtaposition between 'wild' and 'tame', 'order' and 'disorder' 
in this fresco holds interesting visual parallels with real villa landscapes. A reading of 
the imagery in this room can be taken on two levels. On one level, the frescoes in this 
room are indicative of man's relationship with nature in general, and the frescoes 
indeed provide support for the constant reiteration of man's influence over nature 
expounded throughout the Roman literature. On panel II, a little bird, sitting in a wire 
bird-cage balances on the low wall. This presents man's role in catching and placing 
the bird within the cage for human pleasures43• Yet if we take this a stage further, we 
can see that the incarceration of the bird draws associations with the location of nature 
within the subterranean triclinium. The bird, representative of nature, has been 
brought under man's control. Meanwhile on a larger scale, the untamed wilderness in 
the background of the fresco has been brought under man's control by being located 
in the 'cage' of the subterranean room. Not only that, but the foreground depiction of 
tamed nature is already, as the bird is, tamed by man and enclosed by equally 
inescapable barriers provided by the wicker fence on one side and the wall on the 
other. On another level however, the frescoes of this room could be seen to present a 
543 See La Regina (1998) p. 213. The capture of bird .. for pets is common in the Roman world, for 
example we hear from Catullus about Lesbia's love for her sparrow and her grief at its death, see 
Catull. II; III. 
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rather more individual statement regarding the specific proprietor's relationship with, 
or control over, nature. The irony behind all this careful juxtaposition is that the entire 
image is painted: bird, cage, trees and walls are all there at the behest of the owner. To 
obtain the illusion of nature in this room it is artifice that is required. Whilst the idea 
of nature stills plays a vital role in this room, the actual job of nature has become 
obsolete. Nature itself is not required in this underground room. The imagery 
provided is merely artifice. Opulent decor, masquerading as nature, provides a 
demonstration of ars (culture). The proprietor is able to recreate nature in any setting, 
with or without hcr help. 
As the viewer ascends the dark stairs to return to ground level and out into the 
open, he is once again surrounded by nature. Yet again, it is a vision of nature that is 
open to two readings. On one level, on exiting the stairway, the viewer finds himself 
faced with a real view of the city of Rome and her surrounding countryside. This is 
clearly indicative of man's relationship with nature, especially when we consider the 
mutual reliance of the city and the country. On the other hand, we see a more personal 
presentation of the proprietor's relationship with nature being played out here. Once 
outside the stairway, behind the viewer and to his left and right is the rest of the villa 
(Figs 27 a & b). Standing at the entrance to this trielinium and facing Rome, on the 
left hand side of the visitor is area 22, the large peristyle garden, in which excavations 
have suggested there was a garden with a fountains44• Further to the left was the 
smaller peristyle garden measuring c.84 sq. metres in which were discovered the 
remains of 12 ollea per/orata, which held plants and shrubs and were located at 
544 Excavations between 1996 and 1999 on this villa have recently been undertaken by AIIan Klynne 
and Peter Liljenstolpe of the Swedish Institute in Rome and the Soprintendenza Archeologica di Roma, 
Gaetano Messineo. For further infonnation see http://www.arkeologi.uu.se/primaportal . 
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specific points around the colonnade of the garden (Fig. 28). In the rooms to the right 
hand side of the triclinium were wall paintings, which included small representations 
of birds and animals, which again drew parallels between the display in the 
underground triclinium and also connected with the display of natural wildlife in the 
gardens and surrounding landscape (Figs 29). The viewer is reminded of the role of 
the proprietor in bringing nature into his villa and under his control, and once again, 
nature is mingled with the antithetical elements so strongly criticised in Pliny and 
throughout the rhetoric of the Roman moralists. 
The elaborate frescoes in the Villa at Boscoreale offer another good example 
of this antithesis. The frescoes of cubiculum m, are now housed at the Metropolitan 
Museum of New York. On the back wall was depicted an impressive landscape scene. 
On either side of this were two walls depicting urban landscapess4s. The landscape on 
the back wall accentuates the differences between this fresco and its neighbours. Here, 
creepers grow, clinging to rocks and birds perch on their leaves and branches (Fig. 
88). Trees have been painted on both the top left and right hand sides of the fresco. 
The only reference to a cityscape on this back wall is visible in the small area of 
yellow landscape painting in the bottom centre of the wall. This in itself is both 
significantly smaller, and far less emphasised than the flanking cityscapes since it is 
painted in subtle shades of a single colour. The presence of this yellow landscape, 
however, re-opens the argument of representations of antithesis, for in amongst the 
depictions of nature, once again there is the presence of the civilised city. By the 
appearance of a small cityscape in amongst the rural scene, the viewer is reminded of 
the mutual relationship between town and country. 
S4S See chapter 3 for discussions on the theatricality of these paintings. 
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Throughout this fresco there are constant references to antithetical motifs. In 
the background on either side are pergolas and fences with vines growing around546• 
The choice of plant is itself interesting since it brings to mind viticulture, so prevalent 
in the region and indeed practised in this villa itself547. Not only that, but the 
associations of the vine to Bacchus, presents us with a further juxtaposition in this 
fresco: mythic and real are yet again subtly combined in this fresco. Moreover, 
Bacchus' reputation, through his connections with wine, as the god of disorder and 
mayhem suggests the further antithesis between order and disorder. In the lower right 
hand side of the fresco, rocks surround two stacked marble basins containing water. 
Just above, the overhanging rock also has these metal spouts, and it is from here that 
the water appears to originate. The whole fresco is divided by ornate columns, around 
which gold climbing plants interspersed with gems spiral upwards. Just above the 
monochrome cityscape can be seen fruit sitting in a clear glass bowl as if placed there 
by the owner. The birds, the fruit, trees, vines and rocks clearly show nature. Yet, 
artifice is also present within this work, in the forms of the luxuriously decorated 
columns, the water-spouts in the rock, and the implication of viticulture and the 
presence of the bowl containing fruit. The last two are indeed particularly indicative 
of man's influence on nature and the environment. The harvesting of !,'Tapes and 
production of wine and the presence of picked fruit in the bowl demonstrate yet again 
how man cmploys nature for his own bcnefit. To this end then, the interaction and 
intermingling of these clements present a multi-dimensional vision: one with which 
the viewer reacts on numerous levels. The spectator is called upon to extend the image 
'46 On the left hand side, only one pillar of the pergola is depicted. 
'47 Lehmann ( 1953) p 7. 
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of the wall painting beyond the wall, past the window and into the area outside. By 
depicting ars, luxury, and nature, together within the same frame of wall whilst also 
encouraging comparisons to be made between this wall and the two flanking walls of 
the room, the owner displays his ability to bring contrasting and highly controversial 
elements together within the display in his villa. This action in itself can be seen 
significantly to undermine the rhetoric of rules and limits placed on display, which are 
echoed throughout Latin literature. Having eroded these prescribed and vociferously 
upheld social limits with apparent ease, the proprietor is able successfully to reassert 
his own methods of display in order to parade his individual status. Since he has 
visibly undermined the strongly asserted standpoint of Roman society by 
intermingling and juxtaposing opposing elements in his cubiculum, the viewer is 
similarly encouraged to buy into the blurred boundaries between illusion and realism, 
which he also portrays in the fresco. The proprietor presents an image of being free 
from social constraints, he is apparently without limits in his villa display, and as such 
the viewer is furthermore encouraged to believe in the limitless extension of space 
presented in the clibiclilum fresco. Yet, although encouraging the viewer's acceptance 
of limitless display, villa owners remained obedient to the accepted modes of display 
employed in villa art. The plethora of villa examples, which display these same 
combinations of apparently opposing motifs, demonstrate that owners, even at their 
apparently most daring, were merely espousing the expected methods of personal 
display in their villa domain. 
The close associations between natural and unnatural, nature and artifice, at 
Sperlonga, Oplontis, Primaporta and Boscroeale emphasise that, whilst moralists 
might rail against the employment of luxury and artifice, such displays were 
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incredibly popular in villae. Moreover, in other villae too we can see similar 
juxtapositions of these antithetical motifs to varying extents in sculptural collections, 
architectural developments in the landscape, and artistic references to rural activity 
such as farming. 
At the Villa of Papyri in Herculaneum, we find a swimming pool in the large 
peristyle garden surrounded by marble and bronze statuary and colonnades (Fig. 56). 
Furthermore, reconstructions of a smaller peristyle garden in the residential section of 
this villa give us an idea as to how this area possibly looked within antiquity 
surrounded by fountains and marble sculpturess48• These finds immediately emphasise 
the antithesis between natural and artificial in this villa. The theatricality of the 
sculptures of this villa: the drunken satyr and the sleeping satyr, and the seated 
Hermes, as a means by which the viewer is drawn into the scene has been discussed 
(Figs 65, 66 & 21). Here we might want to emphasise how the garden setting 
emphasises that theatricality, setting a rural scene in which we might expect to locate 
the satyr or Hermes the traveller. Warden and Romano suggest that the location of the 
athletes and thcir location at one end on either side of the swimming pool replicates 
the racetrack, which again presents the highly theatrical nature of the sculptures (Figs 
64) 549. In their examination of the sculptural collections from the villa, attempting to 
identify themes behind the sculptural collections of this villa, they argue that the 
sculptural programme of this villa is one steeped in oppositions50• 
548 The John Paul Getty Museum attempts to 'recreate' both the villa and its gardens, and to some 
extent provides us with a plausible and interesting, if speculative, reconstruction of how the villa might 
have looked. 
WI Warden & Romano ( 1994) pp.240-1 
'so Ibid. Pandennalis (1971) has argued that the collection in this villa is the antithesis of public and 
private, the opposition between the life of otillm and negotium, whilst Sauron (1980) has suggested that 
the theme of the large peristyle to be that of an evocation of the Elysian fields attractive to a Roman 
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The contrast of otium and negotium is not a clear choice but a 
continuum of two opposite but attractive forces. The programme is in 
fact steeped with contrasts offering the viewer a number of choices: 
public and private, otium and negotium, inner and outer, order and 
disorder, human and divine, Greek and Roman, natural and artificial, 
historical and mythological, past and present, earth and water, 
individual and collective, male and female and perhaps others as 
weIL .. Roman aristocrats of the late Republic ... would have been well 
aware of the contrasting attractions of otium and negotium, but they 
would also have been aware of the necessity if balancing and 
reconciling the two forces. The sense of contrast, the pull of many 
opposing forces, ... are part of the villa's complex programme.55l 
This point can be developed to suggest that oppositions within the sculptural 
collections of the villa were not merely part of the prof,Yfamme, but were an important 
method of demonstrating the extent of control wielded by the owner in order to 
control the various opposing forces in the villa. The theatricality of the sculpture relies 
upon the juxtaposition of artifice and nature, for it is the role of the theatre and the 
nature of the theatrical to provide an environment where nature and artifice (through 
acting) are combined. Such an atmosphere aims to encourage the viewer to question 
what is real or indeed to accept as real the image before him. Furthermore, these 
themes of opposition were employed throughout villa decoration and architecture as a 
means of alluding to individual control and status. 
with a philosophical bent. Wojcik (1986) has argued that the decor is representative of aristocratic 
valucs of the latc Republic, whilst Conticello (1989) has suggested that the villa's decorative program is 
that of an escapist Epicurean setting. 
~~I Warden & Romano (1994) p. 247. 
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Excavations at the Villa San Marco have also again uncovered a large pool in 
a peristyle garden as well as an extravagant nymphaeum, which further artificialises 
and makes a spectacle of the natural resource of water (Fig. 89). Here, just as at 
Oplontis, calcified tree roots help us conceive of the layout of the garden. The 
presence of stucco and the remains of frescoes depicting Poseidon and Venus in 
niches of the nymphaeum at the curved end of the pool, once again bring references to 
mythic beings into the villa landscapess2• In this garden, real and mythic, human and 
divine are combined, emphasising the importance role of juxtaposition in this villa 
landscape. This area of the nymphaeum, with its depictions of people in niches 
surrounded by representations of architecture has led scholars to see this area as being 
similar to that of the scaenae /rOilS, "Ia parete era articolata in otto piccole esedre e 
fungeva da scenae frons della natatio. ,,553. Once again then, the motif of the theatre is 
employed through the combination of nature and artifice in the villa residence and its 
landscape as a means by which viewers are encouraged to believe in make believe. 
The find of a marble nco-Attic krater in the garden further demonstrates to us distinct 
parallels between the demonstration of antithesis, for as at Oplontis, Greek culture has 
been brought into the Roman sphere in a further attempt to present social statusS54• 
Frescoes on the wall of the peristyle echo on a smaller scale those found at 
Primaporta, for here we find a representation of a tree located behind a fence with the 
sun beating down upon it (Fig. 90). As at Primaporta, the presence of the fence in 
front of the tree suggests human interaction with the natural landscape. This human 
interference and manipulation is reflected in the presence of the pond, and cultivated 
shrubs and trees in this garden. 
m Bonifacio & Sodo (2001) p. 60. 
m Ibid, p. 60. 
"4 Ibid pp. 22-23 
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Whilst the fragmentary excavation of the Villa at Boscotrecase and Villa 
Famesina located in Rome's Trastevere region, has meant that our knowledge of their 
landscape is limited, some of the frescoes uncovered in both sites depict important 
landscape representationss5s• The Red Room at Boscotrecase, housed outstanding 
examples of third style frescoes (Fig. 91). The focal point of these frescoes are the 
central landscape scenes in which man and civilisation, in the form of buildings and 
monuments, are depicted alongside animals and trees. These representations are 
surrounded by thin, candelabras from which flowers sprout. In these scenes, we see 
evidence of man's interference in Nature through farming as well as clear 
demonstration of culture in the guise of buildings, porticoes and statuary. Similarly, in 
triclinium C at Villa Famesina, the so-called winter dining room, featured landscape 
paintings (Fig. 92). Though not as focussed on a single scene, as at Boscotrecase, 
man's relationship with nature is again represented. Dotted around the black walls of 
this room are depictions of men fishing, farming nature for their own consumption. 
We can also see suggestions of civilisation in the depictions of buildings, and marble 
triumphal arches with equestrian statues on top, all of which are located in natural 
landscape and surrounded by treesS56• 
These numerous villa examples abound with demonstrations of antithesis and 
reflect the importance of balancing oppositions in villa landscape and landscape 
m Both these villae have been attributed to Marcus Vipsania Agrippa. It has been suggested that Villa 
Famesina was built by Agrippa celebrating his marriage to Julia, the daughter of Augustus, whilst it is 
proposed (on evidence from brick stamps) that the villa at Boscotrecase was built by Marcus Agrippa, 
and then left to his young son, Agrippa Postumus, on his death. 
sst> We have further landscape scenes representing man's influence upon Nature at villa Farnesina, as 
can be seen in the landscape paintings placed intermittently between theatrical ma~ks in corridor F. 
Within the landscape scenes are representations of men fishing, porticoes and other buildings, 




representations. Locating opposite contexts together demonstrated the status and 
significance of the villa owner to his guests, for he displayed his control over the villa 
domain itself and the viewer, controlling what he saw. The multitude of antithetical 
motifs employed in villa art and architecture suggest that it is both inaccurate and 
highly problematic merely to accept the rhetorical oppositions set up by the ancient 
authors. The villa as a place of contradiction has been emphasised throughout this 
thesis: we have examined the plethora of oppositions mixed together through displays 
of urban and rural, nature and artifice, Greek and Roman, otium and negotium. The 
antitheses set up in literature played an important role in attempting to limit the 
behaviour of elite members of Roman society, categorising for them what was 
acceptable and what was not, as well as emphasising the methods of display that were 
permitted and those which were perceived to be problematic. Voices from ancient 
literature, such as Varro and Pliny the Elder, emphasise the modes of display or 
expenditure acceptable for the specific classes of Roman society. However, as 
members of the elite, in practice, these moralists were precisely the villa owners 
employing the various modes of display examined in literature, some of which were 
approved, for example nature, and others, such as luxury, that were heavily criticised. 
The intermingling of these opposing rhetorical constructions in individual villae, 
although potentially highly problematic, presented a way in which members of the 
elite were able to parade and more importantly justify their status and prestige in 
Roman society. By juxtaposing contradictory images in their villae, owners were 
attempting to flaunt their individual ability to balance the conflicting aspects of 
Roman life and culture that were perceived to have the potential to threaten and 
undermine Romanness. By doing so they explored new modes of display, with which 
they aimed to emphasise their successes without limit, whilst parading their ability to 
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combine and yet control potentially controversial aspects of Roman culture. Through 
the employment of such antithetical images in their displays, villa owners aimed to 
imply and indeed justify their elite status in Roman society. 
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5.3: Expanding Space Through Spec/nclI/lInt in Villae 
Landscapes 
According to Elsner, "Roman allusion must aim at the impression of 
verisimilitude because it constantly proffers the promise of real things (that 
landscape, that bowl of fruit, that vista of a town) just around the comer as it were, 
just through the wallss7• Through their architecture and art, villa landscapes alluded 
to the 'promise of real things'. Pliny's hippodrome, for example, alluded both to the 
actual races run in the city's circuses and to the methods of theatrical display and 
perfonnance found in the arenas of spectacular entertainment. The frescoed 
underground dining room at Prima Porta alluded to real flowers, trees and birds. This 
idea of the 'promise of real things' is emphasised by Lehmann, who states of the back 
wall of clibiculllm m at Boscorcale, 
Here in the cubiculum, the unknown owner of the villa of Boscoreale 
has left a priceless document. Here he might survey the ideal villa of 
his dreams, a property bYfeater and more luxurious by far than his own 
villa roslica. Reclining in the alcove, he might gaze on the splendour 
of ivory and tortoise-shcll, on statues and vessels of gleaming bronze, 
on towers and porticoes. He might listen to the warble of the birds and 
the splash of watcr in the green vistas beyond the window. Where did 
the outer world begin and its painted image stop? Where was the ideal 
and the real? Looking back through the shaded peristyle to the brilliant 
light of the garden, to the flash of birds and the sparkle of water, it 
must have been difficult to say. For the ideal was rooted in the real. 
m Elsner (1995) p. 75. 
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Seldom, if ever, has the aspiration of a society been reflected in so 
I, h d' 558 po IS e a mIrror .... 
However, not only did these painted landscape displays allude to real things 
such as bowls of fruit, they also alluded to the expansion of space beyond the confines 
of the room and indeed the confines of the villa itself. Lehmann hints at this idea when 
she suggests that the blurring of boundaries between the real and the painted provoke 
questions as to where the boundaries lay between the real outside world and that of the 
painted outside landscape. The landscapes in cubiculum m at Boscoreale suggested 
that the villa owner's residence stretched beyond the walls to the gates of the city, and 
simultaneously into the depths of the country where rocky outcrops were to be found 
(Fig. 88). Moreover, these landscapes suggested that in both these opposing spheres of 
country and city, the owner wielded influence. He apparently exerted control over 
nature through the building of edifices such as pergolas, up which he trained vines, 
and by the insertion of spouts in rocks to make waterfalls. At the same time the fact 
that his villa residence appeared to overlook the city, suggests his perpetual presence 
in the city even when in his villa. 
Through the frescoed landscapes on their walls, the rooms of villae were 
suggested to be more than merely rooms but implied extended space and potentially 
even doorways into other domains. Equally, architectural constructions in the villa 
landscape evoke spheres beyond the villa: the theatre and odeon at Pausiliypon or the 
hippodrome at Ostia present the urban sphere beyond the villa domain (Figs 3la & b, 
75). Art was similarly employed in the villa. Bartmann suggests the placing of almost 
identical p"II; around pools at the Villa at Papyri or the Villa of the Quintili for 
558 Lehmann ( 1953) p,130-131. 
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example, aimed, by their reflection in the water, to confuse the visitor and to 
encourage visual complexities (Figs. 67a & b, 68). 
The grotto at Sperlonga develops this idea further. The triclinium surrounded 
by mythical beings makes strong suggestions to the viewer that he has been 
transported to another world, extending the owner's control to a realm beyond the 
reality (Fig. 34a). Here not only does his villa expand into the cavern in the form of a 
triclinillm, thus suggesting the extent of his control and influence over nature, but he 
also appears to bring mythical beings and heroes into his villa domain. The highly 
theatrical nature of the sculptures themselves, and their placement in a dark cavern 
where the light from candles cast disconcerting shadows on the walls and water aimed 
to encourage a believable setting to accentuate this apparent extension of the owner's 
power into this mythic realm. 
Through the employment of spcctaculum in the villa landscape whether in the 
form of references to the city entertainments or as a more generic manifestation of 
their power through the juxtaposition of opposing elements, villa owners aimed to 
persuade visitors to believe their displays and parade their status in Roman society. 
By utilising the various guises of spcctacuilim in their landscapes, villa owners were 
able both to espouse the widely-recognised motifs of display and performance found 
in the city, whilst placing an emphasis upon their ability to employ, in a controlled 
and balanced fashion, the highly problematic aspects and foreign influences found in 
Roman society. In presenting his connections to the city sphere and highlighting his 
ability to control perceived threats in this way, the villa owner suggested both the 
'promise of real things' and appeared to demonstrate the extent of his influence 
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beyond the villa. Paintings that offered vistas over towns and countryside suggested 
expansions of space beyond the walls of the villa residence and into the various 
landscapes beyond, and implied that the villa residence was actually rather more than 
merely an out-of-town residence. Moreover, as we have seen from Seneca, the villa 
residence and its landscape inherently reflected the villa owner and his character. The 
perceived connections between the owner's character and identity and the residence 
suggest by association, that as the villa residence implied that it was more than it 
really was, the owner himself was also more than he appeared. 
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Chapter 6 • • Epilogue - 'Vhen the Term 'Villa' 
Becomes Unacceptable 
This thesis has examined modes of elite display and self-representation within 
the art and architecture of villa residences. At the outset, definitions of the term villa 
were interrogated and deconstructed, highlighting the fluidity of the term in its original 
Roman context. It was consequently proposed that behind the concept of the villa lay 
significantly flexible clements that were, to an extent, open to individual 
interpretation. Throughout Varro's Renlm rosticarom, for example, are suggestions 
that villae can be productive, agrarian residences, residences for ornate decor and 
sculptures, or indeed both, whilst Cicero presented his audience with an image of a 
residence where negotium remains a vital part of daily life in the villa. 
The notion that the 'rilla should be considered as a fluid concept rather than a 
strictly dcfined entity in ancient Rome presents the opportunity to examine how these 
residences, and the modes of display within them, were employed by the Roman elite 
as a means by which to examine the hierarchies of Roman society. Behind its 
important connections to the idcntity and character of the villa owner lay the 
significant potential for villae to be employed as a means of making 'socially-loaded' 
statements about members of Roman society. The ambiguity, surrounding the 
perceived correct role and function of these residences, enabled their employment as 
both weapons for the castigation of political rivals and for the encomiastic praise of 
patrons and friends. Examination of both the criticism and praise of individual villae in 
the literary sources suggests, however, that whilst its flexibility was a vital aspect of 
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the villa phenomenon, it was not entirely without parameters. By negotiating the 
negative and positive accounts of villae, the potential villa owner might find guidance 
as to what was and was not acceptable for villa development and individual display 
within the residence and its landscape. 
A popular rhetorical topos presented the agrarian ideal of the farmer's life as 
moral and noble, as indeed Cicero himself emphasised, yet most of the farmers of 
ancient Rome belonged to the lower classes, and were generally not represented in the 
elite sources on the agricultural ideals59• Excavations of large slave-run residences 
such as Settefinestre have highlighted the inherent problems in our sources on the 
villa: whilst it was often the lower classes doing the farming, it was through the 
literature of the elite that the idyllic country life was promoted and the agrarian 
traditions of Rome's past upheld. As a result, our literary and archaeological evidence 
presents us with a rather ideological picture of these residences. 
Although the flexibility of the ,:ilia and its terminology permits negotiation as 
to its precise meaning, we have seen that, nevertheless, the repetition of the same 
themes across Italy suggests that there were quite precise conventions governing villa 
display. Similarly, we might wish to seek the limits of the apparently elastic term 
'villa '. Where, then, does the term villa become a misnomer? Ancient authors, such as 
Varro, make concerted attempts to clarify the term in order to discover which 
buildings deserve the title. From our literary evidence, which presents the nobility of 
the agrarian ideal, we might assume that villae were simply upper class residences. 
However, the very fact that Lucullus himself felt the need to compete with his 
m Cic. Sen. 56. 
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neighbours of lower status in order to emphasise his elite social position through villa 
display, suggests that actually the tenn villa could be applied to a wider collection of 
residences or at least could be adopted by homeowners from a wider range of 
statusesS60• Yet, herein lay a problem. Were villae to consist of anything and 
everything, the residence would lose its ability to order the various hierarchies of 
Roman society, since all but the poorest of Rome could potentially 'claim' to own a 
villa residence. It appears that, although not a residence purely for the Roman elite, the 
villa played an important and complex role in the competitive display between ranks 
as a means of distinguishing the elite from the lower class members of society. This 
enabled villa owners themselves to compete with and pass judgement upon the display 
in the ,,·illae of their rivals, evaluating their displays as a means of jUdging their rivals' 
socio-political status, whilst safeguarding their own. 
In contrast to much of the rhetorical discussions on villae, which present the 
domus and the \-'illa as antithetical to each other, important similarities between these 
residences can be seen. Whilst the villa residence was located outside the city domain 
and thus at some remove from the ever watchful eye of the city, it was still a place for 
significant individual display where owners attempted to parade their wealth in order 
to imply their status in Roman society. In fact, this remove from the city potentially 
enabled owners to exaggerate or increase their displays. However, the villa remained a 
place where one was required to be seen to uphold and espouse Roman values and 
traditions. For those who were perceived to exceed acceptable levels of display in their 
villa or to bow out of or neglect 'Roman culture' as they immersed themselves in the 
"'" Cic, Leg. 111.30-31 
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highly problematic and immoral cultures from Greece and the East, the full force of 
Rome's tradition of austerity and morality was brought to bear on them. 
It is important to realise however, that these similarities did not make the terms 
'villa' and 'domus' mean exactly the same. Prior to Varro's Rentm rosticarom, Cicero 
had implied that the terms 'villa' and 'domus' were usually applied to residences with 
different functions, even as he seemed to suggest their similarity: "My building and 
my leisure satisfy me entirely. My town house [domus] is now equal to anyone of my 
villas [villarum]: my leisure is more complete than the loneliest spot in the world 
could supply."s61. This statement implies that before this time, Cicero had regarded his 
villae and domus as quite distinct entities, serving different functions. Only now, 
during the chaos of Civil War, have the terms become interchangeable. The very fact 
that his domus was now able to provide his relaxation is symptomatic of the disruption 
of social and political norms during the ructions of the late republic. 
There was, then, a limit to the elasticity of the term 'villa' and the residences 
that the word 'villa' could potentially be employed to explain. To observe an example 
that demonstrates that the terms 'villa' and 'domus' are not interchangeable, we need 
only consider the literary descriptions of the Domus Aurea, built following the Great 
Fire of Rome in 64 AD, which reduced much of the metropolis to cinders562. 
~I Cic, Fum. VI. 18.5. 
S62 For a general discussion on the residence and summary of scholarship on it see, Ward-Perkins 
(1956); Boethius (1960); Iacopi (2001). On the topography of the residence see, Van Essen (1954). On 
the architecture of the residence see, Macdonald (1965); Ball (2003); On the unpopularity of the 
residence, see Morford (1968); Wiseman (1987); Elsner (1994); Bradley (2002); Hales (2003) ch. 3. 
For the Domus Aurea as a palace of Nero-Helios, see L'Orange (1953). 
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The following details will gtve some notion of its size and 
magnificence. The entrance-hall was large enough to contain a huge 
statue of himself, 120 feet high; and the pillared arcade ran for a 
whole mile. An enormous pool, like a sea, was surrounded by 
buildings made to resemble cities, and by a landscape garden 
consisted of ploughed fields, vineyards, pastures and woodlands -
where every variety of domestic and wild animal roamed about. Parts 
of the house [domum] were overlaid with gold and studded with 
precious stones and mother-of-pearl. All the dining-rooms had 
ceilings of fretted ivory, the panels of which could slide back and let a 
rain of flowers, or of perfume from hidden sprinklers, shower upon his 
guests. The main dining-room was circular, and its roof revolved, day 
and night, in time with the sky. Sea water, or sulphur water, was 
always on tap in the baths. When the palace [domum] had been 
decorated throughout in this lavish style, Nero dedicated it, and 
condescended to remark: 'Good, now I can at last begin to live like a 
human bcing!,.s6l 
A slightly less dctailed dcscription of the residence is found in Tacitus, 
But Nero profited from his country's ruin to build a new palace 
[domum]. Its wonders were not so much customary and commonplace 
luxuries like gold and jewels, but lawns and fake rusticity - woods 
here, open spaces and views there. With their cunning, impudent 
artificialities, Nero's architects and engineers Severus and Celer, did 
not balk at the effects which Nature herself had ruled out as 
. 'bl ~64 ImpoSSI e' . 
563 Suet, Nero. 31 
564 Tac, Ann. XV. 42-3. 
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Modern scholars have been tempted to describe the Domlls Aurea as ros in urbe, a 
villa in the city. Bradley and Boethius both frequently use the tenn villa to describe the 
complex565• At first consideration, these ancient descriptions do appear to describe a 
villa residence resembling anyone of those examined through this thesis. Both, for 
example, emphasise the enormous size of the residence and its estate with 
woodlandsS66• Yet, we can see that neither author refers to Nero's palace as a villa. 
Instead, they insist on calling it a domus. The ancient sources, themselves, never 
referred to the Domlls Aurea as a ~·ilIa. This demonstrates that the elements which are 
perceived to make up a l-'illa or domus are not interchangeable and that, even under the 
guise of 'domus', l-·illa displays cannot be tolerated in Rome. By refusing to call the 
Domlls Aurea a villa, or indeed refusing to accept the presence of a villa in the city, 
the elite show the limits as to what could be termed 'villa'. 
Iiales comments, "Nero's house is only transgressive when it is shoehorned into the 
catcgory of the domlls. As a palatium aureum it is perfect. "567 The same can equally be 
said about seeing the residence as a villa. The Domus Aurea, offers us an example of the 
villa 'gone mad'. Here the luxurious manipulation of nature appears to fulfil the tenn of 
'villa' as we have examined it. Y ct the Domus Aurea is an example of the villa that has 
developed the display of juxtapositions as far as possible to the point of total, real collapse: 
indeed, it is an example where the villa residence has been perceived to have developed 
51>, Bradley (2003) p. 36; Boethius (1960), pp.94 &103. 
5b6 Mart, Specl. II. which also etnpha'iises that the Domus Aurea was part of a vast estate. As Bradley 
(2002) p. 36. comments "The domu.'i wa.o; more than just the building: the term encapsulated the whole 
thing .... cr. PlaIner (1929) p. 166. Archaeological and literary evidence estimate that the area it covered 
ranged from 125 to 370 acres: whichever is closer, it was certainly the largest domestic residence that 
Rome had ever seen 
51>7 Hales (2003) p. 75. 
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too far. The overthrow of Nero ensured that no one, not even the emperor, could realise 
the villa residence in this way and be perceived as a good Roman. 
Where members of the elite in their own villae appeared to combine antithetical 
. motifs to persuade people of their status through images of their power and control, they 
were doing what was expected of them and, indeed, copying their contemporaries' modes 
of display. It was when members of Roman society were depicted as moving away from 
'accepted' or rather 'expected' motifs of personal display that they bore the brunt of the 
outpourings of literary criticism, for they were perceived as threatening Roman order and 
compromising their own Romanness. Through his highly innovative Golden House, Nero 
appeared to reduce the metropolis of Rome to a back garden. Nero's hubristic tendencies, 
as evinced by the Domus Aurea, dominated Rome, making the city, her people and her 
traditions merely pawns in his display of personal power. 
Criticisms of perceived excessive display in the villa sphere were not merely cast 
against 'bad' emperors, but were, as we have seen, found throughout Roman society, during 
the republic and empire alike. In this thesis, we have examined the complex role played by 
the villa as a means of personal display and the function of juxtaposition and theatricality 
in generating that display, by which members of imperial Rome aimed to persuade the 
audience of their social status. As we have also seen, such attempts at personal display 
equally opened oneself up to the possibility of mockery and censure yet it would appear 
that the potential benefits one might obtain if successful, were perceived to outweigh the 
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